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FOREWORD 

This document reports an effort to dignify and ration~lize 
pre-trial negotiation practices in three urban courtrooms. In an 
era of self-serving "demonstration protects," this study attempted 
instead; to rigorously test the impact of an innovation through 
the use of random assignment of criminal cases in a field setting. 

Field research inevitably falls short of the precision ob
tainable in laboratory experimentation. The reform examined W8.S 
a modest improvement rather than a great leap foreward in the set
tlement of criminal cases. Yet it is precisely this form of in
cremental change and careful evaluation that holds long range pro
mise in an area that has been dominated by quick cure programs 
and slipshod evaluation. In my judgment, this report is a slg~i
ficant addition to the research record of the Center for Studies 
in Criminal Justice and a valuable example of meticulous planning 
and research. . 

vi'i 

Frankl in P,.Zimr ing 
Professor of Law and 
Director, Center for 
Studies in Cr iminal 
Justice, Univers1ty 
of Chicago. 
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PREFACE 

This study reports on the impl~ntation in Dade County, Florida of a 
proposal to involv~, on a voluntary batis v victims, defendants, and police 
in a judicial plea negotiation conference. The study, supported by a grant 
from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Acininistrath;;,'I, U~S,. Department of Justice,had 
several objectives: . 

To determine whether the proposed pretrial settIemeilt conference 
was a feasible case disposition procedure in a major urban area felon} 
court. 

To make a preliminary determination"of the impact of the use of 
the conference on case process!ng and disposition. 

To assess the impact of the conference prccedure on the judges, 
attorneys7 victims, defendants, and police involved. 

This report includes a brief background discussion and literature re
view; a description of the pretrial settlement conference proposal and the 
rationale behind it; a discussion of the issues addressed in implementing 
the proposal and of the irnp1.ementation site--Dade County, Florida; a discus a 

sion of the research methodology; a presentation of the data collected and 
the research findings; and a dis~ussion of the general findings and impli
cations of the study. 

The report is directed at both the criminal justice research cannunity 
and criminal justice practitioners. It is a preliminary assessment of an 
idea which when the project was undertaken in mid-1976 was perceived by many 
criminal justice practitioners as a quite radical departure from current 
;practic~. In that context the e~aluation focused on issues of "feasibility 
and basic impact on the case disposition process. We believe that it will 
provide th(! foundation for further testing and evaluation of the involvement 
of judicial officers, victims, defendants, and police. 

The stud~( was conducted by the Center for Studies in Criminal Justice 
of the Univer(~ity of Chicago Law School. Wayne A. Kerstetter was Associate 
Director of the Center and Projec:t Director for this study. Anne M. Heinz 
was a Research Associate at the Center and Senior Methodologist on the pro
ject • 
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EXEOJT I VE SlW.ARY 

Intr'oduction 

Plea ;:aargaining as a significant mode of criminal charge disposition 
is, and has been for ~cme time, under sustained attack. These attac.ks cu!
minated ina recommendation by the National Advisory Canmission on Criminal 
Justica 'Standards and Goals that s,uch negotiations be abolished •. But des
pite criticisms lev(~led from many quarters, there is little indication that 
the practice is about to succumb. 

In 1974, Norval Morris proposed that judges should playa more active 
role in plea negotiations and that victims and defendants should be invited 
to participate in 'these discussions. This report documents a year ... long im-, 
plementation of tnat proposal carri~d out in Dade County, :F'lorjda felony' 
courts. 

It was thought that the pretrial settlement conference proposal woold 
meet many of the !egitimate criticisms currently leveled at plea bargain
ing and would also serve a number of other values. PartiCipation by the 
judge and lay parties would mak~ the practice more open and less unsf~emly •. 
Increased citizen partlclpation was expected to increase respect fo~ the 
workings of thelaw by .those directly affected by the crime and its prose· ... 
cution. Judicial involvement would help insure that the interests of the 
public were considered in all settlements. It was hoped that the presence 
of the victim would focus more aite·ntion on the victim's legitimate claims 
for consideration and possible compensation .. ThE: defendant's presence was 
expected to add emphasis to his individual si'Luation and needs. The open' 
discussion at the conference of the appropriate settlement would lead to 
the articulation of principl~s which would develop a precedential value far 
future settlements.' Finally, by means of structure and 'Uming within the 
pretrial process, it was hoped that prompt consideration o·:f the possibili
ties of pretrial settlement would 'occur and thus lessen last-minute disrup
tions to court scheduling currently caused by plea bargaining. 

The evaluation used a field experiment design. 1074 cases were ran
domly selected, of which 378 were assigned to_use a pre:trial settlement 
proce~ure which had participation in ple~ dis~ussions b~ judge, victim, and 
defendant as its key element. The r'emainder were aSSigned to control 
group!}, some assigned concurre:ntly with the test grout> and others selec.ted 
from cases closing prior to the procedure'~ implementation.' The data base 
consists of information from court"records on each of the 1074 cases in the 
study sample and observations of each of the 28'7 conf~rence sessions. In
terviews with the lay part;es were conducted with 30 percent of the defen- , 
dants, 33 percent of the police, anJ'42 percent of the victims listed in .' 
the court records. After removing from the total those for. whom we had In
sufficient information· to make the contact, the response rate was'3 percent 
for defendants, 64 perc~nt for police, and" 78 percent for victim~. Fewer 
than 5. percent of the defendants, 3 percent of the victims~ andl percent 
of the police refused to be interview~J. Fin~11y,'3 interviews with the 
judges and attorneys (including four waves with the three judges who used 
the pretrial settlement conference) were t:ompleted •. 

The ~valuation used these data sources to foeu~ on the nature and ~xjent 
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of lay participation ilt} the plea discussions, on the impact of the cQnfer
epce procedure on the felony case disposition process, and on the attitude 
01 the participants in' that process. The focus on these aspects reflects 
the substantial doubts expressed. by-many judges and lawyers about the feasi
bility of Jay involvement in plea discussions and concern about the impact 
of such involvement on the fu'ctioning of the case disposition process. 

Use of the Conference 

,The conference~ of course, was the heart of the matter. Conferences 
were held for' 287 of the 378 cases in the test group. In almost 22 percent 
of the test cases, where no conference was held, a settlement had been 
reached before the scheduled ~onference data. More than half of these in
vol:ved a referral of the .defendant to a pretrial diversion program run by 
the prosecutor's office •. The absencG of a critical party led to cancellat-ion 
of the conference in 27 percent of the cases. The defense attorney was the 
party most frequently absent. A related reason was the jud~nt (17 percent 
of cancelled conferences) by one of the attorneys that the case was not 
ready for s'ettlement di.scusslon because some preparatory tasks needed com
pletion. 

For one judge the type of offense was significantly related to the 
11k~llhood of a ~onference being held. In more serious cases the confer
ences were less llkely to be held. Interviews with professional partici
pants generally supported this finding. In cases involving very serious 
crimes or defendants with extensive records charged with serious offenses, 
the judges and attorneys generally felt that it was preferable .to try the 
case •. 

Cases which are in some sense marginal--either because the statute was 
not aimed at the particular type of situation or because of the presence 
of psychiatric or other extenuating factors--were seen as particularly ap
propriate for the conference process. 

In cases where tbe conference was held, 26 percent ended in settlement; 
46 percent reached a tentative settlement; 15 percent were set for trial at 
the conclusion of the conference. The more violent offenses were less likely 
to reach a settlement. 

In 83 percent of the conferences, one or more lay participants attended. 
D~fendants attended 66 percent;.vlctims 32 percent; and police 29 percent. 
In 21 percent of those cases which had a victim, both the defendant and Vic
tim attended the conference. For none of the lay groups w~s attendance sig
nificantly relate'! to the type of ofiense. The professional interviews dis
closed only a minimal nunber (2) of cgnferences in which there WcS serious 
tension between the victim and the defendant. 

The conferences usually took place in the judge's chambers and were 
informal, compared to courtroan proceedings. The judge sat behind his desk 
wearing a suIt instead of j'udicial robes., The other participants were seated 
around the room or, in some cases, around a conf.erence table. l'he, proiocol 
and a\mosphere was that of a business conference, rather than a court pro-
ceeding. ,- , 

The confer~nces averaged ten minutes in length altpough there was sub-
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stantla1 var iation. The shortest lasted less than one minute; the longest 
twenty-five minutes. The average length of the conference differed ~ignifi
cantly for the three judges (the average length ranged fran 9 to 12 minutes). 
The discussion in the conferences clustered around three topics; facts of 
the case, prior record of the defendant, personal background facts about the 
defendant or victim, and recommendations. , 

While all the judges were the most active party in thei'rrespectlve 
conferences, they differed markedly in the extent to which they directed 
the di scussion in the 'conference as well as in the formation of a dispos i
tion. The lay participation was limited both 1n the extent of the contribu
tion and in the extent to wh~ch they directed the flow of the discussion. 
The lay presence did not appear to significantly affect either the likeli
hood of settlement or sentence severity. 

These findings are not surprising, since the main decision-making tasks 
of the conf~rence lay wi,th the professionals. The lay parties were limited 
participants, not key actors. 

The judges' attitudes toward lay participation were mixed. One judge 
felt the lay presence had been very helpful. The other two were ambivalent. 
Lay presence had not been a problem, but on the other hand there did not 
appear to be major benefits, at least fran the perspective of the judge •. 
This view may result fran the fact that substantial information was already 
available in the case file, and that the additional information needs were 
low. Thus,the lay parti.es' main contribution would be their attitude toward 
a poss i bl e set t1 ement. However, the judges all felt that t he I ay at U tudes 
toward,a settlement could properly be given only limited weight. 

The lawyers also held mi~ed views about the usefulness of lay partici
pation. During the implementation period, before evaluation data were avail-, 
able, those who thought it useful tended to believe that it h\lllanized and, , 
personalized the case disposition process. Those who saw little value in, 
It tended to argue that it did n->1!':dng to speed or facilitate the dl,sposit.ion 
of cases. 

Effect on Case Processing' 

The pretrial s;~tt1ement procedure presents a mixed pattern of impacts 
on the allocation o'f processing costs in the courts. The pro.cedure did not 
substantially change the' method of disposing of cases: it did not affect 
the prop'ortion of trials or settlements. As a result, there is nothing to 
show that the procedure al tered substant \all:; t~bose time or information r;osts 
involved in the court system's uS'e of trials, pleas, or .dismissals. 

The conference procedure clearly produced a savings in the length of; 
time. that cases were in the system •. The cases asslgneda conference dat~ 
clo.ed significantly mor~ quickly than those not assigned a date. This $av
i ngs occurred both with judges who had his tor ies of canpara:t1 vely slQw and 
fast cal endar s. For two o,f the cour lroans in which th.e tes't Case.s .that W~"t 
to confe·rence were more 'I ikely to settle than those that did not,. ttaft tim~!" 
savings occurred whether the conference session was actuapy held,or not •. ' 
For the thi rd court roan, where the I ikel ihood of settlement was- not as.soe·l
ated with .Ihether the case went to conference, the tirnasavings oc", ... rred 
only for cases wher~ the session was actually convened. Since the system 
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already had in place proceedings that reviewed the timing or sct.eduling of 
cases for trial, the conference's contribution may b~ associated with the 
negotiation process itself, or at least the anticipation of that negotiation, 
in front of the judge. . 

The time costs of involving lay participants iNcluded the cost of in
forming the appropriate parties of the scheduled conference. The findings 
indicate that benefits of those contacts were reaped only by those lay par-
ties who actually attend the session. . 

The conference procedure, with its restructured plea negotiation pro
cess, appears to have facilitated the expeditious review of cases. Further, 
to the extent that lay parties attend, they have increased the information 
available to the professionals. These changes did not, however, significant
ly change the system's use of trials or settlem~~ts. 

Effect on Case Disposition and Sentencing 

The test ot the pretrial settlement conference in Dade County did not 
result In significant changes either in the pattern of adjudication or in 
the aentences imposed. For one of the judges there is an indication of less 
severe sentences and less frequen( use of incarceration, but the evidence 
is too frasmentary to be conclusive. 

One of the three judges experienced a statistically significant increase 
in the' use of restitution in 'both test and control cases when compared to 
his use of resti+ution prior to the introduction of the conference process. 
This finding may reflect a generalized increase in sensitivity to the appro
priateness of restitution. There was no corresponding significant increase 
in the use of restitution for the other two judges. 

Based on these findings, the most appropriate concuslon is probably 
that the conference process, whether as a screening mechanism or in the dy
namics'of the session itself, did not result ih any major changes in the 
kinds of ~ecisions that were reached. The changes in the decision-making 
structure and the expansi~n in the variety of interests represented does 
not appear to have altered significantly the ways in which the criminal sanc
tions were utilize4. 

Effect on Attitudes of Victir;ns, Defendants, and Police 

The pretrial settlement conference procedure, with its provisions"of 
judicial presence at all hegotiations and invitations to attend extended to 
defendants, victims, and police, waS expected to change lay perceptions of 
the courts. Four indices were used to measure the effects (knowledge of the 
disposition, satisfaction with lh~ disposition, satisfaction with the pro
cess, and satisfaction with the criminal justice system). A majority of the 
defendants, victims, and police interviewed expressed satisfaction on these 
indices. Virtually all defendants, half the police, and one-third of the 
victims reported know-Ing the'disposition of their case." 

When considering treatment effects measur-ed by differences among test 
and control cases, the lay parties whose cases were assigned to the, test coh
dition were generally similar to tnose in the controls in theIr attitudes 
and perceptions. Of the ten sets of tests among treatment conditions, only 
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two showed treatment eff~cts. First, test victims wer.e mor~ $atlsfled with 
the way their cases were processed than their cOl'ltrol counterp.rts. It is 
possible that the consultative process itself produced the more positive at
~itu~es amollg the victif!1s. The second sig~ificant finding was that the pol
Ice 1 n one of t he test Judges I courtrooms were more saU sfied with Ute dl s
pOSition of their cases than were the controls. Both of the significant find
ings were in the expected direction of more positive attitudes attributable 
to the conference ~!"ocess. However, the f.!lure to find consl stent re~UI ts 
across the groups makes 1 t unlIkely that the implementation of conference 

, procedure, based on the level of lay attendance achieved at this site, made 
substantial changes In public perceptions about th~ courts. 

There was somewhat more evidence of differences for vctims and police 
who attended the conference. Of the seven sets of tests among the victims 
and police on the four indices, four showed that attenders were more posi
tive than non-attenders; victims who attended were more likely to report 
knowing the disposition of their case than non-attenders. Police who at
tended the conference were more likely to know the disposition and to be 
more satisfied with the disposition and processing of their case. * For the 
defendants, attendance did not affect their atttitudes. 

An inquiry into the possible coercive eftects of judicial presence on 
defendant'S right to tt'lal disclosed no evidence that the conference pro
cedure affected the defendant's perception of the pressure to plead guilty. 

In general, at a systemic level the conferl!nce did not appear to affect 
attitudes and perceptions of the lay parties. At the individual level, based 
on personal experience of attending the conference, there is some evidence 
that thel conference procedure produced more information and more positive· 
attitudes toward the way cases were handled among victims and police. 

Evalua'fion of Professional Participants 

When interVIewed during the implementation, before the evaluation re· 
suIts were available, the lawyers and judges displayed a wid~' range of a.t1i
tudes toward the desirabi 1 i ty of the use of the conference and 'lay partici
pation in it. Some perceived it only as another time-conslilling s.tep in.an . 
already cumbersome process. Others perceived substantial penefits in an en
hanced credi bi 1 i ty for the system and in the creation of a more p.ers,onallzed 
and humanized process. 

Two of the three test judges decided that they would not continue to 
use the conference procedure. One felt that it was too elaborate. A phone 
call to the victims adVising them of 'the outcOme of the. case would suffice. 
The other concluded that while there were some benefits, because 1t save 
the victim and police officer' a sense of participation, the conference took 
morej udi d al t ime than could be justified by these benet'i t s. . . 

r The thi rd judge tooks markedly different view. He agreecl that the 
conference process took supstant·ia 11y moret ime, but he concluded that it 
was well worth the effort because it led to more just deciSions. The oppor
tunity to meet with the defendant and victim, he beUeved, gave him much 

'iTr-rs-possTbfe--:rhat"-thesi-arfferencis-ref lect systemat ic differences among, , J 

officers who attended the conferences compared to those who did not attendc 
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bet ter insight into the case and not onl y I ed to bet ter deci 5 ions, ·but a1 so 
was more satisfying for him personally. 

This variety of reactions undoubtedly reflects a nunber of factors. 
To some extent the difficulties in implementing any new procedure in a com
plex system result in imperfect execution of the original proposal. The 
task of contacting the victims proved, for example, to be more challenging 
than expected. This raise~ questions about the proper interpretation to 
be placed on the attendance rates at the conference and the effect of' the 
conference opportuni ty on the i r att itudes. It al so makes an interpretation 
of the professional attitudes problematic 10 the extent that these attitudes 
reflect disappointment with victim non-atte~dance. 

Further, some of the professional reactions are either clearly idiosyn
cratic or reflect a nai'rowly function rela'ted view. For example, one defensl 
attorney could clearly articulate that he did not like the procedure in his 
role as a defense attorney, but if he stepped outside of that role he though1 
it had mer it 8 

The overall pattern of empirical results is that none of the major prob
lems materialized; and there is one substantial benefit--the reduction of 
time to disposition. Whil'e there is sOme evidence of other benefits, it is 
too early to make definitive judgments. Additional analysis of our data 
and experience in other jurisdictions are necessary. 

Plea negotiation is, and is likely to remain, an area of ambivalence 
and concern for thoughtful observers of the criminal justice system. Even 
though there is growing support of the view that settlement without trial 
serves other legi t ima te purposes, mos \ pr oponent s res t t hei r argunent ult i
mately on the necessity of disposing of overcrowded court calendars. It is 
in this context that we must attempt to form judsments about the value of 
the pretrial settlement conference procedure. 

Given the inconclusive results of our empricial evaluation, the ques
tion of basic values in the criminal process com"s to the fore. Since set
tlement without trial is the predominant means of criminal case disposition, 
should not the defendant have a right to attend the crucial proceeding of 
the process? Addressing this issue fran a slightly different point of view, 
one prosecutor, when asked whether the defendant's presence inhibited dis
cussion of settlement, dismissed the issue by saying, "It affects him; he 
should be there." ' 

The victim has not proved to be the obstreperous party that same feared. 
Further, many victims who did not attend claimed that they were not notified 
of the conference, thus confounding interpretation of their absence. Cer
tainly, the victim has a right to be informed of the disposition of the case. 

On balance, the promise of the pretrial settlement conference does not 
seem as bright as wh&n we started. It will not solve as many problems as 
originally hoped. But the promise, if dulled, is also less fragile. The 
procedure ha~ withstood the test of the felony disposition process. Its 
preCise potential for contributing to the just andhunane disposition of 

~ criminal cases is still undetermined, but it is clearly worth additional 
testing and evaluation. . 

II. 
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ABSTRACT 

A field experiment in Dade County, Florida, was used to 
evaluate the use of a pretrie' settlement confere~ce as a means 
of restructuring plea negotiations. The procedure proposed that 
all negotiations take pJace in ~ront of a judge and that victim, 
defendant, and police officer be invited to attend. The confer
ences were brief but generally reached at least an outline of a 
settlement. They usually included at least one lay party although 
the attendance rates for victim and polIce officer were quite low. 
The change in 'the structure reduced the time involved 'in proces
sing cases by loweri.ng the information and decision-making costs 
to the judges and attorneys. No significant changes in the set~ 
tlement rate or in the imposition of criminal sanctions were ob-I served. There was same evidence that police and, ~o same extent, 
victims who attended the sessions obtained more information and. 
had more positive attitudes about the way their cases were handled • 
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OiAPTER I 

-PLEA NEGOT lATIONS: REFCBM PROPOSALS 

A. Introduction 

Plea bargaining as a significant mode of criminal charge disposition 
is, and has been for same time, under sustained attack. These attacks CUl
minated in a recommendation by the National Advisory Commission on Cri~ 
min-a. :Justice Standards a:\d Goals that such negotiations be abolished. 11 
But de$plte criticisms leveled from many quarters, there is little indi
cation that the practice is about to succumb. 

In 1974, Norval Morris proposed that judges should playa more active 
role in plea negotiations and that victims and defendants should be invited 
to participate in these discussions. ~I This report doct.rnents a year-long 
implementation of that proposal carried gut in Dade County, Florida felony 
courts. The evaluation used a field experiment design. 1074 cases were 
randomly select-ed, of which 378 were assignled to use a pretr ial settlement 
procedure which had participation in plea discussions by judge, victim and 
defendant as its key element. The remainder were assigned to control groups. 

It was thought that the pretrial settlement conference procedure would 
meet many of the legitimate criticisms currently leveled at plea bargaining 
and. would also reflect a ntmber of other values. Participation by the 
judge and lay parties would make the practice more open and less unseemly. 
Increased citizen participation was expected to increase respect for the 
workings of the law from those directly affected by the crime and its pro
secution. JUdicial involvement would help insure that the interests of the 
publiewere considered in all settlements. It was hoped that the presence 

- of the victim would focus more attention on the victim's legitimate claims 
for cohsideration and possible compensation. The defendant's presence was 
expected to add emphasis to his individual situation and needs. The open 
discussion at the conference of the ~~p,opriate settlement would lead to 
the articulation of principles which would develop a precedential value 
tor future settlements. Finally, by means of structure and timing within 
the pretrial process, it was hoped that prompt consideration of the pos
sibilities of pretrial settlement would occur and thus lessen last-minute 
disruptions to court scheduling caused by plea bargaining. 

While this report focuses on a description of the implementation of 
~he pretrial settlement confere~ce procedure and a presentation of data re
garding its effects, it is appropriate to begin with a brief introduction 
to "he practice of plea bargaining in the United States and the major cri
tlcismsdi rected at the practice 

In a recent survey conducted in 30 jurisdictions throughout the United 
States:." the" Georgetown Uni vers i t1' Ins t i tute of Cr imi nal La.w and Procedure 
examined current plea bargaining practices. ~I This survey was ba'sed on 
site Visit Interviews and observations. The survey report uses "plea bar
.ai:ning" and "plea negotiations" as synonymous terms and defines them to 
me .. n "the defendant' s agreement to pi e",d gui 1 ty to a cr iminal charge wi th 
th., reasonable expectation of receiving 'some consideration from the state. 1I '1.1 

I 
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We have modified that definition in several ways. We have expanded 
it to include discussions exploring the possibility of and leading to such 
an agreement. We believe that this is an important modification for the 
purposes of our study. We focus a good deal of our attention on the pro
cess as well as the end result. Our definition pays more attention to the 
underlying dynamics and less to the legal forms • 

. We have adopted the term "pretrial settlement" drawn from the dis
cussion by Norval Morris of the innovations he was proposing. ~I Thus, 
we define pretrial settlement discussions to include the discussion of and/ 
or agreement to the consensual settlement of a pending criminal case. At 
issue is the waiving of some of the defendantfs statutory or constitutional 
rights with or without the expectation of receiving same consideration from 
either the court, the prosecutor, or both. This definition includes the 
process by which the defendant may waive, for example, his right to a jury 
trial with the understanding that, if convicted after a less time-consuming 
bench trial, he will receive a less severe sentence. * 

This definition is also useful in that it fOCUSES attention on what 
we perceive to be the essential element in the process of ,settling criminal 
cases without trial: the balancing of power between the citizen and the 
state. The prosecutor and the court are allocated, by constituti~n and 
statute, authority to charge a person with a crime, to bring the person 
to trial, and if convicted, to punish the person up to a statutory maximum. 
The citizen charged with a crime is also given certain constitutional and 
statutory authority. Included in this authority is the right to trial and, 
speci~ical1y, the right to demand a trial before a jury of his peers. 
These.rights can be seen as power to impose certain costs and inconven
iences upon the state. 

Pretrial settlement refers to the process and result of the manip~
lation of these powers in attempting to dispose of criminal cases. This 
perspective, while foreign to the formal language of the law, is faithful 
tQ the thinking and speaking of many participants in the criminal charge 
disposition process and captures the dynamics of the process. We believe 
1t provides a useful analytical framework for thinking about the settlement 
without triai of criminal cases. 

B. Var iety alia Extent of PI ea Negot ia t ions 

The Georgetown study developed a typology for plea negqtiations based 
on the degree to which the agreement was expl ici tely at'ticu' ated by the 
participants, the types of concessions negotiated, and the'persons involved 
in the discussions. ~I While the survey discovered a wide variety of 
bargaining practices, it also disclosed some predominant patterns. The 
study reports that in 27 of the 30 jurisdictions stirveyed, bargaining in 
which the agreement was made explicit appeared to be the prevalent method 
of disposing of felony cases by guilty plea. ZI The predominant pattern 

'iThicnoTc;or'ihe-t'ermiipret'rTa'T-S'eITTeme n t II ha 5 sub stan t i ve imp I i ca i i on s·. 
MorrIs suggested .tbat the conference he proposed is consistent with,. and 
amenable to, settlements that do not involve charge or sentencing conces
sions. The conference, as we implemented it, was silent on that issue, 
allowing the individual prosecutors and judges to form their own policies. 
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of explicit bargaining involved a variety of considerations (usually charge 
ot sentence concessions) offered either by the prosecution' or the judge. !I 

The Georgetown study found a considerable r~lnge:' in the proportion of 
cases di sposed of by gui ity plea. The mean gui 1 ty plea rates by population 
of j uti sdict ion range f ram 55 percent (Wyoming-- j ur .isdict ions, wi th a popula
tion under 100,000) to 100 percent (Vermont--jurisdictions with populatlon 
between 250,000 and 500,000). However, the mode for the 20 states studied 
for this purpose, combining all' Jurisdictions regardless of population, falls 
between 3.5 and 90 percent. Seven of 11 j'urisdiction~ with a population over 
.500,000 had a mean guilty rate of over 8.5 percent& This finding is consis
tent with other studies. 2/ 

c. Rationale for Plea Negotiati?ns 

The most frequently advanced rationale in support of plea negotiations 
is that the case load in our criminal courts makes it imperative. It is 
comnon to hear the statement, "1 personally do not ap.prove of plea negotia
tions, but we have no choice beca.use, without it,the system would break 
down. II The 1 i terature on plea bargaini ng generall y ref lect s thi s view. 

Milton He..mann, writing in 197.510/ and again in 1978, 11/ casts doubt 
upon any simple explanation of the reTIi'tionship between casep:ressure and 
non-trial case disposition. Using data fram Connecticut trial courts, 
Helmann suggests that crim.i.nal tr ials have represented only a small mi!nor i ty 
of the cases disposed during the 75 year period between 1880 and J9.54.~ 12:/ '. 
Further, a comparison of the trial rates of Jow ~nd high volume court~ dUr~ 
ing this period does not disclose a substantial difference In the percen-
1,age of cases tried. 1.1/ Finally, an early 1910's change in jurisdic-tion 
drastically cut (some in the range of 50 percent) the case load in a m.mber 
of Connecticut Superior Courts. Although personnel level.s remained constant, 
.the changes in trial rates were insignificant. Hartford, for ex~ple, with 
a .50 percent~ reduction in case cload went from a trial rate of 3 percent ,to-
3.2 percent ~f total case dispositions. 14/ From these findings Hewnann con
cludes that plea bargaining is not a direct function of case pressure. He 
suggests that, It(t)he decision to plea bargain is not fundament.ally a func
tion of case pressure, other factors and incentives account for the decision 
to go to trial or to plea bargain. 1t ~J 

D. Maj or Concerns or Cr i t icisms of Plea Barg.aining 

Perhaps the major criticism of plea bargaining is that it imposes a 
penalty on the defendant who wishes to assert his constitutional r1ght to 
tr lal. 16/ A corollary of thi s cr i tici sm is the conc;:ern that innocent per
sons wiIT be induced to plead gui 1 ty to avoid the. possibly $evere conse.. . 
quences of being convicted after', trial. Thus, sQl'l'le?observ.ersperceive tbe 
repugnant 5i tuation in which a gui ity person receives a reduc.ed sentence, by 
pleading while an innocent person is severely punished. for unsuccessfully 
asserting his innoce;:)ce at tr ial. A mmber of proposals haye b~en made to: . 
limit the likelihood of such results, but they have not totally stifled the; 
cr i tical voices. 

As part of this larger controversy abo.!.!t the. appropriateness and; de-· 
sirability of plea bargaining, the issQe of judiCial .. partiC"ipa1ion has- re
ceived considerable attention. The most comnon view is' that it i"$ .appropriate 
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, for the judge to be apprised of the tentat i veset 11 ernent once the at torneys 
have reached an agreement, but that judg,es should not De directly involved 
in the negotiations prior to agreement •. This view argues that the judge 
should review the tentative settlement and indicate whether it is accept
able. The Pmerican Bar Association Standards .. 171 Federal Rule 11, 181 
and the National, Advisory Commission on Criminar-Justice Standards and 
Coals, 19/ all take this position. Underlying this position is the view 
tha't thepower of the judge is so inherent! y coercive that it undermines 
the 'Yoluntariness of the defendant's acceptant\e of a plea agreement. The 
pret r ia I ' set t1 ernent conference proposal avoid~ thi s cr i t ici sm by suggest
ing that the case be transferred to another iludge for trial if a settlement 
is not reached. The proposal's prescription for judicial presence at the 
conference points to the benefits to be obtained by greater judicial know
ledge of the facts and considerations behind a proposed plea. It doeS not 
require that the judge take an active role in 'the actual negotiations, but 
it does not prohibit such a role either. And, if the judge is so inclined, 
it facilitates direct judicial participation ip plea negotiations. 

As discussed above, there is considerableol'position to judicial in
volvement ·in plea negotiations. However, the case in support of judicial 
involvement is not without its proponents. Per~aps the most definitive, 
survey of argunents for and agains,t judicial invQlvement in I ts many pos
sible variations is Alschuler's 1976 article entiUed liThe Trial Judges' 
Role in Plea Bargaining, Part 1." AlschlJler concl'udes that: 

"Judicial control of the plea bargaining process would offer de
fendants a clear and tangible b3sis for reliance in entering 
their guilty pleas; it would, a1 least on occa!;ion, pennit ef
fective regulation of the extent of ~he pena1t'l~ that o'.r cri
minal jus tice system imposes for the 'exerci se (j1f the ri ghi t.p 
trial; it would facilitate the introduction of new procedur~l 
safeguards; it would be likely to affect the tone and sub~taace 
of the bargaining process in a variety of useful ways; ancl,rttost 
importantly, it would restore judicial power to the judges.it!!?! 

Alschuler proposes a pretrial conference very similar to that sugge~ted by 
Morris in The Future of Imprisonment. 2!/ i -i 

-- , I 

Participation by the victim and defendant in plea discussions has not 
received a great deal of attention. A·1972 Yale Law Journal atticle 221 
suggested including the defendant in a pretrial conference presided over 
by a judge. It was proposed that the defendant be allowed to participa!e 
fully in the discussions at the conference. 

Fredric L. DuBow and Theodore M. Becker 231 conclude in a recent 
article that the victim's capacity to influence the outcome of the crimina! 
case had declined over time, and that traditional plea bargaining has 
la,rgely excluded victims. Both the sentence imposed and the absence of an 
oppor:tunity to participate meaningfully frustrates victims. Discussing 
plea bargai~nlng, DuBow and Becker point out that: 

"If the victim is interested in retribution, he may be frustrated 
by the imposition of a low sentence without explanation of the 
reasons for leniency or the opportunity to participate meaningfully 
in the proc~ss of reaching a disposition. If the victim is not 
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interested t~ retribution, there is little other satisfaction to 
be gainec:i_ Victims seldom get an apology, seldom are.reconciled 
with the offender,and seldom receive restitution." ~~I 

Of course, The Future of Imprisonment, from which this study's pro
posal was developed, posited for both the victim apd de~endant a central 
role in the pretrial settlement conference. The defendant,s presence is 
linked to constitutional values: ' 

"The constitutional right to presence at trial can O~ly be gi~~n 
reality if the accused is allowed to attend those aspects of th.e 
pret-rial processes that are of significance to him. Now (under 
traditional plea bargaining practices) he is present'only for the 
formaltties, the signing ot the treaty, not its negotiation.'~ 25/ 

- -
In p'roposing the presence of the victim at the pretrial settlement con

ference, Morris points to the need to redress the "extraordinarily shabby" 
treatment of victims; "the right to be informed of, and ;whereappropria1.e 
involved in, the processes that have led to whatever is the stat·esettle
ment of the harm that has ~een done to him (as) a matter'of courtesy and 
respect to the dignity of the individual 'victim;" 26/ and.finally the pos
sibilityof psychological benefits for the victim ana defendant in the 
hlmanizing .01 the experience. 

There have been other efforts at structuring plea negotiations in crimi
nal courts. Both Detroit and Denver have utilized-non-judicial conferences 
to explore the PQsSibility oia negotiated settlement'. ,The felony cour\.s in 
Kings County Olfooklyn), New York, use a judicial hearing to consider .dis
position of felony cases by negotiated plea. The Omnibus Hearing procedure 
proposed by the American Bar Association attempts to structure e~tensive 
discovery early in the pretrial process and to utilize ludicial involvement 
to facilitate plea negotiations. 27/ -

I ' 

Substant lal Gli fferencl~$ exi st between these model s and the pretr lal 
settlement conference~ The most striking is the explic-~t inclusion of both 
the victim and the defendant as regular participants in the negotiation 
process. 

".., 

E. Oescr ipt ion of Main Elements of Pretr lal Set tlement .Confetenc~ Proposa.! 
- , 

Plea bargaining has traditionally b~en b~later~l with the prosecutor 
and defense counsel playing the main roles. Judicial involvement has usually 
been l.imited, taking the form of an after-the-fact ratifiqationoi 'an ." 
agreement reached by the two ~ttorneys. The pretrial se1.t1ement conference 
proposal.was conceived of -as involving the judge and the-victim, defendant, 
~nd-p(Hlce. The presence of the defendant, victim, and--~polic:e was volun
tary. The defendant was not required to be presenteveri through counsel, 
except that it was proposed that there wQuld be no plea-negotIations except 
in the conference setting. If the defendant did attend, there was no re
quirement that he participate i!, the discussion. If the' ~efendant chose 
to participate, nothing that was said could be used lat~r against the de~ 
fendant. " . • 

The conference proposal called for -tho judge tost~t"eexplicit1y this 
prohibItion agkins! later use of conference discussion. '-The:~roposal also 
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envisioned that the judge would indicate tnat, for purposes of the con
ference only, the participants would assume the defendant was guilty. The 
expl icit st'atement of thi s asslmpt ion was necessary in order to make 1i. 
clear that the defendant was not in fact-making an acknissionof guilt by 
his participation in the discussion. This assumpti.on is crucial, both as 
a matter of logic and a matter of defense tactics. 

The victim was to participate fully in the discussion of the appro
pr iate di sposition of the case, but cd I parties were t~' be informed that 
the victim's comnents would be given the most weight as they related to 
issues of compensation an,d restitution. The victim's voice was to be 
heard, but not carry special weight in the judge's consideration of the 
larger sQcial ends to be served in the disposition decision. That is t6 
say, to the extent the judge decided that a certain disposition was neces
sary in order to ~et an exmnple, or simply to punish, the intensity of 
the victim's feelings, or lack thereof, was to play only a limited role. 

The judge was expected to exercl s'e some cont rol over the di scus s i on :to 
ensure that the conference was not abused for inappropriate'discovery pur
poses. Once the attorneys reached a tentative agreement, the judge would 
decIde, based on the information presented during the conference, whether 
the settlement fell within the bounds of appropriateness given the circum
stances of· the case; that is to say, did the punisMlent fall between the 
mi ~ iml.lTl and the maximum appropr i ate pun i siment in the parti cuI ar s i tuat ion. 

, 
If an agreement was reached the plea would be entered in open court 

in acc'Ordance with the established procedur~ of the jurisd .. ction. If 
agreement was not possible, Morris proposed that the case be transferred 
to another judg~ for trial. Chapter III will discuss the modifications 
necessary in order to implement this proposal in Dade County. 

F. Surrmary 

In order to set the stage for the subsequent discussion, this chapter 
has presented a brief sketch of the current controversy regarding plea 
bargaining which mentioned in sumnary form recent findings on the extent 
and variety of plea bargaining, the effect of case pressure on plea bar
gaining, and the major critiques of plea bargaining. Finally, this dis
cussion includes a statement of some of the antecedents and analogies to 

,the pretrial settlement conference, as well as the rationale behind the 
,proposal and a description of its main aspects. 
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PROJECT NARRA TI VE 

A. Introduction 

Wf~ now fo·cus on the efforts to locate a site in which to implement the 
propos/ad pretrial settlement conference and on the issues addressed in 
transforming the conference from a bluepdnt into an operating reality. 
This chapter also describes b'riefly Dade ,County (the stud.y sii.~) i!.nd the 
Criminal Court system aS,it operates there. 

S. Sit~ Selection 

. We considered over twenty jurisdictions as possible study sites. Pre-
liminary considerations, such as th~ logistics of running a research pro
ject with sites on opposite coasts of the country (after Dade County was 
selected), led us to eliminate some of the west coast sites. Of the twenty, 
we made official contactwith fourteen jurisdictio'os. -

Final agreement to implement the pretrial settlement project ~as 
reached with Dade County, Florida. That story is told below. An inter
esting prologue is the variety ot obstacles wh-ich we enr,olJntered in seeking 
jurisdictions to participate in the project. 

The reasons given by various jurisdictions for declining to particl~ 
pate can be organized into five cateories: 

1. A role in plea discussions is inappropriate for a judge. 

2. Case overload. 

3. Prosecutor did not want judicial participation beca'Se it 
was 'seen as an invasion of an 'executive function. 

4. The . jurisdiction was already involved in too many research 
stt.1dies. 

5. Cohcern that lay participants would make it difficult to 
reach settlements. 

The most theoretically' troublesome wa,s the notion that participation 
in plea discussions is an inappropriate role for a judge. This argunent 
comes in two different forms. One points to the possibly coercivt) efJect 
of the judgets participation (eIther indirectly o~ the defense cou~s.l, 
or directly on the defendant); the other perceives a loss of judidial 41g-
ni ty. ,. 

, ~' 

,The "coercive" effect" argument was most succinctly stated by th~ .. ' 
Wisconsin Supreme Court in a 1969 case which said: "Th*!' vice .of judifia~ 
par'ticipation in the plea bargaining l,s that it destroys the voluntaNne~s 
of the plea." 11 
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The "loss of ju~icial dignityn argument was less pervasive but was 
encountered on two ~ccasions. This argument is best captured by the fol~ 
lowlilg quote: 

"The judge is a symbol of impartial justice; the prosecutor can 
more appropriately assume the role of bargaining agent whereas, 
to maintain the'dignity of the judiciaJ- office and respect for the 
legal process,: the judge cannot." ~I 

\, , 

Th~':current cru'sh-ofpending cases was an objection raised in three 
jurisdic-tlons. The:"judsesin these jurisdictions did not believe that the 
proposal would result in time savings for the judiciary. To the contrary, 
they felt strongly that their participation would increase their burden 
b~c~use of the dif(iculties in getting all the parties tc the conference 
on time, as well_,as:' ~he time consumed by the conference itself. 

A related time aJlocation objection was directed at, the study itself. 
Two jurisdictions expressed the view that they had been "studied to death" 
lately and, while they were sympathetic to research concerns, they felt 
tha,t it was necessary to begin limiting their involvement in research ef
far·ts. 

Final!y, both Judges and attorneys irr two large jurisdictions expressed 
I the view that the·vi~tinl, if present" would be so intransigent that a rea;.. 

s,tlnable settI~ment wo'uld be foreclosed. Some were also concerned that the 
J~y partie~--bDth;Victims and defendants~-were likely to misuriderstand the 
discussion between the attor'neys and judge and feel that an irraproper or 
unsavory actioh had been taken. This could lead to adverse p~blicity, 
particularly for the' judge. 

C. Implementat19n in Dade .County, Florida 

In-' 1972, the"Dade C6unty State Attol'ney's Office established a Pretrial 
Intervention Program.,' The purpose of this program was "io provide, for a 
three to six-month,p~riod irrrnediatel~y following arrest, intensive counseling 
and.manpowerr s'ervi<j:es, as well asref~rrals to corrrnunity agencies where 

t 'd" ., I ' " warran e. i:. ' 

We .,\earned of;this pr()gram during our early efforts to seek out juris
dictions with experience relevant to our proposal. Our attention was drawn 
,to the fact that bO.~h·the vi.ct'im and poiir-e are cons,ulted before the defen
dant i$acmitted to the program. Neither has a veto ()ver the de-cision to' 
adnit, but thei r op1'n10ns ,are taken into account. Program of f ierial s re-

,port that they have encount~red only mi,nimal opposition to the pTogram from 
either vi'cHms or police officer.~. Ohen they are quite supportive of the 
propose~ referral. 

, 'Our di'scussion of the Pretrlal. Intervention Program wi th the State 
Attorney's Office led to an exploration of the possibility of implementi,ng 
tb~pretrial s,ettlement conference .proc~ss in Oad'e County~ Initial con;., 

,ta,c;ts with several Judges yielded mixed results. One judge;opposed,as a 
matter~ofprinc.iple\·dir~at judiCial participation in plea discussions. 

,Byt:'another judge and the, ·AdmlnistraHve Judge were quite interested and 
$,upp~r tl ve. 1 

, . 

" 
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Similarly, the' Public Defender's Office was very receptiv~. The ,Public: 
Defender at that time, Phillip A. Hubbart, had within the previQus ye"rsup .. 
ported a proposed rule of criminal procedure which would have req'Jired 
that all plea discussions take place in a judicial conference. ~I The 
defendant, his counsel, the prosecuting attorney, and the tria! Tudgewere 
to attend these. conferences. The proposal furtherpr-ovidedthat "All other 
interes\ ..... d persons may be present 8.t the conference," thus openin~ the pos
sibility of victim participation. biis successor, Bennet H_ B:'lITI1'\er,was 
also supportive. ' 

In addi Uon to Hubbart' 5 proposal and the Pretr ial Intervention Pro ... 
gram, prior experience in Dade County with elements of t.he pretrial settle
ment conference facilitated implementation discussions. Three specIfic 
aspect~ of the Dade County procedures were relevant to our progran. These 
were~ a) sounding confererices; b) the State Attorney's policy of notifying 
victims prior to accepting a negotiated plea; and c) the occasional use of 
conferences, sometimes with either victim or defendant,ot both, to discuss 
a possible $ettlement~ 

The sounding conference ,is widely used by judges in the Criminal 
Division of the Circuit Court, although its purpose and nature vary sub
stantially from judge to judge. The conmon element is. its timing shortly 
b~fore trial. It is generally set, ~t the time of.arraignment, for one 
week prior to the s~heduled trial date. The date usually falls withi~ lq 
to 60 days after arraignment. At "the soundingconferen~e. a1.1 cas.es &che
duled for trial the next week are reviewed by the judge and the attorneys 
for defense and prosecution. The primary purpose of this review is to de
termine whether the parties are prepared for trial. 

With some judges, an equally important function Ls to discuss the pas
s i hi 11 ty, of a set t 1 ement and to encourage a set t1 ement when that appear,s. 
to be appropriate. Othe~ judges will not discuss the pos~lbllitles of 
settlement of all; either at the conference or In other. settings. 

The practices in the six courtroOl"Os involved in the study varied. 
Pour of the six held regular sounding conferences at whi,c~ they dLs(:,u5sed· 
possible settlements. ,One of these four refused to accept a plea d'l,lring 
trial week, in effect placing greater pressure on t~e attorneys to,bse the 
sounding conference to settle the case. One otthe two j'udges who, did not" 
schedule soundl1)8 conferences made a practice of hay ing,general di scuss ion,s 
with all attorneys scheduled to go to trial on the Monday ,of tr.ial week. 
The last judge did not use sounding conferences at all and ll.ited ~ls In- . 
volvement in plea discussions to approVing or d'isappro,vlngtentative sett1~,
ment s reached by the attorneys. Two of the $1 x judg~s 'I n'dlcated that on, 
occt:~sion lay parties were present, at discussions of possible 7ettlements; . 

This prior experience, while helpful in,galni~g accepta9ce of the pro,:, 
posal, of course, causes problems for evalua~,!on.c First, ,it'J'educ"s the 
differences in t~eatment between l test an<t~,!ntol. ca,~es = ' ~htcs m~y ma~etb~,~: _.' c;

results less noticeable, than they woul~belna)Ur~lA(;tl~~~~i:~"'t-=(hdll~\TvC"" ~" -
utilize these techniques. Also, in/wrms,of $Iff~,ssessment of the .pr~e$:S " 
by the professional participant'S,.tt may lead to a greater acceptance than 

,could ordi,narily beexpecfed. "', " ~ . " 
c., ' 

f~ -' ." ' 

Once prel iminary agreemen-t was' reached, a'plan was developed'fQ~,tlJ<e 
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implementation of the pretrial settlement conferenc~ procedure which would 
be feasib~e in Dade County. 

b. Description of Dade County 

Dade County is the tenth largest population center in the country and 
Is the largest in the Southeast. Mimni itself ~ccounts for only one-quarter 
of the county's I,SOO,OOO population. 5/ Compared to its northern, if 
not western, counterparts, it is a relatively new center, having established 
itself as "a major area only in the 1920's. Miami's economic activities have 
been primarily light industry, comnerce, tourism, and transportation, rather 
than heavy industry or agriculture. Ethnically, 15 percent of its popu!ation 
is Slack; ,j percent white; and 32 percent Spanish-surnamed. By far, the 
largest group of the latter are Cuban, Miami having been the chief port of 
entry after the Castro revolution. About 80 percent of Dade County's growth 
during the IS year's 1960-1975 was of Latin origin. That ethnic group grew 
fran 60,000 to 467,000 during that period. The population is comparatively 
mobile, both as a result of population growth and seasonal visitors. The 
Dade area clearly, then, L; a complex urban setting, facing many of the eco
nomic, political and social problems of similar large cities. 

Dade County operates under a "Metro" reform system, adopted in 1957, 
" which is almost an anomaly in this country, since it is much stronger than 

is the case in most jurisdictions. As a result, much of the political 
aGtion is at the county, rather than the city, level. While the process is 
still incomplete, the county has moved to provide many traditionally city-run 
services.* 

The preceding provides a very brief description of the county in which 
the implementation occurred. It shows that the confelrence was tested in a 
large urban jurisdiction, where the social ~nd economic problems of growth 
and social and cultural interactions are important. The political setting 
of a strong county government and a strain 01 good~government concerns per
haps sets a tone'of receptivity to criminal court experimentations. 

E. Description of Dade County Criminal Court System 

1. Court or~anization. In 1972 a new judicial article was approved 
for the FlorldatateCnnstitution which streamlined the state court sys
tem. At the trIal level;it·established a two-tier system consisting of 
Circuit Courts a.nd County Courts. In criminal matters, the Circuit CO!Jrt 
has jurisdiction in all felony cases (those punishable by death or impri
sonment in the. State Prison) and of 'all misdemeanors af'ising out of the 
smne eircumstances as a felony which is also charged. The Circuit Court 
In the Eleventh Judicial Circuit (Dade ~ounty) has a specifically-designed 
Criminal Division with twelve Circuit Court judges aSSigned. Each' of the 
twelve courtrooms disposes of approximately 1000 cases per year •. Circuit 
Court judges are ~lected for si~-year terms in non-partisan elections. 

-The,CountyCourt has jurisdiction in all misdemeanor cases which the 

~trp-oidi-counry-rS-gOvernea-Dy~a-county manager. This government has 
the power to perform most functions former 1 y exerci sed by some 27 separate 
munlcipal1 ties. 
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Circuit Court does not have the jurisdiction to try., all violations of 
munH:tpal .9r county ordinancf:s, traffic infractions atld offen$.es, bail bond 
ht;:arlngs,'preliminary' hearings in felony cases, and a nllnber of other mat
terse 

2. Offense Structure. The Florida Criminal Code classifies off6nses 
into live felony and two misdemeanor categories. Persons convicted of 
offen'ses are sentenced to determinate terms under this scheme. Persons 
with prior felony or misdemeanor first degree convictions are subject to 
extended term penalties which have the effect of moving the offense classi
fication up one level, with the exception of the least serious felony ca. 
tegory which receives an extended term maximum of ten years. §.l 

. 3. State Attorney's Office. The State j\ttorney is the prosecuting 
officer in all trial courts in the circuit, with the exception that pro
secutors may be appointed by municipalities to prosecute local ordinances. 
The State Attorney is elected for a four-year term. 

In Dade County at the time of this study, the State Attorney's Office 
employed 99 Assistant State Attorneys. II The assistants are usually, 
although not exclusively, hired upon graduation fran law school. (There l~ 
an active intern program in which third year law students' work for both 
the State Attorney and the Public Defender.) These young lawyers general,y 
stay with the office from 3 to 4 years before leaving"usually to ~nter 
the private practice of criminal law. Attorneys seldom rema~n with the 
office more than 5 years. Only rarely does an attorney remain for 10 years. 
New assi.stants in the State Attorney's Office are assigne~ to the County 
Court, first to Traffic Court and later to Misdemeanor Court. On occasion 
a new attorney will be assigned to Juvenile Court. Wherever assigned dur
ing'this ihitial period of their experience in the State Attorney's Office 
they receive training from a special training officer who is asslgned to 
the County Division. During their first month, they serve under the direct 
supervision of a senior trial attorney. !I . 

After approximately six months, the new attorney is transferred to 
the Circuit Court and assigned to a courtroom with three other pr~seculors. 
During this transition, additional training is provided by the State 
Attorney's Crimin~l Division training officer. The four attorneys assigned 
to each'courtroom are divided into temns of two: the Major Crimes attorney 
and one junior attorney; the Career Crimina! Attorney and ,one junior attor
ney. 

I 

As the.) names ·sugges t, the Maj or Cr imes at torney handles all the very 
serioUs crimes' a.ssigned to that courtroom; the Career Criminal attorney 
handles those ~~ses involving individdals with a substantial criminal hls~ , 
tory. -The tWq funior attorneys are 'respon.sible for all, cases that are not il' 
clas,sified as either major crimes or as involving, caree·r· criminais. The:,e 
encompass thegr~at majority of felony cases. 

The State Attorney's Office has 16 investigators and 175 sec;tetarial, 
clerical, and a(ininisirative p'ersonnel. The office has i,ts own small law 
Ii braryand a large wll-f urni shed branch' of th~ County Law Li flrary is. 
located 1.0 the samebu i 1 ding. 

'~\' ". 

The supervisory structure is horizQntal. In· th¢ 12 felony courtrooms, 
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each of .the senior assistants supervises a junior attorney. The 24 teams 
.re supervised by the first Assistant State Attorney and an assistante Tl;1i~ 
supervision is primarily by way of advice asrequest~d and an .afte,r-the-f4ct· 
review of dilpositions. 

Since 1974 the State Attorney's Office has utilized an alternate ~eek 
system. Each of the two attorney teams .assigned to a particular courtt()cm 
alternates between one week in the felony courtroom and the next in County 
Court handling the preliminary hearings in cases, which if they survive 
preliminary screening, will be assigned to their courtroom. The usual 
practice is for the attorntey who presents the cas'e at the prel iminary 
hearing to handle the case in the Circuit Court as well. This procedure 
may encourage the attorneys to review the cases carefully and screen out 
those that are inappropriate for felony prosecution. 

4. Public Defender's Office. A Public Defender is elected for a 
4-year term In each jUdicial circuit. The Public Defender is responsible 
for representing indigent persons accused of having coomitted eithermisde
meanors or felonies. Legal assistance in cas'es wlth more than one defendant, 
in which the defendant.' interest might be in conflict, is provided by the 
appointment of special counsel by the trial court. 

The Dade County Public Defender's Office had a staff of 57 attorneys 
at the time of this study. They were assigned to five divisions: Circuit 
Court, Criminal County Court (misdemeanors), Traffic, Appellate and Juvenile. 
Each of the five divisions had a senior trial. assistant in charge. In the. 
Circuit Court, where the study was located, two Assistant Public Defenders, 
were generally assigned to each courtroom.· . 

A~ with the State Attorney's Office most of the attorneys in the . 
Public Defender'S Office are hired directly upon graduation from law. s~hoQl. 
The legal intern program, mentioned above, provides a cons.lderable nllliber 
of new assIstants. Training of new attorneys is prpvided by assigrment to 
t~ams with some of the more experienced assistants, supplemented by a lec
ture series in which both staff members and outside l.ecturers participate. 
New at.torneys are asked for a coomitmenJ to stay two years. The. office 
is pleased if they stay three or four year s. The at torney"s in t.tte Public 
Defender'S Office are assisted by a staff of 13 i~~estigators • 

5. Oeser! tion of Case Processin. The Dil"de County Circuit Court, 
(11th .';\1 C a lfCUlt as a opte a modified random assigOOlent proct1dure, 
known t,\S a "Blind fillng System," to assign felony cases to particular . 
trial ju~ges. This procedure is designed .toreduce judge shoppi~ and 
other attempts to undermine the integrity of the judicial process.. The 
procedure begins with the preparation of a Magistrat":'s hearing log by the 
Dade County Correction and Rehabil i tati.on Department twice (,jaily (during 
regula.r cour1· days) based on the order in which the defendants are boo.ked 
upon ar,rival at the Dade County lail. (See Appendix Afor detailed descrip-
tion of this system.) . 

. The. assignmento'fa case to a particular Section (courtroom) of ,the .;,; 
CircuitlCourt Criminal Division has' the effect ()f a·ssigning the cas~ to a. t 

track that will deliver it first to a bail hear,lng, then to a prel~minary 
hearing, and finally, if probable cause is found, to the assignedcourttoom 
forarraignmentandt rIal. ." <' 
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Dade County bas an e$tablished bail schedule which enables the def,en

dant, after a check for pending c,ases and outstanding arrest warrant$, \~ 
make bond before the scheduled'headng in a County Division Court. Court
established standards for release\ Oli r~cognizance also allow sane defendants 
to be released priar to the bail hearing •. 

for 
not 
for 

At the bail hearing the County Court judge reviews the probable cause 
the arrest on the basi~ of the police affidavit (the police officer is 
present unless a specific need for his test'imony arises) and sets bail 
the case. 

Approximately 15 days after arrest a preliminary hearing is held in 
County Court. This hearing is non-adversar'ial. 9/ The prosecutor pre
sents the State's case and if the judge finds probabl e cause., the case is. 
bound over for trial. If the defendant indicates a desire to plead guilty 
to the charge, a public defender is appOinted to ~epresent him. 

As discu;sed earl ier, the alternate week system of the Stat'e Attorn~y's· 
Office allows the attorney who will eventually be responsIble for the case i 

in the Circuit Court to handle'thepreliminary hearing as well. This gives 
that at torney an opportuni ty to Fl!view the case and screen out those which 
are inappropriate for felony prosecution. This is the major review and 
screening of felony cases. 

After the preliminary hearing, the State Attorney's Office has a'nother 
opportunity to screen the case in the form of its decision to file a felony 
inforrnation which is the basIc charging doct.ment in the Criminal DlvislQO 
of the Circuit Court. The State Attorney can file an information even if 
a County Court judge has found no probable cause in the preliminary hearing. 
The State Attorney can also proceed by means of a grand jury indictment, 
although this procedure is used infrequently~ '. , 

Dl scus s ions with the attorney's and judges sugges t', that about 2' r>e'r~" 
cent of fe1.ony cases are settled prior to arraignment. " '. 

< • ' 

The defendants are normally arraigned on the, felony iniormaUon 7 to' 
14 days aftet the preliminary hearing, depending on whether the c,lefendant< 
is in custody or nota If a public defender is necessary, th.e" appointment ,',I 

is made no later than the time of arraignment •. A lQcal dlscove,y rule, 
which is normally invoked by oral motion at ar'raignment, pr,ovide~;f,br' a 
broad~scoped dis COVe rye , 

At arraignment the case I s usually set for t r lal from 30,to 60 days H 

later. M~my of the judges also set the case for a soup(ling <:on~er.ence one 
week before the scheduled trial. (See this ch'apter, Section C,Joifurther" 
discussion of the soundi~ng conference.)" ,'. ",d ".~~ , 

"', ., , ,I • • • '. ,,' ~ 

. If a set tl ernent is not reached, the case pr,oceeds t·ot·Hal ~,A:).a~d , 
Corporation study publ i shed in 1976 used Dade County to demon'stra'te :th~' 
applicabi 11 tyof certain performance measure,s to adult felony cours" •. this ' .. 
stlJdy indicated tha,t in 1974 there were an equalnllnber of jUr'y .. ~nd,n~n .. jur,)' 
tr ial s.,. ... each accoun'ted for 6 percent ofth.e c\as~ cl05ing$ .. ; OUr"!ng t:bep~~'
iodof January to July, 191', 9 percent of ihe'case cl~slngs'were non..;jur'y, 
trials;' 4 percent were jury trials. 1]./ . " 
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figures ob1.ahled irem thl: Cleric of the Ceurt for the period of ,Our 
active interventioJ",a.re comparable. These figures indicate that jury and 
non-jury tri.11 e.~Ji accounted fer 8 ,ercent ef'dispesed cases. This pattern 
thus conferms to the Georget'own Unjversity nationwide finding regarding the 
extensiveness of pl~a negotiatiens. 11/ ' -- . . 

The Eleventh Judicial Circuit is served by a computer-based data pro
cessing system which provides, wnong other services, a daily calendar 
print-out for each judge. 

The Dade County ceurt system impressed an 'observer as progressive, pro
fessienal in its aspiratiens and practices, and on balance dedicated to pro
viding a fair and effective criminal case dispesition. It is within these 
fortunate ci rCl.lllstances tnat we undertoek te implement the pretr ial settle
~nt confer~nce ~recess. 

F. Issues in Imphmentatien 

1. Implementatfen Agreement. As part ,Of the negetiatiens leading te 
an agreement te implement the pretrial settieme,nt conference in Dade County, 
a step-by-step description of the process was developed in collaboration 
with the judges, the State Attorney's Office, and the Public Defender's 
Offlc1!~ (See Appendix C for a complete statement of the implementation 
agre~ent reached with the criminal justice officials of Dade County.) 
Reacbi ng thi s agreement required resol uti on of several impor tant issues, 
lncl'Uding how much of the criminal court precess we were going te include 
in the initial te'st of the pretrial settlement conference. . , 

" 1.Selectlon of studl..,universe. The decision to implement the pre
trial settlement conference procedure after, the non-adversary pre! iminary 
fiearing reflected our perception that mest fel~n.y plea discussions took 
pl~ce subsequent te that time. Initial discussions with management per
*.O,n;nel in both the State Attorney's Of f ice and the Publ ic Def ender's Of f ice 
,upported this perception. In addition, personnel in both these offices, 
belIeved that it would be acininistratively difficult to begin the process 
,i-n"t.he Crimina! Division of the County Court and then transfer it te the 
Criminal Di~ision of the Circuit Court. 

We conclUded that fer 'the initial evalution o,f the proposal, this 
decision involved no significant loss, since we were focusing on the thres
hold questions of whether the proposal would in fact work and 1ts ,impact 
on the case di spos i ti on process. The ques t i on of whetner it 1s appl icab! e 
to plea negotiations at all. stages in the process could be left to another 
study. Further, the benef it$. .frOm simpl ifying the implementation seemed 
to outweigh the, hus ~ntai1ed,in limiting our evaluative scope to post-
probable cause"proceedings. . 

'l>'iJe~iion of ceti.airt,ottens,es. At the suggest.ion of the Pub! ic 
Defertae'r J:-.:t~~, .d,I_~~ta: 'l.fe'enie.n1., b:v beth the judgl!!s ahd the State 
Attorney'~ •. *rl¢.~ ~:" 'i, W~tee>tt:h(~"edtramthe 5 ttidy. 'The reason-

,cine be~Jl.icf (fl1. cf4!ei·~.,,; ... Hilt' ~ince t~h procedur~ was an ~ntest~d in
·'-'no\;)atlen.;. it was de"tr. I. ftO~ to tile it In mat:tets. lIterally InvolVing 

1 U~ ot ~death. further, the emotionally chal"ged,a,'!.mosphere of these cases 
made~1.t a.ppe'ar wise not to risk additional ttallTl~J.a1. least until we had 
benefited by SUbstantial experience with the conferences. 
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Early on in the s~udy, the Public Defender's .Office and nne test judge 
suggested t.hatpossesslon of narcotics cases be excluded. At,Gur request 
both parties agreed to withdraw the suggestion in order that we might ac
quire experience wi\h handling these cas~s. 

Cases involving individuals without prior felony records charged with 
writing a worthless check were also considered by one' judge as inappro
priate for inclusion in our test cohort. Although ~e considered excluding 
those cases, the problem of identifying them from court calendars, which 
was the sampling source, as well as the effect on the sampling led us to 
reject the idea. These cases ,then were el igible for the sample. 

4. Transfer of case. The most significant accomodation to local prac
tice in Dade County was the decision not to transfer the case to another 
judge for trial if settlement efforts failed. We were informed by the 
judges in Dade County that they had substantial experience with thi! issue 
and had given it careful consideration. They had reached a policy decision 
prior to any discussion about our project not to allow transfers based solely 
on knowledge of or participation in settlement discussions by the trial 
judge. Their experience had led them to believe that this policy was neces
sary to 'prevent forllTl shopping and manipulation of judicial participation 
by the defense bar. 

We were impressed by the fact that the Public Defender's Office agreed 
with this policy and we concluded that it was not our role to attempt to 
reverse a carefully considered judicial policy based on local experience. * 

~~ SUbsequent n~gotiation. Another accanodation was necessary to 
allow plea discussjon~'i on the day of trial. The original proposal foresaw 
a ban on such negotiations in order to force all parties to treat the 
settlement conferences seriously and reduce disruption to judicial calendars 
by last-minute pleas. While the judges would have liked to implement e', 
policy prohibiting such discussion, both the Public Defender:s Office and 
the State Attorney~s Office argued that last-minute negotiations ~re neces
sary and desl rable because ci rCllTlstances, such a~ wi tness avail abll i ty, 
can change imnedlately before trial. These last-minute changes can render 
a trial unnecessary. Of course, elen'ents of both gamesmanship and human 
nature also enter into the situation. 

, 

Nevertheless, 'our juClgment was that this issue was not so central to 
our proposal t~at we should insist on it, particularly In the light of the 
substantial modifications in other Dade County procedures which we were re
questing. We did reach an agreement that, if ~egotiations occurred on the 
day of tr ial, the conference woul d be reconvened with' all the or iginal 
parties again invited. 

6. Media attention to experiment. The project received substantial 
and unanticipated media coverage. One of the local papers ran a feature 
story on tho project stressing the victim inv(~lvement.. This was picked up 
by the'wire aQfvices and was printed in papers allover the country_ 

'iWiperceTvea-the-PUETTcoerenaer';--,rrTce to be 'vigorous,'decflcated, and. 
competent in its representation of d\~ clients. 
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1he othel" ]ocaJ paper ran a brief article describing the project and 
an editcrieJ epposing the notion on the grounds that it would provide the 
victim tQo much influence over the outcome of the case. The editorial con
cluded wIth an attack on the State Attorney's Office. 

The ed,itoriaJ caused some assistant public defenders to focus on the 
undue influence issue. As a result they indicated that they did not want 
to participate in the project. Management in the Publ1c Defender'S Office 
was able, after. some discussion, to obtain agreement to a "try-it-and-see" 
policy. Subsequent interviews with participating assistants, after they 

, had acquired some experience with the conference, indicated that this fear 
was unfounded. 

In order to set the proposed innovation in what we felt to be its pro
per perspective, a letter was sent to the Miwni Herald in response to the 
editorial which was subsequently printed in the Letters-to-the-Editor page. 

The electronic media, particularly television, also expressed interest, 
although in a much more favorable, but no less troublesome, vein. They 
wanted to televise the actual settlement conferences. We resisted this, 
and after consultation with the Acininistrative Judge, adopted a policy of 
not disclosing either the time of the conference nor the nwnes of the vie-
t 1m! i nvo! v~d. 

Our policy was based on the need to protect the privacy of the victim 
and defendant and to minimize publicity about the project so as not to unduly 
confound the evalu81ion effort. Fortunately, after an initial fltirry of 
interest, the media did not pursue the matter. 

However, our role in responding to the editorial points out nicely 
the complexities of our function both as prime mover in the implementation 
and as evaluator s. 11.1 
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A. Scope oj~"the Evaluation 

The rationale and structure of the 
cedure as a reform of plea nego~iations 
loci of possible impact appropriate for 
sent the basic conceptualization of the 
research design by which the evaluation 
the sources of data. 

j ~. 

pretrial settlement conference pro~ 
in cr iminal cases suggested several 
evaluation. This chapte~wl11pre
areas of impact, then discuss the 
was made, and, finaUy, describe 

The evalution was designed to provide the informationnecesary to un
d~rstand: l)how the conference procedure operated in the court structure; 
2) how the conference procedure modified the ways the court worked; and 
3) how the procedure modified participants' perceptions of the ways courts 
worked. 

1. How the conference operated in the court structure. The conf'e,rence 
procedure was envisioned as expanding the Olmber of participcints and formal .. 
izing the existing negotiation prac'tices. One of the basic needs of the 
evaluation, then, was some detailed information about how the conference 
sessions were conducted: who attended, the subject matter of the sessions, , 
the styles of participation, who appeared to control the session, and what 
decisions were reached. Thus, a description of how the changes in thenegp
tiation rules were put into effect in different courtrooms was the first'£ 
desc,r ipt i ve task. " i; 

2. How the conference procedure modified the way the court.s worked.I' 
The conference procjedure involved Changes ·in the manner decisions were," 
reached. There were many"ways in which those changes in the str'uc,ture' df 
the decision-making might affect 'the functioning of the courts. 'One:: of 
the problems invQlved in designing the-evaluation was that, while the 
location of the possible effect could be predicted, the direction of th~ 
effect was more problematic since plausible rival hypothesis could be of
fered. For example, since the nllllber of participants was increased, the 
nll1lber of trials co,""ld be ~ffected. One might hypothesize that the greater 
formality of the conferenc,e might make settlements more difficult, he-nce, 
make trials more frequent, On the other hand, bringing all the parties' to'-

-~'6e\her might make settlements easier since the issues' could be resolved . 
through direct conver.sation, t,hereby reducing the nllllber of trials. 

Two general areas of impact on' the ways courts worked were ident 1 fled. 
First, the procedure could be expected to affect. the ways courts pr'oc'e-s$t!:d 
cases:tbe method of disposition and the lengt'h of time the ca,se is in -the 
syst,'em. "Second, the procedure might be expected to affect the'dispos,ltl'ons' 
themselves: 'the determination of' guilt and, wi'th a conviction,j 1heappro-
pr late, :s,enteiTce.- The conference procedure did not inc:orporat'e a'PflrUc~lar 
sentenCing philosophy, so that no di recf impact was expected. On, the , ." 

. other hand, by changing the procedures by which thedee-i slons are reached t', 
the, decisions'- tbems.elves might be affected. For ,ex~plel lithe vlcti~, . 
asked for stiffer sentences, one result might be an overall~1~crea.e in ,he 
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severity 01 sentence. Therefore, the effect on the outputs of the courts .. 
needed to be checked. This general area is designed to detetmine some of 
the Jikely costs and benef its of implementation of the conference procedure. 

i 

3. How the conference rocedure affected erce Hons of how the courts 
worke. he proposed change in t e way courts process case was intended 
partly to aid some of the b.asic values served by the courts* It was in-" 
tended as a means of making the decision process more fair and just. These 
legal and moral dimensions are, to some extent, "perationalized in the con
ference procedure. The last area of the evaluation was to see how the pro
cedural implementation of these values was perceived by the participants. 
The task was to find out if the procedure was perceived as fairer, whether 
there was greater support for the court's dispositions, and whether there 
was greater access to information.. The "participants" referred to the pro
fessionals, or "regulars", on the one hand, and the outsiders, or lay partI
cipants, on the other. The judges. attorneys, defendants, victims, and 
police are all participants whose views are important to assess. 

" We have labelled the judge, prosecutor, and defei1se counsel as the 
professional participants. They are di s t i ng.ui shed from the Jay par t i ci
pants (defendant, victim, and police officer) by their r~gular attendance 
at ces.e dispositions and the!.r formal training in the law. We speak of 
defense lawyers as regular participants, eve.n though private defense at
torneys may appear only rarely. However, the ,bulk of the defense w0r.k is 
conducted by regulars--that is, public defenders. 

We place the police in the lay category, not because of their lack of 
professional expertise, but because, like victim and defendant, they are 
outsiders to the traditional plea negotiating process. Like the victims 
-and defendants, an individual officer is an infrequent consumer of the 
court procedure, rather than a deliverer of .the service. The professional 
parlcipants, because of their role 1n case dispositions and frequency of 
use, would be the implementers of the procedure. Their actions defined in 
large measure the procedural content of the experiment. The lay partici
pants wou1.d be implementers only In the aggregate, since they would not in
dividually be in a pnsition to shape the structure and procedures of the 
conl e r;ence • 

Because of their crucial role, the judges and attorneys would be an 
essen.tial source of data regarding the implementation process .. They were 
par tici pant sin the pro j ect and, as such ,. we i nterv i ewed t hem as respondent s 
who could describe their own perceptions.about their experiences. At the 
same time, the judge,S and lawyers were observers of ,the change process so 
that .they bec~e informants,. providing descr,iptions ~f the history of the 

". implementation and attributions of motivatio~s. . 
\. 

<";., The defend~nts, victims, andp~lic!! occupy two roles in t,he stl~dy. 
First, they are "consumers of s.ervLces", since they have each had ca,ses in 
the courts. Second, they form what might be termed "the affected pu41 Ic" 
In the. sense that they ,are members of the larger society .In whic.h the. 
courts operate. The s;:tudy has 'considered their perceptions as ou'tcomesof· 
the, c<>urt·, sy.stem, s I nce.U-.ey can be conceptuall zed as respons~s ,to Ute 
cOUrt system~ 11 
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s. Description of the Design 

~hree judges used the conference procedure on a portion of their cal
endars over a thirteen-month period. * These judges will be referred to as 
test iud5es, since they agreed to use the experimental procedure. Three 
other ju ges, referred to as comsarison judges, agreed to allow statistical 
analysis of their calendars but Id not use the conference procedures. 

The evaluation of the pretrial settlement conference procedure used a 
field experiment design. To meet the requirements of a true experiment, 
one must assign cases randomly to test and control conditions. 2/ Further, 
U an cases in the pool are not to be analyzed, one should use random 
selection of cases. The study met both of these criteria in the following 
ways. First, defendants' cases were assigned to judges in a randmn fashion 
by the courts. (See App'~ndix A for discussion of blind file system of 
assigning cases to judges.) Second, from the calendars of six judges in 
the criminal division, cases were randomly assigned to test and control 
groups. (See Appendix A for discussion of the assigrroent procedures.) A 
test case is defined as one which was schedul~d for a pretrial settlement 
conference. The test group for each test judge includes all cases assigned 
to it, regardless of whether a conference session was actually held. The 
test group thus includes cases with varying degrees of "treatment" (Le., 
use of the conference)., A test case in which a conference session was held 
is referred to as a conference case. A test case in which a conference 
session was not heldls referred to as a non-conference case. The decision 
to convene the conference 1was not randomly assigned. Comparing conference 
and non-conference cases ~s useful, therefore, in showing the criteria the 
participants used to make that decision. 

A control case is defined as one which was selected into the study 
sample, but not scheduled for such a conference. It was process.edaccord
ing to the existing practices in the division. II Two types of control cases 
were selected: a) pretreatment cases, which closed prior to the implementa
tion of the conference procedure, and b) concurrent controls, which were 
selected during the. implementation period. For each test judge, three 
groups of cases were selected: pretreatment, test, and c~ncurrent control 
cases. For each campar i son judge, two groups of cases were. sel ected: pr.e
treatment and concurrent control. (See Appendix A for description of case 
assignment procedures.) The evaluation design, using the two groups of 
ju~ges (test and comparison) and three types of treatment conditions (pre
treatment, test, and control) is diagr~d in Figure 1, page 20. 

Bach of the judges vclurtteered to participate in the project. As a 
result, they in no way can be considered randomly selected and, as such, 
representative of some larger universe of judges. The sampl.eof cases, as 
distinguished from the judges is representat"iveof the population of cases 
tha.~· survived arraignment in Dade County. (See Chapter IV fOLdiscussion 

~.~,....~-----------... -------~------------*C~.ses were assigned for seven months; it. took approximately two more 
months to complete the confetenceschedule =lnd another four months for most 
of the cases to close. All told, from the time the first case was assigned 
to the completion of the data collection, thirteen months elapsed. 

fA non-conference case, unlike a control case, had a conference available. 
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of sample characteristics and comparisons of the study sample with the 
arrest population in Dade County and the United States.) The evaluation' 
tests the effects of the c::.nference in three courtrooms -wi thin the one 
jurisdiction. In that sense, the design evaluates the experiment three' 
times. 

. The total study sample consists of 1,074 cases. The cases were as-
SIgned to the treatment condition over a period of time. '!! Th.e test and 
control groupsaccwnulated cases as they were=selected by the research 
~taff' from the judges' arraignment calendars. Each case was tracked until 
It clo~ed. * In this regard, the h~st and control samples are prospective 
samples. The pretreatment groups, by comparison, are retrosp~ctive samples. 
Those cases also trickled into the group, or cohort, over a pe'riod of time, 
but backwards. The pretreatment cases were selected on the basis of the 
proximity'of their dosing date to the start of the implementation of the 
experiment (January 17, 1977) and then tracked back in time, however long 
that might have been. To be comparable with the test and control cases, 
the on.lf .. eligible cases were ..,those 'that closed after arra;'grvnent. II 

C. Swrrnary o~.fPesign: Inferential Base 
'f Y 

The field ex·periment.with. its random selection .and as,signment of cas'"as 
and repl ication' in three courtrooms ma"kes it possible to make infer·ences· 
about the impact of the conference procedur~. Because the cases were ran
domly assigned to the treatment conditions for each of the six judges, the 
comparisons between the test and control groups can be used to determine 
changes due to the conference. (~ee Appendix A for further discussion or 
this point.) . 

Since each group has cm~parable distributions of cases, we can attri
bute differences in'the groups to the effects of the treatment, since 
that is the basic element that distinguishes the test group from the co~
troIs. (See Appendix A for discussion of staff role in directing rese~q:h.) 

The basic evaluation, then, is based. on comparisons between groups of 
cases for which tRe conference procedure was applied and similar groups for 
which the procedure was not available. ' 

o. Analytical Procedure 

In orlCier to make the inference about the imiJact of. the confer~~ce, a 
seri es of icompar i sons were .made to determi ne t~e di rect ion 1)f effect when 
diffei"enceis among the groups of cases appeared •. First, comparisons ~ong the;;, 
judges wer:le made to find out whether each courtroom behaved the' 5 arne: way, 
independe~t of any treatment effect. Second, tests for differences .between. 

'" 

*ETgFiT-percent-or-the-sampTe-had~not-cTosed a.t the end of the da~a coll~qt ion 
period. Those cases have b~en included in th~ analysis'where the.d.ta tinder' 
consideration was not missing (~, when disposition was not an issue). 

II,The different sampling procedures were necessary because, not ime~was' av~~~;r
able to accunulate a prospective sample prior to intervention. Comparis\)ns 
of the cases using the different procedures, reported in Chapter IV, suggest 
~hat the two procedures produced comparable samples.' 
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the pretreatment and control groups for the comp~r i son judges .are made to 
see whether changes were occurring in the court system itself "that might 
explain patterns in the test judges' courtrooms.' 'Third, comparisons among 
the treatment condit ions were made.. Di f ferences in thi s tes t woul d poi nt 
to (but not be de,finitive of or about)'treatment effects. The fourth step 
inv'olved looking at comparisons among the tr'eatment conditions for eac·~ 
test courtroom. This step shows whether the conference procedure might 
have changed the pr,act i ce$ In some cour t rooms, but not in all. The final 
step was·to make c~lparlsons between the pairs of treatment conditions (pre
treatment and test; test and control; pretreatment and contro!). These 
paired comparisons isolate the location of the differences to see whether 
the confe"rence procedure, changesln the courtroom over time, or some spill
over effect from the test to control cases accounted for differences. * 
E. Data Sources 

I.' Introduction. The evaluation design planned systematic comparisons 
among randomly selected groups of cases on a wide variety 'of measures. 
.Several data sources were needed to obtain the necessary information. Each 
data source presented its own problems of substance~ cost, and reliability. 
The combined package provides a multi-faceted view of how the conference 
procedure was implemented and how it fit into the envirorunent of the cri
minal justice envir.orunent. 'if In this sec.tion, each of the four data 
sources wUI be discussed in terms oi the data collection methods. (For 
more detalled'coverage of the particular measuresused,.see the appropriate. 
chapters describing the fin~ings: Chapters IV - IX.) 

2. Court records. Information about the official actions in each case 
in the sample was collected from records In the Clerk of the Court's Of
fice. The information was generally straight-forward (statutory offense 
charged, date of closing, sentence) but sometfmes required interpretation 
if different reports in the f'lle conflicted. Discrepancies could usually 
be tesolved by consultation with Clerk's Office staff. 

Some of the information, such as the mrnber of charges or type of de
fense counsel', was In a form that could be analyzed ~ith relatively little 
difficulty. Other information, such as the severity of the offense, re
quired a detailed coding pro~edure in order to provide tha same depth of 
information for each case •. (See Appen,dix B for coding decisions.) , 

3. Conference observation. We developed an observation procedure .for 
the conference sessions which combined elements of a field work approach 
and small group dyn&nics research. Zl 

a. Descriptive data. A research staff observer was present at 
each scheduled conference. For each session, the observer recorded three· 

. . 
*For-ex~pTe;-Tf-the-pretreatment:test-pair differed, but pretreatment
coptrol did not, the pattern of pairs woul~ suggest that the conference pro~' 
c~ijure would account for the difference. II the test-control pair were'simi
lar,' but both .di ffered from the pretreatment group, the inference could be 
made that changes had occurred in the courtroom over time (before and after 
the introduction of the conference procedure) unrelated to the use of the 

'confereRce,or due to spillov~r pr6cess. 
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types of information. Flrst,c;iescriptive dqta (who was present, the length' 
of the session,and the.decisions reached at the conclusion of the session)' 
was used to make basic: categorizations about attendance rates, and confer-- . 
ence di. spos i t ions. In terms of the qual i ty Qf data, much of thi s wae not · 
problematic, since the,observer couI4.generally~recognize the regular cour-t ... 
l'Oom participants and could usually determine from the conversation who 
any unnamed participants might be. * ~-. Categorizing information Hke the con
ference output was somewhat more dif~icu!t, since ,the degree of specifica
tion of the decisions varied across¢onferences. (See AppendixB for 
coding discussion.} , 

be, Interaction data. A second type of descriptive information 
mi ght be termed interact i on data. I n order to anal yte the par t i ci pa t ron 
patterns in the conference, the staff observer recorded each speaker and the 
substance, of each comnent, in sequence. Based upon these records, the sub
stance of the session and the verbal interaction behavior among the parti
cipants could be determined. (See Appendix B for the indices developed.) 

The observer used these codable comments to examine several areas. 
The extent' of participation included three surrmary measures that estabiished 
different levels of activity. First, the proportion of total corrments mad~ . 
by police, defendants, and victims was recorded. Since this measure in
cluded any verbal behavior, it does'not account for the importance of the 
coronent. 

The second measure of. participation focused on relatively more active 
behavior. Only the person who asks a question, elaborates in any detail on 
an answer, or raises a new issue for consideration is recorded .. asinitiating 
a cooment. Comnents that were the imnediate answer to a direct question 
( !.:.&.!.' "yes" or '"no") were excluded. These data made up a matrix of topics 
and speakers. 

The third participati~n measure was designed to establish who directed 
the flow of the conference--who established the order of issues to be dis
cussed. The measure consisted of the proportion of all topic changes each 
participant made. A topic change Vias defined as any shift from one topic 
code to ,another. A -speakei' who-addre-5sed three different topic~ ina s:ngle 
speech would be given a score of three. If three different speakers se~· 
quentially addressed. the same topiC, only t;le first would be given a score. 

Having 10Qked generally at p~rticipation in the conference, we narorowed 
our focus to l~ok closely at the negotiation process 1tself. Three indica
tors were used to measure participation in the actual negotiations. First, 
the observers made a tally for each participant of his or her proposal 6f, 
agreement with, or rejection of a disposition. 

The second Indi,cator measured the total number of different recomnenda
tions for the disposition of the case. One problem with this measure is, 
the difficulty in establishing what are"different" recomnendation~." This 
judgment required familiarity with t~e sequence of coronents, thecoot'ext 
of the who-Ie proce'e1;iing, a,nd an understanding of the meaning and Signifi
cance of various di~positions. 
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The third measure of participation in the disposition consisted of the 
obser;,ver's rating of whose recomnendation formed the basis for settlement 
of the conference. The rating was intended to be a measure of who used 
their power-or influence in the conference to make or break a settlement. 
When a settlement was not reached, the ,observer indicated whose recomnenda
tion for discontinuing the discussion was crucial. 

c. Subjective judgments. The third type of data was based upon 
su~jective jud~ents. After each conference, the observer rated, on a series 
of.structured scales, the extent to which various kinds of relationships had 
occurred ( ~, the judge had structured the conference; involved the lay 
part ic i pants ; attempted to--ul!vei-o-p- ac-vn-s-en--s-tt5+-~'fhe5e rat! figS ~l r--e-dn in-
terpretations by the observer. 

Given the data collection requirements for useful observations of the 
conf erence, the observer rol e was impbr tan t. Var i ous train i ng and super
vision efforts were made to maintain high data qUblity standards. To en
sure. that any observer bias would be minimal, the observers rotated ~ong 
the three courtrooms. (See Appendix B for description of staff training 
and data reliability.) -

In summary, the observations of the conference contained three types 
of information gathering: descriptive, interactive, and subjective. Some 
ot the techniques provided overlapping information in order to enrich the 

-checks on what was a difficult task fran many perspectives: trying to de
scribe and analyze the interaction process. 

4. Lay interviews. Project research staff conducted structured 20-minute 
interviews with those most directly involved in the case--282 victims, 297 
defendants, and 383 police--after the case was closed. Unless the persons 
were incarcerated, the interviews were conducted by telephone. (Se~ Appendix 
B for description of interview procedures.) Because telephone contact 
could not be arranged-In correctional facilities, the staff conducted 
in-person interviews using the same instrunent for those who were incarcer
ated. We completed interviews with 33 percent of the defendants, '51 percent 
of the victims, and 53 percent of the police In -the test and control groups 
whose names were available in the court records. (See Appendix B.) 

Excluding those who did not have telephones (br, in the case of the 
police, those where no telephone message could be left), those who tefused 
(5 percent of th~ listed defendants, 7 percent of the victims, and 2 percent 
of 1he police), had moved or were otherwise unavailable for contact, the 
response rate was 56 percent for defendants, 79 percent for victims, and 
63 percent for police officers. 

The interview instruments were designed to collect data on four major 
issues. (See Appendix B for discussion of scale construction arid issues.) 
Pirst, we wanted to know the extent to which responrlentsreported partici
pation in the processing of their case. Second, we asked about knowledge 
of the way th~lr case was processed. As indicat6r of knowledge, we u~ed 
recollections of the case disposition. * 'A third general area was respon-

iWe-concTudecrrhar-rhlS'-quesrlon-was-probab-l y as c1 Ose as we coul d come to 
testing for the extent of understanding court processing, short of giving 
an examination. 

" ./ ' 
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dent's attitudes toward the disposition of their case, the way their tase 
was processed, and toward the criminal justice system. We limited the in .. 
vestigation of attit,udes to: a) satisfaction (expressed approval) withtbe 
outcome of their cas-e,,,the way their case was: review~d by judges 'and a\ter .. 
neys, and the way police .and courts carried out their functions and b) the 
extent ttl which judges and attorneys listened to their version of the facts 
and recomnendations for outcome. ' 

5. Interviews with erofessionals. The final source of data for the~ 
evaluation inc!udedinquiry into the perspectives of the regular partici
pants in the procedure. 

-""- ...... _, ,. -* ..• " ~ .. ~ ... .... , 

a. Procedure. We p'lann~d' i'nt·ervlews' at regular intervals during' 
the project with test "nd comparison judges and attorneys. We talked with 
two of the three comparison judges at the beginning and end of the project, 
and with t~e prosecutors and defefise counsel in their courts during the 
project. These interviews served primarily as baseline data regaro!ng gen
eral practices in the jurisdiction. We interviewed the test judges four 
times and their prosecutors and defense counsel once or twice, timing the 
interviews to maximize information about the development of the conference 
procedure.*" Over SO professional interviews were conducted, including six 
with private defense counsel who had conference cases. With the permission 
of the interviewee, most interviews were tape recorded. H 

The sele"ction of the interviewer was important for the quality of d~ta 
To maximize the richness of the technical detail about conference proce
dures; we needed an at torney fami liar wi th cr iminal procedure. In add! tion Ii 
we ne&ded someone knowl edgeabl e about. the hi story of .the impl atlenta t ion in 
order to probe adequately for the essential details~ Our decision was to 
use the project director who is an attorfiey and, obviously, familiar with. 
the details of the project. One trade-off in'this de.cision was the project 
director's known identification with the project. Our concern was with the 
interviewees' willingness to be critical if they wished. While potentJally 
a problem, we concluded that carefully-designed questions and the readiness 
of professionals to recite their woes to a fellow profeSSional would lImit 
the problem of not using an independen' interviewer. 

b. Format. The first wave of interviews, designed to est4,blish 
base line evaluations and experiences, used general questIons about prac
tices in the courts, attitudes towards the h~nctions of plea negoUations. 
lay partiCipation, and sentencing. Subsequent interviews focused on prob
lems arising in the development of the conference process, emeraing att!';' 
tudes towards its beneficial or d~trimental aspects, and the procedure·~. 
adaptation to specific practices and needs in Dade County. The last W4lve 
of Interviews stressed comparisons between the experimental procedures and 
the traditional plea negotiations, and anassess~nt of the,v~lueof the ... ~ 
proces s to crimi nal case dispos i ti ons. The interv lew fo~ma twas pr imar Hy ,
open-ended with the interviewer working from a seml-struct",red schedUle., .. 

*we-riliervTewed-the-testjt'CIgeswniO-ifiey began to use th~conferences. 'We 
conducted additional waves of judicial interviews approximately every fO\lr 
months. The attorney interviews were conducted,at the same time but did 
not include all attorneys each time. 

lIOne'refused to be '"ped, and three could only be interviewed over the phone. 
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OiAPTER IV 

OfARACTERI STICS OF THE SMWLE 

A •. Int roduct ion 

The main focus of this chapter is to.give a descriptive overview of 
the study sample. One purpose is to show the range of cases that are rep
resented. A second purpose is to canpare the sanple with distributions of 
other known populations, so that the sanple can be placed in context. The 
evaluation has been conducted in onl, on'e jurisdiction, and there is no 
intention to a~ue tha1~the findir..gs~fHlff[n-adeCouni.y·r;;!n b.e used tc·gen~n·n·::-:·~l 
erallze to an criminal justice systems. However, by comparing distribu-
tions of th~ evaluation sanple on several variables describing the criminal 
offense and defendant with those of the county as a whole and FBI Unfirom 
Crime'Report figures, some estimates of the applicability of the evaluation 
findings can be made. 

B. S~ple Char~cteristics: The Offense 

J. Types of 9ffenses. The conf~rence procedure was available to ran~ 
danly selected feTnny cases surviving arraignment. (See Chapter II, Sec
tion E.2. for discussion of issues of placement of the conference in the 
criminal court procedure.) Two points are relevant to the issue of the 
distribution of criminal offenses. First, since only felonies ~ere eligi
ble, the samples were not drawn fran all offenses comnitted nor even from 
all arlests. The pool consists of only the most serious criminal situations. 
Second, sampling at post-arraignment means that the relatively more minor 
and the presumably weaker cases have probably been dropped or disposed be
fore s~pling occurred. The effect is to underrepresent the less serious 
in the full range of criminal offenses. 

Categorizing criminal offenses for data collection is a risky business, 
since any particular method has its drawbacks. 1/ This evaluation used 
two methods to meet different analytical needs. -First, each case was cate
gor-ized using the FBI· Uniform Crime Report's categories. Basically, each 
offense is assigned a single score which represents the most serious charge. 
(See Appendix B for further information about scale construction.) 

One of the chief drawbacks of the UCR scale, as it is called, is that 
it does not measure the seriousness of the criminal event (as distinguished 
from the statutory definitions of seriousness). For example, a case invol
ving' three murders and $100,000 in s,tolen checks would be scored the sane 
as ~ single murder. To provide a more refined scale of offense severity, 
cases were also scored according to the Sellin-Wolfgang offense severity 
sc'ale. (See Appendix B for disc'ussio~ o~ scale construction.) The offense 
severity scale gives weight to all of the elements of the criminal event. 
As a result of the finer gradation and be~ause the scaling is based on 
social definitions of seriousness, rather than relying totally on the legis
lative representation of social norms about offenses, the Sellin-Wolfgang 
scale has additional analytical potential. One of its chief drawbacks is 
it exclusion, currently, of victimless crimes. For this evaluation, drug, 
weapons, and g&nbling of~enses were included in the sample but had to be 
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exclu(jed from scoring on this variable. The limitations of each of the two 
scales can be minimized by the use of both. 

The evaluation sample covered a wide variety of felony behavior, ranging 
from the death of two victims to ferging vehicle inspection certificates. 
Table 4-1, page 28, reports the urn. offense codes and gives distributions 
for the evaluation sampl~ of 1074 post-arraignment felony cases; total ar
rests in Dade County, as reported by the Public Safety Department for ,1976; 
and national arrest figures for 1976~ . 

Roughly, 30 percent of the sample cases involved violent crimes; 44 
'perce.nt, property cr imes; and 20 percent, drugs. Compar ing the sample with 
the county and u.s. arrest figures, the results are quite similar. The 

----~i.fferenee~-a_r_e_;nG*-_l_i-~'l__G~ t-o--t-he--4U fpr en l"@s.between a DODulation of 
arrests compared to post-arraignments. The sampling procedure ens-ut-e<f flaTt
the conference procedure was applied to a wide vaiiety of offenses. * 

The offense severity in the sample, as distinguished from the type of 
offense,'showed considerable range, from 0 to :92. The mean was 4.5. To 
place the score in context, burglary and stealing goods worth $25 would 
receive a score of 3; burglary and stealing $2,500, would be scored 4; in
juring someone to the extent that the person needs hospitalization (but is 
then released), scored 4; killing a person, 26 points. While there is no 
comparabl.e severity score for Dade CountYJ the broad range in the score is 
appropriate, given the distribution of types of offenses just reported. , 

Three-quarters of the cases with victims have a score of less than 6 
on the offense severity scale; the median is 3.2. The distributions on 
the offense scale indicate that the bulk of the cases were at the low, or 
less serious, end of the scale. The discussion of the types of offenses 
demonstrated the wide variety of legal offenses involved, but the distri
buti on of of fense sever ity scores show that in an order ing of sever i ty, 
relatively few cases involved the mo~t heinous, violent behavior. While 
:those at the most serious end may corrmand the most public attention, in 
terms of the volllTle of cases, the relatively less serious were the most 
frequent. The point that comparatively few cases in the sample involved 
the most ser..ious offenses does not indicate a failure to capture a repre
sentative sample of felony offenses. Instead, the issue is adescriptlve 

*Random-sefectlon-procedures-were-used-to fill each of the treatment con
ditions (pretreatment, test, and control) for each of the test and com-. 
parison judges' cases. Based on probabilities, some statistical tests of 
differences among the judges and treatment conditions'may be statistically 
significant although not substantively important. The statistical signi~ 
ficance would occur because of chance factors in the distribution rather 
than some underlying social process. Nevertheless, the tests for compara
bility among the different conditions showed that the distribution of case" 
was similar across judges': '$,.2. = .22.61', sig. = .54. 

liThe tests for differences showed no statistically significant differences 
among the judges or treatment conditions.' F-ratio for main ef~ects of 
treatment conditions = 1.78, sig. = .17; main effects for coutiro9l'Os;: 2.U, '1 

sig.;:= .12; interaction between courtroom and treatment condition = ."16, 
sig. = .55. 
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TABLE 4-1 
1 

ofFENSE DISlRlBUTION BY· UNIFORM aUME 
REPORT'CATEGQRY Fat S~LE, DADE COt..NTY, 

U. S. - OFFCNofRS 18 YEARS AND OVER 

, i 

Uniform Cr ime 
Report Categories 

J. Murder & other Homicide 
" .; 

2. Rape 

3. Robbery 

4. Agg. Assault or Battery 

,. Burglary 

6. Larceny 

7. Larceny of Motor Vehicle 

8. Other Assault 

9. Arson 

10. Porgeiy & Counterfeiting 

11. Fraud 

12. embezzlement* 

13. Stolen Property 

14. Vandalism** 

1'. Weapon 

16. Prostltution* 

17. Sex O£fense* 

18. Narcotics 

19·. Gambling 

TOTAL F~ 19 CATEGORIES 

Project 
Sample !.I 

2.3 

1.4 

9.4 

i.5 .1 

18 • .5 

14.2 

.0 

3.9 

.5 

2.9 

3 .5 

2.4 

4.4 

" 

20.6 

.9 

99.5 

Dade 
£2.:. ~I National £1 

.8 1.0 
-

-'~" .4 lo{) 

2 0 3.0 

16.0 7.0 

10.0 9.0 

19.0 23.0 

1.0 2.0 

.0 13.0 

. 1 .3 

1.0 2.0 

3.0 7.0 

.2 .3 

4.0 3.0 

7.0 5.0 

•• 0 3 .. 0 

5.0 2.0 

22.0 17.0 

4.0 3.0 

100.5 101.6 

*No cases fell inte:) the project sample. **We omitted vandalism for Dade Co. 
and U.S.figur,es because 1t is not a felony.a. N = 1009. Removed for the 
purposes of this comparison wel'e cases that did not fit into the first !9 
~ categorei s ( i.e., 6 percent of the 'lotal sampl e) • b. N = 10,329. Public 
Satet)' Oepartment-;-Fe'lony arrests, 1976. c. N= 2,256,911.' U.S. Goverrvnent 
FBI Uniform Crime Report, 1976 • 

! 
i 
i 

j 
I 
• 
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i'oint--that the majority of cases in a, felony court do not involve frQot
p~~e, million-dollar heists or mass n~urde,rs, or even se·rio\.ls,personat in ... 
jU\.~,ies to victims. Such cases are~ in fact, included in the sample, bu'1. 
only in a proportion similar to that in the population bl felony case$-
comparatively few cases. " 

Sin~e drug cases have not been included in the offense ~everlty scale, 
it is appropriate to describe separately the varia\i~n in drug cases, as 
they made up approximately 20 percent of the sample. Mar~juana was involved 
in more than half of the drug cases (55 percent); heroin aQd cocaine were 
each charged in about a quarter of the drug cases. J'rnphet'aminas or barbi .. 
turates were involved in 18 percent. (S.ince more than one type of drug was 
involved in some cases, the percentages added up to more than 100.) The 
most frequent combL)'ation of multiple drugs was heroin and mari juana. On 
the basis of type of charges, nearly all-cases (9' percentl,involved pos
session. Almost one-quarter (23 percent) were charged with sale as well. 
Eleven percent involved charges of possession with intent to sell or con
spiracy to sell. Finally, slightly more than half of the drug cases in
volved relatively large quantities of one or more'of the drugs. (See Appen
dix B for index construction.) One characteristic of the catalogue of drug 
cases is that the sample involves a sizable number of fairly serious drug 
cases. Indeed, the sample included a handful of marijuana cases involving 
more than 100 pounds, according to police arrest reports. However, the 
major arrests, while significant for many purposes, do not constitute the 
greatest volume of cases. As with the earlier discussion of offense se
verity, the bulk of the cases are grouped at the less serious end of the 
scale. ' 

2. Characteristics of the offense1 type of counsel. Defense counsel 
in criminal cases involve two segments of the legal profession: defense 
counsel provided by the state (public defenders) and private counsel (paid 
by the defendant). Two-thirds of the study sample cases were represented 'i.~ 
by public defenders; one-third by private counsel. * These figures are 
similar to those reported by the Public Defender's Office, who ~stimated 
that their attorneys represented 60 to 70 percent of all defendants. The 
sample closely approximates the over~ll distribution of attorneys in the 
county. Further, the proportions of Cases handled by the two types of defense 
counsel give sufficient opportunity for the experi~ntal procedure to be 
tested by sufficient ,numbers of each gr(l~p so that their patterns of practice 
are well represented. 

C., Defendant Characteristics 

The background of the defendants in the sample approximates that of 
the criminal case load in ~he county. 

1. Sex. The study sample was 88 percent male and 12 percent female. II 
Dade County court records for the entire felony arrest populati~n indicate 

*No-st'at'TstTcarry"'sTgnTITcant'-dTIIerence s, ex i s t amon~ the cou r t rooms,' (,c2 = 
4.27, sig. = .51) or among treatment conditions <:X:' = 5.28,sig. ::i .26). 

UThere were no statistically significant differences mnong courtrooms OC~ ~ 
1.98, sig. = .85) or among treatment conditions ('}CZ = 2 .• 71, sig •. = .61). ' 
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that 10 perc~nt of the arrest~es were male and 20 percent fema.e. The 
somewhat, higher proportion of males in the study sample, as' compared with 
the court as awhoJe, is most likely due to the fact that the study sample 
Is drawn trom post-arraignment felonies only, while the court figures are 
drawn from all arrests. Ii. is likely that males are over-represented in 
the more serious (felony) offenses. 21 As a result of differences in pop
uJ a 1.10ns, the s light I Y hi ghe: propor rion of mal es coul d be expected. ' 

A further confirmation of the similarity between the study sample and 
other known defendant populations is the national distrjbution of sex dif
f erences among ar res ted def endants" as repor ted to the FBi. In 1976, 86 
percent of tho$e arrested were male and 14 percent were female. ~I 

2. Race. ~he siudy population containe~c'3 per~ent black and 47 per
cent ihite defendants, based ori categories used by the clerk's office.* 
Since the clerk's of f ice di d not sep·ar·ate out Spani sh- surnamed groups, it 
is not possible to determine the exten~ to ,which they were included in the 
white group of the sample. For purposes of comparison, however, SO percent 

·of those arrested in Dade County, according to Dade Courrty crime reports. 
were black and 50 percent were whit.e in 1976. The figures are close enough 
to suggest that )he study sample approximates the arrested population in 
Dade County. The proportions reported by the FBI nationally .show 26 percent 
black and 74 percent white. 

3. A~e. The average age of defendants was 27.6 years at the time of 
ar res t .or purposes of compar i son, the di s t r 1 buti ons are presented in 
TabJe 4-2, below. 

17:'Under 

18-~C 

21-24 

25-29 

30-34 

35-Over 

TOTALS 

TABLE 4-2 

DISTRIBUTI~ OF AGES FOR STIJOY SMtPLE 

Nunber 
-",-

20 

224 

277 

185 

125 

211 

% 

1.9 

23.3 

26.0 

17.3 

11. 7 

19.8 

Dade County !I 

2619 

2782 

2028 

1105 

2117 

10651 

24.6 

26.1 

19.0 

10.4 

19.9 

100.0 

Na tional ~I 

598,871 

571,074 

431,345 

229.069 

26.3 

25.0 

18.9 

10 0 

19.7 

99.9' 

al and bl are based on felony arrests for c~tegories of offenses similar to.' 
those l'ii study sample • £..I. In 7 cases the age was not given in the records. 

*Ther-e- were no significant d fferences among courtrooms (X2.= 4.08, s1g. = 
.54) or among treatment cond tions <X2. = 2.79, sig. = .59). 
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Slightly more than 1.wo-thi rds of the defe~d&nts were under. 30 years 
of ag~, ,in<Hcat ing that the defendant st'atus was '~eeupied pr lmar 11y by 
young adults • The·re wer'e very similar distributions for Dade County and 
U. S. a r res ts • 

D. Sunnary . 

The study sample, which was randomly sel.ected, closely a.pproximated 
the ktu)wn charactei'isticsof the Dade County arrests and the. PBI national 
SllTlllcU'ies.The only deviation was that the study sample had somewha1.more 
men in it than did the Dade County arrest population. The difference was 

,; qui;te small and is most likely due to sampling' only after' arraigMlent, as 
'. c·ompared wi th tite· total arrest population. In terms of external val idi ty t 
.. the study is comparable ·to the county arrest populat.i.on and to the national 
figures. The comparability has' been established on·the basis of charac
teristits of cases' that are generally unaffected. by anything the courts 
might do, an~ a~e thus the input with which the courts work. * 

*The-S'TrilITarTt'y-among-rreatment'-coildrrTons for the inp!1t measures lare
assuring, since ·the pretreatment cases had been randoml.y selected retro
spectively (that is, the cases were <irawnfl'om closing .dates af1.e.t arraign ... 
ment and then tracked pack in time, bowever long that might be), whOe the 
test Ilnd control samples'were drawn pro'spectively (that Is, drawn fram 
arrai goment cal endarsand then tracked unU 1 they closed, whetteverthat 
might ue).:rhis differenc.e,in procedure did not affect the'types of caseS 
selected, since no differences among treatment condi tians 'api)eared on any 
of the 1 nput measur'es. 

~ .,' 
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OiJ\PTER V 

SPECIFICATION 'OF.TREAlMENT: CONVENIf\G THE CONFEREf'CE 

A. Introduct ion 

The conference, of course, was the heart of the matter. This chapter 
introduces our c:Hscussion of the conference as it was implemented in Dade 
County, florida. It focuses on some preliminary issues concerning the use 
of the conference. Thus, the first section discusses some of the crit,eria 
used 1n the decision to convene the conference. The chapter 'goes on to 
discuss who attended, the relationship between type of offense and cancella
tion of the conference, and the results of the conference. The next chapter 
explores the dynamics of partiCipation in the conference •. 

Both chapters integrate data from staff observations' with attitudes 
and opinions expressed by participants in our professional interviews. 
Together, these two chapters address the concerns expressed by various per
sons about the feasibility of the conference process. 

B. Use of the Conference 

1. Oed s i on tocollvene the conf e renee. The pr et ria 1 set t 1 emen t con
ference was proposed as a voluntary proceeding. The procedure worked out 
with each test judge at the beginning of the project envisioned setting 
a conference date in each case although the conference would take place 
only if the defense attorney conflr~d it. The judges modified the proce
dure to make the conference mandatory, unless cancelled by one of the at-

·torneys. The result of the change was to put the burden on the attorneys 
to appear •. The scheduled conference thus became at least a status confer
ence, even if one of the attorneys indicated at' the time of the conference 
an unwillingness to proceed with negotiations. 

Conferences were actually held * for 67 percent of the defendants in 
Judge A's cohort, 62 percent in Judge B's cohort, and 81 p'ercent in Judge 
CIS cohort. n. Conferences were not held for 144 defendants-of the 470 in 
in the test group of 378 cases. ** Of those defendants' conierences, 74 per
cent were cancelled at the appointed day and time. Another 10 percent were 
cancelled prior to the scheduled nleE\;ting time, and 16 percent were not sched
uled. This last category consists in large part of co-defendants to defen
dants selected for the test cohortj who were arraigned on different dates 
The co-d~fendants should have been assig~ed to a conference but were not. 
The following table shows the reasons that the conferences were noi held. 

*A-conference-meanr-rhat";-ar-mTn'imum;-Ihe judge and at~orneys were \kresent. 
\ 

#Ttiree test judges will be identified throughout the report by these alpha
betical labels •. The three comparison judges are identified as Judge O,-E, 
and F~ 

, . C:. 

**for the dl.scuss.ion of the decision to convene the conference we -have used 
aU det"endants' in the same sample in order to show the maximum range of issues 
raised. For subsequent analysis the case rather than the deiendant is used 
as the unit (See Appendix A for further discussion of this issue) 
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TABLE ;-1 

REASONS THAT CONFEREN:ES WeRE NOT HELD 

Case Closed 

Pretrial Intervention Progrwn 

Prior Agreement 

Timing Problem 

Acininistrative Problems 

Absence of Cr 1't ieal Par tIe s 

Attorney's Discretion, 
Including decision 
to try the case 

No Information 

TOTALS 

Number 

3 

17 

14 

24 

18 

27 

19 

22 -
144 

Percentage 

2 

12 

10 

17 

13 

19 

13 

11 
100 

The scoring of the reasons why the conferences were cancelled was based 
or statements made by those parties who were present. Of course, these 
statements may reflect tacdcal or other considerations, rather than the 
actual reason. 

The absence of a critical party was the most frequent reason that a 
conference was not held. A "critical person" refers to someone without whom 
the session cannot' take place or continue. Attorneys were more frequently 
the ones whose absence caused cancellations. Nineteen of these 27 cancella
tions were attributed to an attorney. While lay participants were often ab
sent, the session generally proceeded without th~. 

In 17 percent of the cases in which a conference was not held, the 
timing of the scheduled conference was such that one or the other attorneys 
felt the case was not ready for settlement discussions. Tasks needing com
pletion inclluded Interviews with witnesses or with victims, or various pre-
tr ial mot ions. } 

Another 13 percent of the defendants' conferences were cancelled be
cause one of the parties felt a conference was not ~ppropriate. Our profes-' 
s ional interv iews di sclosed that these cases t.ended to fa'll 10to twO cate
gories. In some, the defendant was adamant about his innocenc;e. Thus, the 
defense attorney would cancel the conference and proceed to tr lal. In Q,thers, 
the seriousness of the offense or the extensiveness oflhe defendant's prior 
cr iminal arrest record was such that, if convicted, the defendant was certain 
to receive a severe sentence. In these cases, the judges seemed inc1 inedto 
try the case, rather than discuss a possible pl~a. In 13 percent 01 the 

". 
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cases, various administrative problems, such as scheduling conflicts, caused 
a cancellation. 

In almost 22 percent of ,the "non-conference" cases, a settlement had 
been reached before the scheduled date of the conference. * More than half 
of these prior settlements 'involved a referral to the Pretrial Intervention 
(PTJ) Program adninistered by the State Attorney's Office. The prior nego
tiations reflected by these settlemenlts were contrary to the treatment plan 
belng tested. From the professional interviews, we learned that 1n some 
cases the appropriate settlement,) appeared so clearly from the bare facts that 
any extended discussion was superfluous, and the parties agreed to settle • 

. /" 2. Relation of offense to cancellation of conference. One element 
in the decision to hold the conference is the type of offense involved. As 
discussed earl ier, some participants felt that certain categories of offenses 
were inappropriate for the conference procedure. (See Chapter II for discus
sion of implementation negotia,tions.) Table 5-2, below, shows the proportio.o 
of cases by offense category for which conferences were held.-

TABLE 5-2 

PROPCRTION OF DEFENDANTS WHOSE CONFEREl'CES WERE HELD ~.I BY OFFENSE CATEGORY 

Judge A Judge B Judge C 

9ffense Cate8or~ % N % N % N 

Violent Crime 'rl/ 67 36 57 14 33 6 

Assault s.l 56 18 84 19 88 24 . 
" 

Burglary 65 34 61 28 79 34 

Larceny 55 22 53 19 73 15 

---Ot-ner· P-~eper 'ty dl 
-' ----:; ,. 36 14 78 9 75 12 

: 

brugs 85 52 53 34 85 34 

Other (We03pons, Gambling, 
Inspection Cert.) 73 15 63 16 93 15 

rqTALS I 191 139 140 

taue. -.12(sig.-.05) .11(sig.=.12) -.10(s1g=.09) 

!of Held = 1, Not Held = 2. b/ Homicide, Rape, Robbery. £/ Any Assault and/ 
or Bat teq'. g/ Fraud, Forgery, Stol en Proper ty. 

~--------------------------------------------------------.--------------~ 
For Judge A, who had conferences for 67 perc~Qt of the defe~dants' cases, 

the likelihood of a conference being held was significantly related to the 
type of offense.' Generally, the co"ference was less I ikeJy in m0re serious 

: *!irrlemenr-Yncllides-aajUdTca'tlons-an'(rd i smi 55 a 1 s • 
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offenses. 

The relailonship between offens~ severity and likelihood of holding a 
~onference is not statistically significant at :t.he .05 level for· either 
Judge B or C. It appears that the ~wo types of oi fen~es thatwerei hought 
to be inappropr iate (worthless checks and drugs) were not ,substantially' 
more likely to be excluded from conferences than any other types. However" 
two points deserve conment. First, ,he nunber of cases falling i." some of 
the crime categories is so low as to make statistical comparisons of limited 
reliability. Second, the agreement of the test judges to use the conference' 
for all cases a~Jiigned to the test cohort confounds any interpretatlonofthe 
relationship between type of offense and cancelled conferences. ' 

3. Professional's views of when conferences were appropriate: There' 
was no clear consensus mnong the judges and attorneys regarding the appro
priateness of particular types of cases for the conference processs. There 
are some loose patterns that can be discerned, but to each of these:there 
are important exceptions. 

Cases inv;olving very serious crimes or defendants with extensive re
cords were seen by some judges,prosecutors, and def~nse counsel as being 
inappropriate tor the conference because the defendant, if convicted--whether 
by plea ,or by tdal--is going to rece'ive a very severe sente'nce. This had' 
general, but not unanimous suppor 1.. At 1 eas tone def ense a Horney argued 
that in domestic cases the principle, does not apply. Minor cases, in which 
there is a well-established appropriate sentence were 'perceived not to re
quire a conference. Bad check cases involving first-time offenders were one 
example of this type of case. M.inor drug possession cases by first-time 
offenders were another exmnple. The latter cases are usually referred to 
the Pretrial Intervention Program. 

Cases which were in some sense marginal were seen as particularly appro
priate for the conference p~ocess. The case may be margiri.l in that, while 
the conduct is covered by the letter of the law, it is clear that the sta
tute was not aImed at this type of behavior. A number of cases like this 
arose in the mandatory minimum gun felonies. Cases may also be~;marg,.i..Jtffl 
in that some psychiatric or other extenuating factors may be pres,e:n:t"~"Of all 
the patterns, this ,is the clearest. A mmber 'of examples were cited involv
ing this type of case~ and the professiona~s' expressed sense ot satisfac
tion with the procedure was the strongest tn these instances. 

A nunber of both prosecutors and defense'Clttorneys felt. that the con ... 
ference should be used only in crimes in which there were victims. Ohe"pro
secutor suggested that a conferel'tce be held only when the victim is il'11t,er'
ested in attending. 

A good nunber of other att'orneys, on both sides, would not agree ,with J,' 

the exclusion of cases involv'ing victimless crimes. The defense attorneys 
often saw advantages for their client in both di.scovery and influence on ,', 
the judge in the conference, regardless of whethe,r there was.a·Ylcfim~ . 
Similarly, . sOme prosecutors saw both discovery a~1vantages and incre,ased 
possibility 0.£ settlement of cases, regardless of the exis:t,ence of· ,a vi€tim~ 

. J . ;', 

, 4. Conference's held but not set,tIed. two' hundred eighty-seven ~orlfer
ences were held •. Tab.le, 5--3, page,36, sh'ows, the imne(JiClte results of th.ese" 
conferences. .\\ "'~'j\ . 
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''fABLE 5~3 

CASE STAn;S ~At cor-l:LUSIo.~ OFl THE. CONFEREl'[;E 

Settlement Agreed upon at Conference 

Tentative Settlement Agreed Upon at 
Conference (Subject to Review) 

Case Continued to a Later Date at 
Conclusion of Conference 

Case Set for Trial at Conclusion of 
Conference 

Don I t Know 

TOTAL 

Number 

131 

37 

43 

1 

287 

Percent 

26. O. 

46.0 

13.0 

15.0 

.3 

100.0 

Thus,. in 72 percent of the conferences, either a settl,ementor a'ten
tative agreement subject to review, usually by the defendant, wa's reached. 
From anothe,r point of view~ 74 percent of the conferences did not end in a 
final agreement. Table 5-4 displays the reasorts for these failures to 
reach a settlement. These reasons were categorized by our observers based 
on information given in the conference. One half of the cases' (57 percent) 
d.id not settle although the outlines of the disposition had been reached. 

In designing the implementation, considerable thought was given to when 
in the case disposition process·ti)e conference should be scheduled in order 
to allow adequate time tor the pretrial motions and discovery. The findings 
are ~elevant to that early concern. Table 5-4, page 37, discloses that, in 
a quarter of the con.ferences that failed to reach a settlement, either the; 
d i scove.ry pr ocesswas 1 ncompi ete; or one of the at torne)~s i ndi ca ted an in ten
tion to file an addition'al motion which precluded a settlement agreement. 
Note also that in 11 percent of the conferences not hedd, similar problems 
of timing Were listed as the cause.' (See Table 5-1, page 33). 

, The general trend of professional interviews, with one exception, re~ 
poried that the conference was not interf~ring with pretrial preparations. 
To the extent that the professionals' were advising us of the working expec
tations' of system actors, their judgme'1tsu,ggests that these scheduling prob
lems fall with,in the normal bounds of cO\Jrt experience. 

As discussed above, the absence of a critical party was responsible 
.~orthe coraference not being held in 19 pe~ .. cent of the cases~ In conferences 
'that were held, absence of a critical person was responsible for failure ~o 
reach a settlement in' 7 percent of the cases. A "criticaA p~rsort" was de
fined as that pers.on or persons whose ~bsence prevented fuith'H action on 
th~ c~se~ Where an absence h~lted the discussion the lay parties were iri
volved more than half of the time. 
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TABLE ~-4· 

REASONS CONFERE(\C;ES DID NOT SETTLE 

Lack of Time 

Discovery Process Incomplete 

Additional Motions to be 
Filed by Attorneys 

Review of Tentative Settlement 

Evaluate Special Treatment 
Programs 

Absence of Critical Pe~son 

Other Charges Pending Against 
Defendant 

Parties Couldn't Agree 

Other Reasons 

,Number 

4 

30 

22 

118 

8 

15 

17 

46 

24 

Percent* 

2 

14 

11 

57 

4 

7 

8 

22 

12 

*On a number of occasions there was more than one reason why the conference 
did not reach a settlement. 

5. Conference settlements analyzed by offense category. As might be 
expected, the settlement rate varied for .each judge, depending on the nature 
of .t he of fense. Tabl e 5- 5, . page 3.8, shows the numbe r of cases and. the per
centage of those cases by offense cat~lgory which reached ~ither a t,e.ntative 
or final settlement at the conclusion/of the conference •. Again, this data 
is based on'what the participants sai~ at the end of the ~onferdnce. The 
type of offense w~~s statistically related to the likelihood of. settlement. 
The more serious,.violent offenses w/ere less likely to settle (tau = -.09, 
sig. = .02). Within that general r~dationship, some interestingpaH<erns' 
emerge. --

These results are generally consistent with the patterns dlsclo~ed in 
Table 5-2 on the decision to hold the conference. Judge A·indicated in one 
interview that cases which normally end in probation are p,articularI'y appro'
priate for conference discussion. (An example might be the nOther Property" 
cases.) In fact, as Table 5-2 shows, conferences were held i~ only 3~ per
cent of such cases. However, all the conferences that were held ended in 
at least a tentative settlement. These findings are consIstent l,n light of 
the explanation that in some cases the proper disposition seems clear hom 
the bare f'lcts •. This sitUation Wb~Jld facilitate ~oth settl~ents prio,r to 
the conference and settlement at Ute conference, if held. 
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TABLE 5-5 

.m.OPORTION OF CCNFEREN:ES REACliIN:i A 
SETTLEMENT BY OFFENSE CATEGORY 

Offense Cate&2!l Judge A Judge B Judge C 

% N 96 N 96 N 

Violent Cr Imes !,/ 47 17 75 8 0 2 

Assault 2,/ 80 10 73 15 62 21 

Burglary 78 18 88 16 58 24 

Larceny 82 11 100 9 80 10 

Other Properiy £/ 100 4 86 7 89 9 

Drugs 59 27 88 16 72 25 

Other 2,/ 91 11 70 10 64 14 

96 OF TOTAL REACH I l\ti 
SETTLBMENT OR TENTATIVE 
SETTLEMENT 70 98 83 81 67 105 

a/ Homicide, Rape, Robbery. b/ Any Assault and/or Battery. c/ Fraud, For
gery, Stolent Property. 2,/ Weapons, Gambling, Inspection Certificate. 

On the other hand, while Judge A held conferences for 85 percent of 
the defendants charged with drug offenses, only 59 percent of conferences 
reached at least a tentative settlement. In the violent crimes category-
homicide, rape and robbery--only 47 percent of the conferences reached a 
settlemEnt, the lowest settlement rate of any category. All other cate
gories had 78 percent or better settlement rates. 

Judge B was the only judge to settle more than 50 percent of his vio
lent cr.imes cases, settling 75 percent. He held conferences for only 53 
percent of defendants charged with larceny, but all of these conferences 
ended wlth a settlement or tentative settlement. In drug cases, where 
again he held conferences for only 53 percent of the defendants, 88 percent 
settled. 

Judge CIS conference outcomes for violent crimes are consistent with 
both his conference convening pattern and the views expressed in our inter
'views. Judge·C expressed the view that, in particularly serious cases, he 
was inclined not to negotiate, but to try the cases; and if the defendant 
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was foundgui 1ty, t6 impose the appropriate "penalty based on the facts ",dis
clos~d at the trial. A similar philosophy is probably reflected in the -
fact that onl y 58 percent of hi s burglary .conferences reached a s-e! tlement. * 
C. Attendance When Conference Held 

One purpose of the conference was to prov ide victims, defendants; ,and 
police officers an opportunIty to attend and participate in discussions 
about a possible settlement of the case. In 83 Percent of the conference. 
one or more lay participants attended. Defendants were present at two. 
thirds of the conferences. Victims were present at one-third:of' th. con
fprences (32 percent); police at 29 percent of the conferences.' In 21 per
cent of those cases which had a victim (N=42), both the defendant and vic
tim attended. 

Our professional interviews disclose only a minimal number of confer
ences in which there was serious tension between the victim and the defen
dant. Only two conferences involved a verbal confrontation between victim 
and defendant. One case arose out of a dispute between two businessman. 
The defendant was particularly irate, because he felt the criminal process 
had been inappropriately invoked by the "vi·ctimu • 

For the lay participants, attendance at the conference was voluntary. 
At one level of explanation the decision to attend may have been based on 
the type of offense involved. However, the findings indicate that for none 
of the groups did that variable explain attendance. H Even if the type of 
the offense did not help, the presence or absence of a victim might enter 
the decision for the defendant and police. On that measure also, higher 
attendance was not related to whether a victim was involved. ** From these 
measures it seems clear that the type of offense per se was not the cri
terion used by the lay partici?~nts to decide whether-ro attend. 

During interviews conducted after their cases closed, the lay respon
dents were asked if they had attended a conference and, if not, why not. 
By far the most frequently cited reason was that they had not been notified 
or knew nothing about a conference. Forty-seven percent of the defendants, 
63 percent of the victims, and 57 percent of the police t~!! into that 
category. One must grant immediately that the interview question is not
likely to elicit very many responses saying "I didn't attend because J 
didn't want to go--it was a stupid idea." On the other hand, respondents 

*Conferenc.eS-were-hela-for-onry-33-percent of the defendants charged witn 
violent crimes. Neither of the conferences that were he.ld resu.1ted In a 
settlement. However the number involved is so small as to make interpre
tation tentative at best. 

HFor defendants, the talb = .07, sig. = .13; for victims, tau<: = -.07, 
slg. = -.18; frr police, ta't = .08, sig. = .09. 

**Defendants attended 66 percent of the conferences where a victim was in
volved; 67 percent 'where it was a victimless offense. The po,lice attended 
24 percent of the time in viet im cases, but 38 percent of 1.)10 ti~ in v ic1.im
less cases. The explanatlorl for the difference in polIce rates might be that 
in victimless cases, the police would be equivalent to the complaining wit
ness. 
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l' :couid easily have Cited personal schedule conflicts· (work, exams,baby
sitting, etc.). lnstead, ~nly 10 percent of the defendants, 16 percent of 
the vIctims and 28 percent of the police cited any sort of schedule con
flict. It seems .reasonable to arssu''1le, then, that some sizeable portion 
01 those sayIng they had not been told of the conference were giving accur
ate answers. * The high proportion of nlon-attenders who cited a failure 
to. be notified is a finding supported by those responsible for making the 
contact. The explanation for the failure 'of notificatoin is multi-faceted. 
The problems of comnunicatlon were enormous. Incorrect addresses, non-
functioning phones, or wrong phone numbers and changes of address all affected ) 
the contact procedure. Working with the same information as the court per- I 
sonne! who were trying to inform people of the conferences, the research 
staff found almost 30 percent of the victims and nearly ~o percent of the 
defendants listed in the court records could not be reached because of in
sufficient information in the records. # 

The failure to be contacted, is, to some extent, due to the nature of 
tho parties being contacted and their roles in the proceedings. Besides 
the problems of addresses, names, and phone numbers, others were reluctant 
to become involved for a variety of reasons--many quite legitimate. 

Some felt that they had already cooperated by giving testimony and saw 
additional participation as an undue imposition. Further, the victims, 
when invitod to the conference, were told that their participationvwas vol
untary. All these factors undoubtedly account, to some extent, for the 
relative rate of victim attendance. 

The professional interviews disclosed a rare unanimity regarding the 
difficulties in obtaining victim participation in court proceedings. There 
was also substantial sympathy with the victim's plight. The multiple 
appearances required of victims was seen as adding insult to injury. The 
additional imposition on the victim was often cited as a disadvantage of 
the conference process, despite the fact that victim attendance was volun
tary. 

Some prosecutors expressed a mix of disappointment and cynicism regard
Ing the victims' lack of interest, generally, in the prosecution of the de
fendant. Some expressed the view that victims were interested only when 
there was a chance of recouping sane of their losses by restitution. 

The provisions for police partiCipation varied from depart~~nt to de
partment. The Dade County Public Safety Department allowed officers to 

~n-rhe-orher-hana7-so.me-may-have-been-rnformed but had forgotten about the 
contact. Often the interview was conducted a month or more after the con
ference had taken place. Since attendance was not required, the lay par
ticipants may have had less difficulty making decisions about it and hence, 
more difficulty recalling the contact than for other proceedings. 

IISome portion of the missing or inaccurate information can be explained by 
the respondent's desire not to be reached. Particularly with those involved 
in the crIminal justice system there may be reasons why they would seek to 
hide their identity or involvement. 
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attend conferences which fell within a scheduled tour of duty_ Officers 
were allowed to attend conferences on off-duty time but were not paid for 
their attendance. Other departments allowed their officers to participate 
and paid for their time if the conference was scheduled during the officer's 
time off. . 

In addition to problems relating to pa~nt for time spent at the con
ference, communications obstacles further canplicated efforts to involve 
the police in the conference. Despite assistance fran the court liaison 
personnel fram various departments, project staff often found it difficult 
to contact individual officers, largely because of their rotating shifts 
and out-of-office assignments, 

Attendance was generally unaffected by the age, sex, race, or occupa
tion of the respondent or language spoken by the respondent. While it is 
beyond the scope of this project to explore this information fully, it seems 
clear that attendance was not a function of one's social or ec~nanic posi
tion. What ~ explain attendance is less clear at this point. 

The notification rate was also a function of the effort put in by those 
assigned the task. One policy issue faced early in the project was the 
extent to which our staff would aSSlme burdens of implementation of the 
conference process. We decided to. limit staff intervention to evaluation 
tasks whenever possible. Two reasons- .. one practical and one theoretical-
motivated our decision. Frorfl a the.'loretical viewpoint, it seemed desirable 
to carry out the implementation without unrealistically reducing the bur
den of the process by, in effect, providing additional staff to the cri
minal justice system. Further, I.HSr own staff limitations prevented us fran 
doing any more than attending to our data collection tasks. 

This decision was not without its costs, particularly in the matter 
of contacting vicims reg~rding their attendance at the conferences. ~ven 
though we had the encour~gement and active support of the management bf the 
State Attorney's Office, the contact procedures, as implemented by the sec
retaries to the various prosecutors, were unevenly carried out. Personnel 
turnover further added to the difficulties, requiring retraining and remoti
vation of new secretaries. 

Six months into the implementation, our Site Director developed a pro
cedure which improved the situation, as of course, did the simple acclima
tization and accanodation to a new procedure over time. However, the new 
procedure did not produce any sigificant increase in lay attendance at the 
conference. When we canpared attendance before and after the change, there 
were no statistically significant differences. * 

O. Professional Attitudes Toward Lay Presence 

The attorneys and judges varied in their attitudes towards the presence 
of the defendant. One judge felt that the presence of all the lay parties 
was extremely, helpful in determining a just sentence. The opportunity to 
observe the defendant, his demeanor, and interactions within the confines 

*For-defendants;-ia-;-r749;-sTg7-;-722;-for victims, X~ = .01, sig. = .92; 
for police, ~2 = .08, sig. = .77. 
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of chambers was seen as giving the judge important information that he did 
not normally have in negotiated settlements. 

The other judges were more restrained in their asses!?ment. They 
pointed to cases in which the defendant had provided information about 
the motivating factors behind the offense, which had been helpful in the 
sentencing decision, but generally believed that the information obtained 
had been of only marginal value. 

The attorneys also varied in their views about the presence of the de
fendant. There was little outright opposition fram either defense attor
neys or prosecutors. Same attorneys said that lay presence inhibited a 
frank discussion between the attorneys and the judge, because such discus
sion might be misunderstood by the lay parties. Other attorneys, when asked 
about a possible inhibiting effect, felt that the discussion could be under
taken in a way to convey fully the necessary facts and opinions without of
fending the lay parties. One prosecutor felt that the lay presence had the 
salutory effect of reducing irrelevant and inappropriate discussion between 
professional parties. 

A consensus emerged that if the defendant was articulate and presented 
an appropriate demeanor, he could help himself substantially. One prose
cutor said when the defendants cared about their lives, or are apologetic, 
or have a complaint or something that they want to let the judge ~now about, 
it is good for them to be at the conference. There was also a general view 
that it was seldom that these positive effects occurred. 

To those professionals who were concerned about humanizing and person
alizing the criminal justice process, the presence of the defendant and the 
victim was seen as having that effect. One prosecutor felt that the human
izing effect of the defendants' presence was too great in that it unduly 
reduced sentence severity. Another prosecutor dismissed the question with 
the statement, "It affects the defendant; he should be there." 

E. SlJl111ary: Specification I)f Treatment 

The pretrial settlement conference was originally proposed as a vol
untary proceeding which the judge would tentatively schedule at arraignment; 
but which would take. place only if the defense attorney confirmed it. The 
judges, in implementing the procedure, scheduled the conferences to be held 
unless cancelled by one of the attorneys. . 

Conferences were held for 326 of ,he 470 defendants in the test group. 
In almost 22 percent of the "non-conference" cases, a settlement had been 
reached before the scheduled conference date. More than half of those in
volved a referral of -the defendant to a pretrial diversion program run by 
the prosecutor's office. The absence of a critical party led to cancefla
tion of the conference in 27 percent of the cases. The defense attorney 
was the party most frequently absent. A related reason was the judwnent 
(17 percent of cancelled conferences) by one of the attorneys that the case 
was not ready for settlement discussion because some preparatory tasks need
ed completion. 

For one judge the type of offense was significantly related to the 
IJkellhood of a conference being held. In more serious cases the conferences 
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were less likely to be held. Interviews with professional participants 
generally supported this finding. In cases involving very serious crimes 
or defendants with extensive records, the judges and attorneys generally 
felt that it was preferable to try the case. 

Cases which were in same sense marginal--either because the statute was 
not ai~d at the particular type of situation or because of the presence of 
a psychiatric or other extenuating factor--we{e seen as particularly appro
priate for the conference process. 

In cases where the conference was held, 26 percent ended in settlement; 
46 percent reached a tentative settlement; 15 percent were set for trial at 
the conclusion of the conference. The more violent offenses were less like
ly to reach a settlement. 

In 83 percent of the con'ferences, one or more lay participants attended. 
Defendants attended 66 percent; victims, 32 percent; and police, 29 percent. 
In 21 percent of those cases which had a victim, both the defendant and 
and victim attended the conference. For none of the lay groups was attend
ance significantly related to the type of offense. 

The professional interviews disclosed only a minimal number of confer
ences in wh~ch there was serious tension between the victim and the defen
dant. The professional attitudes towards lay presence was mixed, but a con
sensus emerged that if a defendant was articulate and presented an appro
priate demeanor, he could aid his cause. Sane of the professionals saw the 
presence of the defendants and victims as humanizing and personalizing the 
case disposition process. 
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OIAPTER VI 

SPECIFlCATICl'l OF TREATMENT: PARTICIPATICl'I iN THE CONFEREl'CE 

This chapter focuses on roles played by the various participants in 
the conference. It presents an analysis of the dynamics of conference par
ticipation by looking at the length and subject matter of the conferences 
and the patterns of judicial and lay participation. 

The conferences usually took place in the judge's chambers and were 
informal, compared to courtroom proceedings. The judge sat behind his desk 
wearing a suit instead of judicial robes. The other participants were 
seated around the room or, in some cases, around a conference table. The 
protocol and atmosphere was that of a business conference, rather than a 
court proceeding. 

A. Length of Conferences 

The conferences averaged 10 minutes in length although there was sub
stantial variation. The shortest lasted less than one minute; the longest, 
2' minutes. The average length of the conference differed.significantly 
for the three judges. Judge A had the shortest (9 minutes on the~verage), 
while Judge C had the longest (12 minutes). * Of course, some additional 
time was consumed with people entering the room and getting settled and 
then leaving at the end of the conference. 

In the early stages of the project, some judges and attorneys, when 
discussing the proposed conference, had predicted that the conference would 
turn into long, rambling discussions which would be wasteful of everyone's 
time. This prediction simply was not borne out. In part, the brevity re
flects the nature of the judicial participation in the conference. The 
judges tended to structure the conferences, rather than allow the attorneys 
and the lay parties simply to argue the case out to a conclusion. (See 
Section C.4, infra.) This more directive role result~d in more efficient, 
less time-conswning conferences. 

We have no direct way to compare the conference proceedings and tra
ditional plea discussions. 1/ Two of the three judges came to the conclusion 
that the conferences were more time consuming. Our informal staff obser
vations suggest that in some cases this is probably ~o. Interestingly, 
the two judges who concluded that the conferences were more time constming 
reached different conclusions about the significance of that factor. For 
one, it plByed a role in his decision that the conferences should not be 
used on a regular basis. The other judge felt that the benefits derived 
from the conference outweighed the time costs involved. 

The third judge expressed the view that, initially, the conferences 
were su!>stantially more time consuming, but that when he scheduled all the 
conf~rences at the same time and held them as people arrived, the conferences 

iCanparlson-between-the-three-Tudges-shows statistically significant dif
ferences: F-ratio = 6.93, sig. = .000 • 
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wer-e only 51 ightly more time consll1ling. He pointed out that the tradi tional 
plea negotiation pr-actices had the advantage of utilizing the inevitable 
waiting periods in a Judge's schedule. . 

In summary, while contrary to early predictions the conferences were 
short and to the point, the partiCipating judges adopted a range of attitudes 
toward the significance to be attached to the p.erceived time costs of the 
process. For- at least one judge, the time involved played an important role 
in his ultimate evaluation of the pretrial settlement conference process. 

B. Variety of Topics Discussed 

Within the context of a rather brief meeting, the discussions in the 
conferences covered a nll1lber of issues. * Table 6-1, page 46, presents 
data on the proportion of conferences where each of eight substantive topics 
were discussed by any participant. (See Appendix B fo·r discussion of cate
gor i es. ) It al so shows· the average number of di scussant s per conf erence 
for each topic. Three topics--facts of case, recommendations, and prior 
record--are closely grouped at the top of the scale, ranging from 90 percent 
to 96 percent. A fourth topic--personal background facts of defendant or 
victim--is closet to these than to the other topics. It was discussed fre
quently enough to be considered a regular topic of the conference. 

The facts of the case were discussed in 96 percent of the conferences 
and by a number of parties (on the average, by 3 individuals per conference). 
Further, the professional interviews disclosed a general consensus that the 
conferences allowed adequate opportunity for disclosure of the pertinent 
facts of the offense. The disclosure was seen to be superior to traditional 
plea negotiations, but there were mixed views when compared to disclosure 
at trial. One view saw a trial as the only way to get a complete picllure 
of the incident. The other view pointed to the wider scope 0·£ the cOJlfer
ences which allowed informat ion to be considered that would have beent ex
cluded under the rules of evidence. Of course, much of this latter infor
mation would theoretically be available in the presentence investigation 
after conviction, although these are gener-aUy not used In Dade County. II 

The conference process, as it was implemented, utilized, presentence 
reports infrequently. Because information regarding the background of the 
defendant was often directly available from the defendant ,at the conference, 
the conference appears to have served as a short-cut presentence investi
gation. To the extent that this type of information was available, all saw 
it as a benefit, but a limited one, because the information could have been 

*Each-commenr-made-at-rhe-conference-was subsequently coded by the research 
staff according to a scheme developed from analysis of the first 15 to 20 
conferences. Most of the categories were designed to capture general sub
staiitive issues (e.g., facts of the case or recomnendations for disposition), 
although some were included to identify central, but perhaps rarelyoccurrir:-g, 
iss~es for the research-(citing prior conferences as precedent, or the pre
dicted consequences of going to trial). Each conference was coded twice 
and discrepancies resolved by consultation with senior ~taff. 

IIBased on conversations with probation offi'cials in ,Dade County. 
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TABLE 6-1 

AVf!RH;E N,N8fR OF PARTICPANTS Am PERCENTAGE OF 
OONFEREfCES IN WHIOi TOPICS WERE 01 SCUSSED ,v'-

Mean Number of persons 
adding to these topics 

1. Facts of case 

2. Prior Record 

3. Law and Practice 

4~ Maxim~ sentence 

5. Outcome of trial 
a. More severe if new 

evidence canes out 

b. More severe as a penalty 

c. Could get maximum 
sentence 

d. Will make no difference 
in sentence 

6. Previous conference 
di spos it ions 

7. Facts of the person 

8. Recommendations for 
di spos it ion 

2.7 

1.7 

.5 

.2 

1.2 

4.2 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

!I N = 287 conferences. * = less than .05. 

Percentage of Con
ferences a./. in 

Which Topic OlScu5sed 

95.6 

89.8 

37.5 

14.2 

1.5 

1.5 

1.1 

2.4 

1.1 

65.5 
.~~"",-",. ~- .... ~~- .. ~ ..... ., :':'"~::..~ 

93.5 

obtained through a presentence investigation. A disadvantage of the con
ference as a short-cut presentence investigation is that the information 
was often unverified. An advantage is that the information was unfiltered. 
Further, the sources were available for direct inquiry from the judge to 
follow up issues of interest. 

Almost all of .the conferences included discussion of reconmendations 
for disposition. Given the stated purpose ~f the conferences, this is not 
surprising. However, since a quarter of the sessions ended with an indica
tion that the case preparation was incomplete (additional motions to be 
filed) it is interesting to note that recommendations were discussed even 
when full information was not yet available. 

Prior criminal arrest and conviction 'r'ecords were the third most fre
quently mentioned topic. A surprising element was the varying degrees of 
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specificity with which prior history information was presented. * In some 
conferences, the information was limited to the statement, "The defendant has 
three priors." No indication was made of charge or whether it was a prior 
arrest or a,prior conviction. In other conferences, the information was 
given with substantial ~etail or, if not, was subject to challenge by the 
defense cO.unsel. The professional interv iews did not develop a ctear ex
planation for ~he variation In treatment of this important infor~tion. TQ 
the extent that. any insight was offered, it was lim! ted to the no:Uon that 
the defense counsel makes a judgment, when the data is presente~f.in an in
cl::mplete form, whe'lher it is in his client·'s interest to pursue 'the matter. 
In some cases, it might appear best to let the matter pass with as little 
attention as possible to the specifics. 

Personal background and situation was a topic of discussion in 65 per
cent of the conferences. All three judges f,;aw an advantage in the conf t;.r .. 
ences to the extent that it provided some insight into the character and mo
tivation of the defendant. This information is not necessarily limited to 
verbal behavior. The attitude and demeanor of the defendant was seen to be 
an important part of the defendant's presence at the conference. 

Surprisingly, the possibility of a maximum sentence was mentioned only 
infrequemtly (14 percent). This raises some question about the notion that 
a reason for and function of plea bargaining is to escape severe statutory 
sentences.?:,1 This finding is interesting in relation to the relatively 
high level of defendant satisfaction, across both test and control cohorts, 
with the disposition. This evidence is, of course, only suggestive of pos
sibilities of further inquiry. (See Chapter IX, Section C.) 

Another surprising finding, which is contrary to our early hypothesis, 
was the infrequent references to previous conference dispositions in, the con.- J. 
ference discussions. We began the project with the hypothesis that the\l.~e ... ~ ....... _' 

f h f lA I A.. +h .1:.' A' • t' .• ' .. '. · .. ~· .. ..,'·H" ... ·'-o t e con, .. fH.~n,C~~;WO~h .... ~ce~·-.." .. o .... e·!.!·s.~"':c9+.-:!l-.!ot9k~-!~,f}£!·.:!9-n.s.as'0-pf'~-G~l'UiS!;,::..'=-·'.~3·~· ." 
0"::': ·f,"~H' sUbse'quent decisions, creating in effect a coornOn law of sentencing. 

Table 6-1 shows that this did not happen at the level of verbal explanation. 
Prior conferenc~ dispositions were mentioned in only 1 percent of the con
ferences. 

The observation that prior dispositions did not develop an independent 
precedential value was supported by the professional interviews which indi
cated that each judge had a working standard of sentences which he applied. 
But this standard, or "price list", predated the conferences. While its con
tent mayor may hot have been affected, its existence and function were not. 

The general pattern of the conference session, then; was to disCUSS the 
factual situation of the case, prior record, and recoornendations for dispo
sition, and somewhat less frequently, personal background information, all 
in the span, on the average, of 10 minutes. The coverage of any of ~he issu~s 

*In-60-pereirtt-or-rhe-conferences-rhe-prior record, including dispOSitions, 
was given in detail. The prior records were mentioned but no detail was 
given in 32 percent. In 8 percent, no information about prior ,-record could 
be determined, either by explicit reference or inference fran the discussion 
of the defendant's background. 
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was sufficient" to 'identify and categorize an issue although not to provide 
much detail. . 

C. Conference Participation by Various Parties 

The next issue to coniider ,is which parties typically were active in' 
addressing these topics. Table 6-2, page 49,indica:tes the number and per
centage of conferences in which each party made at least one comment that 
either addressed a new area, or provided some new information within one 

," of the ,same categories contained in'Table 6-2, page 49. * c 

olice. For the judges, 
attor~n~e-y~s-,~a-n~~p~o~l~c~e~,~t~e~~r~e~q-u~e~n~c~l~e~s~o~~t~e~t~o~p~l~c~s~~e~x~c~lru~'ding discussion 
of "recomnendations) are ordered in a similar pattern, even though the pro
portions themselves dHfer. In dc:scending order of frequency" they discuss 
the facts of the case, the prior criminal record of the defendant, the per
sonal facts about the defendant, and their views of matters which fall into 
the law and practice category. Although this table does not disclose the 
extensiveness of the comnents by various parti~~., the judge emerges as the 
most frequent contributor to each topic, whith"is G~nsistent with the view 
of his role as the decision-maker.- -

<." 
The prosecutors and qefell-dase attorneys contributed substantially less 

frequently than did the }udges. One would have expected that the prosecutors 
would discuss som~",",-a~ct of the offense more often than was the case. In 
almost 40 per:~-e-Jft"of the conferences, the prosecutor nei ther asked about nor 
added ne.w'·Hllormation on the facts of the case. In more than half the conte .. .efrc~s'; the prosecutor' did not address the prior record. As the party with 

~r.c·~-<'authorized access to the official criminal history for the defendant, one 
mIght expect the prosecutor to discuss it more frequently.' . 

The defense attorneys' discussion of prior record (37 percent of the 
conferences) probably reflects the widely acknowledged inad~quacyof the 
criminal history~ particularly with regard to missing information on case 
~ispositions. The defen~eatturney would often be in a position to challenge • 
misleading impressions caused by incomple'te records. The defense attorneys 
discussed personal background of the defendant in 31 percent ~f the confer-
ences, compared to 46 percent for the judges and 13 percent for the prose-
cutors. It is interesting to note that the judges raised this issue more 
frequently than did defense attorneys. Typically the judge would ask the 
defendant if he or she had a job or was married. The difference may be ex
plainedby the generally more active role of the judges. 

The police role is clearly focused, as is to be expected, on the fact~ 
of the current case. In the conferences they attended, police discussed 
,the facts more frequently than did the prl:)secutors (70 percent compared to 

'iEi'c'iuded-are-remarks-rhar-were-reperlrlous or did not expand the scope of 
information available. For example, in this part of the analysis, we are 
not including every codable corrrnent, such as a "yes" or "no" answer to a 
question, since these responses did not add to the subject matter coverage 
of the conference. The person asking the question would be iricluded. The 
,respondent would be included if the response provides an elaboration of the 
shortest answer. 
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TABLE 6'-2 

.r;j., .. , FREQUENCY OF SUBJ EeT MA TTER ~ 
, 

Prose.- DcHense Defen-
. Judge cutor Counsel Pol ice dant VIet 1m Other 
(N=287) (N=286) (N:;:282) (N=83) (N=189) (N=63) (N=37) 

1. Facts N 237 171 193 58 .59 33 7 
of 'the 
Case 96 83.7 60.9 69.4 69.9 31.2 .52.4 18.9 
., ". N 196 132 104 20 33 4 2 
Prior 
Record 96 69.3 47.0 37.4 24.1 17 • .5 6.3 .5.4 

3. Law N 81 29 33 4 1 
and· 
Practice 96 28.6 10.3 11.9 iI,.8 0 • .5 *. * 
4. N 34 8 6 I 
Maximum I, 
Sentence 96 12.0 2.8 2.2 * * * * 
.5a. Trial N 3 1 
More 
Severe 96 1.1 iI· * * * * * 
.5b. New Evi- N 3 1 - ,. 
dence Make 
More Sever'e 96 1.1 * * * 'it oj(. * 
·.5c. Possibil- N 3 1 
ity Maximum 
Sentence 96 1.1 0.4 * * * * *., 

.5d. Trial N 9 1 3 .. 
\ Same as '. 

Conference 96 3.2 * 1.1 * * ,* '* 
6. N 2 2 1 
Conference 

.;;".: ' 

Precedent 96 * * * ,*" * * * 
7. N 129 35 87 17 49 12 .5 
Personal 
Facts % 4.5.6. 12.5 31.3 20 • .5 25.9 19.0 13 • .5 

8. N 244 158 17.5 50 .51 38 4 
Recomnen-
dation 96 8.5.6 .5.5.8 62.9 60.0 27.0 60.0 10.8 

* Equals less than 0 • .5 percent'. - Equals zero. 
". 
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61 percent). The same pattern occurred in the discussion of persona' back
ground: proportionately, the police were more apt to provide information 
than the prosecutor. The direct exper§ence the police have with the reality 
of the' event and the peoyle involved probably accounts for this difference. 

!:....~ubjects dtscussed bf victims and defendants. As with the judges, 
attorneys~ and pollce, the v ctims and defendants discussed the facts of 
the case more frequently than any other topic except recammendations. For 
defendants, however, the difference in frequency between corrrnents on the 
facts of the case and comments about their personal history is much less-
.31 percent compared t026 percent--than for victims--52 percent compared 
to 19 percent. The only other topic which either victim (6 percent) or de
fendant (18 percent) discussed was prior criminal record. 

Thus, as Table 6-2 illustrates, the range, as well as the proportionate 
use of topics for the victim and defendant was more limited than for the 
judges or attorneys. The defendants discussed possible dispositions far 
less frequently than the other parties. This pattern is consistent with the 
purpose of the conference: to listen to recorrmendatiolls for disposition. 
Police officers, .d victims commented on recommendations more frequently than 
the prosecutors, but less than the defense attorney and judge. 

While the victims often gave their opinion about appropriate disposi
tions, it should be noted that only one victim even raised the issue of the 
maximwn statutory sentence. Generally the victims would indicate approval 
o~ a recomnendation made by others, say they had no preference, or raise 
the possibility of restitution. The expectation that victims would come 
looking for the maximum simply WaS not borne out by events. 

Police officers would, typically, indicate no specific recommendation 
unless the di$position might affect other investigations ( ~, sentencing 
informants or co-defendants) or the arrest situation had been troublesome. 

The proiessional interviews suggest that the defendant's relative si
lence on the facts, even though no statement made in the conference could 
be used against him, probably reflects, in large part, instructions by the 
defense counsel to limit comments. This instruction reflects concern about 
the implicit di$covery potential of the conference. It should be pointed 
out that often no one asked the defendant what he or she thought should be 
the outcome in the case, as was done with the victim. 

3. Use of information frrnn arties b and law ers. The 
judgeS-involve in the project ad somewhat opinions regarding 
weight to be given lay recommendations, but the range of differences was 
nar't·ow. None of them believed that lay opinions should be more than one· of 
a number of factors to be considered. All felt that the ultimate decision 
was the responsibility uf the judge. All the j~ldges also believed that it 
was important that, in making a sentencing decision, the judge receive the in
put of any party who felt he had s~ething to say. However, the views of the 
various parties must be placed in the larger context of all the facts and 
opinIons in the case and considered in the light of the judge's experience and 
insights in sentenci"ng. Within this framework, the judges vary; one took 
the recommendatio/ll seriously, but within the bounds of the judge's sense of 
what was appropriate. Another stressed the procedural importance of the vic
tim's right to be heard but suggested that the victim's ~iews should have 
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only modest substantive weight. The third stressed the centrality of the 
judicial responsibility and minimized other influences. 

The attorneys' 'views on,the issue varied by individual, by fu·~ction 
(prosecutor or defense), and by courtroom assignment. This substantial va
riety can be organized to some extent into patterns, but each pattern can 
account for only a relatively limited part of the diversity in views. 

As discussed earlier, a number of attorneys perceived that a defendant's 
demeanor, appearance, and capacity to articulate his situation can have a 
Significant impact--either beneficial or detrimental. Notwithstanding the 
differences between judges, most attorneys felt that the influence of lay 
opinions and presence made, with rare exceptions, only marginal impact on 
sentence. 

Of course, there were function-specific differences In the attorneys' 
perceptions of the relative weight given to the respective opinions of vic
tims and defendants. Same prosecutors saw the defendants' presence as hav
ing' greater effect than thG victims '. Some defense attorneys felt that the 
victims' presence and opinions were more influential than the defendants'. 
These function-specific differences appeared to be stronger with two of the 
three judges than with the third. 

Implicit, and sometimes explicit, in the views discussed above, is a 
perception on the part of the professional participants that lay expertise 
is quite limited. Lay opinions are to be heard, but only rarely do, or 
shoul d" t hey car ry gr ea t wei ght • The i r non-ver ba 1 cont r i but i ons- -demeanor 
and attitude-~may even be more important than their opinions. Occasionally 
a lay party may have factual information about the offense, the background 
of one of the parties, or the nature and extent of dmnage and injury which 
is significant. But, as mentioned earlier, the 1ntial expectation of the 
professionals regarding this contribution seems not to have been realized. 
(for further discussion, see this Chapter, Section C.'.e.) 

4. Judicial artici ation. a. Indices. In order to examine the role 
playe y t e jUdge In the pretrie sett ernent conference, we developed f~ur 
indices of judicial style. The measures are not intended to be mutually 
exclusive, but rather, to approach the subject fran a variety of perspectives. 
The first index is a surrmary measure~ giving the total number of diUel'ent 
participation tasks in which the judge engaged during the conference session. 
The index is labelled scope of participation. The second index, looking at 
the control of information, is the proportion of topic changes in the session 
made by the judge. The third index, labelled judicial control, is created by 
combining qualitative judgments made by the observer and a quantitative score 
to measure the extent to which the judge controlled the direction and outcome 
of the conference. The fourth index, labelled judicial negotiation behavior, 
is based on qualitative ju'dgments made by the observer regarding the extent 
to which the judge sought to involve others in the discussion, particularly 
in the development of the disposition." 

b. Scope of participation. The scope of participation index is 
a surrrnary of the variety of verbal behavior. The index assigns a point if 
the judge Changes the subject of the conference (shifts the conversation from 
one coding category to another) or if the judge makes a recommendation. The 
ndex has a possible range of 0 to 4. The mean score across judges was 3.3'. 
Table 6-3, page '2, compares the courtrooms on the measures of judicial 
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Index 
Range 

Judge 
A 

8 

C 

Mean across judges 

F-ratio 

TABLE 6-3 

exMPARISONS A\I)f\Ki COURTRCXJdS ON 
JUDICIAL STYLE - MEAN 5C00.ES 

SlIlTTlary 
Partici- Initia-

pat ion tions Control 
0-4 0-1.0 0-4 

3.30 .57 2.86 

3.27 .42 2.09 

3.40 .60 2.59 

3.3; .54 2.54 

Test for Differences 

21 .10* 24.38* 

N = 287. * = Significance at .000 level. 

Negotia-
tions 
9.::1. 
2.2.5 

2.94 

2.;8 

2.57 

8.26 

participation. Among the three judges using the conference, there were no 
significant differences in the variety of behaviors in which they engaged. 
The mean score indicates that in most conferences the judges were quite ac
tive, since most engaged in all the activities measured. 

c. Proportion of topic changes. A subset of this total partici
patiori index is the proporti6n of the total initiations of subject changes 
in the conference that were made by the judge. The purpose of the ratio is 
to provide an indicator of the extent to which the judge dir'ected the dis
cussion at the conference, not to evaluate the quality or conseq~ence of 
that direction. l~is measure of control of the conference is based on the 
assumption that the person who defines the range of subjects discussed (and, 
perhaps, the mnount of information available) greatly influences the direc
tion of the conference. In order to test the notion, we need measures of 
control of the subject matter; hence the proportion of topic changes. On the 
average judges accounted for ;4 percent of the total topic changes. * On 
this measure, the judges were significantly different. Judge 8 averaged 
about 16 percent lower than Judges A and C. Differences between the judges 

*POF-purpos;S-or-canparlson;-rhe-prosecutors' average proportion of subject 
changes was 14 percent; the defense counsels', 25 percent; police, 9 percent; 
defendants', 4 percent; and victims'r 5 percent. 
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explained 13 percent of the variation in the proportion of subject changes. 
Judge S, then, although engaging in the same variety of activit,ies as Judses 
A and C (as seen from the similarity in scope of participation scores). dld 
not engage in this particular behavior to the extent that the other two 
judges did. 

d. Judicial control. The judicial control index of participation 
that we created attempted to measure the extent to which the judge could be 
said to have controlled the structure and direction of ,the conference discus
sion. The index c~bines the scores on three ratings made by research staff 
observers about the quality of judicial control, as well as one measure of 
the quantity of control behavior. The three qualitative ratings were 1) the 
extent to which the judge structured the development of the conference, 2) 
the extent to which the judge imposed a unilateral decision, and 3) whether 
the judge was rated as making the recorrmendation which formed the basis for 
the settlement of the case (or conference, if the case did not reach a settle
ment). The fourth measure was the proportion of subject changes made by the 
judge, as outlined above. The index had a range of 0 to 4. The mean was 
2.54 (shown in Table 6-3). Since a score of 4 would indicate a total domi
nation by the judge, the mean suggests substantial, but by no means complete, 
control by the judge. We expected that the degree of judicial control would 
vary by courtroom, since the behavior's that were being rated would depend 
on personality, view of the judicial role, and judicial philosophy about the 
approDriate type of judicial involvement in plea negotiations. 

The three judges were significantly different in the degree to which 
our observers felt the judge controlled various aspects of the conference. 
The judge differences accounted for 16 percent of the variance in the con
trol index. Judge S, whose subject change rate was significantly lower than, 
the other two, exercised much less control on the summary control index which 
relied on observer ratings'of control as well. Judges A and C, wh~ were com
paratively high on subject changes, were different from each other in the 
degree of control exercised. 

e. Judicial involvement in ne otiation. The final asp~ct of judi
cial partiCIpatIon t at we wis e to measure was the extent to which the 
judge actively encouraged participation in the negotiation process. We summed 
the scores on six indicators to produce a negotiation index: 1) whether the 
judge involved the lay people present (victim, defendant, and, or polIce of
ficer) in the dispositio.n process, 2) whether someone other than the judge 
made the recommendation which formed the basis of the settlement, 3) the ex
tent to which the observer felt that the judge tried t~ develop a consensus, 
and 4-6) the extent to which the observer felt the judge tried to involve 
the defendant, victim, and police in the conference. The mean negotiation 
score was 2.57 (shown in Table 6-3). As with subject changes and control, 
the negotiation index differentiates the judges. Judge S, who exhibited the 
lowest control and subject change scores, had the highest negotiation score. 
Judge A, who had the highest control score, had the lowest negotiation score. 

To some extent, our conceptualization of negotiating behavior is de
fined as the absence of, or opposite of, judicial control. The index of con
trol may be seen as reflecting one style of directing the conference while 
the negotiation index reflects another. The Pearsonts r between the two is 
-.50, indicating that the presence of one is ~ssocla!ed with the absence of 
the other. 
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rhe measures differentiate among the three judges in their conference 
behavIor, thereby providing some description of dEfferences in judicial 
style. One judge had a high proportion of subject changes, the highest con
trol score, and the lowest negotiation score. Another judge had the lowest 
proportion of subject changes, the lowest control score, and the highest 
negotiation score. The third judge appears to fall in the middle. Because 
of the differences in judicial style of conference behavior, we can conclude 
that we have observed the conference procedure under three different types 
of judicial involvement. We can say that the judges differed markedly in 
the extent to which they directed the conduct of the conference, as well as 
in. the formation of a disposition. One judge was extensively involved in 
both, one sh~red those functions with the other participants, and the third 
appears to have provided a mix of control and negotiation behavior. However, 
all the judges took an active role in the conference. 

5. Lay participation. a. Indices of participation. We developed three 
indices of participation for the defendant, victim and police. Lay partici
pation was measured along lines similar to the indices of judicial partici
pation but ~<'':th somewhat greater emphasis on the role of information provider 
rather than on control of the process. The summary scope of participation 
index looks at different types of participation behavior, from making no Conl
ments at all to making recomnendations for disposition. The other two indi·. 
ces look at the contribution of the lay members relative to the total dis
cussion. The second index, proportion of total comnents, measures the parti
in the conference is shown in Table 6-4, page 55. On each type of partici
dex, proportion of total subject changes measures participation as a ratio 
of all subject changes. 

b. Scope of participation. The scope of participation is an addi
tive index of five types of activities a person might engage in. The five 
are: 1) if the person said anything at all; 2) if the person added substan
tial information to the conference; 3) if the person ini tiated a subject 
change; 4) if the person made a recomnendation for disposition, and 5) if 
the person made more than five comments. This last item is ir.cluded to dis
tinguish between minimal and relatively greater verbal participation. It 
is not meant to be mutually exclusive of the other indicators, instead it 
provides an additional perspective. 

The extent to which the defendants, victims and police participated 
in the conference is shown in Table 6-5, page 55. On each type of partici
pation the three groups are ordered in the same way: the defendants were 
least likely and the police most likely to engage in each activity. Most 
lay participants said something: 78 percent of the defendants, 87 percent 
of the victims, and 88 percent of the police made some comnent during the 
conference. * 

*Whar-Ti-perhapi-SurprTiTng-Ti-rhe-converse of these figures--that some lay 
participants who came to the conference said nothing at all. Since gather
ing information from these parties was one of the purposes of the conference 
procedure, it is worthy of note that, at least at the level of verbal beha
vior, some provided no information. Attorney instructions or prior consul
tation with the attorney who would himself or herself give the pertinent 
information most likely accounts for the silent participants. 
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T,bBLE 6-4 

PARTICIPATION BY LAY PARTIES - PERCENTAGES 

Defendant Vict im Police 
(N=287) (N=63) (N=82) , 

96 96 96 -
Said Anything 78.3 87.3 87.8 

Add Anything 48.1 .58.7 78.3 

Make Recanmendation 28.9 60.4 64.0 

Initiate Subject Change 36.2 47.7 63.4 

More than .5 Comnents 19.0 2.5.-4 87.8 

Mean summary participa-
tion score (range = 0.5) 2.12 2.39 3.18 

It is clear fran this measure that the lay participants generally were 
involved in the conference. They were not silent observers of the process. 
Beyond this most inclusive measure, the other types of participation were 
expected to require sanewhat more "effortll--that is, in order to engage in 
them one would need more initiative, and the task would, therefore, be more 
difficult to accanplish. For the defendants and victims, the hypothesis 
was generally supported since proportionately far fewer engaged in any of 
the other activities. For the police, however, the difference was not as 
great. The wider scope of police participation is shown by the canpara
tively lar&er percentage of officers who took part in each activity. 

For the defendant and victim, the most difficult activity of the five 
measured was to talk with any frequency. Only 2.5 percent of the victims 
and 19 percent of the defendants made more than five camments. For both, a 
brief answer in response to a request for information or an opinion was the 
most characteristic participation pattern. For exmnple, the extent of a de
fendant's participation might be to give his or her age, marital status, and 
emplo~ent status in response to direct questions' by the judge. 

The findings on the patterns of behavior for the defendants, victims, 
and police point to the different perspectives each has in attending the 
conference. The police, who bring professional experiences and expertise, 
participate most widely. The defendant, who may have been instructed to 
say as little as possible, was the least active. Finally, the victims, who 
could provide for the court same degree of personal knowledge of the offense 
occupied a middle ground. 

c. Role of lay parties in the conference. In arder: to put the 
roles of tfie lay parties in the conference into perspective, their partici
pation has been ex~ined in terms of the total conference discussion. The 
proportion of the total number of comments in the conference and the propor
tion of all subject changes made by each lay participant have been calculated. 
Table 6~5, page 56, presents these findings. The figures show that the lay 
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Defendant 

Vi ct im 

Pol ice 

TABLE 6-.5 

LAY PARTICIPATION IN CONFERE~E 

Proportion of 
Total Comnents 

9.896 

13.196 

15.096 

Proportion of 
Total Subject 

Changes 

4.496 

5.596 

9.296 

NlI1l1ber 

187 

63 

82 

participants made a relatively small contribution to the total discussion. 

When a lay party attended, the person contributed, on the average, 10 
to 15 percent of the total number of comnents. This proportion holds for 
defendants, victims, and police. When we look at the subject changes--those 
who directed the flow of the discussion--the lay role diminished even fur
ther. On this measure, lay participants, when present, contributed, on the 
average, between 4 percent and 9 percent of the total~ 

These findings are not surprising, since the main decision-making tasks 
of the conference lay with the professionals. The lay participants had been 
invited to attend but were not expected to be the key actors. As support 
for the notion that the lay persons participated but did not lead the con
ference, our observers felt the lay participant's recommendation for dis
position was definitive in less than 8 percent of the conference. 

d. Lay participation related to judicial style. Another way of 
putting the lay participation into context is to look at the relationship 
between the extent of lay activity and variations in judicial style. Table 
6-6, page 57, presents these findings. The extent to which the judge acted 
as a negotiator in the conference was positively correl~ted with grea _! de
fendant participation. 

Such a relationship is consistent with our measurement of negotiation, 
which gave weight to the sharing of control in the conference. To be rated 
high on negotiation, a conference needed to have others involved in the di
rection of the conference and the development of the disposition. The posi
.tive relationship is not totally.a function of the measures. involved, how
ever, since the sharing of control in the conference could have been done 
only with the professional parties. . . 

There was no significant relationship between the degree of ~ontrol 
exercised by the judge and the extent of lay participation. One might have 
expected that the firmer grip the judge had on the proceeding, the less in
volved the lay parti~s would be. Instead, the degree of control did not 
seem to relate to the way the lay parties behaved. We saw many high-control 
conferences, where the judge asked saneone for his or her recomnendation 
for a disposition; and we saw low-control conferences, where the. discussion 
excluded lay participation almost entirely. While "negotiation style" 
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TABLE 6"'6 

RELATIONSHIP BE1WEEN JUDICIAL SlYLE ~ LAY PARTICIPATleJIl !ol 

Scoee of Lax Particieatlon III 
Judicial Stx le Defendant Victim Police 

Control of Conference ~.1 -.08 .. 10 - .15 

Degree of Negotiation Role tll .26* .11 .12 

Proportion of Topic Changes ':.1 - .11 .16 - .11 

Scope of Participation fl .21* .34* .29* 

N-189 N=63 N=82 

!I Pearson r, *=.01 significance. ~I 5-point scale: number of activities 
engaged in. £1 0-1.00 scale: high value = high control behavior. dl 0-1.00 
scale: high value = high negotiation behavior. ':.1 0-1.00 proportion of sub
ject changes made by judge. fl 4-point scale: number of activities engaged 
in. -

includes, by definition, greater non-judicial participation, "control style" 
is not incompatible with non-judicial participation. 

The positive correlation between the extent of judicial and lay'parti
cipation indicates that increases in the variety of lay participation occur
red in connection with greater activity, if not greater control, by the 
judge. The findings suggest that the extent of lay participation was cued 
by the behavior of the judge. Judges who were more active in the confer
ence would, perhaps, set an example for other participants. 

e. La artici ation related to 'ud e differences. We have al
ready, indicate t at our measures 0 JudicIal stye appeared to differen
tiate the three judges 'using the conference. We now examine the differences 
~ong the judges in the extent of lay participation. The test for differ
ences, presented in Table 6-7, page 58, shows that 'the judges did have dif
ferent degrees of lay involvement. Victim involvement did not vary signi
ficantly among the judges, although the numbers present are so small that 
the test for significance is difficult at best. 

For defendants and police, even with small numbers, there were sta
tistically significant differences among judges. Judge A, who was charac
terized by the highest degree of control or direction of the conference: 
had the least defendant and police participation. Judge C, who scored rela. 
tively high on control and in the middle of the three;, 1ges on negotiation 
r 01 e, had the hi ghes t par t ici pa t ion. We have here son,· ~v i dence that the 
differences in judicial style, which differ~ntiated the judges, was associ
ated with different degrees of lay partiCipation. By indicating some of the 
ways in which the judges differ, we can now specify more precisely the nature 
of treatment conditions ( ~, variance in the use of the conference) and 
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1he consequences for lay participation. We have found that the differences 
.~ng the judges in their use of lay participation can be explained in part 
by differences in judicial style. Conferences where the judge exercised a 
negotiator role, using extensive input fran others, included as a component 
more extensive lay participation. 

When discussing the extensiveness of participation, we m~st consider 
the length of time of the conference and the total amount of discussion that 
took place. As indicated in Table 6-7, below, greater participation is po
sitively correlated with greater lay participation. Further, the length of 
the conferences differed significantly. Judge A had the shortest confer
ences (9 minutes) on the average, while Judges Band C had longer ones (12 
mInutes). * As shown in the table, Judge A had the least lay participation; 
Judge C, the most. The relationship among these findings suggests that one 
of the costs of involving defendant, victim, and police is to use sanewhat 
more time in the conferences. If Nevertheless, as evidence that the longer 
conferences were not associated with less organization or direction, Judge 
C, with the longest conferences, was rated by our observers as providing, on 

TABLE 6-7 

DIFFERENCES ~ THREE TEST JUDGES IN EXTENT OF LAY 
PARTICIPATION - MEAN SCOPE OF PARTICIPATION SCORES ~/ 

Defendant Vict im Police 
Judge 

A 1.37(N=59) 3.13(N=22) 2.96(N=23) 

B 2.34(N=56) 2.46(N=28) 3.96(N=26) 

C 2.58{N=67) 2.92{N=13) 4.27(N=30) 

Analxsis of Variance 

Judg~ differences 
in participation by: F-ratio !l&:.. 

Defendant 11 .80 .000 

Victim 1.27 .290 

Police 5.97 .003 

~/ 5-point scale with high score indicating greater participation 

er-

IIConferences where lalr parties were present tended to last longer than those 
'where they were absent (defendant present, r = .26; victim present, r = .29; 
polite present, r = .J5). 
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the.average; the most structure to the conferEonces. * On the sl.Il1'1l8.C"y In
dic~s of style, Judge C was in an intermediate position on each index. 
However, Judge C was th~ most active in directing the discussion. As a 
result, the greater lay participation and length of the session in that 
courtroan appears to be associated with the position taken by the judge. 

In summary, the variety of lay participation was closely associated 
with the extensiveness of the judge's participation and the extent to which 
the ju~ge involved others in the conference process. It was not associated 
with the degree of control the judge exercised. The direction of the con
ference (its length, subjects covered, and degree of lay involvement) ap
peared to be a function of judicial style. 

I 
It is suggestive that, while the professional parttcLpants were per

haps less than enthusiastic about the quality of information that the lay 
parties provided, it was to some extent within the judge's control how much 
information was brought forth. Since the judge asked most of the questions 
and provided the greatest direction to the conferences, they pursued, with 
varying degrees of vigor, the ,information the lay parties might have. 
Judges structured the iay participation by the type and' timing of the ques
tions they ~sked. Typically, the judge spent relatively little time and 
effort gathering information about the criminal event and generally sought 
ratification of a reconmendation fran the lay p-articipants after one had 
already been discussed with the attorneys. 

The judicial control over the extent of lay participation becanes sig~ 
nificant in understanding the importance that the professional paricipants 
~ttached to what information the defendant, victim or police might provide. 
As reported earlier, judges felt the information given in the conference 
sufficient to reach a disposition decision, but found the infor.mation given 
by the lay participants in particular somewhat disappointing. <See Chapter 
V. ) 

The disappointment may result from the circumstances of the situation 
and from the fact that substantial information was already available in the 
court file. In many cases the factual situation may not be in dispute, or 
the victim may have little personal knowledge about the offense (~, . 
breaking and entering, cases) so that one should not have expected mucn new 
information. Second, since the assumption of guilt was made for the pur
poses of the conference, the conference was structured to minimize those 
areas where the lay parties might have the most to say. Finally, the sen
tencing process seemed to require relatively little information. In many 
conferences the discussion appeared to be directed at determIning into which 
informal sentenCing categorYI this case would fit. For example, some of the 
shorter conferences went like this: 

Judge~ What is the charge? 
Prosecutor: This is a B & E. 
Judge: Any priors? 
Prosecutor: Yes, there are some. 
Judge: I'll give 2 and 2. # 

*Judge-C's-score-on-rhar-rierri-was-3":T9'-out of 4; Judge A's, 3.04; and Judge 
B's, 3.01j The.differences were not statistically significant. 

#Two years incarceration and 2 years probation. 
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Unless there were extenuating and mitigating issues, which are those that 
the I ay par t lci pants coul d mos t ef f,ect i ve 1 y addrE~ss, the lay parti ci pa ti on 
would be minimal. In the routine, uncontested calse, then, the information 
needs are probably relatively low.' . 

In sunnary, the evaluation of the vafue of lay participation must be 
considered in light of what are realis~ic expectations of its role. Fur
ther, the amount of information received is a function of the amount of in
formation sought so that the low value placed on the information given by 
most defendant!, victims, or police may reflect ll:>w information needs. 

Providing determinative and new information is not the only use for 
lay presence. An alte~ntive vit,w is that the lack of important information 
Is itself comforting. The procedure gave the opportunity for crucial infor
mation that might affect sentencing- to be introduced. The fact that it 
rarely came out is not as significant as the fact that it could have been 
brought up. Thus, the quality of the information is a different issue than 
the reality of the opportunity. Under other methods of plea negotiations 
the direct consultation 1s rarely available so the decision-maker is perhaps 
unaware of the missing information. The conference may, therefore, reassure 
the decision-maker that an important potential source of information has 
been consulted. . 

S. Lay participation and conference output. The preceding discus
sion has considered lay participation in the context of the conference pro
cess. We now turn to the relationship between lay p'articipation and the 
two basic decisions for the conference: a) whether the case can be settled 
and, if so, b) what the sentence will be if there is to be an adjudication. 
In thi,s discussion we are considering the agreement reached at the confer
ence itself. We are not looking at whether the case finally settled or went 
to trlal or the official disposition when the case closed. We ar~ looking 
at the status of the case as it stood at the conclusion of the co,'d'}rence. 

At the conclusion of each conference, the observer would indicate whe
ther the conference concluded with a settlement (or a future date when the 
plea would be taken), a tentative settlement, plans for a trial, or n~~on
elusion (~ontinued). In addition, the observer recorded the agreed-upon· c 

sentence, if one could be determined. We. scored the severity of the sentence 
proposed at the conference using the Diamond-Zeisel scale. (See Appendix B 
for discussion of scoring.) Excluded fran the scoring were cases where the 
amount of time for probation or incarceration was not specified. 

A preliminary question is whether attendance itself made a settlement 
more likely or affected the proposed sentence. The answer appears to be 
"no", as shown by the findings that attendance was unrelated to either the 
likelihood of settlement or the proposed sentence. Thus, the early concern 
that lay presence would be so disruptive as to make settlement discussions 
difficult or impossible was not a problem in these tests of the procedure. 

A second question deals with the effects of lay participation within 
the conference (as distinguished fran prsence) on the ability to dispose of 
cases. 

One possible consequence of increased lay participation would be a 
greater ability to dispose of cases. For example, the opportunity to ques-
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tion defendant, victim, or police might provJde otherwise missing informa
tion, so that further delays might be reduced. Table 6-8, below, shows the 
relationship between the nunber of activities each ray group engaged in and 
the likelihood of a case failing to settle. 

Degree 
ParticiEation 

Defendant 

Victim 

Police 

TABLE 6-8 

RELATIONSHIP a/ BETWEEN LAY PARTICIPATION AND 
LIKELIHOOD OF TRIAL AND SENTENCE SEVERITY 

Likelihood Sentence 
'rl/ of Tri'al s.l N Sever i ty £/ 

-.20* 182 .00 
, 

-.08 63 -.03 

-.13 79 - • 10 

N 

114 

41 

50 

~.1 taue , '* = sig. at .01. b/ higher score = greater number of activities. 
c/' 4-point measure: I = settled, 2 = tentative, 3 = continued, 4 = trial. 
~I higher score = more severe sentence, based on Dimnond-Zeisel scale. 

Increases in the extent of defendant participation was associated with 
a reduction in the likelihood of going to trial; i.e., the more active the 
defendant, the more likely the case was to settle~hile the direction was 
the smne, the relationship was not statistically significant for the police 
or victims. Although the correlation is in the expected direction, it 
should not be used to infer anything about the defendant's ability to pro
duce the settlement, nor is it a prescription for bringing one about. It 
merely indicates that greater defendant participation is associated with a 
higher probability of settlement. 

While the availability of information is one reason, the nature of the 
offense and the instructions to the defendant by the defense attorney are 
likely to play additional roles., We have already noted that some attorneys 
instructt~d their clients to be absent or to remain silent if the attorney 
feared the defendant might make a bad impression. The more active defen
dants may, then, be the most impressive or articulate and most able to help 
their case. The less active may have the least to say because their cases 
are more difficult to resolve and, hence, more likely to go to trial. 

The degree of lay participation dId not appear to affect the severity 
of the sentence discussed at the conference. Given the variety of factors 
involved in sentencing and the relatively low priority given to lay recorrmend-,' 
ations by the professional participants, it is not surprising that the two 
indices are unrelated. (See this chapter, Section C.3. for discussion of 
professionals' reactions to lay recomnendations.) Nevertheless, it iSi an 
important test since some concern had been expressed initially that victims, 
for exmnple, might try to gain some sort of revenge in arguing for a harsh 
sentence. Hence, it appears that the vigor with which th~ lay paitlcipant~ 
pursued their views had no effect on the sentence that was discussed. 
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D. S lI'lIl1a r y 

While the conference for the test cohort averaged only ten minutes in 
length, there was statistically significant variations between 'the judges. 
The discussion in the conference clustered around four topics--facts of the 
case, prior record of the defendant, personal background facts about the 
defendant or victim, and recomnendations. While all the judges were the 
most active party in their respective conferences, they differed markedly 
in the extent to which they directed the discussion in the conferences as 
well as in the formation of a disposition. t.ay participation was limited, 
both in the extent of their contribution and in the extent to which they 
directed the flow of the discussion. 

The lay presence did not appear to significantly affect either the 
11kfdihood of settlement or sentence severity. These findings are not sur
prising, since the main decision-making tasks of the conference lay with the 
professionals. The lay parties were limited participants, not key actors. 
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CHAPTER VII 

IMPACT OF THE CONFEREOCE: EFFECTS ON CASE PROCESSlf'l[i 

A. Introduction 

The pr!~ceding chapters have discussed how the pretrial settlement con
ference functioned. At this point the task is to find what effects the pro
cedure had ,on the way the courts process cases. In this chapter the asses .. 
ment focllses on the allocation ·of certain costs and vlaues in the system-
speciflcall:y, the u~e of time. The issue is whether the implenlentatitln (If. 
the c6nference procedure reallocated o~ changed the costs. ' 

:: Three measures of processing cc'sts are used. First, the method of, dis-
'. pO,sition--whether one settles Oi' tries a case--includes some time calcula
ti'~ns since the methods vary in the amount of time required. Other values 
involved in the decision te.l go to, trial ,involve somewhat more intangible 
issues like the right to be heard and information costs (to prepare for \ 
trial; to find out·the information necessary for a decision). 

The proportion of tried and settled cases will measure the impact of 
the conference procedure on the allocation of these costs. The second mea
sure of pr~cesslng costs involves, literally, time. The issue it whether 
the conferertce procedure affects the length of time a cas.! is in the COIJrt 
system. The <:third measure looks at the extent of contact between the pro
fessionals--judges and attorneys--and lay pat"ties. This area is included 
here as a proce''-',sing cost because contacting people takes time. 

,\ 

\>~ 
For each proe~ssing cost, a brief descI'iption is p:-~!"tmted of the mea

sures used, follow~d by the findings. The 'findings include descriptive in
formation about the-~~ample as a whole and inferences a'~out practices in the 
jurisdiction and th~~rt\presents comparisons between the test groups (all 
cases assigned a conference date) and the pretrea,trnent and control groups 
(where no conference'.,was possible). The final step is to c(>mpare test case,s 
based on whether or 'tiot the ,conference was actually held to determine some 
of the criteria used to convene the conference session. 

B. Method of Disposition: Measures 
'I 

The pretrial settlement conference might be expected t~l, affect the 
equilibtilun of the criminal justice system by <;hang'i'ng the proportion of 
tried ca.ses. A substantial "increase or 'decrealJe in the number of t'rials 
would produce significant dislocations in the use of court resources. While 
there is no inherent reason why the settlement conference should affect the 
proportion of cas,es going to trial, it is possible that the systematic re
view of cases that the conferences provide would make some triah unneces-

I· sar !" The'hypothesis would be that the test group would have a lower pro-' 
portion of trials than would the control grouPI. A counter hypothesis would 
be that the test group would hage proportionately more trials due to the 
presence of~ th. lay parties who"mightaccentuate ldifferences on contested 
issues. J~Y making the divisllons more pronounced, settlemt.mts without a 

" :,'1) 
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trial might become more difficult. The null hypothesis is that the confer
ence procedur~ would not significantly affect the trial rate, perhaps be
cause the conference does not significantly change the negot.iation process 
or because the decision to go to trial is based on other considerations, 
such as available evidence, severity of the possible sentence, or workload. 

The method of disposition is orgaqized for analysis into three cate
gories: tried, settled, and dropped. The variable incorporates all closed 
cases whether or not there is an adjudication of guilt. Cases are counted 
as dropped when all the charges are dropped or nolle prosequi. Settled cases 
incluues all cases whethere is a plea of guilty to sane or all charges. * 

C. Methods of Disposition: Findings 

i. Descriptil:>n of the jurisdiction. a. Trial rates among all cases. 
Circuit Court reports for 1977 indicate that approximately 11 percent of 
cases in the Criminal Division were dl~posed of by trial. !/ The figure 
would be sanewhat !owt:. if all disposf.:d cases were used as···the base, as is 
don e ins orne 0 the r $ t u die s • Th e v':."; r all t ria 1 rat e for all ad j u d i cat e d 
cases in the total sanlple of cases in our study was 12 percent. Table 
7 - 1, P age 6 5, show s the dis t rib uti 0 nsf 0 rea c h co u r t r 0 or. Jan d t rea. tme n t c () n -
dition. The trial rate for all closed cases was 9 percent. # Prior to our 
intervention, the trial rate was 15 percent of all adjudicated cases and 
12 percent of .. 11 closed cases. Aside from providing further evidence 
of the compara: lilty between the study sample and the total jurisdiction, 
the findings show that Dade County 15 similar to many other jurisdictions 
in which the proportion of cases going to trial is roughly 10 percent. (See 
Chapter I for dis~ussion.) Trills are certainly not the ~odal method of 
disp~sing of criminal cases. 

b. Plea negotiations z settled cases l guilty pl~. Ple~ negotia
U' ,,5 are used in the majority of all criminal cases in juriSidictionl> across 
the country, whether in addition to or instead of a trial. ** In the study 

*The-·s~ttred-caregorY-Ts-the-besr-avaTTable indicator of edses dif?osed of 
by plea negotintions. There are two countervailing problems with this ca-
t ego r y a san ! n die a tor 0 f pie a neg 0 t i a t ion s . Fir s t, s lOme g u i 1 t Y pie a s rna y 
be entered without any negotiations. The oategory to that extent Dveresti
rna t est he p [' e~ val en ceo i pIe C;l, neg 0 t i a ti n g • Th e sec 0 n d pro b 1 em res u It sin an 
u n de l' est j, rna ti 0 n 0 f neg 0 t 1 at ion s • We h a v e put a.l 1 d i sm iss e dan d noll e ~ 
cases into a Single category which is mutually ey.clusive of settled cases. 
Ma n y s I! C h d r 0 p p e d cas e s wi 11 bed u e tot he act i (10 0 f the prose cut 0 r i n de -
pendent of the other parties. However, some port\on will be the result of 
the plea negotiation process. The lack of precision in the measure is una
voidable.since data on whether a case was negotiated was n~L routinely col
lected by 1he court. At best, then, the measure of method of disposition 
is an approximation of the frequency of plea negotiaUons. 

IINote that no estimates for the cases inthe test and control groups remain
ing open at the end of dat~ collectllOn are included in this analysis. 

**As indicated in the preceding discussion of the measures, the data can 
onl} approximate the extent of discussions since no records are kept rou
tineJy on such ~c~ivity. 
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TABLE 7-1 

METIiOD OF DISPOSITION -
DIS TR I BUT IONS ACROS S TREA lMENT CONI) I T IONS 

Pretreatment Test Control -
Test 

Judges 
Tried 

% 

24.3 

% 

8.3 

% 

9.2 
I 
I 

A Settled 

Dropped 

1 

r 
N=o5 I N=121 

56.8 61.2 

18.9 30.6 
N=37 

52.3 

38.5 

B 

-----------------------------------------------------------"---------1 
Tried 15.8 I 6.5 8.3, 

Settled 68.4 . 74.1 69.4 I 
Dr opped 15.8 19. 4 22.2: 

N=38 N=108 N=72 I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

Tried 12.5 7.7 6.8 I 

C Settled 

Dropped I 23.9 37.0 I 15.0 

68.4 72.5 56.2 

N=40 N=117 N=73 i 

I I ~ 
icompa ;i;~~---·--------------·-----------------------------------------------1 
~ Judges 
j - Tried 2.6 11.4 
{ 

! 
~ D Settled 76.9 71.4 

Dropped 
N=39 N=70 

20.5 17. 1 
, ---,--________________________________________________ -----------------l 

Tril~d 2.6 9.1 i 
E Set tl ed 76.9 71.2 I 

Dl'opped I 20.5 19.7 i 

1 ------------------~:~~--~-----------------------~:::~ 
1 Tried 15.4 I 12.5 f 

j F Settled 71.8 62.5 I 
l Dropped 12.8 "" " 25.0 ! 
I N:::;39 I N=72 

l ------------.------------------------------------------·--------------i L-______ W' •• , __ • w._~.. ~~_ • I. 
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sample the mean settlemt:nt rate ( ~, plea bargain) was 91 percent of all 
closed cases (including dropped cases as settled) or 87 percent of all ad
judicated cases The figures are comparable to the 90 percent figure cited 
elsewhere in the literature. £i 

c. Dropped ~ases. Twenty-two percent of all cases in the study 
sample were dropped. The figures were from post-arraignment cases so that 
some screening would already have taken place. (See Chapter II for discus
sion of screening procedures in the jurisdiction.) However, the extent 'to 
wh!c~ the drop rate is a function of prosecutorial screening or plea nego
tiations cannot be determined from these data. A. comparison of the expected 
method of settlement at the conclusion of the conference and the actual method 
of settlement shows that the decision to drop was rarely made or contemplated 
at the conference. At the conference observers rated 3 percent of the cases 
as drop~ed. When the cases actually closed, 20 percent we.re dropped. The 
extent to which this discrepancy indicates subsequent negotiations or reviews 
internal to the prosecutor's office is unclear. 

d. Differences &nong judges' courtrooms. Before, loo~ing for treat
ment effects, two possibly confounding explanations of the findings need to 
be explored: a) differences among courtrooms in the use of various methods 
of dicposition and b) changes in the jurisdictions during the life of the 
evaluation occurring lndependent!y of the conference pro~edure. Table 7-2, 
page 66, presents the tests for differences among the groups of cases and 
courtrooms. Part A tests for differences ~long test and c~nparison judges 
for each treatment condition (pretreatment, test, control) looking for dif
ferences in practice &nong courtrooms. 

The differences about whether to try, plead, or drop a case may be made 
individually by one party or collectively by more than one. The findings 
compare courtrooms since clearly other parties in the courtroom have as much 
as or more part to play in the decision as does the judge. We are not in 
a position to explain the process of the interactions involved in the deci
sion and have used the judge as the focus because the judge was the common 
element in all the cases~ II 

Table 7.2, page 67, shows that the different judges' courtrooms did 
not differ significantly in the proportion of tried, settled, and dropped 
cases. None of the statistical tests reached the .05 level of significance, 
suggesting that differences runong courtrooms did little to explain the de
cision in any of the treatment conditions. 

e. Changes in the jurisdiction. The comparisons between cases 
processed before and during the period of implementation for each of the 
comparison judges are also reported in Table 7-2. The findings show no sta
tistically significant changes in the method of disposition for any of the 
comparison judges. The similarity between the pretreatrr'~nt and control 
groups indicates that no historjcal process had intervened in the criminal 
justice systen--such as a State Attorney policy to prohibit plea negotia
tions--which affected everyone's method of disposi)ion. 

2. Treatmen1effects. a. Difference~among treatment conditio,!,,!_ The. 
preceding analysls has established that across courtrooms and across time 
there was little vari~tion in the proportions of tried, settled, and dropped 
cas~s. We now turn to the question of whether the conf~rence procedure 
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TABLE 7-2 

TEST FOR DIFFEREN:ES: DISPOSITION STAruS 

A. Differences Prnong Judges 

~l. !l&.:. 
1. Prnong three test judges in: 

a. pretreatment cases 2.59 .63 
b. test cases 4.58 .33 
c. control cases 5.66 .23 

2. Prnong three comparison judges in: 

a. pretreatment cases 7.20 .13 
b. control cases 2.02 .73 

B. Changes in Jurisdiction over ti~: Differences 

Among two treatment condi
tions for comparison judges: 

a. Judge D 
b. Judge E 
c. Judge F 

2.64 
1.68 
2.30 

.27 

.43 

.32 

C. Treatment Effects: Differences 

Among three treatment con
ditions for test judges: 

a. Judge A 
b. Judge B 
c. Judge C 

10.39 
3.54 
7.83 

.04 

.47 

.47 

D. Location of Differences Plnong Treatment Condi tions...J~Test Judg~ 

Judge A Judge B 
: \~ ~-1 
: ~ Test ~ Te~t 

7 • .5.5( .02) I 3.06( .22) I 
p~ 1.40(.50) ~t .50(.78) 

~6I( .04) I ~.79( .41) I 
~ontro! ............... Control 
~ .~ 

J};!dge C 

~ 
~.94(.38) , 

P~eat 3.74(.1;) 

~32(.04) 't 
---- Control 
.~ 

~------------------------------~-------------,----.-------------------------~ 
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affected those decisions. The tests for differences mnong the treatment 
conditions are presented in Table 7-2.C and 7-2.0, above. Each test is 
done for each judge sinc~, even if no overall courtroan differences appear, 
the courtroans may adapt to the procedure differently. 

Differences appeared among the three treatment conditions only in Judge 
A's courtroom. Referring back to Table 7-1, page 65, Judge A's pretreat
ment cases had a substantially higher trial rate and lower drop rate than did 
the test or control groups. The paired comparisons in 7-2.0 show the sta
tistical tests for that observation. The pretreatment cases differed sig
nificantly fran both the test or control conditions but the test and con
trols were themselves very similar~ In terms of the research design, since 
the latter two groups were similar to each other, there were no overall 
treatment effects. The difference between the pretreatment cases on the 
one hand, and the test and control on the other, lies in the historical 
period during which the groups of cases were in the system. Therefore, one 
likely explanation of the findings lies in the changes over time. Judge 
A's courtroom appears to have changed over time: more cases were dropped 
and fewer cases went to trial in the later period. As noted earlier, there 
is no evidence of a general shift in the system in that direction, so the 
change for Judge A is more likely to explained by practices in that court
room, such as an overloaded trial docket. * 

Judge C's courtroom had differences between the pretreatment and con
trol groups, shown in the paired comparisons in Table 7.2. The shift was 
in the srune direction as Judge A's; the more recent group had fewer trials 
and mor e dr opped cases. S.i nce the t es t gr oup for Judge C' scour t room was 
not significantly different from either of the other two groups, there is 
little support for attributing changes to the effects of the conference. 
Differences between groups were sufficiently small that they did not register 
in the overall test of differences mnong the three treatment conditions. 
This suggests that the one statistically-significant paired comparison may 
be only a statistical artifact which has occurred by chance. If one were 
to given an explanation based on the experimental design, one could conclude 
that for this judge'S courtroom there was a significant change in practice 
over time, but that the test procedure tended to limit or hold back this 
historical movement toward fewer trials and more drops. 

From these findings, there is minimal evidence of changes in the method 
of dispOSition that can be attributed primarily to the conference procedure. 

*Judge-j\-had-the-·F.lghest-trla:r-rate-O"r-a n y 0 f the six par tic i pat i n g j u d g e s 
in the pretreatment period. In interviews with the judge, he indicated his 
awareness that he tried an unusually larger number of cases. One explana
tion of the findings is that either the judge or prosecutors or both reached 
some self-defined limit and modified their behavior to deal with what might 
have become an unmanageably large trial docket. A second explanatifon might 
lie in that judge'S move to the civil division just prior to the conclusion 
of the data collection phase. After all the conferences were held, but 
prior to the closing of 'some cases, another judge took over the calendar. 
It is possible that the new judge, with different practices, held fewer 
trials. However, comparisons of the method of 'disposition bet\l~een the two 
judges shows no statistically significant differences, thereby negating 
that explanation. 
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While variations occurred, it appears to be explicable by individual court
rooms' responses t~ environmental issues, such as workload or the pretrial 
screening process. 

b. Method of dis osition in conference and non-conference cases. 
Comparisons etween con erence, non-con erence an contro cases can shed 
some additional light on the way in which the conference procedure affected 
the decision about whether to drop, try, or settle cases. The comparisons I" 
of methods of dispOSition between cases where conferences were and were not 
held are presented in Table 7-3, page 70. The decision to hold the confer-
ence was not experimentally manipulated so that the distribution may well 
reflect some conscious decision about its anticipated utility. Confounding 
the interpretation is the willingness of the parties to participate in the 
exper iment. 

For each judge, the control cases (pretreatment and control) generally 
lie betwe~~ the conference and non-conference groups. Splitting the test 
groups for each judge into conference and non-conference cases produces the 
two extremes. Such a pattern suggests that the decision to hold th~ con
ference was most likely based on estimations of whether the case would even
tually be tried or would be dropped. Note that for each }udge the confer
ence cases were more likely to be disposed with a guilty ylea and les~ like
ly to be dropped than non-conference cases. The rarity 01 \:ials makes 
those figures quite unstable. For Judges Band C, conference cases were 
less likely to be dropped than non-conference or control cases; for Judge 
A, trials were more likely in conference cases. The distribution mnong the 
judges' courtrooms in the use of the conference suggests that the cases that 
went to ccnference may have been generally the more clear cases of guilt. 
Where issues arose of guilt or, perhaps, the severity of the possible sen
tence, the cases were somewhat less likely to use the conference. 

Table 7-4, page 71, shows the statistical tests for differences mnong 
these groups. The first series of tests, looking for differences mnong 
judges in their use of the conference, show that the method of disposition 
did not differ significantly either when conferences were held or in control 
cases. There were differences mnong the test judges in the method of dis
position within the non-conference group. Thus, wher~ a case was assigned 
a conference date but the conference never took place, the three courtrooms 
showed quite different patterns. * Judge C had proportionately more trials 
~nd fewer settlements in the non-conference cases than did either of the 
other judges. Judge B had a lower drop rate than the other two. The inter
judge or courtroom differences in this one group of non-conference cases is 
only suggestive, at this point, of differential use~ of the conference, since 
none of the other interjudge tests on this varIable were significant. 

Table 7-4.B and C shows the comparisons, first among the three co'nfer
ence condi ti ons and t hen be tween the t hr ee pal r 5 of condi ti ons. ..J,udge C' s 
courtroom had significantly different proportions of·trials, settlements, 
and dr ops, among the t hr ee conf e renee condi ti ons. Judge A IS cour t room had 
differences between conference and non-conference cases although it showed 
no overall differences. Judge Bls courtroom did not differ in any of the 
conditions. 

*Since-the-nlrnber-o£-non:con£erence--cases i s reI at 1 vel y sma 1 1 ( s ee Tab 1 e 
7~3, page 70), any explanation of differences must ranain quite tentative. 
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Test Judges 

Tried 

A Settled 

\t'>ropped 

Tried 

B Sett 1 ed 

Dropped 

Tried 

C Set tIed 

Dr'opped 
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TABLE 7-3 

ME1'HJD OF DISPOSITloo: DIS1RI&JTloo 
ACROS S CONFEREl"CE CONI) I T IooS 

Conference 
96 

10.8 

65.1 

24.1 

Non-Conference 
% 

2.7 

51.4 

45.9 

'''is 

I 
t 
/ 

} 

Al 1 Co n t r 0 1 5 I 
% r 

14.6 
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I 
I 
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TABLE 7-4 

TEST FOR DIFFERENCES: DISPOSiTION 
STATIJS IWCKi CONFERENCE CQ\lDI TIONS 

A. Differences Among Judges 

Among three test judges in: 

a. conference cases 

b. non-conference cases 

c. control cases: test and 
comparison judges 

~2. 

7.63 

11.29 

16.24 

B. Differences Amon~ Conference Conditions 

~a 
Among three conference condi

tions for test judges: 

a. Judge A 

b. Judge B 

c. Judge C 

8.61 

,50 31 

22.93 

.11 

.02 

.09 

.07 

.26 

.00 

C. Location of Differences Among Conference Conditions for Test Judges 

Judge A 

.....-1 
n7nference 

~79(.03) 

conference 5.12(.08) 

~18(.34) 
~~rOl 

Judge B 

n7erlnce 

~41(.11) . 

conference " 73( .69) 

~.;8(.17) . I 
~CO..!!1rOl 
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Judge C 

non-coni e r1mce 

/41('~ I 
conference 6.84(.03) 

~02~). I 
~ontr01 .....,. 



We have already not·ed the possibility that the decision to hold the 
conference probably was based to some extent on predictions about the appro
priateness of a guilty plea. That interpretation was based on the location 
of the control cases between the conference and non-conference cases. Since 
the patterns differ ~ong the judges, we will discuss them separately. 

Judge A's courtroom was more likely to dismiss cases where no confer
ence had been held than where there was a conference. However, such a dif
ference does not allow the causal interpretation that holding the confer
ence prevented dismissals, or more generally, that the treatment affected 
the proportions of trials, settlements, or dismissals. Since the decision 
to convene the conference was not experimentally manipulated, the different 
rate of dismissal may be the result of differences between the two groups 
of cases. (See Chapter III, Section B.I.d. for discussion of the function 
of this analysis in the interpretation of the findings.) 

The discussion of the uses of the conference reported that the type 
of offense appeared to play some role in the decision. For example, the 
more serious offenses were less likely to have a conference. 

Judge A's courtroom settled more and dropped fewer conference than 
non-conference cases. Such a pattern would suggest that the ~ecision to 
hold the conference was based on whether the case looked like a clear guilty 
case. If the evidence in the case was weak, then the conference would not 
be convened. The difficul"ty with such an interpretation is that one would 
expect that cases likely to go to trial ought also to have proportionately 
more cancelled conferences, but such is not the case. Eleven percent of 
the conference cases went to trial, but only three percent of the ~on-con
ference cases had trials. Since a trial would seen to remove a ca~e from 
the "easy to dispose" category, some other factor must playa part. One 
possibility would that a policy in Judge A's courtroom GI imposing the smne 
sentence, regardless of whether a trial were held, might have encouraged 
some attorneys to go to trial because there was nothing to lose. The judge 
reported in interviews that he did have such a policy. 

The possibility that the judge's courtroom changed its practice over 
time by reducing trials and dismissing more cases was raised in the preced
ing discussion of treatment effects. The conference was likely to be can
celled when dismissal was a probable option. Almost half (47 percent) of 
the non-conferenc~ cases were finally dismissed. Since neither the test 
group as a whole nor the conference/non-conference dichotomy differed signi
ficantly ~rom the controls, the conference procedure was not associated with 
an overall increase in dropped cases. The conference procedure may have 
faci I ita,ted the tighter review of cases, for this judge, but it, at maximum, 
only reinforced a change in screening cases after arraigrnnent. The discus
sion 01 possible treatment effects has also raised the possibility that the 
conference procedure might be counterbalancing a general shift in practice 
for this courtroom, thereby producing an independent effect. However, the 
comparison among conference conditions does not support such an explanation~ 
since neither the conference nor the non-conference cases differ signifi
cantly from the controls. In summary, Judge A's courtroom appears to have 
reviewed cases in order to estimate the appropriateness of the conference. 
A similar review, or its functional equivalent, was probably being applied 
to control cases with the result that overall more cases were being screened 
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out without an adjudication and fewer trials were being held. There is a 
suggestion that thi~ judge's explicit policy that he would not give a. more 
severe sentence if a trial were invoked may have encouraged the use of trials 
after a conference was held, although the number of trials is so small in 
all cells that any substantive interpretation is at best tentative on this 
point. 

Judge CIS use of the conference shows a somewhat different pattern 
with respect to the method of disposition. There is a striking difference 
between the conference and non-confer~nce cases, with the non-conference 
cases being much more likely to go to tria.l or be dropped and much less 
likely to settle. In this courtroom, there appears to have been a strong 
tendency to cancel conferences where a trial or dismissal was likely. The 
decision to hold the conference was an important point at which the strength 
of the case was reviewed. Where settlement was unlikely and/or inappro
priate, the settlement conference was not attempted. The use of the confer
ence did not change the proportion of trials or dismissals for this judge. 
Rather, the early review was being employed for all cases in this courtroom. 

£: Summary. In the context of basic similarities muong judges 
and stability across time in the proportions of trials, settlements and 
dismissals, the conference procedure appears to have had minimal impact on 
the way cases are disposed. There is fairly strong evidence that two of 
the three judges employed a screening process, reviewing the possibility 
of settlement, prior to convening the conference •. However, the increases 
in dismissals and decreases in trials appear to be due primarily to a shift 
in these courtrooms' practices across the board and not to the treatment 
itself. T~e apparent changes over time are not due to changes in the entire 
court system. At most, two of the three test judges may have adopted some 
new practices which were consistent with the conference proc~dure of deter
mining ahead of time the utility of settlement discussion. 

D. Timing Issues: Measures 

Another area where the conference procedure might be expected to affect 
the processing of cases is in the timing of the disposition. The cqnference 
reform does not contain anything inherent thai would speed up or slow down 
the processing of cases. The null hypothesis of no effect may be the most 
persuasive. However, it is plausible that the meeting of all parties at an 
assigned time for the purpose of discussing possible dispositions rnay reduce 
the ntmber of discussions and the length of time intervening. Therefore, 
joint consideration rather than the sequential bilateral discussions may 
speed up the process. Alternatively, the conferen~e's joint discussions 
may constitute an additional meeting, resulting in further delay. 

The timing issues were approached in two ways. First, the number of 
days from arraignment to closing was calculated. This measure called Time 
to closing, is an indicator of the time the case was in the crimina! divi
STon and, therefore, the time the partiCipating judges had ;,urisdiction over 
the case. A second measure looks at the issue of speed-up or delay In terms 
of when the case closed in relation to the original trial date which was. 
set at arraignmellt. This variable, called timing status, has three cate
gories of cases: those closing before, on, or after the original trial date. 
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E. Tl~ fran Arraignment to Disposition: Findings 

1. Description of jurisdiction. a. T:jming for all closed cases. Pmong 
all the cases in the sample that closed, the average length of time fran 
arrest to closing was A38 days. * The focus of the study was on the period 
fran arraignment to closing for which the average time was 84 days.!! Table 
7~', page 75, shows the average number of days for each of the test and com
parison judges under each of the treatment conditions. The average score 
has the disadvantage of becoming skewed in the presence of extremely long 
or short cases. That characteristic is substantively interesting, because 
extremely long cases can be expected to impose additional processing costs 
and, hence, should be given more weight than short, "easy" cases in a study 
of court costs. The figures point to the fact that the implementation of 
the pretrial settlement conference took place in a system that processed its 
cases relatively swiftly. # 

b. Differences· among ludges' courtrooms. The decisions about the 
timing of cases are made by variOUs parties individually and jointly. Per
sonal schedules, availability of wItnesses, completion of motions, and stra
tegic considerations all playa part in determining the rate at which a case 
moves through the court system. An additional issue is the practices of each 
courtroom. The5e practices would extend beyond issues involved in an indi
vidual case and include the ways in which each courtroom worked out such 
questions as the appropriateness pf trials, judiCial involvement in pretrial 
proceedings, and the discipline imposed by the judge on the attorneys. Table 
7-6, page 76, presents the tests for differences among judges and treatment 
conditions. Part A shows the results of a two-way analysis of variance test 
for differences among test judges and between treatment conditions. ** 

The significant dl.fferences among courtrooms reflf!ct differences in 
courtroom practices regarding the speed with which cases were disposed. 
Further, the statistically significant interaction score shows that each 
courtroom behaved differently in the alternative treatment conditions. The 
significant interaction effect confirms the view that the three test judges, 
who were not randomly selected, indeed represent different judging and 
courtroom practices. As a result, their use of the conference and its 
effects on timing choices must be treated seperately. 

*TnTs-Ts-not-i-measure-or-speeay-trTir-rules, since it does not exclude 
periods when a case was off the calendar for any period of time for any of 
various reasons. 

nTo the extent that treatment affected the time variable, this swnmary mean 
score incorporates the treatment effects. The pretreatment mean for all 
judges was III days, which ·ls still relatively fast. 

**The time variable, calculated in days, is an interval scale. Hence, analy
sis of variance is appropriate. Analysis of variance in this instance has 
the advantage of parsimony over the chi square tests used with the rr~thod of 
disposition, which was a categorical variable. Here we can repDrt with three 
scores the relative independent and interactive effects of courtroom and 
treatment condition. differences, because the procedure can simultaneously 
look at effects of both Y~riables rather than physically controlling for each 
possibility. This one test is not sufficient to pinpoint precisely the lo
cation of or direction of. any differences; that problem requires additional 
tests presented in Parts C and D. 
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TABLE 7-5 

DISTRIBUTION OF MEAN TIME TO D1SPOSITION 

Pretreatment Test Control 

x= 208.2 
Test Judges -x= 82.7 x= 116.4 

A s= 238 .. {) s = 61.2 s= 77.9 
N=37 N=120 N=66 

x= 86.2 x= 64.4 x= 80.9 

s= 52.4 s= 45.5 N= 1 08 I s = 65• 2 B 
N=71 N=38 

- .... -~,- .-- ...... ~-; " ..... _ ...... & ...... '- .. '. "'. , .. ~.~ ..... --.. , ...... ~ .-.... _ ........ ---.... - ....... --
I X= 81.8 -x= 132.8 x= 60.8 

C s= 123.0 s= 44.3 ! 
5= 63.1 

N=40 N=117 N=73 

ComEarison 
Judges _. -X= 72.9 x= 70.3 

D s= 81.2 s= 68.3 
N=39 N=70 

_'4 __ ._ .. _4_ 

x= 75.0 x= 60.7 

E s= 47.0 s= 49.4 
N=39 

-x= 89.5 x= 74.3 

F s= 70.7 
N=39 

s= 52.3 
N=72 

......... 

X = mean score. s - standard deviation. 

The finding that Judges A, B, and C processed their cases at different 
rates is evidenced by the disparity in the length of time for each treatment 
condition. The difference between the fastest and slowest of the three 
judges is 122 days for pretreatment, 22 for test, and 30 for control cases. 
In each group, Judge A was the slowest. Since Judge A also had a substan
tially higher trial rate in the pretreatment cases and since trials are more 
time consuming, the much larger disparity in that group is probably under
standable. 

c" 'Changes in the jurisdiction. The time elapsed between arrest 
and disposition occurs in the context of formal rules regarding right to a 
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~E 7-6 I 
TEST FeR DIFFEREl"CES: ~I ARRAIGMiENT TO CLOSIN::i IN DAYS J 

A. Interactions B,etween Treatment Condi tions and Judges 
;..;........;..;.;..;..;;.;..~.;;..;.=.;;.....;,_ -ri, ' _.:.;..;;~.;..;...;:;--=..:.;...;;;:--=.;;;.:.;,g 

Te~t judges, three treatment conditions 
1. Main Effects 

..-jj,,\q --

a. treatment effect 
b. judge effect 

2. Interactions 

E..:.ratio 
34.03*** 
14.63*** 

5.71*** 

B. Changes in Jurisdiction o~~!-11me: Differences 

Among two treatment conditions 
for compar!son judges: 

a. Judge 0 
b. Judge E 
c. Judge F 

.E.- rat i 0 

.03 
2.13 
1. 67 

C. Treatment Effects: Differences 

Among three treatment condi
tions for test judges: 

a. Judge A 
b. Judge B 
c. Judge C 

F-rati() 
----.~ 

17.04'jEo** 
3.28* 

15.92*** 

Q. __ Loca'l i on of Di ff er ences Pmong Tr e~'l:!.. Copdi..!.i ons J 0 r -res t Judges 

Judge B 
,........ ,., 

~"rest ~'Test 

____ 22. 78'" ~5. 9g.; . I 
p~a8t lO.6~·· pr~9 3.~8· 

.28** , .~ 
~Control Concrol 

"J ~...J 

Judge C 
......... '1 

~Test 

'29':"~** I 
"....,,,.... 

P~treat 7.29** ., 
-............8.49·.. I 

"~Control 
~-..f" 

a/ Analysis of variance: * = &ig. at .05; ** =5 i g • at .1, 1; *** = s ig • at 

I 
I 
i 

I 
I 

I 
I 

r 

I 7001. 

~,~,------------------------------~----------------------~-----------~--------~--------.--.~--~ 
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to (speedY ir lal. Any changes in those rules or i~ tneiJ., implementation 
migl~'t well confound possible treatment effects. Table 7-6.B, page 76, 
shows the tests f(/Ir that type of explanation by comparing eiic:;h comparison 
jud/ge's cases c1o'l~ed prior to and during the implementation of the confer
enc\~ procedure. 'fo the extent that the comparison judges did not pa.-rtici
pate in nor adopt any of the conference procedures, they can serve as some 
Indica'ti~n of wtfat was happening fn the system as a whole. The tests indi
cate that the slight speed-up in processing between pretreatment and con
trol,cc.ses is not statistically Significant for any of the comparison judges.' 
There is no support, therefore, for an interpretation of historical shifts 
in the court environment as an explanation of changes in the test judges' 
practices. 

2. Treatment effects: Time t.o dis osition. a. Differences ,amo~ 
treatment conditIons. T e di:derences amoni' Lhe treatment conditi,ons, which are described by the variation 1n mean scores in Table 7-6, above, are docu
.nentcd in several tests. The signifIcant main effect for treatment effect 
in' Table 7-6.A Is evidence that the groups differ. When the comparisons 
are made for each judge, the finding is the samp (See Table 7-6.C).· Finally, 
the location of the differences, demonstrated. ,7-6.D, show that the test 
group for each judge was different from either tne pretreatment or control 
groups, as would be expected if the conference had made a difference. The 
mean scores in Table 7-5 tell us '""hat the direction of effect was. For all 
three judges, the test group closed faster than the respective pretreatment 
Qr con~~o~ groups. The findings, which show up consistently, of a signifl
cant $!x:t~~;d:"lJP in,the teo;t group indicate that the conference procedure was 
resp()n5Tble;J~~,tihorterdng the period of time to disposition. The shorten
ing occurred tr"the slow and fast courtrooms, indicating that the change in 
processing was not related exclusively to one style or another of,processing 
cases. 

One J)'ossible I imit,~:.il.on on the argument that credits the conference 
procedure,with speedin,gup'the process is the significant differenc~ between 
the two untreated groups (pretreatment and control) for Judges A ~nd C. For 
both judges: the. control cases were disposed faster than the pretreatment 
;cases~, This shift suggests that something was occurring over time that was 
changrng"t~eprac.tjces in these courtrooms for all cases, not just the test 
group. ~:,:CIi"\1'en~::i:ije.'fact that the test cases proceeded ~ven faster -than the 
contro'! cases/"TJ, iSI ,most 1 ikely that the c9nference procedure by itself 
was the cause ot:the shift in the test cases,: The findings suggest some 
application 9f the conference procedure to ~~e control cases of Judges A 
and C as well"" ,- ' 

.'': . , '...;' 

. ' .Po: Diffe~ensq~;<among confe~ence c?ndi~io~ •. A~ indicated in the 
IntroducilO.n to thls,cilapter, there IS nothIng Inherent In the conference 

.. procedure fhat can exp·lain the speed-up it produced. The comparison between 
". the conference and non-conference cases gives some suggestion about how the 
p~ocess affect~dlhe timing. 

"\ 

\i 'Thedl fferenhes in the average time from arraignment to closing for II conference and non·-conference cases are qui te small. Conference cases took 
an average of 69 days, while non-conference cases took 70 days. Table 7-1, 
page 78, shows these distributions. ' , 

'J~ml ike ~he pattern for method of disposition, where the control cases 
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TABLE 7-7 

TIME TO CLOSIl'[i IN DAYS: DISTRIBUTICI'lS FOR CONFEREl'CE STAnIS 

Conference Non-Conference Control 
Test Judges I -~= 85-:;,-_u_-"--'-+--i~75~5'------ ···~;-X~ 149.4 

A s= 62.2 s= 58.9 s= 160.7 
N=37 N=103 . ..:. .. - ...... - ........ _._--.-. __ .. __ .. -t-----,---,--.---i 

X= 66.0 i X= 82.8 ! 
i . ! 

s= 43wl N=74 1 s= 50.9 N=34 s= 60.9 N=109 I 
X= 56. 7'!'--5c=" 69.7 .... -.. _ ..... '-!'-~~ ~~;;-:9-- .-".--~-: 

N=83 
! .. -X= 63.6 

B 

. s= 41.4 s= 51.0 s= 91.8 . J 
: N=92 . N=22 ! N=113 { 
i -.-.. -~ ... - ...... ~ ...: ........... _. __ .N-_._. _____ ... ,~ .... ~ .... ...... _ .. -........... ~~ ............ _ ... _._ ...... ~~ ... "Y ......... '" ...... _" ... "" __ .......... _: 

C 

" I X = mean score. s = standard deviation. • 

fell between the two other groups for the timing variable, here t~e control 
cases took longer than either group, with a mean across the three judges of 
1 H days. 

Table 7-8, page 79, presents the findings on the tests for differences 
in timing among the three test judges in the use of the conference. The 
two-way analysis of variance tests in Part l\ show differences among the 
judges and among the conference conditions. These findings are elaborated 
in Part B, where the tests show differences among the conference conditions 
for all three test judges. The location of the differences, plotted in 
Table 7-8, shows that for none of the judges were there significant differ
ences between the conference and non-conference cases. The differences, were 
instead, between the conference and control cases. 

The similarity between the conference and non-conference groups sug
gests that a case did not need to go to the conference to reap its benefits. 
One explanation for change would seem to lie, then, with the setting of the 
conference itself. However, the prior practice in Dade County of more or 
less routinely holding sounding conferences prior to trial to assess the· 
likelihood of settlement should have negated the conference effect if the 
conferenc~ was merely serving a scheduling function of getting people to
gether at an appointed time. On the contrary, even with the sounding con
ference (which was part of the courtroan procedures for all cases), the 
settlement conference procedure shortened the time. 

We have indicated in the discussion of the method of disposition the 
apparent introduction of a more careful screening process. The findings 
here on the timing suggest that while cases where settlement was unlikely 
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TABLE 7-8 

TIME TO DISPOSITION: TESTS FCR OIFFfREr.cES ~ COOFfREt-CE STATUS 

A. Interactiona Between Conference Conditions and Judges 

Test judges, three 
conference conditions: 

1. Main Effects 
ao conference effect 
b. judge effect 

2. Interactions 
N=667 

F .. ratio -
19.97*** 
15.15*** 
2.38* 

B. Differences Among Conference Conditions 

I Among three conference con-
ditions for test judges: 

a. Judge A 
b. Judge B 
c. Judge C 

F-ratio 
8.92*** 
3.17* 
9.37*** 

C. Location of Differences Among Treatment Conditions for Test Judges 

Judge-.£: ludge A Judge B 
~ 

~onferencel' 

~1.59 · 

Conference 2.23 

''-17.43*** I 
~Control 

Non-confer~ Non-confe~ 

~7~ ~ 06----- I 
C~rence 7.44** CQnference 2.12 

n·.56*** ~""44* 
~ -~ 

~ I
, Control Con~ 

* :: sig. at ~0.5; ** =";1g. at .01; *** :: slg. at .001. _i ____________ --a-

were screened Qut of the conference, at the same time the review to reach 
that decisiun forced u discipline.on the disposition decision. The most 
I ike1y exp~anation is that not just schedul ing the parties to meet together, 
but scheduling the meeting with the stated purpose of discussing settlement 
alternatives, encouraged a speedier disposItion proceS~t whether the 501u
tionwas tria!, settlement, or dismlssa.r. The discussion itself, or the 
scheduling of that discussion, appears to have forced an eailier preparati~n 
by the parties, reducing delay. ' 

Jo the extent that attorneys are faced every day with a variety of 
deadlines, and that they respond ~y routinizing their behavior to r~spond 

j 
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to these scheduling demands, the anticipated or actual meeting with the 
judge to disc~ss the settlement may encourage dispositions because that is 
the task at hand. Unlike the sounding conference, the settlement conference 
has the expressed inte~t of discussing alternative settlem~nts. 

One attorney suggested that the procede e. ~ouraged the parties to 
study the file in order to be prepared for negotiation discussions. In 
discussions with court observers the polnt a-bout preparation was amplified. 
They felt t~at tbe prior preparation facilitated communications ~ong the 
parties at the conference. The confer~nce, to the extent that more parties 
who must be consulted are present, made ratification of a possible settle
ment a likely r~sult. It reduced the need for subsequent negotiations be
cause all were prepared to reach a disposition. 

3. Early closings: Findings. a. Description of the jurisdiction. The 
preceding section analyzed the mnount of tune elapsed between arraignment 
and closing. In this section the issue is the timing of the disposition 
relative to the court's prediction, determined by the trial date assigned 
at arraignment. The distributions across treatment conditions are presented 
in Table 7-9, page 81. 

Prior to the introduction of the treatment procedure, the test judges 
averaged 5 percent of their cases closing before the original trial date 
(the one assigned at arraignment) and 80 percent closing after that date. 
The comparison judges also closed 5 percent of their cases early; while 62 
percent closed late. In all of the groups, more than half of the cases 
closed late. The most likely time at which a case might close early would 
be at a sounding conference, a proceeding most of the judges regularly sche
dul~d shortly before the trial date in order to assess readiness for trial 
or disposition. Across the pretreat~nt and control groups for all judges, 
only' 6 percent closed early. This low figure indicates that the procedure 
used prior to the settlement conference j:mplementation did not produce a 
great volume of early closings. 

b. Courtroom dHferlo..)ces ir!., the timing of the closing. As with 
the other 'aspects of the processing of cases, the timing of the closing 
relative to the original trial date is lik~ly to be affected by differing 
courtroom practices. Part A of Table 7-10, page 82, presents the various 
tests for courtroom differenc~s. PtTIl:mg the test judges, courtrooms varied 
significantly in the use of the early, on time, and late, closings under 
all three treatment conditions. The comparison judges' courtrooms diffeted 
within the control group, although not in the pretreatment group. The sig
nificant differences indicate that the courtrooms did have their own prac
tices. In general, the test judges tended to experience late closings some
what more than the comparison judges. 

c. Changes in the lurisdiclion over time. The timing of the 
closing relatIve to the tria date assigned at arraigrvnent is a functi~fJ, 
to some extent, of the rules and procedures used in the judsdiction. A 
policy change such as stricter enforcement of the speedy trial rule could 
well affect the implementation and/or the evaluation of the pretrial set
tlement conference procedure. Table 7-10, page 82~ tests for changes over 
tl~ in the jurisdiction by comparing pretreatment and control groups for 
each comparison judge's courtroom. The findings, which show no statistical 
difference between the two groups for any of the judges, indicate that ~o 
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Test 

A 

B 

C 

!@1l.E 7-9 

TIMlf\l:i STATUS:~/ DISTRIBUTICNS ~ TREAlMENT CXNlITICNS 

Pretreatment 

% 

Judses 
Before 10.8 

On 10.8 

After 78.4 
100:0 N=37 ---- ... --. __ .- --

Before 2.8 

On 27.8 

Ai ter 69.4 
N=36 

--~-- ........ 
Before 0.0 

On 7.5 

After 92.5 

l ___ . __ ~ ... _." ... N=40 
.. '--'-

33.6 

8.8 

57.7 
100:0 

Control 

.. -- _l_·96 ...... _ .. _1 
1 12.3 

N=137 

I 
I 

11.0 

I 76.7 
10lf:0 N=73 

.- . '"' .. ~ _ ...... .,..,.--",,-- --- ........ - ..... -----1 .. ----....... ...,-_ ...... -.. ~- .. _-
17 .. 9 4.9 

24.1 25.9 

58.0 69.1 { 

N=112 N=81 t 
f -·-~---i .. ---- .. -. , .... .'- ..... ..,". "'- to -"-__ "",,.0 

18.3 296 1 

19.8 19.2 

61.9 78.2 
N=126 N=78 

Comear i son Judges 

Before 

0 On 

After 

Before 

E On 

After 

Before 

F On 

At. ter 

10.5 

31.6 

57.9 

0.0 

38.5 

61.5 

5.1 

! 28.2 

! 
,. 66.7 

N=38 

N=39 

14.1 

31.0 

54.9 
N=71 

i i 
.__ #_" __ ~''''_ ••• ..-.""\~_ ....... ____ ,.'1~ 

14.1 I 

j 41.1 I 
! 
! .57.5 
I N=73 

........ _ ••• , ___ ._ ... , ........... t., ....... ,,-.- .. ~·, .. ·'t_-.. .. ~d' ...... ~ .. ' ...... ,..-- '" ...... -...-........' .......... - •• ~ 

11.7 

22.1 

66.2 . 

I 

N=39 N=77 
i ... -.. ,.-.. .................. _.~/l ... , ......... ~" ... - ., ........ ·1·· ... "- .. -.--...... ~;.-~".~",- ...... ~.""..( •.. -.. .. -.. .. 

'-_______ C_l_o_s_i_n_8_b_e_f_o_r_e_,-o-n-, _o_r_a ... f_t_e_r_o_r_i 8_
i 

n_a_l_t_r_i_a_l ..... d_8_t_e_._. I. !-I % of cases 
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1. Jlrnong 

a. 
b. 
c. 

2. Among 

a. 
b~ 

TABLE 7-10 

TIMI~ STAruS: DIFFEREl'CES ND(; TREAlMENT CONDITX~S e.1 

A. Differences Among Judges 

three test judges in: 

pretreatment cases 
test cases 
control cases 

three comparison judges in: 

pretreatment cases 
control cases 

12.52*** 
18.4-1*** 
11.05* 

5.01 
12.56** 

B. Diifer~n~es Among Treatment Conditions 

~a 
1. Among two treatment condi

tions for.comparison judges: 

a. Judge 0 
b. Judge E 
c. Judge F 

.29 

.65 
1.58 

2. Among three treatment condi-
tions for test judges: 

a. Judge A 
b. Jud,~e B 
c. Judge C 

15.95*** 
11 .07* 
23.80*** 

C. location of Differences Among Treatment Conditions for Test Judges 

Judge A -Judge B Judge C 
...A . ~TeSt 

~7.40* I 
P~reat 11.14-**r 

'--~C~ I 
co~ 

!I Chi square {;,c2.) • * = 

eSf ~ 
.............. S.IO ~.IS"* I 
P~30. 7.30j pr~06~I'S7'*i 

"'--c.,~Co~ 
sig. at .05; ** = sig. at .01; *** = si&. at .001. 
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system-wide change occurred during the period of thE~evaluatlon that might 
explain the findings. The inspection of mf~ans showsl the stability with ap
proximatel y 40 percent clos ing on or befor'e and 60 plercent clos ing af ter 
the original trial date in both groups. 

d. Differences among treat~~~E9nditions. The tests for differ
ences &nong the trea~ment conditions, p.~sentea in Table 7-10.S, show sta
tistically significant differ~nces for all three test judges. In each test 
courtroom, the pretreatment and control groups were similar; but th~ test 
and control groups were very different. For Judges A and C, the pretreat
ment and test were also different. * The proportion of early closings 
increased substantially in the test group, while the proportion of late 
closings went down. It is interesting to note that the proportion of cases 
closing on the original trial date wa~ quite similar acros£ each judge's 
treatment conditions. In the three courtrooms, the two types of control 
groups were similar to each other, but differed fran the test group. Fur
ther, the direction of effect was the same for all tlnree courtrooms. The 
(ifferences, then, tested on this variable approach the ideal pattern of 
measured treatment effects. 

e. Compar: 'ion of conference and non-conf erlence cases: Oescr i pt i ~Q 
of conference conditions. The way in which the conference procedure func
tioned t~ produce the changes in the timing of the disposition can be sug
gested from comparisons between conference and non-conference cases. The 
analytical problem is the same as that involving the length of time to dis
position. Is the treatment effect due to the scheduling function of the 
conference or due to sane process in the conference itself? Table 7-11, 
page 84, shows the comparisons between conference c(lInditions. The most sig
nificant point of compa.rison is the early closing cSltegory where the 24 
percent of the conference and 21 percent of the non-conference test cases 
closed early. These figures are quite different frlmTI the control groups, 
in which only 6 percent of t.he case~; closed early. Fran another perspective, 
43 percent of the conference cases, 33 percent of the non-conference cases, 
and only 23 percent of the control cases closed on or before the original 
trial date. . 

f. Tests for differences mnong conference conditions. i. Differ
ences amon~ judges' courtrooms. The tests for differences among the court
rooms in t eir timing of the disposition are show~'l in Table 7-12, page 8,.5. 
The conference procedure functioned differently for the three courtrooms, 
as is shown by the significant courtroom differences in Table 7-12.A, page 
8.5. It is particularly interesting to note that s mnong the non-conference 
test cases, Judge A closed 49 percent on time; Judge a, 29 percent; and 
Judge C, 23 percent. The difference between the judges is significant among 
the conference group, ranging from 39 percent closing by the original trial 
date for Judge A to 48 percent for Judge S, although the difference is not 
as great as among the non-conference cases. 

i1. Tests for differences among conference conditions. Each court .. , 
room differed significantly in the timing of-the disposition among the con
ference, non-conference, and control groups. The findings are presented in 

'*fhe-drrIerences-ril-J'u'dge-B's-couri"'roOrnw(Ot reno t . s tat i s t i ca 11 y sign i f i can t ~ 
but the pat tern was the same as for the other two j ud,ges. 
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TABLE 7-11 

(X)NFCREN:;E STA11JS: OISTRI&JTIONS ON TIMlr-x; STATUS ~J 

Test JudS!! 
Before 

A On 

After 

Before 

B On 

After 

Before 

c On 

After 

!of % of cases 

; .. -~ ..... - . 
i 29.7 
~ 

8.8 

61.5 

24.7 

23.4 

51.9 

Held 

N=91 

N=77 

42.2 

6.7 

51.1 

2.9 

25.7 

71.4 

Not Held 

I 
I 

i 
""._ ... - "'" •. -, .... j 

I 

N=45 

N=35 
------"------,---------------

18.8 18.2 

4.5 

11.7 

10.8 

77.5 

4.3 

26.5 

69.2 

1.7 

15.3 

83.1 

Control 

N=lll 

N=117 

Table 7-12.B and 7-12.C, page 85. For Judges A and C, the conference and 
non-conference groups were similar, although each was different from the 
control groups. 

For these two courtrooms, the salient aspect of the conference proce
dure was apparently the setting of the date and purpose of the conference. 

- As was suggested in the discussion of the length of time to disposition, 
t.he jurisdiction already used a sounding conference with the judge and two 
attorneys attending to assess readiness for disposition. What would distin
gUish the pretrial settlement conference from the sounding conference in 
terms of scheduling would be the expressed purpose: to discuss disposition 
alternatives. The pressure of the conference's purpose, in which discus
sions were to take place in front of the, judge, may well serve to encourage 
the parties to conclude the disposition in its final form. Thus the review 
f or· the cQnference may f aci! ita te speedy di spos it i on of cases. The pres~nce 
of ~he other"parties may encourage a timely decision and discourage postpon
ments. 

Another aspect of the scheduling process for Judges A and C war the 
apparent tightening up of the screening process. As was noted i~ the dis
cussion of the method of disposition, ,here was some evidence Lhat those 
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TABLE 7-12 

CONFERENCE STAi:US: TESTS FeR DIFFERENCES ~.1 ON TIMI~ ISSUES 

A. Differences Among Judges 

, Among three test judges in: ~z. 

10.1 * 
22 • .5*** 

a. conference cases 
b. non-conference cases 

B. Differences ~ongConferenceConditio~ 

Among conference conditions for test judges 

a. Judge A 
b. Judge B 
c. Judge C 

~a 

19.1*** 
22.9*** 
26.5*** 

~Location of Differences Among Treatment Conditions far Test Judges 

Judge C Judge~ Judge B 

~ 
Non~lferenci 

~4£ 
Conference 13.$0*** 

~23.70*** I 
~Control 

"-J 

~ Non-copference 

~8~ I 
c~nce .16 

18.~· I 
co~ 

Non-confe~e 
~2.r~ 
C~nce 18'29**1* 

10.16** 

~Control 

I 

= s i g. at. 001 • at .05; ** = si8' at .01; *** 
~ 

~) Chi square be'); * = sig •. 

courtroams were dropping more cases, which points to a more c~feful scru-· 
tiny. Drops due to unavailability of witnesses would be ass.ociated with a 
lengthened, rather than st.ortened time to disposition, since witness prob
lems tend to increase the longer a case takes. * Therefore, the increased 
drops are probably associated with changes in the courtroom's view of the 
case, rather than witnes~ problems or other case-~ased reasons for dismis
sa.ls. 

J 

Judge B's increase in the proportion of closings prior tlo and on the 
original trial date occurred only in the conference group. fthe non-confer

I 

.*The courtrecords-Cird-notroutrneTy-YridYcate the reason fr dismlss~ls, so 
we can only infer such an interpretation from the finding hat somewha:t more:,,~ , 
drops were occurring at the same time as a speed-up in cl ing. 
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ence group looks very similar to the control groups. Since this courtroom 
did less screening for the conference regarding the likelihood of cases 
settling, it is not surprising ,hat the effects on timing occur only when 
the conference is actually convened. While we observed some instances of 
explicit screening of cases on oasis of llkely disposition, court file data 
did not suggest screening on these criteria. 

Since the power of a potential settlement review was not the critical 
factor in this courtroom, the explanation of the .reatment effects appears I' 
to lie in the interactive process of the conference. In the comparison of 
judicial style, Judge B was described as consulting witL others, both l&y 
and attorneys, more extensively than the other judges. Involved in the con- I 
sultatlon process was the relatively intensive effort by all parties to ob- ~ 
tain a mutually satisfactory disposition of cases. (See Chapter VI, section ji,:, 

C.4 for fuller discussion of judicial style.) The use of the conference 
procedure in this courtro~, with the strong emphasis on reaching consensus, 
suggests that the negotiation efforts themselves aided the timely disposi-
tion of cases. 

F. Lay Contacts with Court Personnel: Measures 

A different perspective on the effects of the conference procedure is 
the amount of communication it generated between defendant, victim, and po
lice officer, on the one hand; and attorneys and judges, on the other. The 
hypothesis was that the conference process would increase the ~ount of con
tact between the parties over and above wh3t would normally take place, re
sulting in more personalized attention to the needs of the lay parties. 
Such an increase would have potential effects on the allocation of court re
sources: the time and personnel involved in any increase in the ~ount of 
contact with lay parties would need to be considered. 

Two sources of information are available to analyze this topic. First, 
fran our discussion with court personnel, we learned that the task of in
forming police and· victim was handled almost exclusively by the secretarial 
staff of the assistant state attorneys. Defendants were informed when they 
appeared at arraigmnent of the conference date. Subsequent discussions would 
be between attorney and client, or 1 again, secretarial staff and client. 
Since the conference represented an additional procedure in the court system, 
time costs are associated with it. To the extent that the number of subse
quent proceedings is reduced by more expeditious disposition procedures, the 
added time costs of organizing the conference may be offset. 

The second source of information regarding cammunication between court 
and lay parties is responses from interviews with defendants, victims, and 
police after the case closed. (See Chapter III for discussion of interview 
procedures. Interviews were conducted ~ong all test and control groups.) 
The items of concern here are the number of court personnel the respondents 
talked with ana the number of issues the respondents raised with each of 
them. * 

iCourr-personne~rncTudea:-Tudge;-assrsrant state attorney, defense counsel, 
police, and any member oi a socia.l service agency ( !:..:.&.:.' Probation officer, 
or ba i1 i if) • 
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1. Analytical plan for interview data. The analysis consists of, first, 
aggregate comparisons of defendants', victims', and police officers' reports 
of these contacts. Second, tests are made between three treatment conditions 
(test and control group for the test judges, and controls for the comparison 
judges). The tests allow estimates of the impact of the procedure on the 
court's processing. The third set of tests compares three groups: those in 
the test group who reported that a) they did and, b) dirl not attend a con
ference, and c) all control defendants, victims, and police (for both test 
and comparison judges). As with the comparisons between conference and 
non-conference cases, this set of tests cannot indicate the extent of change 
due to the conference since attendance was a matter of choice, not experi
mental manipulation. It does inform those cGmparisons, however, by indi
cating differences associated with attendance at the conference. We cannot 
make any causal statements since attenders may differ systematically from 
non-attenders. Confounding any comparison between attenders and non-attenders 
is the fact that some conf erences were (;ance 11 ed andj or some respondent s 
~aid they were not notified, an issue discussed in Chapter VI. Therefore, 
sane non-attenders might have attended had they had the opportunity. (See 
Chapter IXfor discussion of related issues, distinguishing between systemic 
and individual-level effects.) 

G. Lay Contacts With Court Personnel: Findings 

1. Differences ~ong lay parties in number of people contacted. The 
average number of people in the court system with wham any member of those 
groups talked was 1.3 people. Table 7-13.1.A, page 88, shows the mean 
scores for each group. The score is the.smne for defendants, victims, and 
police. One might have expected somewhat greater contact with memcers of 
the COl'rt system, at least for the defendant. However, the procedures for 
cannunication by a defendant are usually fairly carefully delimited; so per
haps there is a relatively low ceiling, with only a few parties likely to 
be contacted. 

2. Differences mnong treatment conditions. The comparisons mnong the 
three treatment conditions, presented in Table 7-13.I.B, above, show sub
stantial similarity between the treatment groups for defendants, victims, 
and police. For each respondent group (~~~, defendant, victim, and police). 
the test group reported somewhat more people contacted altho~gh the pattern 
is not statistically significant. The overall similarity mnong the treat
ment conditions indicates that the conference procedure did not result in 
any significant greater number of parties in the court system getting in
evolved in talking with the respondent groups • 

.3. Differenc~s among the attendance conditions. The comparisons be
tween attenders and non-attenders, in Table 7-13.11, show significant dif
ferences among the attendance conditions for all three respondent greups. 
The mean scores, shown' for each attendance condition, are significantly 
higher for the attenders than for either group of non-attenders. This pat
tern indicates, as would be expected, that by going to the pretrial settle
ment conference, one meets additional parties to the proceeding. Members 
of the test groyp who did not attend a conference were substantially similar 
on this measure to the control groups. Because the exposur~ to members of 
additional offices of the court appears to occur primarily at the meeting 
itself rather than through phone calls or other meetings, the staffing costs 
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TABtE 7-13 

LOCATI(X\l OF DIFFfREOCES: ~J l'l.MBER OF PEOPLE CONTACrED 't!./ 

I eA. Average NlI1lber of Peor>l e Contacted 

Defendants Vict ims Pol ice -x = 1.3 X = 1.3 

I.B. Differences Among Treatment Conditions 

Defendan:ts 

Control:-1 
_ est judgel 
X=1.32(N=72) 

Vict ims Pniice 

Con t 1'0'1:'1 Con t r 0 r:1 
,~est j~d~el ~test judge! 

I res 

I 
x = 1.45 1.75 

~ X=1.06(N=69) ~ ... X=1.24(N=92) 
~est Test 
X = 1.44 2.(&2 X = 1.41 1.26 
(N=127) . . (N=175)· (N=132) I ~Control: com-

I . p,!r i son judge 
X=I.20(N=93) 

I ~ 

~. Control: com- ~ Control: com-
~p~rlson judge p~rison judge 

X=I.42(N=86) X=I.23(N=116) 

II. Attendance-related Dif~es ~ 
Defendants Victims ~ pOlice~ 

Not~ ____ Not Attended Not Attended 
~X=I.29(N=49) ~ X=I.09(N=91) ~=1.08(N=127) 

At tended At tended .at tended 
i = 1.55 2.96* i = 2.33 15.21*** X = 2.35 29.90*** 
(N=85)~ . (N=36 (N=48)~· 

~ Control . Control~ ..... Control · 
.t~=1.55(N=85) =1.26(N=!55)· X=I.22(N=208) I 

a/ Analysis of varianc~ .. Nunbe·r inside triangles ~atio scores: * = s1g. a~J I 
*** = sig. at .001. ~I Range = 0 to 5. .~ 
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of the conference could be considered minimal, if the judge and attorneys 
would be present in any ~vent .. " 

Th~ faHure to find Significant difference among treatment conditions 
In regar.<t t() the attendance-related differences may be due to several things .. 
Pirst, the nlmber of attenders in any of the groups is relatively small. 
Slxty~four percent of the defendants in the test group said they attended 
conferences, 28 percent of the victims and 27 percent of the police said 
they attended. To have the ccnference make a significant difference, if :' 
attendance is thE. thresholdfor effect, would require an extremely large im-
pact to counteract the effects of large proportions of non-attenders. A 
s~cond point to note in the interpretation of attendance-related differences 
is the possible salf-selected nature of· the attender group. If ORe disre
gards the stated reasons for not attending the conference and concludes that 
attenders tend generalily to be more socially conscious, responsible citi
zens who go because of sane sense of civic duty, then the findings suggest a 
quite,dlfferent interpretation. Attenders, being more active generally, 
would be the individuals who would seek out more contacts with court personnel 
rega.rding the progress of.their case. According to this interpretation, the 
gr~ater Olmber of people contacted by attenders would only be a function of 
thls greater activism or attendance syndrome. 

One pr obI em w! th an attendance s'yndrome i nterpr eta t i on for thi s part i ... 

f
r cular':lindir,g is that the m.mber of people one could be expected to contact 

.tn most criminal cases is finite. Of the court officials who were included 
(judge, assistant state attorney, defense counsel, police, and social 
ag~ncy), one would be most likely to talk with the appropriate counselor 
or police. Rarely would one be likely to initiate a call to a judge about 

:'0. 

a pending case. A defendant or victim would also probably not in~tiate con
tact witlhthe opposing counsel. Police might see both counsel but, again, 
not thejuclge. Most questions that would arise would be handled by the 
a.pproprililte counsel. Therefore, even the most civic-minded participant is 
genera·l!~v limited i11 the m.mbeir of different offices which can be consulted 
because of the constraint& oq the socially and legally appropriate officials 
who .. can be contacted, the increase in the mmber of contacts is most likely 
du~··>.H.)fl:t.ce-to-face meetings at the conference? rather than by lay-initiated 
~effbt~ito keep informed of the progress of the case. . 

.~ ; "":. ~~~ . 

4~' Number of iss es di scus sed. a. Di ff erences amon res ondent roues. 
Unlike-tn~num er 0 contacts, t e num er 0 15sue~ iSCU5se 1S not as C1r
~lI\'lscr i bed by court procedure and persona! preference. Potentially,' one 
;:~~uld discuss almost any mmber of topics with one or more people. The re
':spondents were asked about eight likely subjects, ranging from scheduling 
and transportation problems to issues of court procedure ~nd the facts of 
the_:case. These findings are presented in Table 7-14, page 91. The delen
dan'ts discussed, on the average, 2.2. subjects; victims, ,1.6; and police, 1.4 
sU,Qject.s. The comparatively large number of issues for the defendants is 

,,_. ndt surpris'ing, given that the defendant's presence and, perhaps, informed. 
~ .. , :~; 
. \;,~. ":. ~ : : /i~:; " . 

~:·~ittiipoildiilts-were-not-asked-to-rnarcatewhether they talked wi th these peo
·.:'ple at a'cJ)nference or outside, but the difference between attenders and 

non-ati'enders 01'1 its face suggests that the additional contacts were made 
at the conferenc~~itself. 

;-:, 
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participation in the preparation of the case is important at mOre points 
in ~he case processing than is the participation of victim and police. The 
police's greater f&niliarity with court procedures, on the other hand, pro
bably reduces the necessity of talking about same issues. 

b. Differences among treatment conditions. The test and two con
trol 'group~ did not report significantly different numbers of issues discus
sed. While the victim and police test groups had, as expected, a slightly 
higher nunber 'of issues, the defendants in the test group were slightly 
lower than the control groups. The findings show that the consultation pro
cess of the conferefice procedure did not produce any overall changes in the 
variety of information that defendants, victims, or police received from or 
gave to the court system. 

c. Differences amon~ attendance conditions. EVen though the con
ference procedure did not pro uce an increase in the number of issues dis
cussed in the entire test group, comparison betwee~ attenders and non-att~nd
ers may be instructive. The findings are shown in Table 7-14.11, page 91, 
Defendants who' attended were not significantly different from their non
attender counterparts. Two possible explanations (,'an be offered. , First, 
1t is possible that no attendance syndrome accounts for defendants' presence; 
and, hence, the more and less inquisitive are distributed proportionately 
in both groups~ Second, the topiCS that were asked about maY,be more or 
less required information in the prosecution of a criminal case, so that the 
issues wele raised in one forun or another. 

The victims and police who attended the conference reported more than 
twice as many issues as the non-attender group. Since the conference often 
covered many of the issues mentioned, it is not surprising, that attenders 
would mention discussing them if they had not been covered before. Further, 
the victims and police occupy different positions in the prosecution proce
dure from tne defendants. Whereas the defendant's view may, of necessity, 
be consuh d at var ious points in the process, the v ict,im and pol ice more 
often playa peripheral role, requiring little exchange of information. At 
the conference, or in prepartion for attending, the victim and police may 
dJscuss issues that otherwise are not considered unless part of a police 
arrest or investigation report. While certainly there was room for respon
dents to forget having discussed some issues, the forgetting function is 
probably evenly distributed &nong the treatment groups. * In any event, the 
victim and police atteni!~~.fs, as would be expected, reported discussing more 
topics with court persontlel than did non-attenders. 

d. summar~ of findings on lay contacts. The patterns on the num-
'ber of people and t e number of issues the defendants, victims, and police 
discussed were similar. There were no measurable increases on either para
meter sufficient to suggest that the CGurt system was investing substantially 
more resources in communications with lay parties, beyond what was occurring 
in carrying out the professionals' other functions. The lay participants 
who attended the conf~rence meeting reported more contact and more issues 

iTr-ri·posiTSTe-rhar-rhe-Conference-aTscussion reinforced topics in earlier 
tonversations that would Qtherwise be forgotten. If this process indeed 
ocurred, the reinforcement process is perhaps still important; 'because it 
produced what might be conSidered the desired effect: perceptions of having 
talked with court personnel about the pending case. 
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Defendants -X = 2.22 

TABLE 7-14 

LOCATION OF DIfFEREIICES:!/ M.NBER OF ISSUES~/ 
I.A. Avera'&e Ntmber of Issues 

Viet ims --X = 1.69 

I.B. Differences Among Treatment Conditions 

Defendants Victims 

Contr~ Contr : 
_test j~d~e' . ~test judge 

~X=2.49{N=72) ~ X=1.;7(N::69 

Police 

X = 1.44 

Pol ice 

Cont rol: . 
est judge 

=1.29{N=92) 

Test Test:' Te 
<X=2.12 1.28 -C=1.68 .36 <X=1.49 1.13 

(N=132) .' '(N=l~). (N=li\~ . 

~ Control: com- Control: com- Control: com-
. ~.2.arison judge . :p_arison judge ~arison judge 

X=2.14{N=93) . X=1 • .50(N=!6) X=1.48tn=1'1~) 
~ ~, ~, !! . Attendance-related Difference! .' -, 

Defendants Victims Pol ice .'. , 
. ~ ~ ~~ 

Not Attendea Not Atlended N!.lt ~t tended 
i ~X=2.06(N=4~) . ___ ....... _-<~=1.27(N=91 >. ~X=1.!8(f:~h:!2i).' 

I
t At tender At te~ CAt tended 

1 

~=2.20 .41 <'X=2,,69 12.44*** X=2.3.5 20.84*·:r*, 
(N=8;) (N=36)~ (N=48~ ~ < 

f ~,,_ Control '_ Control '~Control 
, X=2.28(N=163) . X= .;3(N=l;') X=1.38(N~) 

!./ Analysis of varianc~. Ntmbers inside triangleS~ F-raUo scores: '* = sig. at ,.05 
*** = sig. at .OOL '9..1 Range equals 0 to 8 f,or defendants and victims; 0 to 4 for police.. ,0. 

~--------------,--------------------------.---------------------------------------~~~'~~'~ 



discu$sed. The system costs of producIng those increases were relatively 
low, to th~ extent that the conference meeting did not depend on the lay 
attendance_ (S~e Chapter X for further discussion of costs and benefits of 
the conference process.) 

H. Sl.ITmary 

The pretrIal settlement procedure presents a mixed pattern of impacts 
on the allocation of processing costs in the courts. The procedure did not 
substantially change the method of disposing of cases: it did not produce 
significantly more trials or settlements. As a result, there is nothing to 
show that the procedure substantially altered the time or information costs 
invelv,cd in the court system's use of trials, pleas, or dismissals. 

On the issue of the time that cases were in the system, the conference 
procedure clearly produced a savings in that the cases assigned a conference 
date were closed significantly more quickly than those not assigned a date. 
This savings occured both with judges who had histories of slow and those 
with fast calendars. The shortened time in the system occurred in conjunc
tion with an apparent review of the likely method of settlement. For two 
of the courtrooms (which appeared most likely to convene conferences when 
a settlement was 1 ikely) the time savings occurred whether the conference 
session was actually held or not. For the third courtroom, where the review 
did not occur prior to the session, the time savings occurred only for cases 
where the session was actually convened. Since the system already included 
proceedings that reviewed the timing or scheduling of cases for trial. t'he 
conference contribution may be associated with the negotiations process it
self, or at least the anticipation of that negotiation, in front of the 
judge. 

The time costs of involving lay participants included the cost of in
forming the appropriate parties of the scheduled conference; the findings 
indicated that benefits of those contacts were reaped only by those lay 
parties who actually attended the session. There may be a ceiling on th~ 
number of court officials whom the lay parties contact voluntarily. In
creased information dissemination may thus occur only if the lay p~rties 

,share the burden of contact costs by attending the conference rather than 
by relying on what the cOllrt system provi'cies through w~'itten or telephone 
contact. 
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OiAPTER VIII 

IMPK:T OF THE c:ooFEREN:E: EFFECTS ON CASE DISPOSITI~ 

A. Introduction 

This chapter focuses on changes in the disposition of criminal cases 
that can be attributed to the pretrial settl~nt conference procedure. It 
will examine the questions of determination of guilt and sentencing. The 
pretrial settlement conference process as an arena fer reaching a disposi
tion does not contain any inherent notions about what are appropriate Of 
desirable dis·positions. The process does not have any built-in methods of 
implementing a particular sentencing philosophy. While the procedure by 
which the disposition is reached is different due to the presence of the 
judge and the invitation to the defendant, victim, and police to attend, the 
result of the deliberation at the pretrial settlement conference has not 
been specifiede The same range of disposition alternatives is$Ull avail
able. Further, the professionals who are making or contribvting tc;}t,he 
decisions remain the same, even though the decision-making process is r~
structured. To the extent that the role occupants are the same, the s~, 
mix of sentencing philosophies, views of the criminal justice system, lelal 
values, and personal backgrounds are likely to be involved. To the extent 
that sentencing pre~ispositions are involved, no changes due to the confer
ence would be expected. 

Changes in the decision-making structure may have some effect on the 
,'" decisions made. 1/ For example, the victims may come in se:eking (or DC 

thought by the judge and/or the pro$ecutor to want) vengeance. The vic
tim's recammendation constitutes an additional viewpoint tnat must be taken 
into account in the disposition deCision. By the victim's Inclusion the 
decision-making process has been altered. The ,problem here is to determine 
whether the incl us ion mod if ies the output itself. The defendant w 5 presence 
hypothetically may reduce the sentence severity or, perhaps, put into ques
tion a seemingly open-and-shut guilty verdict by the injection of the defen
dant's perspective. Finally, the judge's presence may strengthen his own 
position in reaching an independent decision since he or sh~' would have more 
control over the available information. * These exmnples indicate ways in 
which a pr ocedural change potent i a 11y may af feet the types of decis ions made. 

B. Measures 

The two decisions that have been evaluated are the adjudication and 
sentencing decisions. The adjudication status includes three categories: 
not guilty, d!"opped, and guilty. This measure includes a,l! closed. cases, 
whether or n.ot there is an adjudication. By incorporating dismissals the 
measure accounts for all cas~s in the sample, excluding only the 8 percent 
which had not closed at the conclusicn of the data collection period~ the 
inclusion of dismissals in the metl:od of disposition variable has been dis-
cussed in the preceeding chapters (See Chapter VII especially.) 

*fiowever-;-rhe-Tudrcfa:r-r;resenci-per-se-iilay not be expected t,o affect the 
kinds of sentences giv~n in the aggregate, since no direction of affect is 
impl ied by the var ianc.:e in the amount of information a'fai table._ 

J ' 
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'The study looks at sentencing in terms of the type and severity of sen
tence. Two types of sentences were of particular interest. One hypothesis 
was that the victim might be particularly concerned with reheiving restitu
tion for losses suffered as a result of th~ offense. Alternatively, one 
might expect less use of restitution at the conference if the inability of 
the defend.ant to provide it became obvious through information brought out at 
the conference that would not generally be available in a traditionally ne
gotiated case. To look at the consequences of the conference procedure on 
the imposition of restitution, a dichotomous variable was created, ~asur
ing whether or not restitution was part of the criminal sanction imposed. 
COmparisons are reported ~n the use of restitutioJ~ among the treat~nt con
ditions (pretreatment, test, and control) and the conference conditions (con
ference and non-conference test cases and control cases). It should be 
noted that this measure looks only at whether restitution was imposed as 
par t of the sentence, not whether r'est ituti on was f inall y pai d. 

The second type of sentence that will be reported is the imposition of 
, i ncarcera ti on. The variabl e 1 s di chotomous, measur i ng whether or not the 
convicted defendant was sentenced to jailor prison. The variable is of 
interest because the loss of freedom is the strongest negative sanction that 
is widely imposed in Pmerican criminal law and, as such, represents one cri
terion of community norms of deviant behavior. From such a perspective, one 
hypothesis about the conference procedure is that the greater involvement 
of victim and judge, who in different ways represent cannunity values, may 
result in the more frequent use of incarceration. On the other hand, the 
presence of the defendant may serve to individualize the case for the 
decision-makers, resulting in less use of incarceration. 

As indicated earlier, the procedure does not contain a sentencing phil
osophy, so that the null hypothesis (of no change in sentencing practice) 
would not indicate that the conference was ineffective. The finding of no 
difference in these measures would suggest that the procedural change (the 
use of the conference) did not produce a change in the decisional output. 

The final measure to be reported is the severity of the sentence, or 
criminal sanction. A modification of the Di&nond-Zeise! lentence severity 
score is reported. ~/ (See Appendix B for discussion of scale construction.) 

C. Ad~udication Status 

1. Descri~tion 02 .~risdiction. The acquittal rate, prior to the im- . 
pI ementa ti on 0 the conference pr ocedure, averaged ,6 percent· of all dl sposed 
cases. The conviction rate was 76 percent. On the average, 17 percent of 
,Ithe pretreatment cases were dropped. The distributions are presented in 
Table 8-1, pag~ 95. As noted above, the proportion of cases that were 
closed without an adjudication showed sane variability. The chances of be
ing convicted, if one's case survived arraigrunent, were approximately three 
out of four. These figures are roughly ~amparable with those reported by 
Ei sens tei n and Jacob for Chi cago, Det roit, and Balt imore. 3/ Dade County 
figures for 1977 show an acquittal rate of 4 percent. The-sample of cases 
selected for study, therefore, conformed in broad outlines with those in 
the jurisdictiGn as a whole and with those reported for other large urban 
cour t sys terns. / 

2. Cit ferences among cour t rooms. The determi na t i on of gui It is in 
large measure a function of circumstances of a particular offense situat~on 
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I TABLE 8-1 
! 
~ 
t ADJUDICATION STAnIS: DISTRIBUTIONS WITHIN TREA1MENT CONDITIONS , 

Pretreatment Te3t Control -
fest Judges 96 % % 

Not GUiltyl 8.1 5.0 4.6 
i 
~ A Drop I 18.9 30.6 38.' 

~ Guilty 73.0 64.5 56.9 

I N=37 N=121 \ N=65 
I -.. f 

f , 

I • Not Guilty 13.2 6.5 ! 2.8 
t . 

I 
B Drop 15.8 19.4 22.2 

Guilty 71.1 74.1 75.0 
N:::38 N=108 N=72 . ~I Not Guilty 5.0 3.4 5.5 

C Drop 15.0 23.9 37.0 I Guilty 80.0 72.6 57.5 
N=40 N=117 .. ~.~73 ____ I 

Comearison Judges 

I Not Gui tty 0.0 4.3 

D Drop 20.5 17.1 

Guilty 79.5 I 78.6 

I N=39 , N=70 
i 

I·' ( -_ ... 
~ Not uui 1 ty i 2.6 6.1 i 

I 

E Drop 20.5 19.7 I Gui tty , 76.9 74.2 
N=39 N=66 

I Not Gui lty 5.1 5.6 , 
i 
! F Drop 12.8 25.0 L 

I 
t· 
i 

Gui lty 82.1 69.4 , 

1__ .......... 
N=39 N=72 

." ............. 

........ , , 

. -, 
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and the strength of the case built by the prosecution and defense. To that 
extent, the differences ~ong courtrooms should be mInimal when considering 
randomly selected cases for each. However, if ,judicial prac1ice "'Jr the in
teractions of particular groups of attorneys and j~dges can affect the ad
judication decision, t~en one would expect differences among courtrooms. 
Table 8-2.A., page 97, presents the tests for differences among the judges' 
courtrooms. The findings indicate that variation among courtroams under 
each treatment condition and among all sampled cases were insignificant. 
It appears, then~ that the pattern of adjudication decisions did not depend 
on th~ courtroom to which one's case was assigned. 

~Changes in the jurisdiction. The camparison judges acquitted and 
found guilty approxi~tely the same proportion of defendants as did the 
test judges. Since the comparison judges were not involved in the imple
mentation of the conference proceure, a comparison of their guilty and ac
quittal rates between pretreatment and control groups serves as an indicator 
of changes in the practices in the criminal justice system. The tests for 
differences for each judge are presented in Table 8-2.B. They indicate that 
no significant differences occurred during the course of the study to sug
gest that system-wide changes could account for any changes in the ,test 
judges' courtrooms. 

4. Treatment effects. The conference procedure as a forum for discus
sions of possible settlements was not intended as a substitute fo~ a trial 
with a formal review of the evidence and iestimony from witnesses, leading 
to an adjudication. The defendant's guilt was explicitly assumed. The 
assumption was nece~sary for the conduct of the ~onference in order to en
courage a full discussion of the issues surrounding the possible sentence. 
The conference was not intended to provide a review ()f, the question of guilt. 
The tests for whether the conference altered the pl~portions of acquittals 
are presented in Table 8-2.B. The findings show no differences for any of 
the test judges among the pretreatment, test, and control groups (thp. three 
treatment conditions). ,The review of ca~es that used the conference pro
cedure does not indicate any substantial change in the proportions ~f ac
quittals or findings of guilt. 

The presumption of guilt for the purposes of the conference made it 
unlikely that more than a quick indication of the nature of the offense and, 
perhaps, a summary of quality of the evidence, would be attempted. The bre
vity of the conference, averaging ten minutes, indicates that the conference 
did not, in fact, involve a detailed discussion of the evidence. Further, 
if, as we suspect, the decision to hold the conference became a screening 
device (See Chapter VII's discussion of fluctuations in the drop and trial 
rates among conference and non-conference cases), it probably precluded a 
subsequent serious review of guilt at the conference itself. 

It is, interesting to note that the opportunity to review the cases 
jointly by all parties in a more systematic fashion did not produce more ac
quittals. The presence of the lay parties might possibly have introduced 
information, whether sought or not, that would put into question the adjudi-

*tne-rTndlngs-should-nor-Se-consldered-an indication that the courtrooms, 
faced with the same case would reach the same decision. Instead, the find
lngs show similar proportions for groups of cases across the courtrooms. 
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TABLE 8-2 

TEST FCR DIFFEREl'CES:!! ADJUDICATION STAlUS!:!'! 

A. Differences Among Judges 

Among three test judges in: 

a. pretreatment cases 
b. test cases 
c. control cases 

Among three comparison judges in: 
a. pretreatment cases 
b. control cases 

~erall test for judge differences 

~ 

1.94 
4.88 
6.51 

2.92 
1.72 

15.13 

B. Differences Among Treatment Conditions 

3C,2. 
Among two treatment condi
tions for comparison judges: 

a. judge D 
b. Judge E 
c. Judge F 

Among three treatment condi
tions for test judges: 

a. Judge A 
. b. Judge B 

c. Judge C 

1.83 
.66 

2.36 

4.52 
'+.76 
8.11 

C. Location of Differences Among Treatment Conditions for Test Judges 

Judge A Judge B Judge C 

~ ___ T;;l. ~ 
................. ,.2:19 I ~1-:76 I ............... 1.'1: I 

Pt€eat. 1.19 P~eat 1.35 Pretreat 4.64 

---~.33 I ------4~ (----6.28* I 
~Control Control. ... ~nt~! 

............, """" -..., 
aJ Chi square = ~~~); * = sig. at .05. ~I Not guilty = 1; drop = 2; 
guilty = 3. 
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cation decision. Tlhe domination of the conference proceeding by the judge, 
as descr ibed in Cha?ter VI, per haps makt!$the inter j ecti on of those issues 
more difficult. The format of the conference, with the judge asking. the 
questions and lay participants answering primarily rather narrowly drawn 
questions, was not a time when a defendant or victim could b~ expected to 
volunteer information. No dramatic confessions or challenges occurred to 
·qu~stion the presumption of guilt made at the outset. 

The tests for differences among tre paired compariso/as between the 
three treatment conditions for each test judge, shown in Table &-2~C., show 
that the test group did not have a significantly different pattern of adju
dication than the pretreatment or control groups. The only pair that was 
significantly different was the pretreatment and control for Judge CiS court
room. In that comparison, the acquittal rate was unchanged, but the control 
group had a higher drop rate and lower guilty rate. The pattern does not 
point to any major change brought about by the conference procedure. 

5. Conference status. The change in the decision process did not sig
nificantly alter the decision output as measured by the adjudication status, 
as discussed above. At issue now is the ,question of whether the likelihood 
of an acquittbl played any part in the decision to go to a pretrial settle
ment conference. Table 8-3, page 99, presents the distributions among con
ference and non-conference test cases and control cases. The figures show 
patterns similar to those suggested in the discussion of the method of dis
position in the preceding chapter. The proportion of cases that were dropped 
shows considerable variation across the conference, non-conference, and con
tr~l groups. For each of the categorl~s the controls lay between the con
ference and non-conference groups. The tests for th~se differenc~s, pre
sented in Table 8-4, ~age 100, show no evidence of courtroom differences on 
this measure. However, there were some significant differences among the 
conference conditions suggesting that the decision to convene the conference 
may have been affected by the likely adjudication. For Judges A and C the 
cases that did not go to conference were much more likely to be dropped and 
Jess likely to be found guilty. Further, for Judge C, the probabilities ~f 
being acquitted were much better if no conference were held. The pr~diction 
of guilt, as with the method of disposition, appears to serve as a criterion 
for determining if a conference should be held. Such a screening ~ecision, 
whether formal or not, can occur as the parties are reviewing the files in 
preparation for the conference date. The review suggests a procedural ques
tion about whether to use the conference, rather than a calculation about the 
effect of the conference on the final adjudication. 

The preceding analysis indicates that the conference procedure did not 
affect the determination of guilt itself. The change in the decision process 
did not, as might have been expected, affect the decision output as measured 
by the adjudication status. The assumptions of the conference, the prelimi
nary review incorporated in the decision to convene the conference, and the 
professional domination of the conference appear to have counter-btlanced any 
possible effects of the structural change. 

D. Sentencing Practices 
q . 

Various hypoth~ses have been raised about the possible effects of the 
pretrial settlement conference on sentencing decisio~s. The judicial con
trol in the conferences was most obvious in the determination of the sentence. 
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TABLE 8-3 
.) 

I CONFEREN:E STAlUS: DiFFEREf-CES IN ADJUDICATION STATUS -

I 
Conference Non .. C~!.rence Control 

Test Judg~ 

I 
I 

96 

Not Guilty 6.0 
.... ., 
,'L8 2.7 

A Drop 24.1 45.9 31.1 
'i 

Guilty 69.9 51.4 63.1 
N=83 N=37 N=103 

. .. " ..... .. • ....... , v.' • '. .-- '~"" . , ...... --.•. ~ .................... -... --. 
Not Gui 1 ty ". .1 11.8 6.4 

B Drop 16.2 26.5 20.0 

Guilty 79.7 61.8 73.6 
N=74 N=34 N=110 

" ,..~- .... -..... ----
Not Gui I ty 1.1 13.6 5.3 

C Drop 18.5 40.9 29.2 

Gui 1 ty 80.4 45.5 65.; 
N=92 N=22 N.: 1 i 3 

Comear i son Judges 
~ .... ~ .. ---.-- .. -.~ .. ~- -.- --

Not Gui 1 ty 2.8 

l 
,. 

D Drop 18.3 

Guilty 78.9 
\ N=109 . 

.-... --_ ...... ,. .. ... ,-_ .... _-- I 
Not Guilty 4.7 

E Drop 19.8 
j 

Guilty 75.5" 
N=I06 

.. --.. ..... ,. - ----~.-.. -,--
No\ Guil ty 5.4 

F 'Drop 20.7 
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TABLE 8-4 

TEST FOO. DipFER~ESz!1 HELD STAms .. ADJUDICATION STAruS~1 
~.<Differen£es Anong Judges 

lmollg three test judges in: 
a,'held conferences 
b. not held conferenr-es 
c. control cases" test and 
; compar i son 

~2., 

5.10 
5.14 

11 •. 42 

B. Difference·s Anon! Confer,efice Status . I 
f Among three conference conditl-
I tions for te~t judge~: ~2 

5.93 
4.28 

14.76 

I a. Judge A 
·b. Judge B 
c. Ju<ig~ c 

£. Lecst i'011' at ,01 fferences Plnong Conference Condi t ions for Test Jud~~ 

Judge~ Judge B Judge C 

Non-Conference 

,5.90*----1 
Co~12 ___ 2T 

Non-Conference 

4,.41~1 
~ . 

Corf$. e renee , 2.01 

____ 99 ____ 1 
Co~tr()1 

Non-Conference 

___ 14:rj~--1 
con~ 3.9~ 

6.6'~1 
Control . Co~1 

al T~tls = chi square; * 
guilty = 3 • 

. = sig. at .05. ~/ ~ot guilty = 
i 

1;'drop=2; 

•• 

(See Chapter VI, section C, for a description of judicial participation in 
the conSerence.) While the differences existed in the extent .to which 
other's reconmendations were sought and/or incorporated into the final recom
mendation, in mqst cases it Was the judge who structured the sentencing dis
cussion and the sentence output. Given the strohg judicial role in the sen
tencihg decisi~ns at the conference, one would probably expect no changes in· 
sentencing·tince that is the judge's responsibility in any case. ' 

1. Descri tion of the ·urisdiction • 
. aver~ge .. en~t : cH, sentence or a. 1 de. en ant's a j u 1 c~ te . 
lent to'a,pproxlmately two years In pruon. * Forty-SIx percent of the gullty 
.d~tenda.V\t.s were •. s~ntencea w.it,h 's,ome jail ti~e.; ·34 percent of those sentenced 
wer.~. g l,,:en more't han one Y,e,ar of incarcerat'ion.' The proportions of defen
d~nVi~' s,ente.nced'to i'ncar'ceration and·the mean Diamond-ZeLsel score representing 

.;)~ . " , : :,;,,},-. 
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r "TABLE 8-.5 

SENTENCE SEVERITY!I 

I Test JUdg~S Pretreatment Test 

% Incarcerated 44.4 

A Sev. Score; )(=6.94 

~ Incarcerated 

B Seve Score 
<. -

22.2 

X=2.24 

N=27 

.-\ ~ 

-
5.5.8 

)(=6.23 

28.8 

)(=3.14 

Control 
i -

-X=.5.84 
N=77 N=38 

I 31..5 
!-
I X=3.66 

N=80 I N=.54 
______ .0_ •• _ .......... ~ ..... 'f-.... ~ ........... -. - -- ....... - .. ___ , __ ", ___ ,, __ ........ '- .. ~ •• _ ..... _ .. ,.... ......... ... ...... 4 ........ a.\ ........ _ ............... ',,_"1 ... . 

96 Incarcerated 65".6 ~/'~~>~_ ': 38.8 '1.2 

C Seve Score X=15.20 

I Cmnp~r ~S;:c::::::te~-;~~-~'" 
D' Seve Score X=lO.66 

% Incarcerated 58.1 ' 
( 

E Seve Score X=5.08 

% Incarcera~ed 46.9 
I 

F. Seve Score! X=12.05 

. 

, N::32 

N=31 

N=30 

N=32 

X=7.00 -X=~ • .52 
N=42 

-X=7.17 

- , X=6.87 
N=49 

"" '."., ~..... "" .• ' ," u_ "' .• " ........ ,_~ .. 

" 

N=.50 

!of Based on Diamond-Zei sei sca,le; higher score = more severe sentencte,. 

. ( . . 
the sentence severity. for each judge and treatment condition.are prc,&ented 
in Table 8-5, above. 

In orlder to put the sf;lntencing output in a context, th:e=fcindi.=ng~~~nn'~~"'tIle~~'C='-~ 
samp! e may' be, compared with Florida incarCeration ra te~. "lnil'76, 32 perc~nt 
of those conv icted, of a fe lony were i ncarcera ted. !il A recent stqdy I tl -New 
York City reported that 101917, "52 percent of all f.eIony:e~nvicticms in' ;.he 
ci ty resul ted in a sentence to a state 'pr i son ••• ,In thJ'.suburbanc,ounties 
of Nassau, Suffolk, Westchester andRockland; 29 percent of telo'ny convic ... 
tions resufted in state pri son terms. II ~J The figures 'fO'r New York City are' 
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somewhat h1sher 1.;lan the ones in the Dade Coun.ty Sample (34 percent) show .. 
ingthat proportionately fewer d~fendants in bade County were sent to pri
son than in New York Ci ty. The Dade County sample is,: drawn frem a" county 
including city and suburbs, while New York City and its suburbs are separated 
In their (:alculatlons. Based on Eisenstein and Jacob's work, the Dade sam
ple rate of incarceration (jail and state p~ison) of 46 percent lies between 
Baltimore and Chicago, with 63 percent and 60 percent respectively, on the 
one handl and Detroit, with 3' percent, on the other.!1 The practices in 
Dade County, as repres~nted by the cases in the sample, lie within the range 
ot practices 1n similar large metropolitan areas. 

Although the sentencing practices may be comparable with other juris
dictions, an inspection.of the figures for each participating judge shows 
considerabie variation. During the pretreatment period, the percentage of 
defendants 8i ven Incarceration ranged from 22 percentto'~ 66 percent, de
pending on the judge, although the relatively small numbers of cases in each 
cell ~ke inferences tentative. The sentence severity scores show similar 
variation. Table 8-6, page 102, provides the statistical tests for differ
ences for the sentences severity scores. 

The analysis of variance tests for differences among the test judges 
(see Table 8~6.A.) show that the sentencing practices in the three court
room$ v$rled sl&nificantly. Clearly, the sentence given was affected by 
the courtro~ to which on~ was assigned. Differences among courtrooms 40 
not necessarily indicate that random or arbitrary factors are the primary 
basis for determining sentences-. The differences in sentence severity may 
be expla.ined by varying degrees of importance being placed on the same types 
of information (~, character i stics of the offense, exi stence of a pr i or 
record, method of-aTsposition, etc.). 1...1 • 

The mean sentence severity scores for the pretreatment condition in 
. par ticular, show that the test judges' cour t rooms di ffered in thei r sentenc

ing practices. * 8ased on sentence severity and incarceration rate, in one 
courtroom the chance of being incarcerated was almost two.in three, while 
~n another they were roughly only one in five. These differences indicate 
,hat the pretrial settlement conference was implemented under three quite 
different conditions. Comparatively, the conference procedure was used by 
relatively lenient, as well as relatively "tough," sentencing courtrooms. 

The $lgniflcant interaction effect between courtrooms and treatment 
conditions (see Table 8-6.A) indicates that the courtrooms differed under 
sOfJle, but not all, treatment conditions. Subsequent sections will discuss 
the impact of conference procedure on courtroom sentencing practices~ How
ever, itls appropriate to point out here that the courtroom differences 
were most pronounced prior to the introduction of the conference procedure 
into the 'co'-lr t sys tem. 

-"::-":,~:-,-,...=,~"",:";:' 'b'o"Chan es in the courts stem in sentencin. The analy~is of the 
comparhon u I~s courtrooms. ?rov e.s a test ot t e ypothesis t,hat changes 
in ~ent~ncln&patterflS can be explained'by sane shift in the,court system 
Itself. A, media campaign or judicial training sesslons, for example, might 

i~Qni-tSi-c&nparrion-ruaieiT-cQUFrro;ns; the differences were, insignificant 
(see Table 8-6 .• C) in explaining the sentencing decision. 
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TABLE.S ... 6 

TaST F(R DIFFER.EN:ES t SENTErCE SEVERt TV . 

A. Interactions Between Treatment Conditions and Judges , 
Test judges, three E.:.ratio !!&.:. treatment conditions 

a. Judge effect 8.62 .00 
b. treatment effect 2.39 .;09 
c. Inter ~.cti ons 2.39 .0' 

Comparison judges, two 
treatment conditions: 

a. treatment effect .84 .36 

B. Differences Jlrnong Treatment Conditions 

Among two treatment condi- F-ratio !.!.&.:. tions for comparison ludges: 
a. Judge 0 .96 .33 
b. Judge E 1 • .53 .22 
c. Judge F 2.70 .07 

Among thre, treatment condi- e 

tions for test judges: 
a. Judae ,A .27 .77 
b. Judge B 1.29 .28 
c. Judge C" 2.74 .07 

C. Location of Differences Among Treatment Condi tionS for Test Judges. 

Judge A Judge C 
, ......-'! 

~Test 

.:2~( .60) I 
pr~.~' .121.73) 

.,4~) J 
>. Cont~ ; 

. . • • -..:. < ~., 

res,ul t in s.' syst~-wide or across",the-board change 'in the, Inctrceratlon 'rate . 
<jor sentencing ~sever i ty. The ~test i tor wnet,her' the $eu~tencirll:·pt,act iC8S' thowed' 
the effects of such a policy are Pfcsented in Tab-Ie 8~6.A' IUld.B,:,·abQv •. lI 'No, 
stat i 5tlcaH)',s ignU icant differencesexlsted betYl6en' the,' pretrea,-nt and ",' . 
controL,group$ forf;he ccmparhon judge~. ·The; $'imilar-it:y.:4crOSJ 1.1mesu .... '~(.;,~/. 
ge:sts that no ';,system-wide,,:change: in s~ntencing pr.actJees 'neods' to be:: ~a,ken:.",: 
into aecount in an interpretat,ion of t~e f in~ln8s .• !-/:. '.,' 

• "1 • f ..' ~. 
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2. treatmen·t effects. The pat tern of find·ings indicates that the con
ference procedure haa Ii tUe measurable effect on sentencing. The conclu
sion Is based on the similarities among treatment conditions, whether one 
uses a two-way analysis of variance with courtroom and treatment conditions 
as independent variables (Table 8-6.A) or the comparisons among treatment 
conditions for each courtroom separately (Table 8-6.S and C). The confer
ence procedure does not appear to have affected sentence ~everity in either 
the more or less severe courtrooms. * 

The discussions in th~ settlement conference of sentencing alternatives 
provide some insight into the'basis for these findings. The general impres
sion wasthat the outlines of what a case was worth in any particular court
room were already known to the participants. The range of ,sentencingal·ter
natives discussed for any particular case was relatively narrow. Further, 
conferences took, on the average, ten minutes. The lay participants' recom
mendations did not fall far outside the range discussed by the judge and 
attorneys. The lay parties were not, as some had expected, adding a quali
tat!vely, or even quantitatively, different dimension to the sentencing de
cision. None made such strong demands of revenge, for example, that the 
prior calculus of what an appropriate sentence, would be was upset. 

The sentencing' discussions at the conferences were, therefore., usually 
quickly concluded, and almost always dominated by the professionals. The 
introduction of new roles into the decision structure appears to have had 
relati\ely little i;npact on the sentence output. The routine presence of 
the jUd~e in an active, if not.dominant, pOSition in the decision-making 
process was one of the new elements of the conference procedure. However, 
legally, it Is the judge's responsibility to determine the sentence. With. 
out going into an extended discussion of the dynamics of the ·sentencing pro
cesS, it is reason~bly clear that expanding the number in the group discus
Sing the sentencing alternatives didnot significantly modify the decision 
Itself. Without the conference, the regulars (judge and attorneys) would be 
involved in a more or less active way in sentencing .discussions, although 
most frequently the conversations were dyadic--i~e., between the two attor-

.. neys or, between an attorney and the judge. The conference made the di scus
sions triadic. 

Sasedoh the observations of the conference9 it. is clear that the lay 
participants were not decision-makers in the same ways that t~e profeSSionals 

*Tr-inoiiTa"Di-norea;-noweveF;-i'nir-Tii-i"wo of the -three courtrooms' 'd.ifferences 
among th~ treatmen~ conditions suggest that treatment ef'fects may be em a1-
ternati~e, although not definitive," explanation. For Judge A, the use of 
restitution increased from l' percent in the pretreatment cases to 3' per
cent in the test and control cases. The shift may indj.cate a .change in the 
Judge'S behavior independent 61 the conference proc~dure. Or, the shift 
may point ~o treatment,. effects tha:t wer,e then al>pl ie~' to all the }udge' s . 
cases. When asked about the findings the Judge said that the conferences 

I bad heightened his. interest .• n the a.vai'labiHtyof restitution. IHe perceived 
that he had incre.sed .his· use of resti'tution.in:allcases, supporting a 
sp111 overexplanaU,Qi\.. .'. . , '.. '. . . 
'. ,"Although th~.pattern doe$ not'qutte reach ,st~tistical significance, 
.ludge C's.sent.ence,~severity score was.lS.2 in the pretreatmen·t group but 7.0 . 
ln, the :test. and 6.·' ·in:Ule.·controlgroup. LlkeJudge·A's use of restitution, 
theflndings could sugges', eit:h¢i"8 general' change over time or· a spillover 
effect. When asked tocOt11'ilent on possibla changes in/ sentenc~ng practices, 
Judge C ·wa.s unablet'o provide any explanation. 
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were. The victim and/or the f,,01ice wouhl be asked what .h •. Qr she thOUlbt
should be done by way of a di '.spes·i tion but were rarely in a position to 
direct the discussion. Becau\u~ the lay partiC:ipants were included In order 
to provide their perspective to the judge and attorneys, the.conference 
mOdified the structure o~ the reptesefitation of Jay interests to the extent 
that the preferences of the pol~ce, victim, and defendant could be heard 
directly, rather than be represented or interpreted through counsel~ 

To some extent, overlaps exist in these "interests". For example, the 
police, victim, and state may share similar goals of incapacitating the de
fendant, or the defense counsel speaks for the absent defendant. However, 
in a drug case, the police may ask for leniency in order to encourage a de
fendant to cooperate with subsequent investigations, while the prosecutor 
wants a stiff sentence to carry out off ice ponci"s of punl shlng drug offen,· 
ders severely; or a victim may seek only restitution, while the police want 
incarceration to serve asa deterrent. To the extent thfat prior consulta
tion had not occurred or the parties took different positions, the confer
ence prov ided an arena for the presentatlon- of these views. The- resul twas 
an expansion of the information available and of the number of parties pre
sent to make thei r own pos i ti ons known. Both changes were in the di recti on 
of greater complexity. One might expect that the greater complexity would 
require more compromises and make the decisions harder to reach. The find
ings on the sentence output indicate that any balancing of interests that 
may have taken place did not change the allocation of penalties signifi-
cant! y (as measured by a change in i ncarcera t i on rates or sentence s~ver i ty) .• 

TABLE 8-7 

STATED SEVERITY: DIS1RlBUTIONS ~ CONPEREN:E CCN)ITIONS 

Conference 
'test Judges 

'" , 
% Incarcerated: 5&.6 

A S~yerity Score X=5.,j 
N='S 

Non-Conference 

47.4 

X=S.29 
N=19 

Control ................. '"""_. 
'. 

46.4 

-X.=6.30 

...... " .... " .. '" ......... "' ........ ___ • ____ ~ ... _., _, _', ." ... ~ ... ~_ .... ~~. ," .. ·"h.~"" ........... "~' ., 

QL I .1 20 3 ~ ncarcerateo' • 
I 

I-S Severity Score·X=2.92 

<J6 Incarcerated! 36.' 

C Severity Score:X=7.21 
! N=74 

'2.4 

~=3. 76 
N=21 

60.0 

-X='.9' 
N=lO 

. 
28.4 .-X=3.19 

'N=Sl I .',: 

·,1 '7.5 
! 

'f. 

I 

X=lo.28 I 
{ .·,N=~4 ~ 

<. J. 

? Co~f~rence status and sentenc)ns. The analY$fs' of the adJ~dic~:ti0r:" 
and dl SpOSl t 10n sta·tus showed t.hat cases where gui Ity pleas were 11.keh' .... fo r 
exainple, no questions about gllilt or strength of the ·:case:..-were mO$.t~ft~t\· , -
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given pretrial settlement conferences. A conference was less likely where 
a dismissal was contemplated. The analytical problem in this section is th'e 
relationship between the decision to hold the conference and the sent.ence 
output.. 

The distributions of the sentence severity scores for each test judge 
and the conference condition are presented in Tnble 8-7, page 105. In gen
eral, the conference groups had less severe sentences (i.e., lower severity 
scores) than did the non-conference cases. ~I ----

The conference sentences appear to correspond with those given in the 
control groups. The statistical tests for differences among conference con
ditions in the sentence severity scores are presented in Table 8-8. The 
findings show differences among the test judges in the sentencing decisions 
which are independent of the use of the conference (see Table 8-8.A). Dif
ferences among the courtrooms' sentencing practices have already been noted 
in t.he preceding section so that the courtroom differences in conference 
conditions are probably a function of general sentencing practices. The 
tests for differences in Table 8-S.B and .C, indic.ate that, generaiiy, the 
sentenCing was not related to the se of the conference. The trend fDr con-
terence groups to be given less severe sentences was not statisticalty sig
nificant, so the reduction is more likely to be due to chan~e. For Judge 
At the less severe average sentence in the conference group did reach sta
tistical significance when compared with the non-conference group. It should 
be recalled that Judge A's courtroom did not appear to screen out potential 
trial cases and, therefore, perhaps those likely to receive more severe 
sentences. As a result, the comparatively low sentence severity for the 
conference group cannot be explained by differences in the method of dis
position. One explanation lies in the availability of the defendant's per
spective, which might produce some pressure for leniency. The absence of 
statistical significance in all other tests, however, requires caution in 
the subst.antive interpretation of this finding; since by chance some small 
proportion of findings will be significant. 

4. Effect of conferences on incarceration rate. Defendants in confer
ence cases were incarcerated less frequently than those in non-conterence 
or control cases in two of three test courtrooms. The trend of less severe 
sanctions' among conference cases suggestec;l in the sentence severity score 
also ~xist In the incarceration rates. While the pattern is not sufficiently 
strong to put a great deal of weight on it, the direction of differences is 
consistent: in courtromns Band C (but not in A), the incarceration rate at 
the conference was comparatively low. However, in courtroam S, the like
lihood of being sentenced to incar'ceration was significantly less in the con
ference than non-conference cases. (See Table 8-9, page 108.) Based on the 
findings reported in previous sect.ions, courtroom B did not appear to screen 
~ut cases based on likelihood of settlement or adjudication status, so that 
the sentencing differential would seem to be dl,e to some aspect of the con
ferencesession itself. Another explanation ot this finding is that some 
form of screening did occur in courtroom B with the incarceration decision 
being thecrlterl~. Cases where incarceration was the likely disposition 
Were perhaps excluded 'from the conference. On the other hand, if conference 
cases only had what, were expected to be relatively low sentences, then they 
·as a group should dU··fer from the control group which would contain the en-
tire range of expected ~entences. The similarity between conference and con
trol groups, however, puts into question the interpretation of a sentencing 
screening process. (See Table 8-7, page 105.) To surrmarize, while courtroom 
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TABLE 8-8 

TEST FeE DIFFEREK:ES ~ CCNFEREN:E (XN)ITIONS: STATED SEVERllY 

A. Differences Between Conference Condi t Ions and Judge·s 

I' Test judges, three 

I
'. conferle.nce conditions: 

F-ratio 

Main Effects 
conference effect 
judge effe-ct I 2. Interactions 

.83 
9.24*** 

.61 
N=461 

f B. Differences in Conference Status 
I 

I Among three conference con·· I dltions for test judges: 
I 
~ a. Judge A 
} b. Judge B 
i c. Judge C 

F-ratio 

1.50 
.39 
.62 

1 
! C. Location of Differences Amons Conference Conditions for Test Judges 
~ 
j Judge A .j Judge B Judge C 
! 1 ~4 t Non-conference

l 
. No~re~ No~en i 309~ 

11CO~ 10171 

.97 j 
C~ 03 

~12 r 

.55 

CO~ .• 3 

. ~ I Control 
I " ~ 

016~ I 
con~ 

.97~{ 

Ccshtro 

i *' = slg~. at .05; *** = sig. at .001. 
L 

B had a pattern suggesting that the expected sentence might affect t~e deci
sion to hold the conference, the interpretation is tentative at best a~d is 
perhaps as likely to be an artifact of chance distribution • 

. In courtroom C, the conference group had less likelIhood of Incarcera-· 
tion than the control group, although the conference and non-confereace.test 
groups were similar. (See Table 8-7, page 105.) ,The direction of etfect, 
as noted above, is s,irrailar to courtroom B, but is In a different locat.lon •. 
Although one might suggest that the confere~ce resulted 10 more att·enUon.to 
the position of the d.ei.endant, the failure t\o find dUferences between con ... 
ference and non-conference groups makes such:\ an interpretation t,enuous at 
best. At m~st, the findings are suggestive ~\nd indicate the need for further 
testing In other settings. . 
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TABLE 8-9 

TEST POO DIPFEREN:ES: !J. CONFEREfCE STAruS .- Il'CARCERATI~ 

~ Differences Among Juqses 

/mong three test judges in: 

a. Conference cases 
b. Non-conference cases 
c. Control cases: test 

and ~ompari50n 

~2 
18.31 

.42 

22.45 

B. Differences AmPE!. Conference Conditions 

Jlmong three 

a. Judge A 
b. Judge B 
c. Judge C 

':E
2 

2.05 
7.79 
7.17 

C. Location of Di~ferences Among Conditions for Test J~dges 

Judge A 

Non-Confer~ 
~35"""""- I 

Co~erence .03 
~-1.44 I 

~co~ 

Ncn~fe~ 
6 .• 28* I 

co~e 3.30 

079' ~co~ 
.!I Chi square tests; ~ = sig. at .0.5. 

E. Sunmary 

Judge C 
.~ 

Non-COnference .---'" , 1.18 , 

~ce .• 0;' 
'.72* I 
~Contrc --..... 

Based on the current findings, the most appropriate conclusion is pro
bably that the conference process, whether in the screening or in the dynam
ics of the session itself, did not result in any major changes in the kinds 
of decisions that were reached. The changes in the decision-making structure 
and the expansion In the variety of interests represented do not appear to . 
have significantly altered the ways in which the criminal sanctions were 
ut llized. The trend in the findings thtlt the cunference may have resulted in 
more lenient sentencing is too fragmentary -'0 be cencI us i ve. 

Th~ findtngs about the idjudication status produced a similar conclu
sion: the· structural changes that were imp!~enteddicl not signl.ficantly . 
alter the decision outp.ut.s •. The cQnvictions rate.s and sentencing rates were. 
gene~ally similar with or without the conference. . 
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:.OfAPTER IX 

IMPACT OF THE ,~EREN:E: EFFECTS ON LAY ATTlnJDES 

A. Introduct ion 

The chapters on case processing and case output focused o~ the ~ffects 
'of the pretrial settlement conference procedure on tne court system. At 
this point, the evaluati(m turns to the impact of the procedural change on 
the ways in which the lay participants (defendants, victims, polic~) in the 
courts perceived their experiences. The general hypothesis to be teSte'd 
~s whether the conference procedure would produce more pos'itive perceptions 
about the ways in which criminal courts function. The underlying assumption 
was that the inability to observe and participate in the decision process 
is an important factor in structuring negative views of the courts. Prriong 
the expected changes associated wi th the impleme'ntat ion of the .conference 
were more positive attitudes towards: a) the way in which the individual was 
treated in th~ courts, b) the decision in the case (adjudicatJon ,and;~~n~ 
tence), and c) ',more generally, the. crinHnaf justice system. In addi,Uon, 
the greater involvement was e)!:pected to provlde more information abo\lt the 
way the case was hancped; specifically, test partic'ipants would be mc!'~ 
likely to be able to recall the dispo&ition than control participants. Fin
ally, to check for what might be termed increased coercion of defendants, 
at t r i buted to the pre~ence of the judge a.t the conference, rati ngs. were ma4e, 
on the perceived pressure to plead guilty rather than go to trial. * Infor.' 
mation abo\.lt these attitudes and percept~ons came frornstruct~redinterviews 
with defendants, victims, and police in all test and control groups. (See ' 
Appendix B for discussion of interview procedures.) , 

The respondents were 4~terviewed only after their cases closed. The 
nature of the respondent popula t ion is impor tant for making general i'za t ions 
about victims, police, and defendants. The cases selected and the respori~ , 
dent s interv iewed have in conmon the fact that the cr:imi nal of fense was known 

" ~o the pol !ce, that su~pects were found,_ a.nd t~at the c'ase survive~,a prepJnioi 
1 nary hean ng and ar ral grment. No case t ha t dl d not meet all of tnese cr 1"" 
teria was eligible for sampling. As a result, the victim's, for'example, do 
not represent all victims, since many do not report o~fenses and/or their 
casesdrop out of the court $ystem. Therefore~' those who Wiliih their;.' cases to 
go through, the ent i re pro,cess are ~'!~(,lepresented' in ,th'esample. , n an ad
judication represents vindication for police effort, then tb~ s'an'lpJe pro
bably over,represenl,s relatlvely satisfied police., In S,~ty"the"sample 
isnqt drawn from the population of victims, defendant$,;t or'PQ,lJce y c:onclU-, 
sions frQl1l the flndin,gs s~9uld t,ake that fact into account. '., ' 

The second, purpose of th~ interview data is to cornparethe attitudes 
of those whowereand.were not involved in the conferen~e,proC;edure. In~ 
ferences abo~t the imQact of the conference (treatmen1:effects) on ~ttitudes 
ca.n be ma,deby rnak ins" two ty'pes of. comparisons. ,Fir.st,s!nce ,t;h~.cases were 

" 
,it'Si~~~ppindri-B":'roritems-use(rin~each-rn dex. 
were sUI1I)1ed aJld dlvld~d by the number of' i~ems 
thus {arms anadditives1.:,ale. 
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assigned to diffe·.rent treatment condl tions, the tests for differences are 
made between a) the test group, b) the control sroup for the test judges, 
:and c) the control group for the comparison judles. If the conference pro
cedUre made signlf icant change,s in the court's social env i rorment, then dif-

,ferences should appear in these comparisons. If ~ttendance ,is necessary 1n 
order to "feel the effects,1I then the tests for differences among the treat .. 
ment conditions 11 an extremely high standard, since only a third to one 
half of the test group reported attending the conference. A very strorig 
effect would be needed in order to modify significantly the score £or the 
whole group. 

The second analytical perspective compares the attitudes and percep
tions of those who said they did and did not attend pretrial settlement con
ferences. Actnit'tedly, such an approach has problems, since attenders may 
well vary systematically from non ... attenders. ,However, since most of the 
benefits of the conference could be expected to accrue on1yto thQse who 
attended, it is important to Jook at those comparisons in any event. A fur
ther justlfication for comparing attenders~ and non-attenders is that some 
non ... attenders dId not attend becau~;e the confe·rence was never held and/~r 
they were not invited_ (See Chapter VI for discussion of notification pr'Q
blems.) It is likely tht the non-attenders include some (unknown) portion 
of potential attenders. As a result, the attenders and non-attenders do 

,not constitute distinct categories, so that differences 'in attitudes cannot 
be attributed solely to varying degrees of voluntariness or sense of cJvic 
duty. 

it has been noted that those who attended did not diffe~ significa~tlY 
from non-attenders on the standard background questions dealing with age, 
sex~ race, occupation, or language spoken. If support for the crl~inal jus
tice system were a precondition for attendance, then the attitude 'questions 
about satisfaction with the criminal justice system ought to differentiate 
attenders from non-attenders. In our findings reported in this chapter, we 
note, however, n'n such dl fferences for tiefendant s and victims. For police, 
attenders wer.e ,somewhat more likely to approve of plea bargaining generally. 
The pollee were asked two questions about plea bargaining in general. On 
q.neof'the two those who attended were more positive than those who did not. 
~Whlle suggestive that pol ice attendance may have been affected by some pre
'existing attitudes, to be persuasive some more consistent pattern would be 
des,irable. Nevertheless we will ne~d to be more circll1l$pect about making 
causal inf,erences from'diff.erences between attenders ana non-attenders for~, 

'. pollee tha'n for defendants and victims. 

Each. of these approaches has problems and advantagesassoc.\ated with 
it. Both will be presented in order to provide a balanced interiptetatlon. 
The analytic.i\l procedure consists of three par·ts •. First,q swnn~u'y descrip
tion of the perspectives of defendants, victims, and polIce will \be dis
cussed. Then tests for differences among treatment grQups. will be presented. 
Finally, comp~r1sons of attenders and non-attenders wllt Qe ftoalyzed. The. 
three approach.es, v lewi ngthe responses from daferent', p~r ~pOct.i ves , should 
allow a e,re'\1r.,r understanding of how the conference prQ~e!i~ Affected atti- ' 
tudes. .' . , 

B. K~~wJe:d8~ of the,Di spos 1 tion 

,1 •. DesCrrptlon.~ As an'indicator of the extent to which they understood. 
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the pr.ocessing of their· case" respondents. were asked whethtYr they knew the 
disposition of their case. Such inforrnatJon was considered basic to an un
ders.tan4in~ of the way their case was ha.hdled. The point af the q'Jesti'on 
was "oton ·the accuracy of the information, but rather the perception of 
understanding. As an indicator of the extent to which the respondents felt 
they were kept· informed, the test was whether the respondents thought they 
knew the answer. ,. ': .. 

On this measure of understanding, virtually all the defendants indi
cated they knew the answer. On its face, it would seem difficult for a de
fendant nj~ to know the di spos I t I on, since her or hi slife would be d1 rectly 
affected~ it. * 

The victims and police present a quIte different picture. One third 
of the police respondents and one half of the victim respondents reported 
they did not know the disposi,tion of their cases. The state attorney's 
10ng-staQding policy that victims and pOlice must be consulted before -a ~is
position is made does not require providing information later abOut what 
actually hapened. 1/ Since their presence is not required at -t-he disposi
tion, it is less lIkely that victims and police would receive this informa
tion. To inform them of the disposit.ion if they were not present would place 
added costs on the system. The greater proportion of polite who felt they 
knew the disposition may be explained by their greater access to the courts 
and avai labi 1 ity of records and report ing systems that would prov ide the " 
information. In addition, the informal networks of conmunication that de.
velop between police and prosecutors in particular,based on relatively fre
quent appearances together, may facilitate the exchange of information. 

2. Tiea tment ef feets,. Compar i sons between tes t, cont rol, and compar 1-
son judges' control groups were made to test whether the conference proce
dure made any s ign1£ icant impact on the knowl edge of the di spos it i on among 
victims and police. The findings are presented in Table 9 .. 1, page 114. As . 
a point of reference, the mean knowl.edge score is presented for.each group. 
The .findings show no significant difference. among the groups of victims or 
police in the rates at which they reported knowing the disposition. 

, , 

.Pinong the test judges, the victims in the test group were somewhat more 
likely to feel they knew the disposition than the control victims although , 
the difference waa not significant. The confere~ce proC~dure does not appear 
to have changed signUicantly the level cf information regarding the dlsposi ... 
tion process'§Itl~{lg the user groups. 

The finding that the implementation of. the conference procedure die! not 
produce anycha.nge in the proportions knowing the- outCCfl)e may not be sur .. 
prising, give.n the findings reported earlier about the nlfllber of peo}>le con .. 
tacted and tn.e mmber. of issues raised. (See Chapter VII on I ay contacts.) 

iThe":'two":"~ir;~;r'""Ji6-direndant-reipQndinTs. ~hos?>id, {hey did ~~;t kn.owt'he 
disposith)'n'more,; than likefy. were, g.lvensome reJativt!'!Y arnbigu9U$ :$~nt~n(:e, 

. fer, example; lC:fedit time ser.ye<l, whe·l",e S(lme .degree OJ expertise would be 
. needed.t:q. know Ule meaning 9_f. the: dl,~positic)O. Because of,thel~~k of dU· 

f ~rent i_a,:tl~)O, no further anafysi s,of . the defendant. responsesonthlsmeaGure 
will be pres~nted.·., rt i,sclear ;that for thls minii"QalJevel Qf understanding,. , 
tJle .. e:xi 5t lng court l'roc.e,~:hi;res were adequate tocOmnunic.ate: the neces~aryin ... 
,formation to defendants. 
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Test 
}(=l .'6 
(N:=:121) 

TABLE 9-1 

LOCATION OF D1FFEREf\CES:!J KNCM.ElXiE OF DI5POSiTIOO, 

A. Differences Among Treatment Conditions 

Victims 

Contro!~ 
...,...-s.tes t judge 

, X=1.42(N=69) 

F=2.01 

Control: com
:2.ar !s'~n judge 
X=1.'b(N=86) 

Police 

Control: 
_test judge 

. ~X=l .7'O(N=92) 

Test~ _ 
X=1.65 F=.51 
(N=175~ 

Control: 'com-
o Qar i son judge 
X=I.63(N=116) 

B. Attendance-related Differences 

Victims Police 

Not Attended ,~JNot ,At tended 
". ~X=1.48(N=9l) 

Attended~ . 

.~ _________ X:l. 56(N=121) 

Attended~ , 
X~I.75 F=4.30* X=I.90"" F=9.11*· 

~ Control 
=i=1.66(N=208) 

Control 
)1=1 • .50(N=IJ5) 

!oJ Analysis of variance; * = F-ratio sig. at .05. 

-
The extensiveness or intensiveness of tbe contacts increased only wi~h atten
dance at the ~onference itself. It appears that court processing did not 
either include, or spread to subsequent contacts which would provide the 
fln~l disposition to lay participants. Increased information was, then, pro~ 
bablya function of attendance,.and, therefore, effort on the part of the 
information seeker (the victim or police) rather than the information,pro
vider (iudge or attorney). . 

Support" for the Infeience about the costs of obtaining information about 
the .di sposit.1 on is :found in the compar i sons between at tender s afidnon,..a tten- . 
ders reported in Table ·9~1, above. For both victims and police r ' those who . 
attended·the·pretrial .settlement conferen(:e were signitit:antly more likely to 
report knowln, 'the disposition th~n either group of' r:'0i.l-attende~s. We. have ' 
reported earlier that the attenders do not seem t.O differ on malor ,social' 
background character i stics f rom the non-at tender s. The greater information. 
that the attend~rs had aoes not seem explicable by variance in the· background 
of the information seeker. Instead, it seems more tlkely that the information 

" - • ~. r 
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about disposition is most readily available if one personally at·tends the 
proc~eding at' which it is discussed. While such an obs~rvation is hardly 
profound, it points to the problerrt'::'lthat the costsofc disseminati'ng 'that in
formation are r~latively high. After the case is over in the trial court, 
the victim and police. are no longer necessary for further prosecution. As 
a result there is no further reason for telephoning or writing thern and 
thus possibly providing that information. It is certainly expensive for the 
system to do so routinely in a separate comnunication. The cljnference, which 
al soserve's other val ues ,funct ions ·as a source of that infr,~rmation when it 
is not disseminated in other ways. ' . . 

c. Satisfaction with the Disposition 

, 1. Description. One aspect of ~he evaluation of t~e pretrial settle-
ment conference was the extent to WhICh the procedure mIght produce more 
accept ance of dl spos i 1. ions by 1 ay par t i ci pant s. By all owi ng them to see· 
how the decision was reached, it was thought the conference might~econclle 
the various parties to the final disposition. While the reconciliation pro
cess itself is di.fficuH to conceptualize, the hypothesis was tha 1L the test 
group of Jay parties would be more satisfied than the control groups. 

Satisfaction with the disposition was measured by two items--one rated 
satisfaction with, and the other, the,fairness of, the disposition in the' 
respondent's case. The two i terns were then incorporated into an addi tive 
scale with a range from 1 to 5. * The focus of the index is.on the output 
of the case; the final res~lt of the court's proces~ing. 

The findings indicate a positive, if not overwh~lmingly enthusiastic, 
evaluation of the case outcome, with the victims, defendants, andpolicere
porting similar views. The mean s.cores for each group are shown in,Table 
9~2, page 116. Even the defendants were relatively satisfied with the ' 
court's decision. Somewhat more than half of the defendants (55 percent) 
were on the positive, or satisfied, end of the scale (i.e., above the mid~ 
point). Almost as many victims (52 percent) were on'tnepositive end of the 
scale. It is interesting that the police were the le~st supportive, with 
only 49 percent giving an overall pos1tive rating. The findings are compar
able with thosp. reported in other studies of levels of satisfaction in. atti ... 
tude surveys. 11 " 

The relativeli,y high degree of 'satisfaction among the'.three groups is ~"'
an i nteres t i ng f irtdi ng, given the wi del y di fier.ent. per sp-e,ct lves represented 
by defendants, vidtims~ and police. The defendants' s.at.isfaction would 
seem counter-intui:itive unless the expectations had ,been for. an even more' ~'" 
severe .penalty th~!n was actually received. While it is ,quite llkel,y that· '1 
many defendants welre in fact gui l.ty, the sentence is pr·obabl'y percei ved. to :1\ 

be more a matter of ,some discretion. With this discretio.n there could be" 
expected some' difference of opinion reg~rding the approprIate s~ntenc~. The 

. findings, reported here certainly do not suggest unanimous approval of the· 
. decision: one third of the defenda:nts,:,.~cored on the negatfve side of the 
scale. Neverthele~s, the senSe' of, the distriQuHon Is that a major.ity.·,o,f.~',: ':" 
the defendants, knowing that they could have r.eceiveda harsher penaltYl, 

. . " . {,. 

ii{i'iponae-iiii-Who-aTcr-no:r-J(now-t he~aTipo"s i ·ti on we r-e no t as ke d the que st 10:n:;' , 
and'have',been excluded from this.p.ortion of the analySis. . : ,r 

:1;: 
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LOCATION OF DIFFEREf'oCES;~/ 'SATISFACTION WITH DlSPQSITION 
, . . 

Defendants 

A. Differences Among Treatment Condi tions 

Victims Po! ice 

Control: 
,;_ tes t j lJdge 

, ~X='3.41 (~=71) 

Test~ , ' 
)(=3.Jl ',F-=.98 
(N=132) . . 

~Control: com
.e.ari son judge 
X=3.12(N=93) 

Defendants 

/!
ot Attended 

," ','" =3.3.0(N=49) 

At tended . 

X=3.~6~ ..•. F=.30 (N=8') ., ' 
, ,'J -

, 'c '_ Control,' ' 
, X~3.23(N=162) 

Control ~ . 
_te'st judge 

.' ,~X~2.90(N=~4 
Test~ 

X::3.04 F=3. 08* 
(N=77)~. .' 

. . .. '~,Con~rol : com-
. J!ar i son judge ' 
X=3.55(~=50) 

Control: 
test . judge 

.~=2 .82(N=64) 

Test I X'=3.17· . F=I.35 ." 
(N=ll8)' . ~ 

".' ~-- C· , ......,..,. ont rol : . ,com-
.ear ison judge 

. X=3. 12 (N=73) 

B.Attendance..,.relatecl Differences 
-,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

V:.ictims 
I _:', _ 

. "" Not At tended 

Att¢nde~'X=Z.89Cn=48) 

X=j'2.9~' .. ' F=l •. 4') .-' ; (N=29) . , 
, :~ - ." -,' ., 
'. '. Cont-rol 

, !=3. 29H"=8 4) 

Pol ice 

No't At t.ended 

.,. . .' /.'. X=2 09 . .3 (N=76.) 
,AttendeV' ..... ~ , , 
X=j'57~'" f~3w45* 
(N=42) , 

. Control 
3(=2. 9'9 (N=1'3/1.) , 

,~ '".' ~ 

!,J AnaLysis of var!ance, * = 5igo; a,t oOS. 
,. 

" 
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feH. t'hat what was given was not unreasonable • 

. The victims ~nd police reported similar degrees of satisfa¢tion'wi;tli . 
tbe dlsposlHon. It is 'important to point out'tha.t the victims and·p,oll'ee ", ~. 
r~pre,ented in the ;.amples Were ttsuccesstul"i.n the' court liy!tem,:in 't.nat 
their cases proceeded to a disposition, rather than being dropped'at the 
po!.lee stat"lonor preliminary hearing. A further caveat on theiindings' 
for' victims and ,pol ice is that large, portions of each group did riot-'know 
~e disposition of their case. The relative satisfaction should be viewed' > 

1,nthe cootext of a likely skew in the victim and poli(:e population, where 
having achieved a disposition may be seen'as an accOO1pli.simen1. . 

2. Treatment effects. Given the generally positive interpretatiQnof 
the disposition .of the case, the question to be addressed is Whether the 
conference procedure accounted, in any way for that per.ception. The tests 
t,or that proposition are presented in Table 9-2, previou$page.·' The ana1y
s i. of variance test for dif ference's i sthe set of nunber spresented in the· 
middle of each triangle. For defendants and police, the treatment condi-
1ions accounted for vir1ually none of the variance in the-level Of ,satis
faction.An examination of the mean scores for each group shows that the' 
defendants in the test group were very close to their controlco'unterpar.ts . 

. in their level of satisfaction. Given the comparatively Intenseinvolve--
ment in the processing of one's own case, it is probably not too surprising 
that the avai.l.ability of the pretrial settlement conference makes relAtively 
1 itt Ie impact on the way de! endant s view the final di spos it ion, \liha tever it 
may be. In any event, for defendants, the treatment "conditi"ons' do not' help 
to explain the degree of satisfaction.· " 

1\" The overall treatmen~ effects on police satisfaction. with thedispo.si·-
~, ". t ion were not stat i st icall,Ys igni f icant. However, the mean score for the 
.,.t· test polIce was, as hypothesized, more.positive than the control po'lice~. 

fUf,ther analysis showed that for the pol ice whose cases were assigne.dto 
one of the three test judges' courtroOlns(3udge C), those in the test group, 

'~were significantly more satisfied than those in the control group. * . 
The tests for differences among treatment conditions for the vict'ims 

present a different analytical problem. The analysis of variance shows 
,that the thr'ee treatment groups diff'~red significantly in their levels of 
"satisfaction with the dis,position. An examination of the meansco.res indi-
cates that the critical dyad for measuring treatment effects showed IUtJe' 

'; dl fferenc~. The greatest di stance was between the twocontr·o~. groups" not' , 
'; between ei 1her cont rol group and the tes 1. Further test i ng i ndl cated that 
. _ dl ff.erences among courtrooms explained more of the var lance than -did treat..; 

men 1. effects. Similar to the police findings, attitudes ap.pear to be af ... 
fected by the cour t room where one's case was heard. . .. 

.-.:.'. 
f ' 

Th~: sensitivity of these attitu,d.es to differences among thecout'trooms " 
de,erves further discussion. Because of the lack 0'1 1lfo.ad experi~nce in' ", 

. othercour t t~oms on the part of the victims, i 1 is sl,irpr 15 ing·that the;aH.i- ~ . 
tudes should .be respORS i ve to di Herent court toom practices .Particul arly 
thevlctim would probably have vir.t,ual1y no personal knowl~dg~ ,Qf theq]ffer.~ 

',.nees incourt'rooms.' On the other hand, the diff,~rences in cotir~ro~ pr''ac~ , . 
" ~; 

• • < r 
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tlc"and 'tyle .have already been demonstrated on several d.imension$, includ .. 
In,-sentencing practice,. (See Chapter VIII f,or discussion of sentencing 
practice •• ) If. the per sonnel .in var ious court rooms behaved di fferent! y. it 
1. not inconceivable.that the observers (pol,ice and victim) wouJdrespond 
to the cUfteren1- practices. Unfortunatel y fo'r thi slat ter argt.meot, the 
cOmparison imong .. courtrooms of mean scores on satisfaction with the dispo
sItIon do. not bear the same relationship to each other as do fhe measures 
of sentence sever 1 ty • Thus, thecourtrOQlTl wi ththe most severe sentences. 
1. no,t the courtroom with the most or least satisfaction. As a result, there 
llprobably only the most tenuous, if any, direct relationship between court .. 
room differences insentenc-ing and perceived liatisfaction by the lay parties. 
The explanation for the satisfaction, then, probably lies in t)1e more complex 
mix of .perc~lved .practices and attitudes of courtroom personnel than in mea
iurabJedUferences In courtroom sentencing. 

'oj. 

~ 3. Atl~ndance-related effects. The next question to be considered ia 
; whether att~~aance at the conference can aid in explanation of the findings. 
, AI Indicated In Table 9-2. above, for ~he defendants and victims~ the level 

of satisfaction with the disposition did not differ significantly between 
thOle who ~aid they did and dId not attend a pretrial settlement conference. 
Seeing how the disposition decision was reached dic.l not measurably change 
the satisfaction level. . 

.'mong the pol ice' respond~nts, those who did attend a conference were 
moresatlGfi~d than ~ither ~~n-attenders or control group. The finding is 
In t.he e,xpeeted Qirection. If ,attenders differed from non-attenders in pre
existing attitudes, then the mean scores for the two groups should lie at 
theextrenes with the control group's mean score which would contain the 
whole range of attlt~des located in the middle of the distribution, Instead, 
the absent • .nd control groups are very similar, qui te ·different from the more 
positivesc.ore of the attenderso While this pattern certainly does not prove 
a ~ausal connection, it provides t~ntative support for the propOSition that 
the c:onfer~nce procedure ~as contributing to the more positive attitudes • 

.. In summary, approx1mately half those interviewed who knew the disposi
tion tel'" t.haiin their case it was generally satisfactory. The level of 

. s.tistac.tlon was similar, in the aggregate, among defendants, victims, and 
pol1C~. No strong evidence appeared to show that the level of satisfaction 
w .. , 'affe_eted by the availability of the conference procedure. There was 
same Juggeetion, however, that attendance at .the confer,ence was associated 
with gr~at.er satisfactiQr\ among the pol ice respondents. The professionalism 
of th~ police may have them responsive to an opportunity to partiCipate in 
the d!s~~)Sition. Alternatively, the police, with more extensive experience 
In the courts, may have had firmer expectations regarding their disposition 
cholce$ than the deferidants or victims. If the expectations were relatively 
low,the.n observing the settlement process may ,have made the disposition more 
under$tandable .. and therefore made it more acceptab.1e. 

I 

b, .S.a.thf~ct·l·on with the Proce.ss 

. '. t.Descrlptlpn •. ' On.e aspect of the evaluation of outcomes was the effect 
of<tn~cqoference procedure on attitudes towards. the way the courts processed 
c.ses. ·Anln.dex of satisfaction with the pr'ocess incorporated items about 

. the percefved responsiveness of prosecutors and judges to information given 
to themal')d about equality of treatment. The focus· of the items was percep-

!J6 
.) 
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: tions of one 'sown exper i.ences, not on ab-stract ions or generaUza1.loos- abou\ 
h()w the court.s might have acted. Uni ike the index of sa1.151ae\100 lIi.tll '\b~ 
dtsposi.Hon, aU respondents who attende,d a~y court' proeeed~ng$ answered" " 
some portion of t,he i terns.. * 

T~e lay resp(m~en~s W1!re generall y sat! .sf led with the 'at tent ion 11 ve.n . 
to thel r cases, as Indicated by group mean scores located toward the p,osl
tive end oJ the scale for defendants, victims, and pollee. As shown .in Table 
9':3, page ~.20, the police,were the most satisfied, with a mean score of 4.10 
out of 5~ ~ighty-two percent 01 t'he pol ~ee respondents scored. above. t~~. "'. 
midpoint on the scale. The victims, with a mean. score of 3.9, had' asJinllar 
proportion above the midr;loint. The defendant1s mean score pf 3.30'-1t 'Of .5 
included 60 percent who wete above the middle or neutral po~itlon. The dis
tributions indicate a general consensus among the respondents that court$ 
had been, ~ttentive to their views •. Particularly for the police, the case 
that close,s 'after an arraignment is to some extent a vindication of the'll' 
eifor t •. ,The' pos i t i ve eva! uat ion of the cour t s' performance may' well be af ... 
fected by the view that the courts are performing well when they carry case~' 
through rather than dropping the cases early. . 

The level of satisfaction is comparable with' that r~ported in other 
studies. Knudten, et aLv found a high degree of satisfaction among victims 
about the way they had been treated when they were interviewed afterdif .. 
ferent court proceedings. 3/ The Rand study of court performance in Dade 
county found that a majority of defendants, victims, and policeg~\'e a rela-' 
tively positive evaluation of their treatment.!!.i Whlle some)ndlvlduals . 
no doubt are dissatisfied the pattern that ~rges is one of approv~l • 

. 2; Treatment effects. Against the backdrop of general sati~faCl,iori. 
~llh the way the courts processed cases, the question is whether the con(~r-, 
erice procedure affected those evaluations. The findings are reported in 
Table 9-3. The defendants and pol ice in the three treatment condition~' 
(test group and controls for both test and cQmparison judges') reported simi .. 
1 ar evaluations in the way they felt their cases had be"en handl e.d.At the 
leve f of overall t rea tment ~f feet s, there is no ev j dence to suggest,tha t the 
conference procedure contributed to a more or less positive view. It should 
be noted that the conc.1usion is based on inferences from the res.earch dt:sign. 
and does not mean respondents were indifferent to the conference pro~edure ' 
itself. The respondents ~ere not giving jud~n1.s about the conference .in 
particular; instead, -the inferenc~ i~ based on comparisons among respo~d~n,t~ 
in test and control groups of their JUdgments about how their cas~was pro~ 
cessed, regardless of method. -

Pmon,g the victims there is some evidence that the. conference pt~ced\.lre" 
contdbuted to the overall positive evaluation of the way the courts pro';' , 
cessed' cases. The di fierences among the three treatment condi tionswer'e' . 

. stat i 5t icall y s i gni Hcant wi th the test v ictims being more sat! sHed than 

*The-Yndei-;-wTth-arange-of-ITom-r-to3'-; .... ls additive, with eacnre$pon .. 
dent's total score di v ided. by the .m.mber ,of i terns answered. Fifteen per
cent of the victim~, 11 percent of. the pol iCe, and l~ss than oneperc,ent 
'of the defendants reported attenqing no proceedings. The decision to ex
clude the evaluations by those who had never been to court was base~on ' 
thestud,y's focus on the way lay 'participants at court proceed,ings evaluated 
their treatment. 
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TABLE 9-3 

I..CX'.A1100 OF I)IFFJ:REl'CES:!J SATISFACTIOO WITI-t cnRTPROCESS 

A. Differencesh'nong Treatment Conditions 

Defendants 

Contror:1 
~test j~d~e' 
~ X=3.47(N=72) 

_Test ' 
X=3.40 F=2.31 
(N=132) 

~ , Con~'rol : . com: 
~1!.~r 1 SO!, ) udge 

X~3.13(N=43) 

~ 

Defendants ~ 

. Not Attended 
I ~~=3.j9(N=49) 

Attended . 
~=3.44 F=~8' . 

.i (N=8j)~ " 

I ~ Control 
. X=3.25(.N=163) 

Test 

Viet ims 

cont~ 

~
test j~d~el 

< < X=3.66(N=~9) 

X=3.86 F=3.'S* 
(N=l20) 

~< Control: com-
• < ariSg(N!~~,e 

Pol ice 

, '. Cont ror;-1 , 
< ~test j~~~e' 
~ < < X=4~ll(N=90) 

_Test , 
X=4.13 F=.31 
(N=-l73) 

~ 
« 

Control: com
«< , Bar i son j~dg<e 

X=4.0.5(N=1l6) , , =4.0~ . 

B. Attendance-relaiedDifferences 
~. 

Victims ~ Police ~ 

Not Attended Not Attended 
, ~X=3.78(N=84~' ~=4.03(N=12j) 

AJ,tende~ AJ,.tender .' < 

X=4.04 P=l.'l X=4.39 
(N=36 ).. < • (N=48) 

~, Control . 
~=3.8.5(N;:::137) 

~ 
; !/ Analysis .of v.ariance. *sig. = "J .0.5. 
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... be ~ontrol victims for the test judges, although less satisfied than vic .. 
tims from the comparison judges' courtrooms. Purther analysis revealed 
that there were courtroom differences in the viet im evaluatlons of. .t.he pro-

,ee.sing to the extent that the treatment effects could be 10caJiz';d prima'f
tty to oRe of the three test Judge's courtrooms, The paU,ern'ot findings' 
ean probably best be swrmarized'as'modest or suggestive evidence that the 
conference procedure contributed to victims' level Of satisfaction with coutt 
_roce •• ing. - " . 

'i 3. Attendance-related Dlffe,rences. In the' defendants' evaluation of 
• 4b.lr court experIences, thqse who went to conference~ did not differ sig

Q,l,tieantly fi-em those who did not attend. The relatively large number of 
proceedings that defendants attend may tend to diminishJhe impact pi the 

,conf'erence procedure. Purther it may be recalled t.hat the defendants par-
tlclpated least in conf~rences of any of the partIes present. (S~e Chapter 
VI.) For the defendanti, the opportunity to observe and, on a limited basis, 
to participate in the conference disc~ssion, was not sufficiently salient 
to affect their feelings about court processing. 

Por the victims, also, the attendance-related effects were statisti
cally inSignificant, although those'who attended were generally more posi
·tlve than tho3e who did not. It is interesting that no attendance-related 
effects appeared for the victims, since victims were the'one group where 
there was some evlde'3:ce of treatment effects. One would have expected that 
the increased satisfaction in the test group would have been located pri
marily among attenders. One e)(plai~Qtionfor this anomaly, asswning more 
"than st'atistieal noise is operating, may be that the increased satisfaction 
. comes not from partiCipation in the conference, but in the consultative 
process which included notifying-victims of the conference opportunity • 

. Thus, receiving,information about ~he availability of the conference may be 
~\ "the key to the test ef fect.s • 

.among the polIce, those who att.ended the conferenc~ were 'comparatively 
. more sati sf led with the way thei r case was handled than those who did nl;)t 
,attend. The difference Js in the hypothesized direction, The lack ofover
all. treatment:'. effects is" mos tlike 1 y due to the relatively small propol" t i on 
(28 percent) ~f police who recalled attending a conference or to pre-exl~ting 
differences. Even if those who ahended were' totally converted to the util-

- i tyof the conference, that., support would tend to get swallowed up .in the 
'larger pool of t.est cases, especially given the hIgh rate of satisfaction 
among allot f icer s. It appea'f S , then, t,he t for the polIce, un!'i ke the vi c-
1.1rns or defendants, attendanc~,at the Gonference was associated'with a more 
:.po$1tlve evalu.ation of the court's procedures although we cannot infer a cau-
~aJ cofinect ion'_ The pol i-ce, who would have had .greater' pr i oil" Invol vement 
in c;ourt procedure; were perhaps more sen~itiv·e to the participation oppor .. 
tunl ties of fered by the conference ~han were viet ims and defendants-. Most 
of the latter two groups would lack,a comparative perspect,1ve'and, therefore, 

'could be expected to know relativ,efy little abQut alternative ways of hand .. ! 

'1 ina ca$'es other than that which was offered on their' case. WI thout expero 
ience wlthother procedures, it is'possible that theopportunitiescf the," 

,conference were no't so distinctive t.hat the vlcfim and defendant respondents' 
WOUld pick up on them. The plausibly different ranges of experience' in the· 
:court~ of the police on the one hand, and vict.ims and defendants on the 
:other. may explain why t.heat1.endance-related dif'ferences appeared only for 
"pollee. '. 

" 
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,E .. Attitudes Tow~rd the Criminal Justice System 

1. DeScrl§tion.Tbe preceding sections have focused on the ways res·· 
pondent, viewet1niir own experience in the courts. The problem in this 
sectiQn is to con$ider the impactQf the conierence procedure on views of 
the criminal justice system, defined more broadly. The focus was on the 
system's perceived fairness and ability to determine the factual truth in a 
situation. The ,reason for; focusing on fairness and truth was that these 
ideas seemed. to incorporate two major functions of the criminal justice sys
tem. Eval uat ions on these dimens j ons were used', then, to make a sumnary 
measurt o~ JyS1.em performance. The intention was not ,to obtain any compre
hensive, ,measure of all aspects of criminal justice system performance, but 
to· look at,t~ose areas where the purposes,of the conference might be most 
appljca.ble. 

'jh.., respondent 5 were asked to make judgment sin terms of thei r views 
of th~crlminal lustice system in Dade County. The referent was specified 
1n order to provide a cannon perspective. Further, the intention was to 
focus on the evaluations of system performance, rather than on the .nore ab
stract concepts of pow'er and author i ty. Four 1 terns were used which asked 
about fairness of police, their general job performance, the willingness of 
courts to punish law violators, and the court's ability to determine accur
ately guilt and innocf.mce. * These items were not included for police res
pondents.becabse of their professional p6sition in the criminal justice sys
tern. 'Their criteria for evaluation could be e~~pected to be so different 
from de'fendants and victims that the area was well beyond the scope of the 
project. ' 

the ,findings, report'ed in Table 9-4 l page 121, suggest that defendants 
v.lewed,the c·riminal justi;~e system i,n a somewhat'different light from vic
tims. 'the defendants' mel:in score was 3.'09 out of 5 while the viotims' was 
3.7.3. Put another way, Qnly 47 percent of the defendants, but 84 percent 
of the victims 'Nere~above the neutral or midpoint and toward the positive 
end of the scale. The vlctlms' generally more p~sitive view is not hard to 
understand, since the victims'~cases represented successes in police work 
and, ~t, least, ~o\.lrt effi(t:;!en'9y. While the respondents were specifically 
asked about general views~ra{h~r than personal experience, it is likely that 
at some point the ,two perspectives (personal 'experience cmd general or citi
zen evaluation) inform each other. 

2. Treatment effects" " The tests f~)r treatment effects, presented in' 
T~ble9 .. 4, ,show s('me preTimina,ry 'evidenc,e of changes attributable to the 
conference proce,d,~re amongde,f'endants. L)efendants il) the test, group gave .' 
generally more pOlsiti:ge ratings' of ,the criminal justic~' system performance 
than did their counte~~arts in the c,ntrol group for the test judges. The. 
difference is in the expecteddirectl.on. However, an even greater difference 
thCl.n .among th~ pi,li rs of tr~atment gr.oups is shown between the two cont.rol 
g('QUps •. Thus, i~, is most likely that. the apparent treatmente~fects are i~ 

'fact, $':!bstantively insigniflcan't,. Further investigation revealed no dB-, 
f ere~~es ~ or any of the test j udges betwee~ tes t and cont rol defendant s., Th!! 
pattern ofOnd,ings suggests that the sta,tist.ically signi.ficant treatment 
effe(;:t, ~,r:e more apparent than real. 

*PQrri;nw;rkrnji;-see-AppenaTi:B.:-~-fhe-,responses were added' together, and 
divided by the number of items answered to make a sumnary scale with values 
from 1 to 5. 
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TABLE. 9-4 -
LOCATION OF DIFFERf:!ftCES:!/ 

SATISFACTION WITH aUMINAL JUSTiCE SYSTEM 

I 

A. Differences mons Treatment .. Condi tions 

Def endan,t s 
. ~ 

-Control: 
~test judge 

~"'~ X=2.86(N=~'1) 

Victkn..!. 
~ 

"""Control: 
_test judge 
X=3.72{N=68) 

Test . ...,.......--- , _Test 
X=3.13 F=3.85* X=3.72 F=.09 
(N=132) (N=125) 

Control: com- ~'Control: com-

Attended~ 

~~rison judge ~arlscn judge 
"X=3.21 (N:::93) X=3.76(N=8" 
~ ---'-' , 

B. Attendance-related Differences .' ~ 
Defendants ~ 

Not Attended 
_________ X=3 • 03 (N=49) 

Vi ct ims 

~ot At tende'l' 
~X.=3.?5(N=89) , 

X=3.22 F;I.46 
AJ..tende~ , , 
X=3.64 F=.37 " . , 

(N=85) 

!I Analysis of 

_ Control 
X=3~04(N=162) 

(N=36)~ 

. ~ 'Cont'rol -X=3.74(N=I53) 
,~ ~ 

variance; * = slg. at .05. 

(\ 

~----------------------------~--.----------------....... --------, ------~====------. 
The victims in the three treatment groups were r ,emarkably slmUar to." 

each other and were generally satisfied with the criminal justIce system. 
There is no evidence that the conference affected victims' views aboutcrl-
mi nal ) us ti cesys tern performance. . , 

3. Attendance-related differences.' Att~ndance at a pretti.al se'tU'~n~ 
conference did not seem to affect either defendant or victim attitudes tow~rd 
the cr imina! jus t ice' sys tern. ,For neither group w(~re th0 dUfere'nces $ ta~J $ .. 

,tically signUi.cant. Such a finding is consistenJt with t.he inter.preta:~~OrL 
that there were no overall treatment effects.,' The two sets of te,Sts' te,nd;:l,o 
confirm lea,chother, indicating that th~ changes. ental,ted in the:' con'fer:once' 
process were ei ther, not of su,f f i ci ent magnitude or were not peort.;ei v,d ';\0 hn .. 
prov.e the criminal justice ~ystem. ' " " 

'1-'.) 
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there is a considerable body of research into the processes by which 
people form perceptions about civic authority and, more directly, legal 
authority. 4/ T'he affective and cognitive bases are generally thought to 
form early Tn life and to follow developmental sequences. 51 The e.ffects 
of subsequent exper i erlCes and, even more generall y, the degree of cont i nuHy 
between childhood and adult perceptions is still little understood. The 
scaJe of satisfaction with the criminal justice system reported here pro
bably taps sane of these more fundamental orientations toward the legal sys
tem and, more generally, attitudes toward authority. The findings presented 
suggest that the conference procedure, which constituted a structural change 
in the court system, d.id not significantly modify the orientations toward 
the criminal justice system. 'J 

F. Expe~!ed Sentence Differential 

1. Description. One coricern about the conference procedure involved 
the impact on the defendant of the judge's participation in plea negotia
tions. Does the judge's presence increase the pressure on the defendant to 
accept the plea offer rather than offending the judge by insisting on a 
trial? 

It is difficult to examine this concern because of the inhere,nt coer
cion of the criminal justice system. Clearly if the judge used the confer
ence to explicitly threaten the defendant with a more severe sentence if he 
did not accept the offered settlenent, the conference would be more coer
cive. But is the judge who indicates that the sentence is three years now 
and will be the same after the trial, unless new evidence is presented to 
change the situation, being coercive? Or, to the extent that the judge has 
reduce.d the nlmber of unknowns in the decision to invoke a trial, is the 
conference less coercive than a situation where the defendant must decide 
without that information? 

Further, by giving the defendant direct information about the decision 
(thu$ reducing the extent to which the judge's decision is comnunicated by 
the defense attorney as an inscrutable fait d'accan~li) is the process made 
less coercive? Finally, does the opportunity for t e defendant to pat'tici
pate constrain. the capaci ty of the judge and attorneys to make arbi trary or 
c,aprlcLoys.ag..recements and thllsr.educe inappropriately coercive aspects of the 
plea negotiations?-" 

These considerations make 1t clear that considering the possible coer
c he impact of .;t.he set tlement process is an ext reme I y d iff i cuI t thi cket. §.I 

For the purposes of the evaluation, the issue has been limited te the 
threat of a sentencing differential in the decision as to whether or not to 
go to trial. Two items were used for defendants who plead. (See Appendix 
B tor wording.)' An .additive·scale wa;:; creClited, ranging fran I to 5, with 
a higher score indicating more pressure to plead. This approach does not 
begin to tap all of the dimens i onsof coerc io.n or of the decision to go to 
tr1a1. Howe.ver; it cjoes focus on one of t he most bas i c issues in t ha t deci-
sion. By comparing )est and controls and attender and non-at tender cases 
on the extent to whtch anexp~cted sentencing differential affected the de
cisi~n 10 ple~d, the findings should indicate whether the conf~rence proce
dure exacerbated the choice. In this way, some evidence can b.e developed 
about whether the conference structure affected that choice. . 
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'(he mean score on the expected sentence dUf:'erentlal was ).68 out .of 

5 ~see Table 9-5, below). Fully 60 percent Of:t}le'l defendant sample who plead 
guilty reported that the fear ora morese.ver~ sent.ence at trial was an im- " 
portan~, if ~ot the cr i tj ~al f reason lor -pI e~(H o~: guit ty. ':W~ether the dif ":,'. '. 
ferentla.l. eX1sts or not, 1t may affect the deien~~nt's declSlon.Further,,\":,· c. 
it suggests the problems involved in making ;'the (ight to trial-a reali,:ly. ..:' 

.•... 

~------~------------------~------~--~-----------+~.~.+<----~ 
TABLE 9-5 

LOCATION OF O'IFFERENCES:!! SALIEl'CE 
OF, EXPECTED SEN1ENCE .DIFFERENT~AL 

~ -

A. Differences Pmong 
Treatment Conditions 

. - ,{ 

Defendants X=3.61 . ,j 

. c~ 
test judge' 

~=3.77(N=38) 

" ." 
~ .. 

':.:~B. At tendance- re la ted 
'\", Differences 

.; 

~ 
Not AtteJided 

.... , ,J' 

~ 

I_Test 
X=3.68 
(N=I01) 

F=I.40 

. ~X=~.49(N~33) 

Attended I 
X=3.83 . F=J~73 . , . 
(N=69)~ ". 

!! Analysis of variance. 

Control: com·· 
.E,.arison judge 
X=3.41(N=64) 

~ * = 

. ~_ Control 
X=3.,50(N=lill) . 

slg. at .05 
~. 

2. Treatment effects. The meal') scores are extremely close for the test 
and control defendants. The statistical tests for tre.atment effect~ indi .. 
cate that the confe·rence procedure had no impact on the perceived sentence" 
differential. The defendants in the test group do not appear to have ap
plied a different weight to this factor when they made the choice to ple~ 
guilty. 

3. Attendance-related ~ffects. The greater coerciveness of the judl
cial involvemen~ might operate either ~s'a threat of judicial presence at 
the negotiation session, or as a perceived reality (judici~l behaviot with~ 
i n th'~ conf erence itself). Those who attended were somewhat more concerned 
about tll1 anticipated sentencing dlfferential than were those who did not' 
attend, although the group differences were not statistically significant. 
It appears, then, that the corif~rence procedure, either as a set of rules 
for structuring plea negotiations or as a deci$ion-making process,·didnot 
sign if i cant! y change the cal cuI aU on of risk 1 n deci drlng to pI ead gui! ty '" 

To, suriTnarize, the coercive effect oiinvolving the\'ludge in plea n~go~ 
tiations was conceptualized for the evaluation as anelementintlie,calc;:ula1'" 
tio~ of risk ill the,decisiori about whether or not to go tq trial. ·It was:: .' 
measured by the salience of. the expected sentence differential were'one to 
have" gone to triaL. Although for m,ost defendants who plead guilty that ," 

" .... \., 
....... 

'~ \ ' 
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calculation was central to thei r ch(llice, the findinlts showed th,at ,the con
fer~mee did not affect the salience of the' issue. 1rhe explicit involvement 
of'~he Judge in the plea negotiations did not increas,e the defendant'.s per
cethton that going to trial might-result 'in a more severe sentence. 

G.~llnmary of- Case Outcomes 

the pretrial settl~neni conference procedure, with its two provisions 
. ~f jtidicial presence at al,1 negotiations and invitations to attend extended 

tp defendants, victims, and police, was expected to change lay perceptions 
of the courts. Four indices wer~ used to measure the effects (knowledge of 
the disposition, satisf~ction with the disposition, satisfaction with the 
process, and satisfaction with the criminal justice system). Arnajorityof 
the defendants, victims, and police interv-iewed expressed satisfaction on 
these Indices. Virtually all defendants, half the police, and on~-third of 
the victims reported knowing the disposition of their case. When considering 
treatment effects measured by differences among test and con~rols, the lay 
parties whose ca,ses were assigned to' the test condition were generally simi
lit/r to'Lhost? in the control groups fn their attitudes and perccpti9ns. Of 
the ten sets of tests among treatment conditions, only two showed treat-
ment effects. First, test victims were more satisfied with" the way their 
cases were proces se!l than thei r cont rol counterpar t s. The di scus s i,on sug
gested th~t the consultative process itself mi~ht produce the more positive 
attitudes among the victims. The second significant finding was that the 
police in one o"f' the test judges' courtrooms were more satisfied with the 
disposition of their cases than were the controls. Both of the significant 
findings were in the expected direction of ~ore positive attitudes attribut
able to the conference proce$s~ However, the failure 1.0 find consistent re
sults across the groups makes it. unlikely that the imp.iementation of confer
ence procedures, based on the level of lay attendance achieved at this site, 
made substa.ntial changes in publ'ic perceptions about the courts. ' . . 

In the co,ntext of negligible changes in the .environment in 'which the 
court system operates, th~re was s~ewhat more evidence of differences in 
perceptions for victims and police based on attendance at the conference. 
Of the seven sets of tests among' the victims and police on the four indices, 
f'our showed that s'Uenders wre more positive than non-attenders; victims 
who attended were more likely to report knowing the dlspositicm of their 
case than non-attenaers. Police who 'attended the conference were more likely 
to kn.ow.th~.dlsposltion and to be more satisfied with the disposition and 
processing 01 their case. 'For the ~efendants, attendance did not affect 
their attitudes. While pre;-existing differences could not be ruled out, the 
patterns were consistent with hypothesized changes attributabl'e to the con-
ference. " 

On the ~uestion of the possible coercive effects of judicial presence 
on a defendant's right to trlal, there was not evidence that the ~onference 

. procedur', nor that attendance, affected the defendant's decision to accept 
a plea. ' 

In general» at a syst'emic level the conference did not appear' to affect 
attitudes and perceptions of the lay parties. At the individual level, based 
on pElrsonaL exper i ence of. attending the conference, there is some ev i dence 

, that ih(1: conference procedure produced more information and more positive 
attitudes toward the way cases were handled &nong v~ctims and police. One 
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· of the issueS that thi s di sti nct i on between the ~ystemic and .Jndi vidual 
level of effects points to is the substantial gap between the' provision for 
voluntary lay attendance and the attendance itself~\ The benefits demonstra .. 
ted" at the individual level raise the possibility ot, systemic effects,_ It 
thus poses sharply the question of the potential victim utilization of the 
conference opportunity given optiml.lll notification conditions. The need fot' 
further research :i s cl ear 1 y indica tied gi ven the potent i al for subs tantial 
systemic effect. 
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OfAPTER X 

:I ' DlSOJSSI~ AN)~UJSIONS 

A. Introduction 

The overwhelming reaction of judges and attorneys around the country 
upon first hearing of the proposed pretrial settlement conference was that 
1t would not work. They pointed to a myriad of problems that foredoaned 
li. The char i table view was that i t w~s i if ty year sahead of its time $ 

Thus, the most salient conclusion of the evaluation may be th.at the proce
dure "worked". It did not place undue stress on the felony di sposi tion pro
cess ln Dade County. The victims and defendants did not disrupt the con~ 
ference, nor did they misunderstan'd the proceedi.ng and accuse the :judges or 
~ttorneys of improper conduct in disposing of the cases. 

This discussion reflects serious predictions made in several jurisdic
tions about the potential problems with lay participation, particularly vt~
tim participation. A few lawyers in Dade County thought that lay presence 
Inhibited the attorneys and judge fran discussing possibilities of settle
ment with candor and openness. Other attorneys challenged th~s view. They 
asserted that the professibnal parties can find a way to say, in appropriate 
and non-offensive language, everything that needs to be said. The finding 
on settlement rates suggests that lay presence does not reduce the possi
bility of settlement. 

The presence of both victims and defendants did not create problems, 
except in rare exceptions. These exceptions involved verbal, not physical 
confrontation. Nor did the conference create problems regarding the eye 
witness identification of defendants. None of the professional participants 
reported significant problems relating to the presence of lay parties at the 
conference. 

Concern was expressed early on in the project that a defendant or, more 
likely, a victim would misunderstand what happened in the conference and go 
to the papers to c~npain about the result. On the other hand, one of the 
local papers worried that the conference was giving the victim too much in
fluence in the outcame of the case. No public attacks were in fact made~ 
Some defense attorneys expressed concern about victim influence, but at least 
as many felt that the victim had been helpful to the defendant. 

The pretrial settlement conference did not seem as radical in the con
text of the Dade County criminal courts as it had elsewhere. Officiah there 
had had experience with some elements Qf the proposal. This prior experience 
aided acceptance and implementation of the proposal. It may also have masked 
some of the effects of the conference process by reduci.ng the contrast be
tween the test procedure and the standard procedure. Por whatever reasons, 
the empirical results were positive, but modest. On many parameters, there 
were no significant differences. 

B. Judicial Participation 

While their styles differed, all three of the test judges were the most 
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active 'participants in their respective conferences. OUr conceptualization 
of the! r perf'ormance suggests that they differed in the amount to which they 
structured and, controBed th,e conference and in the extent to which they , 
aeti vel y i nv-oJ ved the other par tici pants, bot'h I ay and profess 10nal, in the 
conferen,ce drscus~ions. 

The original idea far the proposal fore$aw the judge in a relatively 
passive rol,e... The negottating was to be done by the two attorneys with some 
input from t,he lay parti~s. The judg~ was. expected to, perform some proce .. 
dural functions, but not to became actively involved until the parties had 
reached a tentative agreement. The judge w~uld then indicate whether that 
agreement wa~ acceptable. 

The greater judicial involvement had at least one benefit and one cost. 
The benefit was that it seemed to focus the discussiQn and plobably accounts 

,,. in J.arge part for the relatiVely brief conferences. The cost was one judge's 
sense that, by indicating at the conference what he thou&ht the appropriate 
s~nteJlce sho,uld be, some defense attorneys were eneouraged to try their 
cases. Thi 5 result flows f rem the expressed poll cy independent of the con
ference procedure, of at least two of the judges, not to penalize the defen
dant for exerclsing his constitutional right to trial. Thus, the incentive 
to plead guiUywas reduced. The extent to which this happened 15.not clear. 
The data on dispositions does not disclose a significant increase in the per
centage of cases tried~ * 

Put Hog as i de the ques'll cn ()f how per'las i ve a probl em thi sis, the di
lerrma can be avoided by not specHylng that a particular sentence would be 
imposed if the defenda!lt plead guilty, but rather indicating that the ten
tatively agreed ,upon sentence falls within a range of appropriate disposi
tionss This posture allows the judge to give the parties assurance of hIs 
acceptance of the proposed sentence without binding hIm under all circlm
stances to that disposition. 

The ,greater. judicial invoivernent also focused attention on the concern 
expressed by various parties about the coercive effect of the ludge's pre
sence. Our data disclo$ed no significant differences in the perceived pres
sure to plead betweetl test and control defendants. Thus, the widespread con
cern about the inherent coerciveness of judiCial participation is not sup
ported by the evidence of this ·study. Of course, this is not to Gay that 
this concern is totally mistaken. These conferences were rur. ~~ a controlled 
atmosphere. It seems plausible that 1n diUerentcircl.lllsf,ances involving 
dif ierent per sonali t i as there coul d be' a coerc he effect. On the other hand, 
the findings do, suggest tht judiCia! participation can be structured, so that 
it is not perceived as any more coercive than other procedures. 

A related concern involVes the risk of loss of judicial dignity by 1n-

*Oii'-rfii-;;tner-llancJ';tFifi-phenamenOri-wa:5reported only at the end of the pro
ject period. It hi possible that s(.me defense a.ttorneys learned over time 
to manipulate the conference process to their benefit. This change in be ... 
I- :,;.i.. r may have been masked by the j arger mmber of cases whi ch preceded it, 
altho~gh ,the rt;lrity of trials makes generalization difficult. It is also 
possible that a few deviant cases overshadowed the norma,! pattern in the 
judge's mind. . 
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Judge that he thGuaht that the conference had just the opposite effect. The 
fa.ct that the judge took time to l~sten to the lay parties and to expl~in 

, his decsion to 'them increased their respect for the Judge and the judlcial· 
process. 

, 
" 

F.'" . l ~ : 
?, f.<::· 

The question 5ti 11 remains as to whether the Dade County pl'actice of 
not transferring the case to another judge if settl~~nt efforts fail sh~uld 
be recommended for f~ture implementatio~project. * We $uggest that, absent 
strong oppos it i.on in the next fur i sdiet ton, a t rarfsfeC' policy be adopted. 
It would be instructive to see hoW such a policy works out. Further, given 
the widespread support of the view that the t~iaJ judge who wll!senten~e 
1f the case is tried should not partiCipate directly in plea negotiations, 
and the serious concerns underlying the view, it would. be preferable that 
the next implementations ref lect that pol icy~ if at aU possible. 

As indicated, the judges took a more active role than was originally 
foreseen. This change did not affec~ the scope of the conference, however. 
Despite the more active judicial involvement, it did not become an informal 
tria! •. It remained as plea negotiations!, alihough more structured and for
mal. that is to say, the focus of the dilScussion was the appropriate pun
ishment tQ be imposed if the defendant pSead guilty. The conference did not 
become an infor~l assessment ~f the eVidence or result in an advisory opin
ion regarding likelihood of conviction. 

c~ Lay PartiCipation 

While the lay partje~ differed in the frequency wIth which they attend
ed the conferences, for none,of the parties was attendance significantly re .. 
lated to offense severity. Defendants attended two~thirds of the confer
ences; the' viet ims and police at tended a thi rd of them. The police were 
more likely to attend conferences for crimes without a victim than confer
ences for crimes with a victim. This difference apparently reflects, in 
part, the role that the poliee playas the complaining witness in victimless 
cr imes. 

The prosecutors and judges were not. surprised, although some were dis
appointed, by the victim~s relative non-attendance. They had experienced 
this reluctance in other aspects of the case dispOSition pr~cess and gener
all y interpreted it as ei ther alack of i nteres,t on the par t of vi ct ims or 
attributed It to the number of court appearances that witnesses are required 
to make. 

The interviews with test cohort victims conducted after their respective 
cases ha.d closed raises an additional poInt. Many of the non-attending vic
tims said ·that"the reas~n they.haa not attended was that they had not been 
notified of the conference. Of ~ourse, there can be a self-serving aspect 
to their claim. The best that can be done at this point is to withhold 
judgrrient abt)ut the likely ext~nt of victim utilization of the conference 
pending further study. 

There are, of course, CO$ts in involving the lay parties in the confer
ence for both the criminal ~ustice agency personnel and for the lay par~ie~ 

. *Tr-ihouTa-be-notea-thar-the-number-or-cases fran the test cohort that were 
tr!ed'is small, a total of 26. 
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\hemselves. Some minj~l time is involved in setting a time f.,r the confer
ence which. is acceptable to all parties. In Dade County, this was done at 
arraignment and did not represent a significant time investment. Since the 
defendant is usually present at arraignment, no additional notification Is 
necessary, al though in fact the prudent defense counstll wi 11 ·contact the de
fendant before the conference, both to remind him of it and to prepare him 
for participation. Notice to the victim and the police officer, neither of 
whom are likely to be at the arraignment, is a substantial problem, as we 
have indicated several times in this report. While the costs of notification 
art-' r~al, there are somebenef its. The not if ication can be used as a way of 
aS$essing the victim's attitude towards cooperation and encouraging partlci
pation in all stages of the dispOSition process. Another possible benefit 
lies in the fact of addi tional contact between. off lcials of the court system 
and the victim enhancing the latter's sense that there is an active concern 
about his or her needs and viewpoint. 

There are attendance-related costs for the victim in taking time fran 
job, fwmily, or studies and for transportation to the courthouse. The de
fendant, if not incarcel'ated, must bear the same types of costs. These con
siderations raise the issue of the possible impact on victim cooperation 
with later stages of the prosecution. Will another courthouse appearance, 
even if voluntary, decrease victim Willingness to attend the trIal if a 
settlement is not reached? The issues are somewhat different for the police. 
Since the conference process does not affect the overall trial rate, the con
viction rate, or sentence severity, should the department assume the costs 
of officer attendance? Presunably, the officer would be involved in other 
police duties if not attending the conference. The increased police satis
faction with both the process and the sentence when they attended the con
ference suggests that a police administrator concerned about officer morale 
and about dissatisfaction with the criminal justice system might consider 
the attendance costs justified. * 

The protocol and atmosphere of the conference was that of a business 
meeting, rather than a court proceeding., Nevertheless, the victims and de
fendants were less active than the judges and attorneys. Their role seems 
to have been basically that of observers with a limited and structured 
input. This is neither surprising nor disturbing~ The conf~rence pr~posal 
did not envision a "deprofessionalizing'! of the negotiation pr{icess. Rather, 
it aimed at providing to interested parties a view of the process which pre
viously had not been available and a limited opportunity to add relevant In~ 
formation. 

Attendance at the conference was expected to increase the amount of in
formation available to the lay parties and to make them more satisfied with 
the criminal case disposition process. It did not have these effects for 
the defendants, although on the issue of knowledge of the disposition, al~st 
all defendant 5, not unexpectedly, knew the di spos i tion of thei r case. At
tendance at the conference affected the knowledge of disposition for both 
victims and police officers. 

iThere-rs-i-caveat-to-these-commentS:-l5ur analysis of the data indicates 
that the police conference attenders were more favorable to all plea bar
gaining than non-attenders. This finding raises the possibility that the 
attendance-related effects reported are in fact the result of pre-existing 
attitudes. 
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The evidence of the conference process I effect on lay atU tudes towards.' 
the process and disposition is unclear. The evidence that does exist of 
attendance-related positive impact on victim attitudes point to the possi
bility of systemic effects if attendance was greater. This possibility r~
inforces the desirability of further testing of the conference pnocess. The 
effect of attendance on attitudes was more pre-nounced on the police than on 
either the victims or defendants. Police who attended the conference were 
s Isnl f lcant! y more likel y to know the di spos i t i on of the case and expr.essed 
greater satisfaction with both the process and the dispositi\)n, although the. 
latter two differences may reflect systematic difference~ between attenders 
and non-attenders. 

One of the test judges expressed substantial disappointment in the 
attendance rate of victims. This factor, along with a declining assessment 
of the value of the information that the lay parties had to offer, played 
a substantial role in his ultimate evaluation of the conference process. In 
fact, two ~! the judges appeared to undergo shifts in their attitudes to
ward the value of the infbrmati'on the victim had to offer. Their experience 
with the conference led them to reduce the value placed on victim contribu
tions to the settlement discussion. The third judge, whose expectation about 
the value of the lay parties' comments was high at the beginning, seemed 
confir~d in that view and, perhaps, even more positive about the valu~ of 
having all the lay participants at the conference. 

In assessing the significance of these views, it is necessary to recog
nize the extent to which the judge controlled the discussion in the confer
ence and, to that extent, influenced the amount of i~formation contributed 
by the lay pa~ties. Further, the professional parties routinely make the 
sentencing decisions without lay participation, which suggests that their 
perception of what was required for the decision did not need lay partici
pation. In fact, their information needs appear to have been relatively low 
and generally satisfied by the court file and the material routinely avail
able to the attorneys. 

As indicated earlier, the presence of the victims and defendants did 
not create problems of order for the judges. The victims were not intran
sigent in their demands for severe punishment of the defendants. In only one 
conference did the victim ask for the maximum penalty for the defendant. 
One judge indicated that the police could, on occasion, be intransigent and 
thereby make it difficult to settle the case. However, another judge felt 
that the police presence had been very helpful. This same judge believed 
that the victim and defendant presence was extremely helpful in affording 
the judg~ an opportunity to gain a better understanding of their needs and 
motivations. He expressed the view that their presence helped the judge 
came to a fairer sentencing decision. It should be noted that this judge 
used the negotition style extensively and sought to involve the other par
ties in the conference and in the decision-making process. 

In summary, the evidence suggests only modest benefits to all parties, 
both lay and professional, involved; and those were generally attendance
related. The police seem most appreciative of the opportunity the confer
ence procedure provides when they attended. However, they attended the 
least often of the three lay groups. The evaluation also disclosed no major 
problems for any of the participants. The problem of disruption, both in
side the conference and out, did not occur. 
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D. Impact of Conferericeon Court Processing 

Contrary to a range of predictions about the effect of juclicial and 
lay participation in plea discussions, there were no statistically signifi
cant differences in se'&tlerilent or trial rates between test and control easel. 
Differences between conference and non-conferen~e cases in the test StOUp 
suggested that the likelihood of settling a case or a prediction of the 
likely sanctions may have affected the decision to convene. the conference. 
Nevertheless, the conference procedure did not affect settlement rates, sen
tence severity, or the use of incarceration or restitution. 

The professional interviews generally supported this point of view. 
Most judges and attorneys were of the opinion that the presence of tile lay 
parties affected the outcome in a small nlJllber of cases, but not gen,eraily. 
There was a minority opinion, represented by one test judge and some of the 
attorneys, that the use ~f the conference had affected sentencing, b9th in 
terms of sentence severity and the use of restitution. 

Whiie one of the evaluation hypotheses was that the conference w~uld 
increase the use of restitution, there were no ~pe~ific ass~ptions regard
ing the impact on sentence severity or the use of incarceration. Thus these 
findings are not radically inconsist~nt with early predictions regarding the 
conference. 

Somewhat surprisingly, the one area in which the conference did affect 
case processing was the length Qf time from arraignment to c!osing. Our 
findings disclose an overall reduction in the time to disposition for the 
test cohort of cases. Simiiarly, all three judges closed a greater percent
age of test than control cases on or before the originally scheduled trial 
date. This result was not predicted by any of the professional participants 
nor by the project staff. It appears that the scheduling of a time at which 
the relevant parties meet to discuss the possibility of §ettlement is more' 
effective than a series of sequential bilateral discussions. It is pu~zling 
that this difference developed, since the test judges utilized status con
ferences in the control cases. The status conferences were usually held 
the week prior to the scheduled trial date. The official purpose of the sta
tus conference was to determine whether the case was ready for trial. In 
fact, the possibility of settlement was often explored as well. 

Precisely what accounts for the difference is unclear. it may be that 
the presence of the lay parties facilitates the negotiation process by "~king 
communication easier between the attorneys and the defendant, on one hand, 
and the victim and police, on the other. It could also be that the avow~d 
conference purpose of settlement focuses the parties' attention on th~ set
tlement possibilities and thus facilitates the discussion. 

The views of' the test judges on time-related issues were mixed, prob~ 
lematic, but important, because they played a central role in their ulUmat~ 
evaluation of the usefulness of the conference process. Two of the three, 
test judges thought that the conference process was more·time conslming t"~n 
traditional plea negotiations. None perceived the acceleration of disposi-
tions which court records data disclosed.' . 

The actual time consumed by.the conferenc·e was·not great. Th\eave,r~ge 
length of the conferences val." ied among the three judges from 9 to 12 miil'Joites w 
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The jentrance and lSeating of particlp~nts undoubtedly consumed additiona.l-. 
time. All told, it was not, contrary to same predictions, a ti~-conaumlng 
process. 

E. Conclusions of the Professio~al Participants 

The conclusions of the attorneys on whether it would be desirable to 
a60ptthe conference process were mixed and do not fall easily into patterns. 
There were defense attorneys and prosecutors on both sides of the issue. 
The private def~nse attorneys who were interviewed, with one exception,- sup
ported the use of the conierence. One judge reported that a few private de
fense attorneys had refus.ed to participa.te. On the other hand, he also re
ported that a nlmber of pr iva,te defense attorneys had urged him to continue 
use of the conference. 

To the extent that the conclusions of the attorneys can be organized 
into a pattern, it seem3 that two- issues divide them. These are the extent 
to which the conference humanizes and personalizes the case disposition pro
cess and the extent to which it facilitates th~ disposit~on of cases. Those 
attorneys who value the forrr.er liked the conference process. Those who 
place more weight on the la'lter did not bel ieve that it was an improvement. 
Unfortunately, the finding on the reduction of time to disposition was not 
available during our profeSSional interviews. Thus, we do rtot know whether 
knowledge of this finding would have substantially changed the view of same 
of the attorneys. . 

The three test judges,differed substantially in their evaluation of the 
conference preCeSS. One judge concluded that the use of the conferenc0 was 
unnecessary, except when specifi~ally requested by one of the parties, be
cause victims, for the most part, were not interested in having an opportu
nity to participate. They did want information about the results, but it 
would nQt be necessary to have a conference to accomplish that task. This 
judge .ir:.dicated that whenever 8..ny party felt that he had information to offer 
the judge on the case, the judge should arrange a meeting in the presence of 
the oth~r parties to hear that information. 

One value this judge sawin the conference process was that it reduced 
ex parte settlement discussions and thus increased the confidence of various 
parties in the integrity of the system. Another value of the conference was 
that it eNcouraged the attorneys to study their files with a view toward dis
position. This observation i~ interesting in the light of the finding on 
the reduction of time from arraigrment to closing. 

Another test judge concluded that, while there was a positive value in 
having the victim and police officer present because it gave them a sense of 
participation, the conference process took more judicial tin~ than could be 
justified by its beneficial aspects. This judge felt that the lay partici
pation did not pro~ide any more information on the facts of the case than 
would be av~ilable in a discussion between the attorneys and the judge. He 
~id allow that, when the defendant was willing to answer questions, the judge, 
did hcwe more intormation than was normally available in plea negotiations, 
al though he pointed out that this infol"mation would be avai lable in a presen
tence, report. Such reports, however, usually are not prepared in plea cases. 

The thhd judge took a markedly different view. He agreed that the 
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conference process ,took substantially more· time, but he concluded that it 
was well worth the effort beoause it led to fairer decisions. The opportu-
ni ty to meet wi th the defendant and v ictim, he believed, gave him much bet ter· 
insight into the case and not only led to better deCisions, but also was 
more satisfying for him personally. This judge also recognized the diffi
culties in obtaining the victi~s' presence but felt that those that did a'~ 
tend approved of the use of a conference. For this judge, the scheduling 
of the c.onference did not prove to be ei ther a problem or di sruptive of his 
schedule. 

• > 

The judges al so dit fered in the ir v lews of wha·t typ~s of of fenses are 
appropriate or inappropriate for the use of the conferencei 'One thread of 
agre'ement was that in cases invoJvingan individual with a long and serious 
criminal record~ theN;' was no purpose in discussing a possible settlement. 
Those cases were best tried and an appropriate sentence imposed if a convic
tion was obtained. 

Thus, the overall pattern of empirical results is that none of the ma
jor problems mat.erialized; and there is one substantial benefit--the reduc
tion of time to disposit'ion. While there is some evidence of' other benefits, 
it is too early to make definitive jud~nts. Additional analysis of our 
data and experience in other jurisdictions are necessary. 

F. Concluding Thoughts 

Plea negotiation is, and is likely to remain, an area of ambivalence 
and concern for th:>ughtful observers of the criminal justice system. Even 
though there is growing SUpp'Qit for the view that settlement without. trial 
serves other legitimate purpos·es, most proponents rest their argllTlent ulti
mately on the necessity of disposing of 9vercrowded court calendars. It is 
in t hi s context t.ha t we mus t at tempt to form judgment s about the val ue of 
the pretrial settlement conference procedure. 

Given the inconclusive results of our empirical evaluation, the question 
of basic values in the criminal .process comes to the fore. Since settlement 
without trial is the predomin.int means of cr'iminal case disposition, should 
nDt the defendant have a ri~~t to attend the crucial proc,eding of the pro
cess? Addressing this iss\ie/from a slightly different point of view, one pro
secutor, when asked whether the defendant's presence inhibited di~cussion of 
settlement, dismissed the issue by saying, "It aff,ects him; h~ should be 
there." 

The victim has not proved to be the obstreperous party that same feared. 
Further, many victims who did not attend claimed that they, were n.ot noUf.led 
of the conference, thus confoundingany interpretation of their absence. Cer
tainly, the victim has a right to be informed of the dispos.ition of the case. 

On balance, t.he promise of the, pretrial settlement conference does not 
seem as br i,ght as when we 5 tar ted.. It will not sol ve as many pr.oblerns as 
~riginally h1oped. But the promise, if dulled, is also less fragile. The 
procedure bas withstood the test of the felony disposition process. Its 
precise potential for contributing to the just and hunane disposition of 
criminal cases is still undetermined, ,but it is clearly w~rth additional 
testing and evaluation. 
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APPEmIX A -- - ( 

'SAMPLE PROCEDlRE 

1:. Uni t of Anal ys i a 

The judges in the jurisdiction agreed to allow the research staff to 
designate which cases would be scheduled for a conference and, therefore, 
set the stage. for random assigrvnent of cases to test and cOiltrol groups. 
The implementation of that opportunity was complicated, not by any lack of 
cooperation but by the intractable complexity and variety of a large court 
system. Two general problems required attention. First, a court "case" 
needed to be defined. Some strategic and ethical answers needed to be pro
vided regarding how to count multiple defendants involved in a single cri
minal event and a single defendant charged with multiple cases~ Second, we 
needed to maximize research staff control over case assignments bu~ required 
judicial involvement in the process in order to set up the conference dates. 

In the researcher's "ideal" world only one offender would conmit any 
offense for which he or she would be processed and sentenced. Only after 
c~pleting the sentence would that individual commit another offense. Thus, 
if defendants, operating alone, could be processed on only one case at a 
time, the job of the researcher would be much simpler than it is. Instead, 
a single criminal "event" may involve any nllllber of defendants. Also, a 
defendant may be charged wi th any ntmber of of fenses, processed sep&.ratel y 
or at the smne time. Because of these facts of life, simplicity would point 
toward using the defendant rather than the case as the unit of analysis, al
though no solution will resolve all of th~se issues. 

We selected the case rather than the defendant as the unit primarily 
because of the ethical issues involved in providing the treatment"-- i.e .. , 
access to the pretrial settl~ment conference procedure. We wanted to-rin
domly assign members to the test group (all of whom would have access to the 
conference). If we assigned defendants, rather than cases, we would run 
into situations in multi-defendant cases, where, for exmnple, one defendant 
would be assignod to the test and another to the control group. While pro
viding the coolerence option is within the scope of the court's discretion 
and, therefore) could be offered or denied, it was particularly troublesane 
to discriminate mnong the defendants within a single case. The potential 
for problems ~ong attorneys and their clients when cases would be processed 
differently because of research needs seemed so great that it was decided 
not to split up defendants. As a result of thIs choice, the unit of analysis 
became the case, not the defendant. * All defendants in a case were, there
fore, assigned to the same group, whether test or control. Thus, all the 
defendants in a case had access to the smne procedures. Whether they used 
them or not was up to the participants, not the researchers. 

Having decided to use the case as the unit, the next question is, what 
shall be used to represent the case? # If a case involved more than one 

*-The"·sampTe-YncTudei-T074-cases::for-T291 tie fen dan t 5 • 

HAt each point our basic goal wa'{ to develop solutions that a} would most 
completely represent the actions that courts take, and b) could be appli~d 
in the smne way to the different sampling franes. Some of the choices that 
follow may seem convoluted and/or unnecessarily confusing on their face but 
were necessary In order to meet these goals. 
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defendant, we assigned all to the same group, tracked all of them until each 
closed and then randanly selected one to include in the analysis. To rep
resent the group of defendants with summary scores seemed less desirable be
cause of the variation it would include. For ex~ple, if one defendant is 
diMnissed and another is sentenced to ten years, what should be the summary? 
Selecting a single person to represent the case loses sane of the variety 
in the multi-defendant case but avoids such ananalous scores. 

When a defendant was involved in more than one case, same additional 
choices needed to be made. The basic problem involved the discrepancy be
tween the logic of the administrative unit, which would dictate separately 
counting each case number against a defendant, and the court's practice, 
which focused on all the cases against the defendant as a single entity. If 
we worked strictly with cas~ numbers we would have the possibility of one 
case assigned to test and another to control. Unfortunately, if the court 
is awareof both the cases, which is generally the situation, it will treat 
them together. It would be beyond our control to force separate considera
tion to avoid diluting the distinction between test and controls. A second 
problem follows. The action in a "case" inevitably looked at the defendant 
as a whole. If several cases were involved the decisions about processing 
andthe final result would often reflect that view. For ex~ple, the official 
record might show four guilty pleas and four 2-year sentences to be served 
concurrently. Alternatively it might show one guilty plea and three cases 
dismissed with a total sentence of two years. In both ex~ples the presence 
of multiple cases played a role in determining the final result. The differ
ent apprQaches often appeared to be a matter of courtroom style rather than 
differences In the defendants~ It thus seemed important to modify the defi
nition of case to meet these practices. We used the case nllTlber assigned by 
the court as our smnpling unit. However, if more than one case was listed 
for a defendant, we assigned all to the smne treatment condition, tracked 
them all, and summarized the action on all the cases. As a result, the 
"case" used in this study incorporates all the charges and court cases pro
cessed at one time. Such a choice was necessary in order to represent as 
completely as possible the action taken by the courts. The s~e definition 
was used in all the sarnpl ing and'da.ta collection points so that the test and 
control groups contain similar portions of these "muddy" situations. In the 
entire smnple 16.7 percent of the cases involved multiple defendants and 
17.2 percent incorpor&ted multiple cases against a defendant. 

2. Sampling Procedures 

to 'ud es. The courts administer what they call 
a .. b 1 Tl~n~wrl~e-.p~y~s~t~em~~w~e;";r;";e~y~e~a~cT~e fen dan t, at the time of bo 0 k i fig , i s 
aSSigned to a track that will eventually deliver his or her case to one of 
the circuit court judges. This assignment is done solely according to the 
order in which the defendant is received at the County jail. The one ex
ception to this order is if the defendant has a pending case before a judge 
(or is on probation). In such cases, the defendant is removed fran the 
order and assigned to the judge before whan he or she had appeared already. 

The judges appear to play no part in the assignment of cases. The ad
ministrative judge, for ex~ple, does not have any responsibility for case 
assignment. Cases ~ay, however, be transferred fran one judge to another in 
the Criminal Division. Cases may, on occasion, be transferred becaus\:: of 
conflict of interests or case overloads when one judge may have a particu-
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larly long trial ~~at would s~riously delay his calendar. Sinc~ these pro
~edures ate followed for all defendants, it should not lead to any bias to
ward repeat offenders or long cases in any partict.llar courtroOm, since each 
-courtroom would g.et its share. The court's description of the Blind Pile 
Systern is provided at the end of this Appendi~. <, ' 

b. Sam Ie selection rocedures: test and control cases. The design 
calle Mor cases to e ran an y asslgne y t e researc staff to test and 
contrQI groups fran ~ach judge's calendar. A str2tified sample might have 
produced inforn~tion about same important issues. However, we could not 
know all the relevant issues on which to stratify at this early stage of 
research. For example, at one point it was suggested that drug cases and 
bad check cases should be excluded because conferences would be unecessary. 
Without prior experience, the ad hoc judgments about appropriateness ran the 
danger of incorrectly or incompletely identifying the appropriate criteria 
for seh:ction. A random sample, since 1t does not requIre such prejudgments, 
constitutes the stronger design because of its greater inferenti~l power. 

Cases were added to the groups for approximately seven months. Working 
from the calendar of arraignments scheduled for the following day the research 
staff would go down the list of cases in order, identifying the first two as 
test Cases, the third control, the next two as test, the next as control, 
etc. When several case numbers were listed for the sane defendant, they 
were kept together as test or control, consistent with the prec~ding discus
sion. The staff notified the judge's secretary which cases were to be as
signed conference dates if a not guilty plea was entered. the next step 
involved dropping from these pools of test and control cases those that did 
not enter a not guilty plea. Thus, ten cases might be scheduled for arraign~ 
ment, but only two would plead not guilty. The others would he,rescheduled, 
or, less frequently, plead guilty at that time. 

The pool of control cases for each of the test and comparison judges 
was accumulated in the same fashion at the same time. ,Every third case on 
the arraignment calendar, as mentioned above, was assigned to the'control 
pool. The staff' then removed frem the pool those cases' that did not enter 
a plea of not guilty. The remaining cases formed the,control sample. 

The three test judges shared a willingness to participate i~ the ex
perimental procedur~. Based on deSCriptions by their colleagues and subse
quent observations at the site, the three test judges represented substan
tially different styles of judging, judicial philosophy, use of plea nego
tiation, and courtroom discipline. As a result, the conference· procedure 
was tested under three di fferent condi t ions. We, cannot hope to generalize 
fran the experiences in these three (;~urtroans to the universe ~f judges, 
but the differences among the test judg~s give considerable power to the 
evaluation. ' 

Although the judges had agreed to allow the selection of control cases, 
they were not informed which cases were to be used. Thep~rticipants.were 
informed of necessity which cases were in the test pool sinC&,.they needed 
to schedule the conference. (See end of this Appendix foro lett~,ts given by 
judge to defense counsel and defendant when confe~ence date was set ai'ar
raignment.) Two issues are raised by the involvement of the participants 
and the research staff in the selection of cases. First" the procedure was 
obv i ous 1 y not "doubl e-bl ind!l t as Cqrnpbell and Stanl ey sugges tis des leabl e, 
since all parties knew which were test cases. 11 
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This knowledge was unavoidable since the research staff and partlci. 
pants were all involved in the process. It is possible that this knowledge 
may have' affected behavior. On the other hand, everyone knew that we were 
analyzing other cases as well. If performing well f6r the researcher was 
important, that effect should have occurred to some extent throughout the 
entire calendar since the participants did not Know which were control cases 
and ?'hich were not included in the sample. Given the multitude of activities 
and ~riorities each has, it seems unlikely that the opinions of the research 
staff would be central in any~ne's thinking~ In addition, the judges and 
attorneys were inten'iewed by s~nior staff r'egarding their practices, thus 
spreading some of tne effects of testing. Another approach to this problem 
was to minimize the description of the procedure as an experiment and to 
make clear th~t the procedure was directed by the court, rather than the 
evaluators. Fl~ally, in the lay interviews, no reference was made to any 
court procedur~s as an experiment. 

A second issue involves the use of the judge to assign the conference 
date at arraignment. Certainly there was the opportunity, if not the in
clination, to ask for a continuance if a case were designated a test case. 
Although we could not prevent such manipulation we could find'out how often 
cases assigned to the test group (i.e., had entered a not guilty plea) were 
not assigned a conference date. We found that 4 percent of the cases had 
no conference scheduled. Some of these occurred in the confusion associated 
with the introduction of the assignment process. A second reason was the in
clusion of some co-defendants who may not have neen scheduled because they 
were not arraigned at the same time. Most of the "errors," then, occurred 
as a result of administrative problems with staff and courtrooms in the as
signment of conference dates. * 

c. Sam Ie selection rocedures: retreatment cases. For baseline com
parisons we co ecte ata on cases t at were processed priur to the imple
mentation of the experiment (i.e., prior to January 17, 1977). We have ex
plained how the test and contror-groups were selected prospective!1, in that 
the cases were selec~ed at arraignment and then tracked until they closed, 
whenever that might be. The pretreatment cases had to be assigned retro
s¥ectivel y , using closed cases, identified by their proximity to the date 
o our intervention. The staff identified approximately forty cases from 
each of the test and comparison judge'S disposition calendars by selecting 
every second disposition, going back in time from January 14, 1977. The 
procedure resulted in the inclusion of case~ that closed primarily from 
November to January. To be comparable, all cases that closed some time after 
a not guilty plea had been entered at arraignment were eligible for selection. 
The research staff then collected data on these cases, regardless of how 
long they had been in the system. 

The method of assigning pretreatment, test, and control cases imposed 
~o constraints on the lengtn of time involved in processing the cases nor in 
the types of offenses included. We should note that 8 perc~nt of the test 
and control cases had not closed at the end of the data collection period. 
The evidence for the success of these s~pling procedures lies in the simi-

*fi-are-aricuiiTng-the-iTtuatTon-where-a-conference date was not assigned. 
We are not including here a consideration of those cases where a conference 
session did not take place even though it had been scheduled. 
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larity in the range of cases in each sample group. No statistically signi
ficant differences appeared on eight measures of defendant and offense char
acteristics, -as discussed in Chapter IV. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SAMPLE COPY 

Defense Counsel 

Judge Gene Williams 

January 14, 1977 

SUBJECT: Pretrial Settlement Conference 

Attacbed to this memo is a document addressed to defendants 

in cases which will utilize a pretrial settlement conference. 

It explains briefly the purpose and participants of the confer

ence. 

The State Attorney and Judge have agreed that 

any charge and sentence negotiations in this case will take 

place in the conference. You of course are pot required to 

enter into any settlement negotiations. However, if you wish 

to do so, all discussions will take place in the conference. 

If you choose to attend a conference, the defendant is not 

required to attend, but we hope he or she will do so. The con

ference is being held, in part, to provide an opportunity for 

the defendant to participate in and gain a more direct under

standing of the possibilities of settlement in his or· her case. 

A tentative date for the conference will be/has been set 

at arraignment. There is sufficient time to allow the resolu

tion of various pretrial motions, as necessary_ The conference 

will not be held, however, unless you call the Assistant State 

Attorney handling your case at least three (3) working days in 

advance of the conference and confirm the date. 

If you wish to uSe the conference, and the defendant wishes: 
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Page 2 

to participate, it will be your responsibility to provide what

ever additional notification you deem necessary. If thedefen

dant is incarcerated, you may request the Assistant State Attorney 

to assist in making the necessary arrangements for his presence. 

No statement made by any party at the conference will be 

admissible at a later trial of the pending charge if a settle

ment is not reached. If no settlement is reached, Judge 

will schedule the case for trial. 

We believe that the pretrial settlement conference is an 

important innovation in the disposition of criminal charges. 

The use of the conferences is being evaluated by the Center 

for Studies in Criminal Justice of thE~ Un.iversity of Chicago 

Law School. A research staff member will observe each confer

ence. Each defendant a.nd victim will also be asked at the con

clusion of the case to consent to an interview. You may receive 

a similar request to express your views about the pretrial 

settlement conference and about the current plea negotiation 

process. Your cooperation with this effort to improve the 

administrati·on of criminal justice in Dade County is appreciated. 

GW: 

attach. 
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Notice to Defendants __ Regarding 

?~etria±-Settlement Conference 

The pretrial settlement conference is being intro

duced in Dade County in order to aid in the prompt and ord.'3rly 

consideration of the settlement of criminal cases before trial. 

The conferences will also provide you with an opportunity to 

participate in the discussion of possible settlement of the 

pending charge. All discussion of possible settlements will 

take place in a conference presided over by a judge, and while 

you are invited to attend, you are not required to do so. The 

fact that the defendant participated in the conference or made 

any particular statement at the conference may not be used in 

a later trial if a settlement is not reached. 

The victim, if there is one in your case, and ~ rep

resentative of the police agency involved will also be invited 

to attend. They are not required to attend and they will not 

be able to prevent an agreement which has been reached by you, 

vour defense attorney, and the Assistant State Attorney, with 

the approval of the Judge. If no agre~ament is reached, Judge 

will sch~~ule the case for trial. 

Additional information about the pretrial settlement 

conference is provided ill the attached question and answer 

sheet. The use of the conference is being evaluated by the 

Center for Studies in Criminal Justice of the University of 

Chicago Law School. 
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We hope that you will avail yourself of the opportu

nity provided to participate in the pretrial settlement con-

ference. 
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Am I required to attend? 

No. Participation by defendant, and victim is voltmtary. 

Will there be settl~~ment discussions other than in the pretrial 
settlement conferenc~e? 

No. All charg'e and sentence discussions will take place 
in the conference. 

How was my case chosen for the project? 

.. 

Three judges have agreed to participate in the project. 
From the cases assigned to each 9f these judges, a random 
selection bas been made by the research staff of the Pro
ject for inclusion in the pretrial settlement conference 
process . 
These cases will be compared with others to determine, 
among other ,things, whether the conference aids the 
defendant and the victim in understanding the process 
and the disposition. 

Can statements made at the conference be used at a subsequent 
tfial if a settlement is not reached? ' 

No. Any statements made at ,the conference can not be 
introduced at a subsequent 'trial. 

What is the purpOse of the co~ference'? 

There are several purposes. These. include making settle
ment discussions more open, providing the defendant, the 
victim, and the police officer an opportunity to attend, 
and aiding in a more orderly consideration of the possi
bilities of a pretrial settlement of the case. 

Who will r~nthe conference? 

The conference will be presided over by the judge to whom 
the case is assigned. .The other parties who attend will 
be given an opportunj. ty to' join in the discussion of any 
proposed settlement. 

What happens if a settlement is not reached? 

If a settlement is not reached, the case will be set for 
trial before the judge to whom it is assigned. 
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CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT 

SEC'rION ASSIGNMENT "BLIND FILING" 
PROCEDURE OF THE CRIMINAL DIVISION 

10 . SECTION ASSIGNMENT SHEET 

A. The ASSignment sheet is designed so that cases will be 

distributed to the various Sections of the c.ourt equally and in 

an unpredictable manner. The format is such that it may be 

expanded to allow for·"t)le allocation of 1:..ddi tional Sections of 

\:'i the Court by the addition of -, a corresp0nding number of vertical 
Ii 
" 

columns; that it may be contracted to accommodate a:.lesser num-
iJ'r Ilber of Sections by eliminating or blocking out th~ correspond-

ing number of vertical columns; and that it may be modifled to 

allow for the assignment of a lesser proportion of cases or a 

zero aSSignment of cases to such Judge or Judges, as the .t.\dmin-

istrative Judge may direct to be expedie~t, by the bloGking out 

of the number of spaces in the vertlc~l columns below the 
, 

affect,d titled Sections to effect the desired proportions. 
,< 

,d3 .. The As,signment Sheet presently in use is co~pos~~d of 
l,'1 

12,:fvertical cQlumns, each titled with the name ,Of one of the 
,1 
I 

';lI~dgeS ,of the Criminal Division, and 10 hor:lzontal columns. 
I .' 

)!~ive of the spaces in the vertical column under Judge Williams' 
'I, \ 

title are bloc~,ed out, thus allowing all assignment of c·l0 cases 
[ 1~ 

;to each of tne ()ther Sect iOll ,~udges and .. 5 cases to Judge 
, '/ .. '-~- " .,./! ), ., 

,,' !Williams',for a ratio' of 2 to 1. This la,llocation ~s pursuant 
-i l - ,: 
>,'I to the Qiirect,ive of Judge Williams as the Administrative Judge, 
. }i / \ 

.Ii, ,by his meino, o:e January' 29 j 1976~" 
-~ '~p-:;:,:.~ 
'-'1 -, '.', 
'li - ::.c,. :::. 

i,', 
.::,;,.:;' 
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Each sheet is serially prenumbered and initialed by the 

Cllief Court Operations Officer or his designee and bears space 

at the top for the initials of the designa'ted SJP~rvi50r with 

the da.te of'initiation, and the initials of the Supervisor plus 

the date upon the closing, when all spaces are filled. Suffi

cient serielly numbered assignment sheets are furnished in 

advance to the Court Operations Officer or the designated Super

visor and are kept securely, both before ')pening and after. 

closing. The sheets are not available tu other than designated 

personnel of the Clerk or fOT inspection by the Administrative 

Judge, ~t his request. 

2. ASSIGN''ENT AND POSTING PROCEDURE 

A; Section Assignments are made only by the Chief Court 

Operations Officer, Operations Officer ::>r the designated Super

visor and are not maJe ill the presence of any unauthorized persons. 

B. Upon receipt of the File Jackets and attachoents frem 

the Case Filings and Docketing Section after the initial pro

cessing detailed in "Case Input Procedure", the designated Super

visor aiain checks to Rscertain that the files are in strict 

numerical order arw ~q+ the lowest or fi~st case nu.mber to be 

assign,d or posted 1~in sequential ascending o~der to the last 

(ase numbE'r p~eviously assigned or posted :>n thle assignment 

sheet. p.~y discrepancy can be resolved by reference to the 

"Numbering" or fiCase X~ogfl Shaet, or the Assign:ment sheets. 

C. Wit:h all cases to be assigned or pos..;ed in ascending 

case nu;n'thu' order') tho designated Supervisor begins\ by assigning 
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the Judge heading the first vacant block working from the left 

to the right in the horizontal columns and from the top to the 

bottom. If the first or lowest case has previously been de

termined, whether by assignment at the Magistrate level or by 

virtue of a pending lower case number, then the case number is 

inserted in the first vacant sVace in the vertical column below 

the appropriate Judge's title in descending order. Each suc

cessjve case is assigned or posted in the same manner, working 

horizontally from left to right and from the top to the bottom 

of the Assignment Shea:. As each case is assigned, the Judge's 

name is written and subsequently stamped on the file jacket. 

The only exception to the assignment of a Section ot:-.er than in 

case number order, is in the occasion of a'l assignment of a 

HRush" case, that is an Extraordinary Petition, ~;uch H·S Habeas 

Corpus, Prohibition, etc., so that in all cases other than 

"Rush" the numbers in the vertical columns will be in ascendins

order when read from top to bottom. In the assignment of "Rush" 

cases the designated Supervisor notes in the space on the sheet 

in red next to the case number, the abbreviation "H.C." for 

Habeas Corpus; "Proh." for Prohibition; "Mand." for Mandamus; 

and "ExW" for any other Petition. When all casus have been 

assigned Sections or :have been posted, the Supervisor returns 

• all of the file jackets and attachments to the Case Fili~g 

Section for the final processing. 

D. After completion of the Assignment Sheet when all 

vacant spacer l .. ..:'OIt7e been filled, the Supervisor closes the sheet 
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by initialing and dating at the bottom right hand corner. Sub

sequently, the Operations Officer or Chief Operations Officer 

verifies the sheet I then signs and dates :tn the indicated space. 

E. At the close of a Calendar month when all cases filed 

during that month have been assigned, should any sheets be open, 

the Supervisor draws a continuous red line horizontally and/or 

vertically, and below or to the sides of the case numbers 

assigned, then dates and initials in the right hand margin adja

cent to the right line. In this manner the total filings for 

the particular month may be measured and the number of the last 

case filed and assigned may be determined. 

3. PREDETERMINED SECTION ASSIGNMENTS AND AUTHORITY 

A. Predetermined Assignments as referred to in Paragraph 

(2) are the Assignments in those cases which are "Blind Filed" 

by the Clerk at the Magistrate Level and assignments in those 

cases, whether directly filed or bound-over from the Juvenile

Family Division, wherein lower cases are pending. In both in

stances Local Rule 2 is the criteria since the sa.me procedure 

and similar assignment sheets are employed at the Magistrate 

Level. 

B. Local Rule 2 is :also the authority for assignment 

when Informations or Indictments charging multiple Defendants 

require the consolidation of cases made on previously bound

over Magistr~te or Juvenile-Division charges. In ~ome instances 
" 

Se¢tion Assignments may need to be changed when a new Defendant 
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not previously charged in the Magistrate or Juvenile Division, 

has the lowest pending case number of all of the Defendants 

named in the Information or Indictment. 

C. Those cases in which an Information is refiled on a 

previously dismissed or Nolle Prossed Case~ or in which an 

Informatiun is directly filed after the dismissal of the same 

charge by the Magistrate, are assigned the same Section of the 

Court which was originally assigned, by the authority of the 

Administrative Judge Williams in his memorandum dated August 9, 

1976. The Clerk's procedure in processing Informations filed 

or refiled in previously 11No Informatione1,11 Nolle Prossed or 

Dismissed cases is also to file and Docket such in the original 

file and under the original case number. This procedure avoids 

the necessity for transfer of pleadings, preserves the contInuity 

for reference to original Section Assignment, Speedy Trial ter

mination date, and Attorney teams, and prevents the possibility 

of delay, when, if separate files were made, the original was 

not brought to Court. 

The described Assignment procedure and Assignment forms 

were effected on August 17, 1976. Documentation for the ref

erences made and sample forms are attached. 

• 
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1. Court R.ecords 

APPfNllX B 

INSlRlMENTS AN) SCALES 

a. Methods. The re~earch staff collected basic information on each 
case about its·processing in the courts, the offense, and defendant. Most 
of the data is self-explanatory. 

~. Scales. Inter-coder reliability was achieved by checking the scoring 
with the original records. On a regular basis, staff meetings raised coding 
problems that were referred to senior staff for resolution. The senior staff 
reviewed all the coding. The court records were rechecked when the coding 
was unclear. Where discrepancies in the court records occurred, the problems 
were noted, additional docll1lents were reviewed, and the supervisors in the 
clerk's office were consulted for assistance in order to resolve the issue. 

The categorization of offenses was the most problematic. No single 
measure ".as been developed that is fully satisfactory_ We used two, each 
with its own strengths and weaknesses. First, we assigned Uniform Crime 
Report codes as a measure of legal categories. These codes are a rough or
dinal scale of offense severity. The UCR codes have the advantage of being 
relatively easy to use, since they correspond to the statutory labels used 
by the courts. We used the first 19 UCR felony categories. Anything that 
did not fit in thoSJe was put into a miscellaneous category. If several dif
ferent charges were listed for a case, it would be assigned the code for the 
most serious one. Attempts were scored the smne as a canpleted act, with 
the exception of h~icide which was scored as aggravated assault. 

The UCR ind~x has some clear disadvantages since it uses rather gross 
categories and, therefore, underrepresents variations. Furthermore, since 
the UCR codes consider only indirectly the social definitions of the serious
ness of the criminal event, they are difficult to use for many explanatory 
purposes. 

In order to explore our data 1n the light of a social definition of 
offense severity, we adopted the Sel!in-Wol,fgang offense severity scale as 
a second measure. Using the Sellin-Wolfgang scheme, each event was first 
categorized by whether it included injury, theft, and/or damage. Then . . 
the coder indicated the presence and frequency of different types of injury, 
intimidation, damage~ and forcible entry. 

Weights as established by the Sellin-Wolfgang scale were assigned to 
these items, and the weighted items are totalled into a single score that 
represents the offense severity. Figure 2, page 155, shows the scoring pro
cedure. At'tempts were recorded under the categoriz~tion of the event, but 
the total score might well be zero. Zero in this scale meant no diamage, 
rather than that no event occurred. Onitted from the index were VIctimless 
offenses which were treated separately. Drug cases, the most frequent vic
timless crime, accounted for roughly 20 p~rcent of our cases. and required 
speclaJ coding. Lacking national studies on the perceived s~verity of var
ious drug offenses, we recorded the offense category (sale, possession, pos
session with intent ot conspiracy), the type of ~rug (heroin, cocaine, wnphe
tamines and barbiturates, and marijuana) and the amount of drugs seized. 
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FIGlRE 2 

SERIOUSNESS OF OFFENSE 

Injury ____________ Theft ____________ Drunage -----_ ... ----Vict 1ml es 

1. H of victims of bodily harm 
a. receiving minor injuries 
b. treated and discharged 
c. hospitalized 
d. ki lied 

II. # of victims of forcible 
sexual intercourse 
A. # of such victims intimidated 

by weapon 

III. Intimidation (except II above) 
a. physical or verbal only 
b. By weapon 

IV. # of premises forcibly entered 

V. # of motor vehicles stol~n 

VI. Value of property stolen, dmnaged, or 
destroyed (in dollars)' 
a. Under 10 
b.l0-250, 
c. 251-2000 
d. 2001-9000 
e. 9001-30,000 
f. 30,001-80,000 
g. Ovel' 80,000 

Wi. 

1 
4 
7 

26 

10 

2 

2 
4 

1 

2 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Total 

I VI I. Drugs 
a. Kind 

·l ! 
I 

b. Amounr----------------------------------------------
c. Was charge:-Possesslon-----------------------------

Possess. w/-rntent--
~~~!piraCY ________ =:=::: 

---------------------

The amounts were dichotomized for each drug, depending on what the juris
diction informally defined as large enough to require jail time. The cut 
points are higher than the statutory ones. 
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"Large" was defined by State Attorney practice regarding the amount at 
or above whlch that office would, seek jail time. For marijuana, it was 
2 ounces or more; and for cocaine or heroin, 5 packets. Pills created great
er definitional problems, since the practice was "not as well articulated as 
for gther drugs. More than one bottleful, while hardly precise, was the 
best available estimate. 

One of the variables that gave the most trouble at first was determin
ing whether a case was settled or litigated. This information is not re
corded as such and we finally made the inference based on other information 
in the court records. (For a discussion of the coding decisions,see Chap
ter VI I. ) 

The Diamond-Zeisel severity scale, a modification of the scale developed 
by the Acininistrative Office of'the U.S. Courts, was the basis for comparing 
sentences between groups. The Diamond-Zeisel scale was developed tor the 
federal syst.em and required one modification to adapt to a state system. 
1'he scale ra.nges from 1 (for fine only) to 201 (for 99 ye'ars) with three the 
rninimwn if any incarceration is imposed. The state court used a wider range 
of combined prison/probation sentences than was available in federal courts. 
Instead of giving a flat score equivalent to the minimum prison and proba
tion time combined for any split sentences, we scored the incarceration and 
probation time separately and used the total, whatever it might be. 

A second problem arose when the sentence given for each count was dif
fere~t from the time that would actually be served. A defendant might be 
given a new sentence concurrent with one currently being served so that no 
new time was given although the records showed a substantial new sentence. 
In other cases, the judge might sentence a ceiendant to x years but indicate 
that some portion of x would not be served if n~ new problems arose. This 
discretion was independent of the parole board's policies of early release. 

In order to deal with these differences, staff recorded two sentences. 
The first, or stated severity, used the modified Di~ond-Zeisel scale to 
record the total time for the offense. If the sentences on two ~harges were 
concurrent, the stated time was the total that could be served tor this of
fense. The second, perceived severity, subtracted from the stated senlence 
time that would be concurrent with an existing sentence or in which execu
tion was stayed. The perceived sentence recorded any additional time that 
might be served on the new offense. Any time served awaiting trial was not 
subtracted from the sentence scores on the grounds that many of the effects 
of imprisonment would occur whether the time was served prior to disposition 
or aft~r. 

2. Observations of Pretrial Settlement Conference Sessions 

a. Observation ~rocedures. One of three full time members of the re
searcn staff attende each conference session. They rotated amon,g the court
rooms so that any systematic differences in observation skills would not con
found substantive interpretations. Before the session, the observer noted 
who was present. The observation instrument is included below. During the 
session itself the observer wrote down in sequence as much as possible of the 
verbal behavior, indicating the speaker, to whom the cannent was addressed, 
and a paraphrase of all cannents. After the session the observer made some 
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subjective ratings, provided descriptive data about the conclusion of the 
session, and categoriz~d comnents into one of eight subs,tantive categorIes. 

~ • 1" 

A comnent was counted 'any time one of the following occurred: a) a'dU .. 
f erent per 50n made a codable 5 ta tement; b} t he same per son made a s t.ateMent 
that fIt a different topic category 1ha~ the immediately preceding Ohef"Or 
c) the same person made a statement that fit into the same category as tOe' 
immediately preceding one but which expressed a different thought, alth9ugh 
r~lated to the previous one (~, provides new information).' 

These categories were defined as, follows: 

(1) Facts of the Case: This category includes statements about 
the charges pending against the'defendant and the facts of the 
incident which are the basis of the criminal charges. I, 

, " 

(2) Prior Record, Further Charges: We have grouped prior rec~rd 
and furth~r charges, because both relate to the general question 
of whether the defendant has a criminal record. We coded thiS' 
information separately from "facts of the case", because we 
wanted to see whether criminal record was introduced in settle
ment conferences. 

(3) Law and Practice: This category deals with a variety of sub
jects. It can inclUde statutory requirements, office policy, 
or an actor's general procedures. 

(4) Maximum Sentence: Reflects a description of what the statu
tory maximum was as well as a suggestion or recorrmendation that 
the maximum sentence be imposed. 

(5)(a)(b)(c)(d) Prediction of Trial Outcome: This category in
cludes any discussion of the consequences of going to trial; (a) 
if go to trial the sentence will be more severe; (b) a trial 
might result in the disclosure of new evidence, which might 
rr~ke the sentence more severe; (c) if go to trial may get the 
maximum sentence; (d) the sentence will be the same after trial. 

(6) Conference Precedent: This category includes any reference 
to dispositions or procedures id prior conference cases. Here, 
we are looking at references to earticular prior cases, not 
general practice, 

(7) personal
f 

Background History: This category includes work 
record, famf y life, drug or alcohol usage of either defendant 
or victim. 

(8-) Recomnendations: This category reflects recorrmendations for 
di'sposition of the case. . 

A final coding category dealt with corrrnents about procedure: the sche
duling ~f another session, discussion of procedural options available, and 
conference procedures. That category is not presented in this report sinc~ 
the focus here is on substantive issues. 
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Early experience with the conferences indicated that a dichotomy be
tween sett 1 ed and 1 i ti ga ted cases was i nsuf f Ic i ent.' At many sess ions, a 
slngle proposal would be discussed, but the attorneys would want to clear 
the agreement with clients or police; or the conference would conclude when 
an attorney indicated the intention to file an additional motion". We de
veloped four categories that incorporated outputs from conferences that were 
held (as distinguished from those that were not held as scheduled). First, 
a conf~rence is categorized as s~tled if a plea was taken following the 
conference or was delayed but agreement by all parties appeared assured. 
Second, a conference is called tentative if a single disposition was being 
discussed, but no firm comnitment could- be made. For example, the p~blic 
defender, while not indicating dissatisfaction with the proposal, wou'ld say 
he would have to check with the client. A conference is called continued 
if it Was adjourned for further motions or evaluation, or a single disposi
tion was on the floor but there was not indication of its fate. Finally, a 
5~ssion wa~ called $oing to trial if o~e of the parties,ind!cated an inten
tion of gOing to trial. These categorles were based prImarIly Dn verbal 
behavior. The observers were instructed to s~lect "going' to trial", if 
that was verbalized, even if they felt quite sure that the parties would 
subsequently settle. 

The observet' made judgments about the judge's style in the conference 
according to preset categories. The procedure used the conversation in the 
conference as the raw data. The sumr.aries and subjective judgments about 
the conversation became the data for analysis. One benefit of the procedure 
was that, during the conference session, the observer did not attempt to ca
tegorize the behavior, and thereby could concentrate on accurately and com
pletely recording the sequence of verbal behavior. The record 01 comments 
provided the senior staff with a source for checking the sumnlary judgments 
of the site staff. 

c. Observer role. The three permanent staff rotated conference obser
vations wnong the three judges. Each observer's training consisted of writ
ing as can~lete ce$criptions as possible of some conferences, followed by 
review with sr:nior staff regarding completeness and accuracy. From these 
:,'\arratives and extended staff consultation, we were able to establ ish comnon 
patterns of behavior in the conference, resolve technical issues that required 
clarification for the observer, and dev~lop some reliable coding categories. 

After the initial training period, each observer was respohsible for 
recording the observations and then sumnariz~ng them. The observers were 
informed of the general issues on which we hoped to collect data and were 
consulted regularly to refine these issues based on their observations. 

The staff's observer role was to maintain silence during the confer
ence and to talk to the participant~ only to clarify what the observer had 
not heard or what was not clear. Because the staff becrune fruniliar tQ the 
participants, they were sanetimes drawn into casual conversations .before or 
after conferences that would provide additional insights regarding how the 
conference was functioning. In general J the staff observers were able to 
maintain their 10~ profile. They never were asked to leave a conference, 
and the professional'participants, when interviewed by the senior staff, 
reported th~t their presence had no effect. 

A potential problem involved expel :'menter effects. The site direc.tor 
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and two assistants worked full time at the sit~'in the court building. 
While the judges were responsible for the conduct of the conference proce
dure, project staff were involvf~d on a daily basis with the implementatlQn. 
The staff role was to conduct the evaluation, but that involved extensive 
liaison work -to establ ish procedures for the implementation. At each step. 
the staff tried to ensure that the procedures could be carried out by the 
court system. If notification of victims and defendants about the confer
ence depended on our staff, for example, we would not hav.e tested whether 
a court syst~n could absorb such a task. On the other hand, the requirements 
for the evaluation required staff identification of test cases for the judges 
and presence at each conference. 

The site di~'ector carried out a facilitator role and, as such, became 
a participant in the e}:.:periment. Every effort was made to limit the inter
vention. In addition, the many goals and duties of the court participant~ 
probably acted to redllice the potential impact of the experimenter. It is 
unlikely that any changes due to the experimenter would be accomplished over 
the objections of the participants. Besides identification of cases; pro. 
ject staff were involved In three other major ways in the evaluation. First, 
one member of the project attended each conference session in order to pro- . 
vide systematic data clol1ection. Second, the staff, with the assistance of 
college interns, interviewed participants in connection with the evaluation 
effort after cases had closed. Finally, the staff examined files in the 
Clerk's Office. The different tasks inv~)lved varying degrees of intrusive
ness. The staff presence for more than a full year and the rather large 
number of cases involved in the study made their vIsibility and, hence, their 
potential effect less noticeabie, as the staff becrune just another member 
of the court work group. ~I 

d. Inter-observer reliability. Canparisons were made of the ratings 
made by the three observers to test the reliability of the data. Each ob" 
server attended r.oughly the srune proportion of conferences for each judge. 
HO'~ever, one observer ahended the shorter conferences of each judge. That 
o~server was engaged in directing the interviewing tests so he may 
have tried to attend only those that could be expected to take retatively 
little time. In any event, we know that there was some variation in the 
length of conferences each attended. Taking that finding into account, we 
analyzed the observer differences in ratings of descriptive and subjective 
data. The findings are presented in Table B-1, page 160. On the descriptive 
data, the observers provided substantially the same information with the 
variance being explained pri~rily by the length of the conference rather 
than the observer. For three of the six subjective ratings where compara
bility would be more difficult to achieve, the observers used similar ranges 
of ratings. For the oth~r three, the observer differences were significant 
even after the length of the conference was taken into account. Therefore, 
the pattern of findings indicates that the subjective data are somewhat less 
reliable than the descriptive data. Fortunately, for our purposes, the sub
jective ratings are used only in conjunction with the more reliable descrip
tive {~;ateria1. Further, rotating the observers among the courtrooms mini-' 
mized the bias. As a result, we feel that the observation data provide a 
reasonably good basis for substantive analysis. 
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,. TABLE B-1 

RELIABIL,ITf OF OBSERVATION DATA 

5 u''l11la r y . Main'Effects: Interaction 
Main Effects Observer Time (Observer Time} 

\ 
\ 1 • Observation Data \ 

a. Nurnber of 

I recorrmendations 7.27* .22 9.80* 2.09 

b. Total mmber of I 
comnent s 64.15* 2.57 81.83* 3.85* 

\ c. Total Number of 
topic changes 35.34* .37 43.11* 2.75* 

2. Sub j ecti ve Judgments 

a. Structures Development 
of conference 5.00** 10.25** 4.27** 4.14** 

b. Develops consensus 1. 75 2.36 2.39* .76 

c. Gains Factual Base 5.25** 11.74** 5.10** ,48 

d. Explains Decision 3.22** 2.99* 4.20 LIO 

e. Imposes ,·:milateral 
decision .35 .22 .44 1.64 

f. Ntrnber of different 
recorrrnendatlons 5.16** 1.95 6.92** 1. 30 

*sig~ = .05; **sig. = .0.; ***sig. = .001. 
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SNAPLE COPY 

CONFERENCE OBSERVATION CHECKLIST 

1. Case Summary 

1. Project (I ___ _ 2. Location: Chambers 
Courtroom .... 

3. Date ------- Conference of (befO'-r-e--t~h~is ---4. 

5. Participants present (Check:) 
_Judge 
____ Ass't. State Atty. 

Defanse Counsel 
Public Defender 

_Private 
Clinic 

-Court-app't. 

6. Original Trial Date: 

Police: 
_____ Arresting Officer 
_____ Investigating Officer 
___ Department representative 
___ Defendallt(s} 
___ Victim(s) 

Others: 

7. Original charges: -----------------------------

8. Negotiated charges: ______________ _ 

9. Negotiated Sentence: 

-------------------------
10. Conference Outcome: 

1. Negotiated prior to conference ____ _ f. Settled 

3. Tentative ___ ;4. Continued ___ ; 5. Trial ___ _ 

judge today) 

11. If case negotiated prior. to conference, SPECIFY t~ ----------------------

12. Reason not settled because: (CHECK ALI .. THAT APPLY) 

a. lack of time to complete 
negotiations 

h. discovery process incomplete 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

-----A~;------------~------·----------------------------------~ 
I; 
\ 

.11., 

" ;.1 

SAMPl.E' COpy 

c. additional motions to be 
filed 

e. evaluation for any sort of 
specialized treatmerLt 

___ g. other charges pending 

~. parties could not reach 
agreement 

d. raview t(i\otat,ive settlement 

f. absence of critical person(s) 
(SPECIFY) ,----------------

h. othet' (~~PECIFY) 

___ j. does not apply 

13. Case going to trial: yes ,_ no ___ don't know ___ _ 

14. Rescheduled trial date if any change: 
---~--,----,-------.--

No change: 

l4a. Next court date ______ , or, none spe(~ified _______ , NI A ___ _ 

15. ~rime: Start __ _ Amount of recl.~ssed time _____ .. ___ . 

List in order of occurrence each statement that is made by listing, sending, 
receiver, style and comment content. 

Judge 1 
ASA 2 
PD 3 
DC 4 
Viet. 5 
Def. 6 
P.O. 7 
All 20 

I" I 
(Sender ! Receiver 
~~. 

Question = ? 
Comment = (blank) 

COMMEN'I' 

Facts of case ··-------------·-----·-1 
Prior record, further chargE1ls ----2 
Dj.sposi ti,on --.. ·-------··--·--.,',-·---··-3 
Law end practic:e -----·---·--~t----,--4 
Prediction of trial outcome ------5 
Conference precerlent -----------·--6 Procedure ____ ...:, ... ___________ .. _' __ ~._n. 7 

Personal histor;r --------,,---,.;.--,---8 

Connnent 
-T-

I Code 
----.-------...;. .. ~---I---,--

I 

I stYlel :: I 
+ = ,-----------...,;- ';-,-_._+----

" J 

~ 1- ---~-l_-_. __ "-+ __ _ 

i-+ 
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SAMPLE COP\' 

III. Post Observation Summary 

Before filling out the summary, review the observation work she.et 

1. Code content of each comment. 
2. Bracket each question-answer set in STYLE colunm.. 
3. Cir~le each different disposition. recommendation in COMMENT column. 
4~ Draw line under each change in code. 

A. Disposition Process 

L Tally the n; ~.rher of different recomI4endations 3lla.de by each party. 

A. Judge D. Police ------
B. ASA E. Defendant ____ _ 
C. DC ___ .:..-. __ _ F. Victim _____ _ 

G. Other ------

2 •. Whose recomm~ndat1onp in your opinion, formed the basis for the 
settlement of the conference? (Check only the significant actors.) 

A. Judge _ D. Police 
"~; .. 

B. ASA E. Defendant 

C. DC F. Victim 

G. Other 

3. Ree'ord total number of different recommendations 

4. Degree of participation in-disposition (Che~k ap?ropriate description) 

A. One-tiered: Attorney and judge only 

B. Twp-tiered: Attorneys and judge with police consultation. 

C. Two-tiered:.Attorneys and judge with lay consultation. 

___ D.Collaborative: Attorneys and judge with police working together 

E. Col:tabo);:ative: Attorneys and judge with lay working together 
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5. w~o asks for PTI (Check the appropriate names only) 
___ Judge 

ASA 
___ DC 

Police --

___ Defendant 

___ Victim 

. __ ..,... Other (SPECIFY)! 
___ No One 

B. Control Style 

Circle the number that most accurately describes the judicia~ style 

1. Structures the development of the conference ==1 __ --=2;......_---:3=-----:_4..:...-
Very A great 
little deal 

2. If disagreements occur, actively seeks 
to develop a consensus 1 2 3 4 

Very A great 
little deal 

3. Uses the confere~ce to gain factual in-
formatioD, 1 2 3 4 

Very A great 
little deal 

4. Explains his decisions 1 2 3 4 
Very A great 
little deal 

5. Imposes a unilateral decision 1 2 3 4 
Very A great 
little deal 

6. If lay participation is not voluntary, actively seeks to involve: 

Police --------- 1 2 3 4 
Very A great 
little deal 

Defendant ------ 1 2 3 4 
Very A great 
little deal 

Victim --------- 1 2 3 4 
Very A great 
little deal 

7. EXhibits typical conference behavior for 
that judge 1 2 3 4 

Very A gre.lat 
;:~ 

\:\ l:1.tt1e deal ,. -. , \ 
\ 

\ 
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SAMPLE COPY 

C. Degree of Participation 

1 • Reference to prior negotiations (e. g., attorneys t~ld.ng together or 
reference by one party regarding communication betWeen thea prior to 
the conference? Yes No ---

2. Reference to lack of prepara.tion time? Yea ___ No ___ _ 
IF YES, by whom? ASA DC . _____ _ 

3. Reference to plans to file motions in the future? Yes No --- --IF YES, by whom? ASA Type of Motion _, ______ _ 
DC Type of Motion ________ _ 

D. Participation 

1. Frequency of participation comments: Give proportion of total comments 
sent by all participants for each lay participant. 

Police ___ ~, ____ _ Defendant I ------- Victim ___ i __ 
2. Who started new topics? Give the proportion of total. I of senders of 

code (i.e., topic) changes. 

Judge _,_ ASA _,_ DC _,_ P.O. --'_ Def. _,_ 

Victim _,_ Other _,_ SPECIFY __________ --..;,;_b. ___ _ 

F~ Function of lay participation for the judge (Select the moat appropriate one). 

1. Increase support for disposition reached. 

2. Gather information from"lay participants for determining 
the disposition (e.g., Fact~ of the offense 4 home life). 

. . . 

. - 3. Bring lay recommendations into the decision process • 

G. Reference to prior record 

yes· no __ _ 

IF YES, was content given?~: 
ye8 ___ _ no __ _ 

IF CONT.ENT WAS GIVEN, what wa~ it? 

Arrest? Char at PTIt . Convictionl 

H. Additional Ob8arvation.. 

. , 
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3. Interviews with Lay Parties 

a. Procedure. Our goal was to interview all the defendants, victims, 
and police officers in all the test and control cases. ln~erviews with pre
treatment participants were not attempted because of the longer time lag be
tween the time the case closed and when interviews would have been started 
(6 months to a year), whereas it was 011 j "oproximately 2 to 4 weeks for the 
test and control groups. -

Where more than one victim, 4efendant, or iJolice were interviewed we 
randomly selected one to represent th,~t role in the case. As soon as a case 
closed the. parties in the case were eligible to be 'interviewed. Names, ad
dresses and phone number:o were listed in the court record:.. Where informa
tion was missing, telephone directories,. reverse-listed ditectories.and some
times neighbors were used to establish phone contact. As soon as a street 
addr.ess was avail abl e, a let ter was sent to the respondent expl ai ni ng in 
general terms the purpose af the project and saying that we would call short
ly.- The letter described the confidentiality protections. (See end of this 
Appendix for copy of all letters)e In the letter we mentioned that a staff 
person would call their phone.ntmber (which we inserted, when available). 
If no phone numbers were available or if the respondent did not wish to be 
reached at the number we listed, he or she was asked either to call. the staff 
office for the interview or to return a self-addressed, stamped postcard in
dicating when and where the interview could be conducted. Obviously, if we 
had no phone number a greater burden was placed on the respondent. Nonethe
less, 80 victims and defendants called the office for interviews. 

The police officers' home phones and addresses were unavailable to us. 
A 1 et ter similar to the one for v ict,imsand defendant s was sent to each of
ficer at the departmental address. (See end of Appendix for copy of this 
letter.) The letter referred to the defendant's nane and case number in 
order to indicate which among the many cases in which the officers were in
volved the interview would cover. The letter indicated that we would call 
their departments for the interview or asked them to call the staff office~ 

Where the research s taf f had .phone nunbet s J f j ve at tempt 5 were made to 
r'ea,ch the respondent at different time:; of the day and days of the week. 3/ 
If no answer was obtained on any of these, no further attempts were made.
If the J'esPQnd~ntsl phone were busy or the respondents indicated that they 
were unavailable, additi~nal attempts were made. 

For defendants who were incarc~rated, only in-person interviews were 
possible. No introductory letter cculd be sent. Instead, after the correc
tions officials had given approval, a list of defendants whom we wished to 
interview was given to the warden. The defendants on the list were then 
brought to an interviewing room where the staff person would explain the pro
ject and ask permission for the interview to take place. If they agreed, 
they first signed a consent form indicating they understood the request and 
were participating voluntarily. (See end or this Appendix for ccpy of let
ter.) Whether in~pite of or becuase cf the potentially coercive. ~ituation 
cf irvnat.e$ being brought to the interv iewer by guards J cnly 7 lrmates refused 
to' take part In the inte'iview. 

Ifa de~e.ndant or victim Were incapacitated (too young or old or hos
p:l tali zed, C,'u':~"dead) some othet' adult member cf the fami! y was interv iewed 
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instead. Six of the respondents were not ,the targeted responden.t" A. Spani.sh 
version of the instrtrnents was available·\ and several of the inte'rview~i's 
were bilingual. If a respondent wished, the interview was read In Spanish 
and the responses translated after the interview. was completedo Elgb~ per
cent of the victims and:; percent of the defendant respondents were inter
viewed in Spanish. All the police were interviewed in En,lish. 

b. Attitude scales. Below are the items used to fQrm tt~e attitude 
scales r~ported in the text: 

Satisfaction With Uisposition 
I1 HOw satisfied are you with the outcome of your case? Ca) very 
satisfied, (b) satisfied, (c) dissatisfied, (d) very dissatisfted, 
(e) dan'tknow*. 
2) How fair do you think the outcome of your case was? Woutd you 
say it was (a) quite fair, (b) fair, (c) unfair, (d) quite unfair, 
(e) don't know. 

Satisfaction With Pracess 
11 Were all th~ facts of the case presented to your satisfaction 
at the (whenever the case was disposed)? 
(a) yes, {5} no;-(cJ don't "know. 
2) When you explained the facts of the case to the judge, 'Hbat 
effect do Y6U think it had? Did he gave your point of view (a) 
ser ious at tent ion, (b) di d he pay sane at tent i on, (c) only a Ii t tie 
attention, (d) dId he ignore what you had to say, (el don't know. 
3) When you explained your recomnendation·to the judge, what effect 
do you think it had? Did he give your reconmendatlon (a) serious 
consideration, (b) did he give it same consideration, (c) only a 
Ii ttle consideration, (d) none at all, (e) don.'t know. 
4) Do you think the judge tried to find out the fa,":ts of the case 
you were involved' in? Would you say he (a) definitely tried, 
(b) probably tried, (e) probably did not try, (d) definitel, 41d 
not try, (e) don't know. . 
5) When you explained the facts of the case, what effect doyoo 
think it had on the Assi stant State At terney? Didhefshe give your 
point of view (a) serio~JS aUention, (b) did h~ pay~ same attenUon, 
(c) only a pttle attentIon, (d) d11 he ignore what you hadio 
say, (e) don't know. (Asked only of victims and pollc~.·) .. 
6) When you explained yourt'econmendatiol\ for the o~tcome to the 
Assistant State Attorney, what-effect .do you think 1t had? Did 
hel she give your reconmendat ion (a) ·ser i OUS cons i d.eratieo,n, (b) Stine 
consideration, (c) onlY'a little consideration, (d) none.1 all, 
(e) dontt know.. (Asked' only of victims and. police.) , 
7) When your case went through the courts, were ypu tr~a~ed Cal 
better, (b) the same, (e) worse than other victims/defen~ant$J 
(e) don't know. (Asked only of victims and qefendants.l ,. 

· ...• ! 

J 

, 

-DOn' t 1<iiOiVresponiis wer'enotoTTerea -but were used if respondeAt was unable· "j 

to make a choice. 
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2) How good a job do you think the police do? Would you say the 
way they- do their job is (a) very poor" (b) poor, (e) average" 
(d) good~ (e) very good, (f) don't know •. 
3) If an innocer,t person is accused, what are the chances the ' 
courts wiT} find him innocent? Would you say they are (a) very 
good, (b) fairly iood, (c) about even, (d) fairly poor, (e) very 
poor, (f) don't know. 
~) If the police caught the person who committed a crime, what do 
you think the chances are that the lawbreaker would be punished 
by the courts? Would you say they are (a) very good, (b) fairly 
good,(c) about eveQ, (d) fairly poor, (e) very poor, (f) don't know. 

Perceived Pressure to Plead (Asked onl of defendants)' 
at 1 you t In t.e most 11 e y sentence wou ave been if 

you had be~n convicted by a judge or jury at trial? Do you think 
it would have been (a) much lighter, (b) lighter, (c) about the 
s~e, (d) heavier, or (e) much heavier if your case went to ttial 
instead of the way yours was handled? 
2) How important was your fear of a nea,vier sentence in your deci
sion to plead guilty? Would you say it was (a) very important, 
(b) of some importance, (c) not very important, (d) of no impor
tance" (e) don',t know. 

We looked at participation in terms of recollections of presence at pro
ceedings. The self-reports of presence mayor may not reUect actual be
havior. People may forget, not wish to recall, or not be able to be precise 
about when they went to court. We telt that the self-report$ of attendance 
would. establish at least a baseline of personal recall against which their 
interpretatic"<; f.)f their experiences could be measured. In addition, we 
asked r'espond~uts about the types of contact,.; that they had with various 
cou,rt personnel--for example, whether they discussed their reconmendations 
for disposition with anyone, etc. 

We could expect an overlap between attitudes toward personal experience 
In thecol4rts and general ratings of the criminal justice system. Personal 
experience might color evaluations of institution~, while overall attitudes 
towmrd' author i 1y caul d be expected to shape interpretat ions of one's own 
exp'erience. The interactiof\ between these levels of attitude creates major 
measurement pr'oblems. If personal contact with the ,courts affects attitudes 
toward the courts as institutions, then we'would expect participation to be ' 
a predictor oj ~ttitudes. Unfortunately, pa!'ticipation itself is quite like-, 
Iy,te be,. a consequence of attltudes towar.d its utility, deriving from views 
about 'institutions. Comparisons of attifudes and different kinds of partici
pation may help make some estimations of effect. 
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"If- A. Xantau.r 
ho/«t DIr«lfll' 

AuMK.Heia 
s,. ita.n:ll ASlCldrtl 

SAMPLE COpy - LETTER TO VICTIM/DEFENDANT ASKING FOR INTERVIEW 

Dear 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
CENTER FOR STUDiES IN ClUMlNALJUSTICE 

PRETlUALS£TT!....EMENT PROJECT 
MetropoUtulustice Bfdc-. Room 308 

1351 N.W. 12th Street 
Miami, Florida" 33125 

Telephone: (305) S47~2976 

--------
In an effort to find aut more about the attitudes of 

people toward the administration of justice in our courts, 
the Cent~r for Studies in Criminal Justice of the University 
of Chicago Law School is conducting a study which will include 
personal interviews with a number of individuals. 

This study is being done in cooperation with the Dade 
County Circuit Court, the office of the State Attorney, and 
the Public Defender's office. Your name has been selected on 
a random basis from a group of individuals whom we hope will 
volunteer to be interviewed. 

The interview will be confidential as no names or 
addresses of individuals interviewed will be'divulged.to any
one. We are interestsC only in 'collecting infor~tion about 
the attitudes, experiences and suggestions tor improvements 
or changes in the quality of justice from those we interview. 
It is our belief tJlat improvements in the adrninis,tration of 
justice will best be accomplished by'seeking information from 
individuals such as yourself. . 

If you can be reached at phone number I'''' we 
will call you within a few days to explain in mere detail the 
purposes of this survey and to answer any questions you may 
have. If this number is not a.ccurate or'you wish to be:ealled 
at another number, please phone us a.·t 547-2976, or retutn the 
eJlclosed letter,. Our staff person will ,also. arrUie a conven
ient time for an interview if you are willing to ~ar~1clpate. 
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SAMPLE COPY - LETTER TO POLICE 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
CENTER FOR sruDms IN CRlMINALrusnCE 

. PRETRIAL SETn.EMENT PROJECT 
MetropoUtan 1ustice 81(11., Room 308 

1351 N.W. 12th Street 

"'I,M A. Xtmlua 
lrojm Dlrmor 

Miami. Floricta'3312S 
Telephone: (305) 547·2916 Chuloueloc 

Site D/r«IfW 

AuItIIM.ReiM 
s,. /taurdt .ADOdII • 

.... S.M ... 

.fr. /tuardl C01l&olltMl 

, I) 

• • ~j-

Dear --------------------
In an effort to find out more about the attitudes of people 

toward the administration of justice in our courts, a study is 
beiIlg conducted in Dade County courts which will include personal 
interviews with a number of individuals. 

This study is being done in cooperation with the Dade County 
Circuit Court, the office of the State Attorney, and the 2ublic 
Defender's offlce. You were the police officer'in a randomly 
selected case in the study. We hope you will agree to be int~r
viewed about the processing of that case by the courts. The 
defendant in the case was . The case 
closed on • Your participation is entirely 
voluntary and may be terminated by yOu at any time. 

The interview' will be -Confidential as no names or addresses 
of individuals interviewed will be divulged to anyone. We are 
i.nterested only in collecting information about the attitudes, 
experiences and suggestions for improvements or changes in the 
quality of justice from those ~e interview. The information 
collected will. be disclosed only in summary form that will not 
identify individuals. It is our beliaf that improvements in the 
administration of justice will best be accomplished by seeking 
information from individuals,. such as yourself. 

. Would "you please call us wtthin the next week between 8: 00 
a.m. and 9:00 p.m. at our office, 547- 2976, for the interview. 
Please refer to I.D. 
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Charlotte Boc 
Site Director 
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--.-----~----------~----------~~~--~;~; -----------------.----------

Dear 

SAMPLE COPY - FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO POLICE 

. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

CENTER FOR STUDIES IN CRIMINAL JUsnCE 
. PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT PROJECT 

MetropoUtan lusti" mal-. Room 308 
1351 N.W.12th Street 

----------------

Miami, florid1.'33125 
Telephone: (305) 547·2976 

This is a reminder that we have not yet heard from you regard- . 
ing your case involving that closed on 

Since we are working with a sample of cases, 
your views and experiences are esp~cially important to us. 

The interview can be conducted by telephone by calI-ing 547-'2976 
or you may come by Room 308 in the Metropolitan Justice Building 
Monday-Thursday 8 A.M.-9 P.:.r •• Friday 8 A.M.-5 P.M. ~and Saturday 
10 A.M.-6 P.M. 

The interview will be confidential as no names or addresses 
of ind!viduals interviewed will be divulged to anyone, We are in
terested only in collecting information about the attitudes, 'exper
iences and suggestions for improvements or changes in the quality 
of justice from tho~e we interview. The information cQllected will 
be disclosed only in summary form that will not identify individuals. 
It is· our belief that improvements in the administration of justice 
will best be accomplished by seeking information' from individuals 
such as yourself. 

While the interview is vI,;Luntary, we hope that you will take 
this opportunity to express your views. We look forward to h~aring 
from you. 

Please refer to ID# ----------------
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Sincerely .. 

Charlotte Boc 
Site Dire~tor 
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SAMPLE COpy - CONSENT FORM FOR INCARCERATED DEFENDANT 

"11MA.~ 
'10/«1 DInckw 

AaaaM. .... 
.tr.llaurdl ASIOdIte 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
CENTER FOR sruDlES IN CIUMINAL rumeE 

• PRE1'R1AL SSTl1..EMENT PROJECT 
MetropoUtan Justice Bli2,., Room 308 

1351 N.W. 12th Street 
Miami. Rorida '33125 

TeJephoM: (30S) 547·2976 

Name: 

Chulon.Roc 
She Dir~t:tor 

--------------------------

In an effort to find out more about the attitudes of people 
toward the administration of justice in our courts, a study is 
being conducted in Dade County courts which includes pe~sonal 
interviews with a number of individuals. This study is being done 
in cooperation with the Dade County Circuit Court, the office of 
the State Attorney, and the Public Defender's office. Your name 
was.selected randomly from a list of individuals who have Tecently 
been through the Dade County courts. I would like to talk with 
you about the way your case that was closed on ________________ ___ 
was handled. 

Your participation is voluntary and you may stop the interview 
at any time. It will be confidential, as no names or addresses 
of i~dlviduals interviewed will be given to anyone. The information 

. collected will be presented in summary form that will not identify 
individuals. 

The ,above description has been read to me. I understand it 
and agree' to participate in the projec;t. I understand that I may 
stop the interview at any time. 

Signed~ ______________________ _ 

Date ______________ . __________ ___ 
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SAMPLE COPY 

PHONE INTRODUCTION:' READ VERBATIM 

Hello. This is I am a research assistant -----
on a project being conducted in Dade County with the Criminal 

Court, State Attorney's Office ~nd Public Defender's Office. I 

sent you a letter about our p'roject. Your name was selected ran-

domly from a list of individuals who have recently been through 

the uade County courts. We would like to talk with you about the 

way your case was handled. 

Your responses will be confidential, since we will not give 

out any names or addresses tc anyone. When we make our reports, 

we will not identify any person we have talked to. 

The interview is voluntary. If there are questions you do 

not wish to answer, feel free not to. 1 would like to do the 

interview now if it is convenient for you. It should take about 

20 minutes. 

IF RESPONDENT WISHES REFERENCES FOR THE PROJECT, TELL HIM/HER 

TO ·CALL ____________ _ IN THE STATE ATTORNEY'S OFFICE -- ____ _ 
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APPENDIX C 

DADE COUNlY IMPLfMENTAT ION AGREEMENT 

The sequence of events for the implementation of the Pretrial 

Settlement Conference: 

1. After the preliminary hearing, project staff will select 

fran the cases assigned to each of the test judges those cases to 

be included in the test group. The selection will be don~ by a 

randan s~ple method. -The staff will use a table of randam num

bers in making the selection. 

2. Prior to the arraignment date for the case selected f~r 

inclusion in the test group, a staft member wBl notify the parti-

cular participating judge of the selection of the case. 

l. At the time of arraigrunent, the participating judge will 

notify the assistant state attorney, the defense counsel, ~nd the 

defendant that the case has been selected for inclusion :n t'te 

Pretrial Settlement Conference project. At that time the judge 

shall give the defense couns~l (if other than a public defender) 

and the defendant documents that explain the process~ 

4. At the smne time, the judge will set a tentative pretrial 

settlement conference date and designa\e a place for the conference 

to be held. The def~nse counsel will be info,rmed that it is his 

responsibility to confirm the conference at least three (3) work

ing days before the conference date. The defense counsel will do 

this by contacting the assistant state attorney handling the case 

and advising him of the defense counsel's desire to have the con

ferenc~ convene • 

.5. At. arraignment, hearings on pretrial motions wi 11 be 

scheduled prior 10 the proposed canference date, as necessary. 

6. After arraignment, the assistant state attorney will review 
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th~ case and decide whether he needs the victim or arresting of

ficer as an eye-witness. If so, he will provide for consultati9n 
-

with victim or arresting officer, as the esse may be, about pos-

sible settlement, but will not invite him to attend the COnfei"ence. 

7. Between the period of arraignment and the pretrial con

ference, all pretrial motions and discovery hould be ~anpleted. 

3. If the defense counsel confirms the conference, the 

assistant state attorney will notify lhe judge that theconference 

will be h'eld as scheduled. He will also notify the victim of the 

scheduled conference. 

9. If the conference is going to be held and the defendant 

Is in custody, the assistant state atto~ney will aSGist in having 

the defendant bl'ought from jail to the conference. 

10. If the defendant is out on bail, it will be the respon

sibility of the defe'lse counsel to notify the defendant of the 

conference. 

11. At the conference, the judge will indicate, the purpose 

of the conference and will indicate to the defendant that for 

purposes of the conference, his guilt will beass\l11ed. The explici'~ 

statement of this assumption is necessary inorder to make it clear 

that the defendant is not in fact making an acmissio11 of guilt by 

his ~articipation in the discussion. The judge will further ad

vise the defendantthat he is not required to make any st.atement 

supporting that assumption, and that in fact he may terminate the 

conference at any time he chooses. The judge will advise 'the de

fense counsel and the defendant that no statement made at the P.re

trial Conference can be used in a subsequent trial ff settlement 

efforts should fail. 

There will follow a discussion of the possibility of settle-
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ment in which those issues that the parties feel appropriate will 

be rfiscussed. Th! v~ctim and police officer may. comnent on the 

P~~:9:posal, but wi 11 not be allowed to veto any proposed. settlement. 

It i~ imp(lrtant that the judge exerci.se discretion in keep

Ing the conference discussion within the appropriate limits of 

pret~ial discovery. 

If a proposed set U ernent is reached between the prosecutor 

an~ defense counsel, it ~ill be. the Judge's role to decide whether 

the proposal"is appropriate given the interest of all parties in~ 

~volvedl including the interQst of society. 

The judge, will have available at this and all conferences a 

c~py of the defendant's criminal history. 

12. The defense counsel may wish to conier with his client 

and report back ata later time. This will be allowed. 

13. If a settlement cannot be reached, the case wi·ll be set . 

,f 0 r t ria 1 • /' . 

If at trial date, it then appears that a settlement 
. . 

might be po~sible, another conf~r~nce may be convened. The par-

tiCipants in this conference shall be the same, to the estent 

~ossibi'e! as'at ~h~ orig~nal conf~~~nce~ 
.15. If no settlement is PC?ss·ible at any of the conferences, 

the case will go to trial and, as indicated, the fact that a 
-' . . ~ . . . . ' . 

st.temen~ or, acini SSlon, was mad~ .a~ the conference wi 11 not be ad-

missible at the'trial. 

WN.</fl 
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..J\PPENlIX D 

EX1MPLES OF ~EREN:E 01 SCUSSlOO 

Case A 

Participants: Judge,Publlc'Defender, Assistant State Attorney, Victim 
Location.: Judge's Chambers 
Charge: Larceny 

Speaker Person Addressed 

Judge I Defense Counsel 

Def. Count Judge 

I 
Judge I All 

I 
Def. Coun.; Judge 

I 

Judge i ; Def. Coun. , 
Def. Coun~ Judge 

prosecuto~ Judge 

I I 

Judge ?rose~utor 

Judge IVictim 

Victim ;' Judge 

Judge Prosecutor 

Def. Coun.' Judge 

Judge All 

Judge Victim 

'i 

/' 

! What 1s thi s case? 

i Thi sis. a shopllf t ing case.' There was another 
: woman assocla·ted wi th her who Is a known shop-
i lifter. The stores involved are • I . , and . • BiDycToi'hes, 
I driiiiS;-fiOusecoars;-ana-pUFies were taken~ I The. defendant has no prior record. 

I IS she married? 

/. Yes. 

I Any chi! <lren? 

On~ d~ughter. 

III She was carrying a large shoppinc il)as. cruising 
the store with this other person whu ha$ a re-

1 t;o~d of shop llf t1 ng. 
I" -
1 The record ought to list what was stolen. 

What was stolen? 

Baby goods and women's apparel_ 
hav~ been-recovered. 

" 

The item, 
, " 

Would PTJ* be acceptable? What would you rCa, 
comnend? 

When th~ security officer stopped her she 
didntt give any trouble an,d .aidsbe needed 
~lothes ~or her family. u 

J think PTJ should be tried. She has bot prior 
record. 

What would you recan'IY"!nd? 

:' 1 .. 
" ..•. ~ v' 
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Speaker 

Victim 

Def. Coun. 

Prosecutor 

Judge 

Judge 

Victim 

Judge 

Victim 

Judge 

Person Addr"essed 

Judge 

Judge 

Judge 

All 

Victim 

Judge 

Victim 

ludge 

Vict 1m 

v 

I When I talked ttl the defendant it was clear 
II she knew these -other :shop! Hters wel1. I think 

she planned this--ii'_s'~'t 'any whim. It is my 
t personal belief that this~-s :11).'t tpe firs.t tl~ 
j for her' al though she may well .net hav'e a' pr lor 
, record. 

I 
I 
! 
l 
! 

! 
t 

I 
.f 

The pol ice talke~ wi th me yesterday and said .' 
the defendarit has' given them information about 
the other shoplifters. I'm not arguing that 
no prior record means she ha$n't done this be
fore. I know the realities. 

I think you shou~d give probation. 

That's all right with me. 
then she will get time • 

What's your name? 

What was your ·loss? 

About $100 worth 'of goods. 

If she violates it 

I want you to know I shop there too. 
{Laughter as victim and defense counsel leave.) 

Time elapsed: 5,minutes. 
Conference Status: tentative settlement with disposition probation 

(no length specified) 

--------------------------.,------~------

Case B 

PartiCipants: Judge, Defense Counsel, Prosecutor, and Defendant 
Location: Judge's chambers 
Charge: Possession of ophm det:'ivati\r:ej hero,in. 

Speaker 

Judge 

Prosecutor 

;Judge 

Person Addres,sed 

Prosecutor 

Judge 

Prosecutor 

Prosecntor Judge 
'"' 3udge Defense Counsel 

Are there any )rior convictions? 

No felony record is known.. However, there is. 
a mi sdemeanor. 

Has the defendant ever done any time? 

No. 

Does your client have any special problems? 
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Speaker Person Addressed 

Def. Coun. Judge· i 
Judge Defense cour:ase1.! 

Def. C()un:;' Judge 
1 

Judge Defense Counsel 

Def. ·Coun. Judge. 

Ithin!c.h, has 

.Whete is your . 
He is outside 

Bring him in. 

OI<.y. :.' . 

; . .. I k ~ A • § 

Ii problem. ,. 

crient now? 

in the hallway. 

• want to see him. 

Defendant is brought in~ and the conference is resumed. 

Judge 

Defendant 

Judge 

Defendant 

Judge 

All 

Do yOU have a drug problem? 

No. 

1 .n willing to consider withholding adjudi
cation and awarding three years probation with 
speciaL conditi~n of 30 days jn ,he couhty 
jail, plus a rec.:ClI11'nendation that this defen
dant be evaluated by TASC. 

Judge Defense I 
counsel I 

I 
I 

I am $aying this if your client wishes to enter 
a plea of guilty. You can let me know at the 
sounding conference. 

Time elapsed: 4 minutes 

---_. --.------------~-~~.~----------------------------~----

Case C 
) 

Participants: JUdge, Prosecutor, Private defense counsel, police 
officers . 

Location: Judge!s chmnbers 
Charge: Possession of controlled substance 

At Sounding Conference in the courtroarn prior to the pretrial settle .. 
ment conference, the Private Defense Counsel.; stood up when there was a bre. 
in the proceedings and said hYour'Honor, I have a conference and I don't know 
what a c~l'fe.rence i~,. On lheone hand, I have received the rna.terl.ls des-· 
cribing '~he case, b~t I don't understand 1't." The ludge replied, nThe cc;n- . 
ferencewill be in my chambers. and more inf;ormai, so. don't worry, we'll; t.,ke 
care of i~t." • 

Speaker 

Judge 

~ fl. 

Perso~ Addressed .. 
All Let • sturn to.:tbe 

. fll~?" . 
___ O_U ______ • case • 

t '.;.,.< 

Pr'osecutot' leaves for one ~i~.ute and retu'~n* wi th f ile.··~tr',Ch 
she· hands. to ji,idge.) ;,/.' 'C".! 

. " 
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Speaker 

Judge 

Def. Coun. 

Police 

Judge 

Police 

Judge 

Person Addressed, 

Defense Counsel 

/ 

Judge 

Judge 

Pol ice 

Judge 

Pol ice 

Police I Judge 

I What aTe the fact~ about these charges? 

I'~·I have, subpoenaed the doctor who will testify 
, that the defendant has been on these pills for 
f diet therapy for 6 'years. 
I 

We've foUnd him with these pills before. 

What are the 'drugs? 

Met haquah.lde 5 • 

kowmuch is 'lnvolved? 

One bot t1 ef ul. 
, 

Judge ! Defense Counsel' What !lo you 'know about the defendant's prior 
,l use of drugs? Is he an addict? 

Del. Coun.1 Judge 

Judge Defense Counsel 

Def. Coun. Judge 

Judge Defense Counsel 

Def. Coun. Judge 

Judge I Dei ense counse 1 

Def. Coun.. Judge 
~ 

ludge Prosecutor 
I 

Prosecutor I Judge 

Judge I Def~nse Counsel 

Det. Coun.! Judge 

i 
:Judge, 

Poli~e 

Pol ice 

JudIe 

I 
I 
I 
i 

I 

The defendant'hasa weight problem and needs 
treatment. He needs to take pills every day 
in order to keep the weight off. He is not an 
an addict. " 

Does he live alone or with his fmnily? 

His f~ily lives in Mimni but he has his own 
apartment. 

Does he have a job? 

No, he is in school. 

Does he have a prior record? 

There is a petty larceny (a misdemeanor) which 
he plead guil tS' to and ~or which he completed 
pri. 

What is your recomnendation? 

I think probation wou1 d be appropr iate. 

What do you think? 

There should be no time because he is in 
,therapy. 

What do you think? 

Whatever you think is alright with us. 

Defens~ Counsel Wi 11 the d~fendant 'accept probation? 
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Speaker Person Addressed -
Def. Coun. Judge 

Judge All 

Def. Coun. Judge 

" 

My 'cl lent has. no pr lor record of drug charges 
so I didn't talk to him about the possibIlity 

I of probation ~o I'll have to consult·him. 

I I'm thinking about probation wi th specIal con-l dltions. • 

J What are the .special condi tion,s? 
I 

Judge Defense Counsel Evaluation for drugs and, if needed, to go lnto 
drug prngram. 

Def. Coun. Judge 1'1 ~ have to talk wi th my c.!ient about tl\i s. 
When should I report back? '. 

Judge Prosecutor When are you back in court? 

Prosecutor Judge April 4th. 

Judge Defense Counsel What about you? 

Def. Coun. ludge I'll be in trial the last week of ~rch and 
may need that day to flnish--what ~bout April ,? 

Prosecutor All That's fine. 

Judge All I'll reschedule it for 9:.00 a.mo on April 5. 

Time elapsed. (excludes time sp~n,t on other. matters).: 9minutes ., . 
Conference Status: tentative set tlement wi th di sposi tion of prO;)atloh 

(lenst~ unspecified with drug treatment) 
. : .. :.. ,", . . ' _. ___________ • .. ___ ~~ _____ ~ Itt. _ ... _ ... _..., 

case D 

Participants: ludg4!, Assistant State Att'orney, Public Defender, Defen': '. 
dant, Arresting PO,4 ice 01.1 icer 

Location: Judge' $ chambers 
Charge: Aggra'Jated Assaul~; 

Speaker 

Judge 

Pub. Def. 

Person Addressed 

Public Defender 

Judge 

Who :i~Ah~ .defendant and wha.t are ~'be·f.ct$ In 
, thl's. case'? . 
Tbe·, 'Cbarge 1 s ag&tavatedassaul t,. and th'. de~ 
fendant is al1-egedto have tbreah~ned \'he vlC':. .. 
11m.w~th a knife. ,. ~.'1. 

Pub. Def. De f ell dan t y', Explain titeta'ets ot this ,case to, tbe j'udae. .:'e~ 
~ " . 

111 .r 
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Speaker Person Addressed 
? 

~!endant. I Prosecutor 

Pub. De!. I Judge 

Judge Public Defender 

Pub. Def. Judge 
J 
I 
I 

Judge t Defendant 
I 
i 

Defendant I Judge 

Judge PolIce 

Police Judge 

Judge Police 

Police Judge 

Judge I Public Defender 
J 

Pub. Def. I Judge 
• ! 
I 

Judge I Defendant 

Defendant ! Judge j 

i 

Pub. De£. ~ Defendant 

Defendant Public Defender 
I 

Pub. Def. : Defendant 

Defendant Public Defender 
< 

Pro$ecutor~ Defendant 

Defendant : Prosecutor 

I 
All 

Judge Oieft;ndant 
r ... 

t~!.~~· 

'::~i'~ 

-:", 

~~~~" .~ .. 

I The guy claims that I attacked him, but I 
1 didn't. We just had an argument. 

I The victim claimed that my client h.ad a knife. 

I 
! , 
I 

I 
j 

I 

Were there any eye witnesses? 

No, thel"'e .we1"e no't wi tnesses. The neighbors . 
heard the argument but didn't see it. 

Did you, in fact, have a knife? 

No, Your Honor, I did not. 

What de you know about this case? 

We responded to a neighbor's call. The· defen
dant's parked car-had been struck by the vic
tim's car. The two got into an argument. The 
victim says the defendant got a ~nife fran the 
glove compartment and started waving it at him. 

Did you find the knife? 

Ne. 

Does this man have any prior record? 

Well, yes, there is a pending charge in another 
case. 

Have you had any prior convictions? 

Yes. 

Back in 1969~ tJtere was a charge of breaking 
and entering in the Carolinas, was there not? 

That's correct. 

How much time did you serve on that pharge? 

Two and a half years. 

Did you have' two robbary charge5 in that· case? 

Yes, but they were di~issed. i wasonl, charged 
with breaking and en.tering. 

That is nol a !ery geod :acord. 

'Are you married? 
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Speaker Person Addressed 

Judge t .... ne.fe~dant 
-:: ~.-

Defendant Judge . 

Judge Prosecutor 

Prosecutor: Judge ~'r. ~ * 

Judge Public Defender 

Pub. Def. Judge 

Judge Police 

Police Judge 

Judge All 

Pub. Def. Judge 

Judg~ Prosecutor 
i 

Prosecutor; Judge 
i 

Judge All 

Pub. Def. Judge 

Judge Public Defender 

Pub. Def .. Judge 

Judge f Prosecutor 
I 
I 

Judge Prosecutorj 

Judge All 

.00 fOU have a job? 

I worked at for 14 months but was 
laid off two months ago • 

1 I What d~ you think sho~ld happen? 

I
'; Tbe s.t.a,~e "-.wants three years. ", .'. 

, Wha't do you think should happen? 
i 
I We were looking for time served and probation. 
i I Do you have a reconmendatlon? 

, Whateve,r you think is appropriate is all right 
with us. 

i , 
i 
£ 

I can' t 1 et him wal k on probation ~ Thi s is a 
serious charge and I need to protect society.as 
well as look out fer the defendant. I am think
ing of 18 months and .3 years probation. 

~, 
[ 

f 
I'd like to see jaiJ time but not prison. The 
victim was involved in the argument, too. 

! Where is the vi ct im? :: 
1 . 
~ 

The victim i$ ill today. 

T~e defendant's record is pretty bad. 
defendant pleads guilty I have to give 
months and probation. This is not the 
time he has been in trouble. 

If the 
18 
first 

I'lL haye to discuss this with my client. 

I When can you report back? 
! 
I I'm back here on April 4th. 

-f What about you? 
I 

l Okay wi th ine. 

'( Let'S. reschedule it for sounding on April 6. 
. Than,ks, f.or coming. 

. . 

TirT)eelapsed: 14 minu:.~s~· ~~"'~ 
Conference status: Tentat iye s~t Uernent with di sposi tion, of 18 month. 

in prison follQwed by .3 years probatlolh 
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N'>TES TO APPENlICES 

I"Clmpbell and Stanley, Experimental Design; and We'iss, Evaluation Research, 
pp. 61-61J. 

2. See Eisenstein and Jacob, Felony Justice, pp. 21-28. 
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